


Foreword

The Traffic Detector Handbook is a product of the Federal Hi hway
A&inis trat ion technology transfer progrm. It is intended for
use by traffic engineers and technicians having responsibility for.
the design, installation and maintenance of traffic detectors.

Judicious application of the concepts and procedures set forth in
the Handbook should result in improved installations of traffic
detectors and a long-term savings of public funds.

Other resources to assist with selection and installation and
maintenance of traffic and vehicle detectors are under
development. They include a Traffic Detector Field Manual and a
videotape training course. Both will be tied to the Handbook and
will focus on practical considerations in installing and
maintaining detectors .

Sufficient copies of this Handbook are being distributed to
provide a minima of one copy to each PHWAre$ional office,
division office, and State highway agency. Direct distribution is
being made to the division offices.

FQ%w[k

Director, Office of Implementation

Not ice

This docment is disseminated under the sponsorship of the
Departm&nt of Transportation in the interest of information
exchange. This Handbook does not constitute a standard,
specification or regulation.

The United States Goverment does, not endorse products or
manufacturers. Trade and manufacturers’ n-es appear herein only
because they are considered essential to the objective of the
Handbook.
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METRIC CONVERSION FACTORS

Approximate Conversions to Metric Measures Approximate Conversions from Metric Measures

Symbol When you know
Multiply

by
TO Find Symbl Symbol When you know Multiply

by
TO find Symbol

~ LENGTH

in inches 25.4 millimeters mm mm millimeters 0.04 inches in
in inches ‘2,54 centimeters cm cm
ft

cent imeters 0.4 inches in
feet 0,3 meters m m

vd
meters 3.3 feet ft

vards 0,9 meters meters 1.1 Vards
;m

vd
mi miles 1,6 kilometers ~m blometers 0.6 miles mi

~ B

in2
square inches 6.5 square centimeters

~mz ~m2
square centimeters 0,16 square inches

i“2

ff2
square feet 0.09 square meters

~2 ~2
square meters 10.8 square feet

ft2

yd2 square yards 0.8 square meters m2 m2 square meters 1.2 square yards ydz

miz square miles 2.6 square Klometers kmz km2 ~q”are ~lometer~ 0.4 square miles mi2

acres 0.4 hectares(10,000m2) ha ha hectares(10,000 m2) 2.5 acres

MASS (weiaht) MASS (weiaht)

02 ounces I 26.4 I grams I 9 9 19 rams I 0.0351 ounces I
lb pounds

02
0.46 I kilograms kg kg I kilograms 2.2 pounds lb

shoti tons (2OOOlb) 0.9 mettic tons metric tons 1.1 shon tons

VOLUME VOLUME

fl Oz fluid ounces 29.6 milliliters ml ml
pt

milhliters 0.03 fluid ounces fl 02
pints 0.47 liters I I liters

qt
2,1 pints pt

quafls 0.95 liters I I liters 1.06 quarts qt
gal gallons 3.6 liters I I liters 0.26 gallons
fts

gal

cubic feet 0.03 cubic meters
~3 M3

cubic meters 35.3 cubic feet fts

yd3 cubic yards 0.76 cubic meters m3 m3 cubic meters 1.3 cubic yards yd3

TEMPERATURE (exact) TEMPE RATURE (exact)

5/9 (after
. . F Fahrenheit temperature subtract Celsius temperature “c

. . c Celsius temperature 9/5 (then Fahrenheit ., F
ing 32”) add 32”) temperature

. 1 incheq”ats2,54 ~“timeters exacfly, Forotherexactmn.ersio”$ and moredetailedtables, .. Exactmnversio”.
see NBS Msc. P“bl.286, UnitsofweightsandMeasures. ihl

) ,) ‘)
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I. INTRODUCTION

A vehicle detection system, defined by the National
Electrical MmtiacturersAsOciation (NEW) Sti-
dards as “..., a system for indicating the presence or
passage of vehicles,” protides input for traff]c-actu-
ated si~al control, traffic-responsive system cOn-
trol, freeway sumeillance, ad data collection sys-
tems. As such, the application, desi~, installation,
ad maintenance of detectors becomes increasingly
impotiant as trtilc control md sumeillmce sys-
tems continue to proliferate ad become more so-
phisticated.

Millions of research dollars have been, md are
being, applied to controlling trti,c and alleviating
congestion ad delay on the Nation’s etisting streets
and freeways. The success of these control systems
depends to a large extent on the proper desi~,
installation, ad maintenmce of the detector cOm-
ponent of tbe overall system. Consequently, it is
incumbent on the jurisdictions or agencies imple-
menting or operating these systems to assure that
appropriate attention is directed toward this rela.
tively strtightfomard but critical system element.

This handbook is a retised, updated version of the
Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Rafic
Detector Handbook, originally published as Implem-
entation Package FHWA-IP-85-1. This up~aded
version of the Handbook supersedes tbe pretious
edition. However, the valuable matifials and basic
scope of the otiginal document have been retained.
It has heen restmctured and revised to update
discussions of concepts and equipment to reflect the
cument state of the a*, particularly as it relates to
the microprocessor revolution, advmces in control
technology, md real-world application experience.

SCOPE ~ OBJECT~S OF THE
~BOOK

The overall objective of this Handbook is to pmtide
a single resource and basic reference to aid the
practicing engineer md technician in planning,

desiWing, installing, and maintaining detectirs.
Specifically, the Handbook is intended to:

.

.

.

.

.

Protide a compendium of existing
detector technology.

Facilitate the uderstmding of the
basic elements of detector systems.

Aid in the wderstanding and applica-
tion of new technology.

Identify the best current practices.

Seine as a trafiinzaid fortrtilc enti-
neers, trafic tec~nicians, and fi~ld
personnel.

WOL~ION OF DETECTOR
TECHNOLOGY

In the 1920s when mmually-operated traffic signals
were being replaced by automatic, pretimed trafic
control devices, en~neers soon pointed to the need
for some means of collecting the traffic data preci-
ously obtained tisually by the police OfficerOnduty.
hong those concerned was Charles Adler, Jr. of
Baltimore, a railway siWal engineer. He developed
a detector that was activated when a driver sounded
his car hom at a specified location. This device
consisted ofa microphone momted in a small box on
a nearby utility pole. Adler’s detice, first installed in
1928 at a Baltimore intersection, constituted the
first semi-actuated siWal installation to assign right
of way by means of a vehicle detector.

At nearly the same time, HenW A. Haugh, an elec-
trical engineer, developed apressure-sensitive pave-
ment detector using two metal plates acting as
electrical contacts brought together by the wheel
pressure of passing vehicles. This pressure-sensi-
tive, treadle type, in-mad detector proved more
popular than the horn-activated detector. In fact,
this detector enjoyed widespread use for over 30
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years as the primary mess of detecting vehicles at
actuated siWals.

Concomitantly, Adler conttiued his work with sound
detectors and in 1931 introduced another sound
detector which employed hollow steel boxes emhed-
dedin the intersection approach. These boxes picked
up the sound of passing wheels ad transmitted this
to microphones.

Mechanical problems with the contact-plate detec-
tor led to the introduction of the electro-pneumatic
detector. Although this detice found some applica-
tion, it was costly to install, it was only capable of
passage (motion) detection, and its (wle) counting
accuracy was limited hy the generation of tir pres-
sure waves and capsule contact bomce.

In retrospect, it seems mfotiunate that the treadle
detector, which utilized the most obvious md most
easily detected property of vehicles–their mass
(weight)+ould not be economically improved fur-
ther. Snow P1OWStended to lift the plate from the
roadway resulting in costly reptirs. There was aIso
the expense of reinstalling the detector tier rOad-
way resutiacing. These problems led to the search
for detectors based on more subtle propetiies such
as:

● Sound (acoustic detectors).

● Opacity (optical detectors).

. ~oma~etism (maWetic detectors,
ma~etometers).

● Reflection of radiation (infrared, ul-
trasonic, radar, ad microwave detec-
tors).

● Electmmawetic induction (1OOPde-
tectors).

● Vibration (tribo-electfic, seismic, ad
inertia-switch detectors).

Not all of these concepts have been commercially
exploited. Today, the inductive 100Pdetector is, by
far, the most tidely used detector in modern tr~lc
control systems. The ma~etometer and the mag-
netic detector are also produced commercially and

are used for various applications. The optical detec-
tor has feud use for the detection of priority ve-
hicles and research is on-going for infrared, ultra-
sonic, and radar detectors.

NSO under development me tide-area detection
systems (W~S). One promising system uses video
imaging techniques and is known as VIDS.

It is reasonable h assume that as operational needs
proliferate, and technical advances keep pace, de-
tector technology will continue to be a dynamic and
expanding field.

~TRODUCTION TO MODERN
DETECTORS

The following dismssion provides a broad ovemiew
of the basic types of detectors in use today. While the
emphasis in this summa~ ovemiew is directed
toward typical use of detectors for traffic si~al
control, subsequent chapters cover other applica- ,_
tions (i.e., freeway ramp metering, freeway mtin-
Iine control, etc.) as well as eme@ng concepts,
practices, ad products.

The three main types of vehicle detectors used in
cument practice are inductive 100Pdetectors, mag-
netic detectors, and ma~ehmeters. Each of these
detector systems consists of sensors in Orbelow the
roadway, a lead-in cable connecting the sensor at a
pull box to tie controller cabinet, and an electronic
unit housed in the controller cabinet (Figure 1).

By far the most popular method of vehicle detection
is the inductive 100pdetector system. As shorn in

—

.—

figure 1. Vehicle detedor system.
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Fi@re 2, the total system consists of three parts: a
detector oscillator, alead-in cable, and a 100Pembed-
ded in the pavement consisting of one or more turns
of wire. The detector oscillahr (ampfifier) trasmits
its own ener~ (electrical field) md operates on the
principle that a vehicle resting in, or passing over,
the 100Pwill mbalace a twed circuit resulting in
a detection. The size, shape, and confi~ration oftbe
100Pvaries considerably depending upon the specific
application, rmgingfiom the most common size 6- x
6-ft (1.8-x 1.8-m) 100PS,to longrectan~lar 100ps(6-
x40- to 70- ft (1.8- x 12-to 21-m). Because of the flefi-
hility ofits desi~, the 100Pdetectir provides for the
broadest range of vehicle detiction.

LOOPdetector systems are constructed with electri-
cal characteristics that match an Oscillator/ampli-
fier. The oscillator seines as a source of ene~ for
the 100P. men a vehicle passes over the loop or is
stopped tithin the 100P area, it reduces the 100P
inductance, causing an increase in the oscillator
frequency. The change in inductice or frequency
activates a relay or circuit which sends m electrical
output to the controller si~ifying that it has de-
tected the presence of a vehicle.

The loop itself is constructed by cutting a slot in the
pavement and placing one or more turns of tire in
the slot. The tire is then covered with sealant. h

Detetior Eletironics + yy,!l~~~p. . . . . . . .
: Om

1 ‘ T“ ‘ “

24 ff
Controller
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c w
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alternate, more durable construction is to place the
turns of wire in a plastic condtit just below the
pavement sutiace. bother alternative is to encase
the tire in a plastic sleeve before installing in the
saw-ret slot in the pavement. A tide variety of loop
sties and shapes may be used to meet specific needs
(see Chapter 4). The 6-x 6- ft (1.8- x 1.8-m) square
loop is the most commonly used loop for actuated
trfic si~d control.

Magnetic detector probes (Fi@re 3) are cylindrical
in shape (no larger tha 2.25 in (57 mm) in diameter
or more than 21 in (53 cm) in length) ~d are placed
below the roadway. They detect vehicles based upon
a change in the lines of flu from the Eati’s mag-
netic field. These detectors provide only passage
data and not occupacy or presence data. Accord-
ingly, their use is limited to special circumsbnces
and is being phased out of general use.

figure 3. Magnetic detector probe.

Ma~etometer probes (Fi~re 4) are small cylinders
(no larger than 2 in (5 cm) in diameter or more thm
4.25 in (11 cm) in length) embedded vetiically in the
suflace of the roadway. The presence of a vehicle is
detected by measuring the focusing effect of the
Earth’s ma~etic field that occurs when the vehicle
is near the detector. These detectors are patiicu-
larly effective for use on bridge stmctures and with
chronically poor pavement sutiaces. Magnetome-
ters can be used instead of or in combination with
100Pdetectirs.

bother device similar to the ma~etometer is the
microloop. It is a small, passive, cylindrical pmhefigure 2. Loop detetior system.
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figure 4. Magnetometer probe

(0.ss in (2.2 ~) in diameter and 3.63 in (g.2 ~)
Iong)buried beneath the roadway sufiace. A sample
probe is shorn in Fi@re 5. It trasforms changes in
the Eatih’s mawetic field intensity into chmges in
inductance. As a vehicle passes the microloop, the
change in inductance is sensed by a conventional
loop detector electronic unit.

figure 5. Microloop probe.

Other detector types thathavebeen used in the past
are still utilized in special situations. Radar detec-
tors were quite popular in the fifiies and sixties, with
many installations still in etistance. A radar instal-
lation is shown in FiWre 6. The sonic detector also
had a period of popularity. It used the same prin-
ciples as radar, hut in the sonic frequency range
rather than in the radio frequencies. A typical
sensor head (shown in FiWre 7) was mounted either
overhead or in a sidefire position. Both of these

figure 6. Overhead-mountedradar detetior.

types of detectors are being revived using modern
technology (see Chapter 7).

The Hmdbook will concentrate on inductive loops,
maWetometers, and ma~etic detectors. The main .-.
emphasis is on detection for trafic si~al installa-
tions. There is, however, a growing need for accu-
rate, dependable detectors for tra~c surveillance
and control,

In reco~ition of the impotiance of accurate detec-
tion in these applications, manufacturers have de-
veloped new models that take advantage of ad-
vanced technology. Others concentrate on develop-
ing new detection techniques ad methodology.

figure 7. Sonicdetector sensor unit.
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DEF~TION OF TEWS

One of the major difficulties in explaining detector
application ad design theoties is the abundace
(md redmdmsy) of terns used in current litera-
ture. That is, a number of terns meaning the same
thing may be used interchangeably md indiscrimi-
nately among various reference sources ad even
within a single document. This can create confasion
for even the most experienced traffic engineer.

TOavoid any potential confusion, the basic terminol-
ogy used in this Hmdbook is defined below. Terms
meaning the same (or nearly the same) thing are
appended for easy reference. TOthe extent possible,
the tem shown in bold type was used consistently
throughout the text. A more complete listing of
teminolo~ is inco~orated in the Glossaw at the
end of the H~dbook.

Detecton A device for indicating the presence or
passage ofvehicles. This general term is usually
supplemented with a modifier indicating type
(e.g., loop detectir, magnetic detector, etc.);
operation (e.g., point detector, presence detec-
tor, etc.); or fmction (e.g., calling detectar, ex-
tension detector, etc.).

Detector hplifie~ A device that is capable of
intensifying the electrical energy produced by a
sensor. AU example is a ma~etic detector
amplifier. A 100P detector unit is commonly
called an amplifier, although its electronic fmc-
tion actually is different.

Detector Uniti me potiion of a detector syetem
other than the sensor md lead-in cable, consist-
ing of m electronic assembly.

Lcrge ha Detector: (kea Detector) A detector
or series of detectors tired together in series Or
seriedparallel covering m area in the approach
tom intersection. Detection area varies from 6
x 40 ft (1.8 x 12 m) h 6 x 100ft (1.8 x 30 m) or
larger. One of the more common confi~rations
is four 6- x 6- ft (1.8- x 1.8- m) 100PSspaced 9 or
10 ft (2.75 or 3 m) apart for a length of 51 or 54
fi (15.5 or 16.5 m).

P s-~ &ea De~C~E (point De~ctOr) A detector
that measures the passage of vehicles past a

point (i.e., a small area usually not exceeding 6
x 6 ft (1.8 x 1.8 m)).

Loop Detector Uniti h electronic detice which is
capable of energizing the sensor loop(s), of
monitoring the sensor loop(s) inductance, and of
responding to a predetermined decrease in in-
ductmce tith m output which indicates the
passage or presence of vehicles in the zone of
detection. It is the electronics package, exclu-
sive of the loop(s) md lead-in cable.

Loop Detecto~ A detector that senses a change in
inductmce of its inductive 100Psensor caused by
the passage or presence of a vehicle near the
sensor.

WgneticDetecti~ Adetectorthat senseschages
in the EartKs ma~etic field that are caused by
the movement of a vehicle near its sensor. It is
a vehicle detector placed under the roadway
which makes use of both the Earth’s mametic
field and the energy chmge created by the pas-
sage of a vehicle over the detector to produce an
output,

Magnetometer Detectom A detector that mea-
suree the difference in the level of the earttis
ma~etic forces caused by the passage or pres-
ence of a vehicle near its sensor. It is a detice
capable of being activated by the ma~etic dis-
turbance caused by the passage or presence of a
vehicle. A magnetic flux generatOr/sensOr is
installed in the roadway and connected to sensor
amplifier electronics.

Passage Detecton (Motion Detector, Dynamic
Detector, Movement Detector) A vehicle detec-
tor that has the ability to detect the passage of a
vehicle moving through the detection zone and
to ignore the presence ofavehicle stopped within
the detection zone.

Presence Detecto~ Atrtilc detector which is able
to detect the presence of a vehicle and hold the
call for a specified minimum period of time that
the vehicle is tithin its field of detection.

Lead-In Wire (LOOPLead-In) That portion of the
100Pwire between the physical edge of the 100P
and the pull bo% for a ma~etic detector and
magnetometer it is the wire which mns from the
sensor (probe) to the pull box.
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Lead-In Cablti (Feeder Cable, Home-Run Cable,
TrmsmissiOn Line) The electrical cable which
seines to connect the lead-in wire to the input of
the 100Pdetector nnit.

PdlBox (Hand Hole, Jmction Box, Jmction Well,
Splice Box) A container usually at least 1 cubic
ft (0.028 cubic m) in size that is placed under-
ground with a removable cover flush with the
wound sufiace. Splices between lead-in cable
and 100Plead-in wire are located here.

Crosstalk The adverse interaction of any channel
of a detector unit with any other detector chsn-
nel in that mit or another init. It is the mutual
coupling of ma~etic fields that produces an
interaction between two or more detector mits
in the same cabinet when the nnits are Operat-
ing at similar frequencies. Crosstalk results in
a detector outputting an actuation in the ab-
sence of a vehicle.

Spkshovem h mwanted actuation caused by a
vehicle in a lane adjacent to that in which the
detector is located.

Zone of Detectiom (&ea of Detection, Effective
Loop kea, Field of Influence, Sensing Zone)
That area of the roadway tithin which a vehicle
is to be detected by a vehicle detector system,

ORG~IUTION OF ~BOOK

This Handbook has been structured to parallel the
procession of decisions, activities, md functions
related to the desi~, installation, md maintenmce
of detector systems. This introducto~ chapter dis-
cussed the evolution of detector technolo~, the
basic types of detectors in use today, the emerging
types of detectors under development, and the spe-
cial terminology as it applies to this Handbook.

Chapter 2 protides the technical information basic
to tbe theo~ of operation for the various types of
detectors. It is specifically addressed to trti]c or
electric engineers tith responsibility for selecting or
specifying the proper detector design to meet spe-
cific operational requirements. It also covers the
roles of the NEW Standards and the Type 170
Specification.

Chapter 3 provides an overtiew of detection applica-
tions used in traffic control and identifies the wide
rmge of choices involting operational features of the
detector component of trafic control.

Desi~ considerations in terms of detector confiW-
ration and placement for the various applications
are discussed in Chapter 4. It should be ofparticu-
Iar interest to traffic engineers involved in develop-
ing plms and specifications for local intersections,
trfilc si~al systems, and freeway sumeillance and
control systems.

Chapter 5 stresses tbe importance of proper instal-
lation procedures and describes the best current _
practices. This chapter is primarily addressed to
project engineers, contractors, inspectors, field crew
supetisors, and trafic technicians.

Chapter 6 covers the broad spectrum of detector
maintenmce activities. It will protide general in-
formation of value to management and supemising
engineers as well as detailed @idelines for mainte-
nance supervisors and technician.

Finally, Chapter 7 protides an overtiew of new
technology cumently under development in terms of
new concepts, hardware, ad applications. It also
includes a retiew of relatively new products ad
applications that have recently been introduced inti
general usage. The GlossaW and List of References
follow the appendixes which include supplemental
technical information that may be of use by those
who are interested in more detail.
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2. DETECTOR TECHNOLOGY

This chaptir provides technical information basic ta
the ‘%oti and awh~ detsctors work, including the
theoW of operation, the charactifistics of the road-
way sensing element, and the functional character-
istics of the various electronic wits for inductive
loop detictirs, maWeticdetectors, mdmagnetome-
tirdetectors. Theinformation swmarizedin this
chapter is intended to pmtide the practicing trtilc
engineer or electrical engineer tith the back~ound
needed ta select the proper detectir design to meet
specific operational requirements.

Since its introduction in the early 1960s, the induc-
tive loop detectir has become the most popular fom
of detection system. The pfinciple components of an
inductive loop detector system include one or more
turns of insulated loop tire wound in a shallow slot
sawed in the pavement, a lead-in cable from the
curbside pull box @ the intersection controller cabi-
net, and a detector electronics unit housed in the
intersection controller cabinet. Fi@re 8 provides a
simple schematic of m inductive 100Pdetector sys-
tem model.

Simply stated, the detector electronics mit drives
ener~ through the 100Psystem at frequencies in the
normal rage of 10kHz to 200 kHz. The loop system
fores a tuned electrical circnit ofwhich the 100Pwire
is the indutiive element. men a vehicle passes over
the loop or is stopped within the loop, it decreases
the inductance of the loop. This decrease in induc-
tance then actmtes the detector electronics output
relay or solid stite circuit which, in turn, sends an
impulee to the controller unit si~ifing that it has
detected the passage or presence of a vehicle.

This section describes in more dettil the 100Psystem
theo~, 100Pcharacteristics, md the basics of the
detector electronic init.

The basic DrinciDles of the inductive 100Ddetector
system di~cusse~ below are common ta“all of the
inductive 100P system desi~s described later in
Chapter 4. In all systams, the loop wire and lead-in
cable possess a combination of resistice, induc-
tice, md capacitance (both inter-wire and wire-to-
eartb capacitive).

1 ENVIRONMENT

4 + + + 4
induced Indutiive

Pullbx
Lead-In Tuning

Eletironics
Vehicle Loop Cable Network
Currents

$

Reinforcing
Steel Mesh

Hgure 8. Inductive Iwp detedor system model.
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Loop System Wsisbnw

Inductive loops, lead-in tires, and lead-in cables
typically use #12, #14, or #16 AWG tire with the low
frequency or direct cument resistance in units of
ohms.

This wire resistance is inversely proportional to the
square of the wire diameter and increases as the
tire diameter decreases. A Volt Ohm Meter (VOM)
measures direct cument resistance. The tire resis-
tance to alternating current increases as the fre-
quency increases because the conducting area oftbe
wire demeases due to the non-uniform flu inside
the wire. This high frequency resistance cannot be
measured with a VOM, but can he obtained from a
measurement of quality factor to be defined later.

The loop in the roadway also contains a induced
resistance (called the gmmd resistance) due to
transformer action between the loop and induced
cument floting in the roadway and subgrade mate-
rials. Appendix A provides a detailed derivation of
mound resistance. Table 1 protides DCflow fre-
quenq resistance values for various commercially
available loop wire md lead-in cables.

Table 1. Loop system wire DC resistance

Type Function Dc
Manufacturer’s L = Loop ‘auge Resistance

Model # LI = Lead- In
# AWG

Ohmslfi

94S8 L 14 0.0025

Loop hductace

All conductors orwires car~ing an electrical cur-
rent produce ma~etic flu which links tith (i.e.,
encircles) the current. Theeffect ofthisflu is the
electrical property called inductance, measured in
Hen~s (h). The inductance of the wire is called self-
inductance. Iftheflu from current flotingin the
wire couples to other wires, the resulting inductice
iscalledmutual inductance. Pi~re9illustrates the
fluxaromda single tumloop. Notice thattheplane
containing the fluisnomal to the current in the
wire and the flu has a direction determined by the

“righthandmle.” Place therighthmdudertbe
wire tithfingers in the direction of the flu. The
thumb points inthedirection ofcumentflow. Ml
flu is in the same direction inside the loop.

FI~re 10illustrates thema~etic flux lines fora
solenoid or coil whose length is ~eater tha the
diameter. The magnetic flw is mifom inside the
coil except near the ends. The magnetic field for this
coil geometry is given by

(1)

where:

H= Ma~etic field, hpere turns
per m

N= Number of turns
Coil current, hperes

;: Length of coil, m

Because the magnetic flux ismiform inside the coil,
the flux is given by:

..-

O=BA (2)

where:

Q= Ma~etic flu, Webers
B= Magnetic flu density, Webers

per m’
A= Cross sectional area of coil, m’

I
figure 9. Magnetic flux around loop.
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n

figure 10. Magnetic flux for solenoid (coil),

The magnetic flux density is related to the ma~etic
field by

Pr = Relative permeability of
material (1 for nir)

PO = 4Z x 10-7, hperm

The inductance of a coil is defined as

~=~=NBA
I I

where:

L= Inductance, h
N= Number of turns
1= Coil cwrent, Amps

(3)

(4)

The inductance ofa coil, tith a length much ~eater
than the coil area to ensure uniform magnetic flux
inside the cofl, is given by:

This simple equation shows that cofl inductance is
proportional to the turns squared and the cofl area,
andinversely propotiional tocoillength. Nthough
theinductance:fomula as written is not directly
applicable to a roadway inductive loop, the formula
can be modfied by afactor Fl to account for non-
unifom flux in the inductive loop.

(6)

This inductance fomula is applied to an example
loop inductance calcdation in Appendfi B, Note
that /is called the “length of the cument sheet.” The
relative wrterm in the formula shows that iron with
a relative M greater than one will increase the loop
inductance. Athough the greatist increase in iti-
ductance wodd occur when an iron core passes
directly through the loop, the iron mass of a vehicle
engine, transmission, or differential will slightly
increase the loop inductance. This condition is
called the “femoma~etic effect.”

Ferrom~etic Effect

Because of the phenomenon known as the ferro-
maWetic effect, it is incomect to assume that it is the
mass of the vehicle that is causing the actuation.
Actually, the heavy, femous engine in the loop in-
creases the inductance. The insertion of an iron core
into the field of any inductor acts to reduce the
reluctance of the flu path and, therefore, increase
the net inductance. The peripheral meti of the
vehicle has an oppositi effect due to the eddy cur-
rents. The decrease in inductance from the eddy
currents more than offsets the increase from the
ferrous mass, and the net effect is an overall reduc-
tion.

One of the advantages of the inductive loop detector
is the wide range of permissible geometries avail-
able to the desiW engineer. These design options
are discussed in detifi in Chapter4. The she and the
number of turns of a loop or combination of loops,
together with the length of the lead-in cable, must

9
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produce an inductance within a range that is com-
patible with the desi~ of the detector mit and tith
the goals of the desiW engineer. NEW (See Appen-
dix J) specifies that a detector unit must he capable
of operating satisfactorily over a range of 50 to 700
Lh. Some units can accept much higher inductances;
for example, from several loops wired in series.
mile the higher inductances are technically fea-
sible, NEMA has specified a consemative upper
limit to promote conservative practices.

LOOP Capacitance

Fi@re 11 shows that capacitance coupling exists
between the loop turns and loop slot. The major
component of capacitance is due to the capacitance
between the 100Pconductors and slot side wall. The
capacitance is directly proportional to the dielectric
constant of the slot sealing material. Fi@re 12
presents a schematic dia~am of the loop installed in
the roadway pavement. The inductance seen at the
loop terminals is modified by the capacitance and
results in an inductance which increases tith in-
creased operating frequency as shown in Fi@re 13.
If the slot sealing material is hy~oscopic (i.e., read-
ily absorbs and retains water) or incomplete (does
not fill the slot or encapsulate the wires), allowing
water to enter the slot and penetrate between the
loop conductors, the capacitance till change ~eatly
because of the high dielectric constant of water.

TOOmany loop turns on large area loops till increase
the loop capacitance and lower the self-resonant
frequency of the loop (i.e., no 100P inductance is
measured at the loop teminals when the loop is self
resonant). The capacitance change (due to water)

w“’”o”..+=:
‘“o””’”
.I.Q..!.

/ /

—

figure 11. Loop wire capacitance coupling.

oR~

E

o 0Cp
L~

figure 12. Roadwayloopcircuit

till cause an inductance change, resulting in un-
stable loop detictor operation. At frequencies of 1
kHz the capacitance is insi~ificant. At frequencies
of 10 kHz or Weater, the capacitance is important.
men loop inductance is measured at 20 kHz or
~eater, the measurement frequency must be speci-
fied since the measured inductance is frequency
dependent.

s ,,:,.. . ;...,, .,..:....... ;...

figure 13. Indudance of loop vs measuting frequency.

,-

—.
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Loop Quality Factor, Q

The factor that measures the resonant efficiency of
a circuit is the “Q or quality factor. It is a dimen-
sionless index. If the losses of the inductor are too
~eat, the Q will be low. A petiect inductor has no
losses; that is, there is no dissipation of energy
within the inductor and the Q is infinita.

Ml of the energy losses in an inductor may be
represented by a resistor in series with the inductor.
The ratio of the inductive reactance to the resistive
losses may be expressed as Q. Since inductive
reactance is a frequency-dependent measure, the
frequency must be specified for a series circuit when
considering the pefiormance of an inductor. The
formula for Q is:

2n fLs w Ls
Q=~ =—

s Rs

where:

Q = Quality factor
x= 3.14159 (a constant)
f= Series inductance frequency,

Hz
Ls = Series inductance, h
R~ = Resistance, ohms

w= 2nf

(7)

The formula for the resonant frequency ( O. in
radias) of the circuit in Fi@re 12 is:

‘0‘*
Since:

QO R~
W. =—

Ls

(8)

(9)

The formula for the quality factor, Qo, of the
resonant circtit is:

(10)

In an inductive loop detector system, the circnit in
Fi@re 12 wfil have some load resistance, ~, shunted
across the capacitor, CP,which will reduce the value
of ~.

The quality factor, Q ~, of the parallel circuit is:

Qp = wo Cp RL (11)

Since:

QO =oo CPRP (12)

mere R ~ is the transformed series resistance
in parallel with R ~.

The loaded quality factor, Q, of the circuit in
Fi~re 12 with a load resistance, R ~, shunted
across the capacitor, CP, is:

Q, QO
‘= Qp+QO

(13)

The resonant loop quality factor. Q ~ , is reduced,.
by the shunt load resistance, Ru A sample
calculation of loop system quality factor, Q, is
shown in Fi~re 14,

In the case of loop detectors, it is recommended that
the Q be fleater than 5. Moisture in the pavement
and sub~ade can increase the loop ground resis-
tance to the point that the Q of the loop system falls
below 5, thereby reducing the sensitivity of most
detector units. Loop capacitance will also reduce Q.
The oscillators in most detectors wdl not operate
with low Q,

The Q formula is intended for straight-forward
applications in which losses are low, Q is high, and
f, L, and R can be readfly measured. Detector loops,
on the other hand, are not so clear-cut, as the
inductance is distributed over the loop and lead-in
cable and is hard to measure. The Q.factor is further
complicated by the fact that the ~esistance of the
loop wire and lead-in cable is larger than the series
value measured with an ohm-meter, The extra
losses are due to high frequency operation and
ground currents in the pavement associated with
the circuit confi~ration and the roadway environ-
ment near the wire. The Q wfil vary from location to
location.

11
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LOOP SYSTEM QUALITYFACTOR, Q, CALCULATION

Assumptions:

Loop Type: 3-turn, 6 x 6 ft (1.8 x 1.8 m) of #14 AWG wire
Loop Inductance: 74@ at 20 kHz from Appendix C
Loop Resistance (in air): 0.0025 Wft (.0083 am) frOmAppendix D
Lead-In Cable Type: 100 ft (30 m) of Belden 8718
Lead-In Cable Inductance: 0.20 ~Wft (0.67 ~m) from Appendix D
Lead-In Cable Resistance: 0.0031 Wfi (0.0103 tire) from Appendix D
Operating frequency 20 kHz

Total Loop System Series Inductance: 74@ +20 yh = 94 @
Total Loop System Series Resistance: 0.25 Q + 0.62 Q = 0.87 ~

Note: Wire length for resistance calmlation is per wire (i.e., twice
the cable length).

Total Loop System Capacitance

Cp =+ =
1

W. L~ (2Z * 20* 10 S)2 (94 * 104,

~ = 6.74* 10-’ Farad

@ality Factor of Loop System:

Q. = 13.54

This value is the unloaded loop system quality factor with 100 ft (30 m) of Belden
8718 #12 AWG lead-in cable. Assume that the detector electronics adds a shunt
parallel resistance of 1,000 ohms.

QO = W. ~ RP = (2n * 20 * 10~ (6.74 * 10-7) (1,000)

Q. = 84.70

The total loaded loop system quality factor is:

Qp Q.
‘= QF+QO

_ (84.70) (13.54)
- 84.70 + 13.54

Q = 11.67

figure 14. LOOPsystem quality factor sample calculation.

-,

-..
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Tables 2 through 4 present calculated quality fac- and “finish” tires of the loop. Most manufacturers
tirs. Loops operate at 20 kHz in these tables, tith recommend at least five turns per foot (16.5 turns
conductar andor quadmpole lateral spacing of 200 per meter).
roils. Ml inductance and quality factors are appar-
ent values (i.e., loop capacitance and resistice is in- The wire twists form small loops along the twisted
eluded). wire which alternate in tinding direction. h exter-

nal ma~etic field from a noise or crosstalk source
induces voltages in the small loops which almost

Loop Lead-b Wtie cancel, thus reducing intefierence. The impotiance
Of these t.tiete in the ]ead.in tire is stressed in-. .----- . .

The lead-in wire from the roadway loop to the pull Chapters 4 md 5. ~pical loop-to-pull box lead-in
box at the roadside is fomed by twisting the “start” tire characteristics are presented in Table 5.

Table 2. Rectangular loop parameters,”

Wrs
Gauge

m

12

14

1 Turn

m

10 20

11 16

2 Turn

n

35 30

36 24

,4,, 63 12 89 14

16 11 12 37 18

18 11 8 37 13

“ 6x6 f00t(l.8xl.8m) loop ‘. Wth Iead<n able

Wre
Gauge

m

12

14

16

18

3 Turn

=

73 37

74 30

L
128 18

75 23

77 17

4 Turn

~

180 21

128 28

127 20

Table 3, Quadruple loop parameters.”

1 Turn 2 Turn
lnduc - Quahty lnduc- Quality
tance Fatior tance Factor
(yh) (Q) (Lb) (Q)

L
17 22 60 33

18 17 61 27

18 13 62 20

19 9 63 14

3 Turn

m

125 40

127 33

129 26

130 19

(wh) I (Q)

123 43

125 35

4 Turn

z

211 46

213 38

216 30

217 22

5 Turn

m

184 47

186 40

L
243 25

188 31

189 23

5 Turn

z

315 50

317 43

32o 34

323 25

. 6x6 fwt(l.8xl.8m) loop

13
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Table 4. Circular loop parameters.”

[

(

. ; ,.”, ,.. , ,,,, .,.8,,.,=, l“”p

1 Turn 2 Turn 3 Turn 4 Turn 5 Turn

W re lnduc- Quahty lnduc- Quality lnduc- :::;y lnduc- Quahty lnduc- Quahty

Gauge tance Factor tance Factor tance tance Factor tance Factor

(AWG) (wh) (Q) (vh) (Q) (yh) (Q) (yh) (Q) (Kh) (Q)

12 10 20 34 31 71 38 120 44 179 49

14 10 16 35 25 72 32 121 37 181 41

16 10 12 35 19 73 24 122 29 182 32

18 11 8 36 13 74 17 123 21 184 24

. f.. . ,. . —, x- —---- ,---

Table 5. Twi3ed loop lead-in wires.

Wire Jacket
Wire Insulation AWG

Number of
Manufadurer Diameter Twists Indutiance Capacitance Resistance

Type Type number Mls per foot ~hlft pFlti Q/ft

XHHW
Cross tinked 14

Stranded
130 3-4 0.24 10

Polymer
0.006

High Density
,—

Belden 9438 ~“,,,e+~,,,ano -..:!2.. 139 5.5 i 0.22 10 0.00252

Lead-In Cable In Appendix D, measurements of 100Psystem qual-
ity (tith 100 ft (30 m) of shielded lead-in cable

The lead-in cabl; (home rm cable) frOmthe PU1lbOx connected to a loop) show that little benefit is gained
to the detector terminals in the controller cabinet is from usinglargerconductor diametersin the ebielded
composed of a shielded, twisted pair of wires. The lead-in cable. In other words, tbe decrease in quality
conducting shield reduces intefierence from exter- factor caused by using #14 AWG shielded lead-in
nal electric fields. Typical lead-in cable characteris- cable is not substitially reduced by substituting
tics are presented in Table 6. #12 cable. The principal loss results from the type of

Table 6. Commercial Iead;n able charadetistics

Cable Insulation Cable

Manufadurer
Wre Insulation AWG Diameter, insulation Inductance Capacitance Resistance

flvpe Type number Mils Tvpe ph I ft pF/ft Q/ft

Beldan

8718 Polyethylene 12 37 Wnyl 0.2 25 0.0019

8720 Polyethylene 14 32 Wnyl 0.2 24 0.0029

8719 Polyethylene 16 32 Wnyl 0.2 23 0.0045

Clifford

IMSA Polyethylene 12 30 Polyethylene 0.2 25 0.0016 ,—

Specification Polyethylene 14 30 Polyethylene 0.2 24 0.0025

50-2-1964 Polyethylene 16 30 Polyethylene 0.2 23 0.0040

14



shielding rather tha the conductir diameter. Table
7 shows how lead-in cable type nnd length tiect the
quality factor.

DE~-A~ON OF I~UCTAN~

There are several simplified formulas that pmtide
%ule of thumb” approximations of the inductice of
a loop. However, more accurati inductin~e~ have
been obtined by a mutual coupling method dis-
cussed in Appendix L

This method protides acceptable accuracy for calcu-
lating the self inductance of multi-turn, rectanW-
Iar, quadruple, md circular loops which have a
large area relative to the conductir spacing. The
method gives results that compare favorably with a
range of measured loop inductances.

Appendix Cpresents the calculated loopinductices
for various size loops and shapes (rectan~lar, quad-
ruple, md circular). Inductance and quality facbr,
for various turns of tire, are calculated using the

,,. .“.mutual coupl]ng Iomula.

hp~stemtidu-w ~&tiO~

Inductance of the lead-in cable is added to the loop
inductance at the rate of22 @ per 100R (30m) of#14
AWG lead-in cable. For example, a 6- x 6- ft (1.8- x
1.8- m) rectan~arloop shoddhave three turns, ac-
cording to Appendix C, ad will then have m induc-
tmce of 74 @. If the lead-in is 200 feet (61 m) in
length, the total inductance till be:

L=74+~* 22=74 +44=lls@ (14)

If two or more loops are tired together in series,
their inductances we additive. That is, L y L ~ +
L2 f 2M, where M is the mutual inductance
between the two loops md the si~ of M is
positive if flux is increased by the cument
flowing in the same direction in the closest
spaced loop tires.

For a l~ge sep~ation the mutual inductance is
negligible, therefore L = L ~ + L2 (series
connection). Thus, series connection provides
the mtimum loop inductance.

Table 7. Lead4n ccble type and length effect on Q.

LOOP Lead-In Lead-In Cable Total Sefies Lead-In Total
Turns Cable Cable Wire

Loop
Parallel Loop Cable Seties Resist.

#l 4 Type Length Gauge Capac. I“d”fl. I“dufl. l“d”~,

AWG Belden (ft) (AWG) (NF) (#h) oh) @hj (:)

3 8718 100 12 0.674 74 20 94 0.25
3 872o 100 14 0.670 74 21 95 0.25
3 8719 100 16 0.670 74 21 95 0.25
4 8718 100 12 0.437 125 20 145 0.33
4 672o 100 14 0.434 125 21 146 0.33
4 8719 100 16 0.434 125 21 146 0.33
5 8718 100 12 0.312 186 20 206 0.42
5 872o 100 14 0.306 166 21 207 0.42
5 8719 100 16 0.306 186 21 207 0.42

5 6718 1,000 12 0.172 186 200 386 0.42

5 872o 1,000 14 0.160 186 210 396 0.42

5 8719 1,000 16 0.160 186 210 396 0.42

LOOPSize is 6 x 6 feet (1.e x 1.8 m)
Frequency is 20 kHz ‘
“ Measur@ Sedes resistance of loop 3 feet (0.9 m) above the Iaboratoy floor
“ 8719 resistance value estimated

.ead-in
Cable
lesist.

(:)

0.62

0.80

1.00

0.62

0.80

1.00

0.62

0.60

1.00

6.2o

6,00

10.00

Total
Seties
?esist.

(n)

0.87

1.05

1.25

0.95

1.13

1.33

1.04

1.22

1,42

6.62

8.42

10.42

T
LOOP Loop

System System
Q Loadec

(1 ,000G
Q

14 12

11 I 10

+

10 9

19 14

16 13

t

21 14

18 12

7 5

6 5

5 4

15



If the loops are tired together in parallel, then the
combined inductance is calculated from the fomula
~ =VL ~+ l~2(parallel connection). FOrexamPle,
two 6-x 6-R (1.8- x 1.8-m) loops of three turns each,
connected in parallel give the folloting combined
inductance:

11~=z+L=2
74 74

(15)

2L=74and L=37wh

It is seen that parallel connection of loops reduces
the inductance. Care must be exercised to assure
that the inductance does not fall below the lower
limit of 50 @ as is the case in the above example.

In some cases, both series and parallel connections
are desirable. Consider, for example, fow 6- x 6- ft
(1.8- x 1.8-m) three-turn 100PSinstalled 9 t (2.7 m)
apati to provide detection in a left-turn line. Three
types of connection are shown in FiWre 15. Connec-
tion in series produces a inductance of 4 x 74 = 296
@. Parallel connection produces only 18.5@ (4L =
74, L= 18.5@). A seriedparallel scheme where the
upper two loops are connected in series as are the
bottom two loops. The two pairs are then tired in
parallel to produce 74@.

Required Number of T-s

All loops should have a sufficient number of turns to
provide a nominal minimum of 100microhenriesper
loop. This minimum value ensures stable operation
of the system. A simple rule of thumb that can be
applied to determining the number of turns that will
provide an inductance tithin the required rmge.
This rule of thumb states that if the loop perimeter
is under 30 ft (9 m), three turns of tire are indicated.
If the loop perimeter is over 30ft (9 m), use two turns
of wire.

Loop Sensitivity

The current flowing through the loop wire creates a
magnetic field around the wire as illustrated in
Fi~re 9. If a vehicle (or any other electrically
conductive object) enters this ma~etic field md the
magnetic field or a component of the magnetic field

is normal to the area of the object, eddy cuments will
be induced ia the condutiing object. The eddy
cuments generate a ma~etic field which opposes
the ma~etic field of the loop causing a decrease in
the totil ma~etic field aromd the loop. Since the
100Uinductace is proportional to ma~etic flux, the
loop inductice decreases.

Series Setie#Parallel Parallel

4<+

74vh 74 ph 74 Uh

>Mph

74 ph 74 vh 74 Ph

29S h 74 h 18.5 h

74 ph 74 ph 74 Mh

148 Ph

74 ph 74 ph 74 ph

figure 15. Four small loops connected in vatious ways.

A 12- in (30- cm) tire can be fomed into a circle
about 4 in (10 cm) in diameter. Hold this loop by
hand so that the ends do not qtits touch one another,
foming m open circuit, then rapidly thrust this
circle over the loop in a level position. No actuation
till occur. men the ends of tbe circle are made to
touch foming a closed circtit before being thmst
over the loop, an actwtion will occur because of the
flow of eddy mments. It is the “shotied turn; not the
mass, that is impotimt in producing the actuation.

.—.

BiWcIe Detection

Fi~re 16 illustrates the detection ofabiwcle. men “-
the bicycle travels along the loop wire, eddy currents
are induced in the conducting wheel rims and frame.

16
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The eddy currents travel in m opposite direction
from the loop currents, thus the dotted eddy current
ma~eticfield opposes the loop’s maWeticfield. The
inductmce of the loop is reduced and detection
results.

The loops ma~etic field is nomal to the conducting
perimeter of the wheels ad frame. If the bicycle
travels nomd to the loop tire, the magnetic field of
the loop does not link the wheels and frame so no
eddy cuments are induced and the bicycle is not
detected.

The ma~itude of induced current, and thus sensi-
tivity, is propotiional to the cosine of the agle
between the bicycle’s direction ad loop wire. A
diamond loop couples a nomal component of the
loop’s ma~etic field to the bicycle (cosine 45°) re-
sulting in detection at reduced sensitivity.

over the loop (m~imum sensitivity), all induced
internal mesh cuments cancel, leaving a single in-
duced cument floting aromd the perimeter of the
mesh which is equivalent to a single turn rectaW-
lar wire loop or shotied turn. fignre 17 illustrates
this principle.

M~imum vehicle detection sensitivity results from
a shorted turn with minimum distmce from the loop
wires. As a consequence, the ideal loop should have
a shape that approximates the vehicle’s periphe~.
That is, a 6- x 6- R (1.8- x 1.8-m) square loop would
be preferable to one the size of an engine.

Because of mdercarriage height, high bed tmcks
are most difficult to detect. The tidth of the loop
shOuld he the width of the tmck if lane width
pemits. The length of the loop should not be less
tha the tidth or a loss of sensitivity till result.

figure 16. Bicycle detection

Detection with ~ctangdw or Sq~m Loops

A bicycle cm be considered a vetiical conducting
target or object relative to the plane of the loop. A
vehicle undercarriage is a horizontal target. The
mdercamiage is modeled as a conducting rectmW-
lar sheet of width and length of the vehicle at some
average mdercamiage height.

The continuous sheet is approximated by a conduct-
ing mesh. When the mesh is symmetrically located

Mutual hductance

Loop self inductance was defined using the loop’s
ma~etic flux. When the ma~etic flux of a loop
couples to a vehicle, the coupled flu is used h define
mutual inductance.

FiWre 17 shows the ma~etic coupling between a
loop md shorted turn, which is equivalent to a air
core transformer. The mutual inductmce between
the pfimary circait (loop) and seconda~ circuit
(shotied turn) is given by:

(16)

mutual inductance between
circuit one (loop) and circtit
two (shotied turn), h

Number of turns (1 for shotied
turn)

ma~etic flu normal to
shorted turn area (Webers)

cument in loop (Amps)
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Hgure 17. Vehicle undercarriage model.

NO~~D LOOP ~UCTANCE
(SENSIT~)

The loop sensitivity, S ~, of an inductive loop is
defined as:

LW - Lv
SL=lOO* L = 100* AL (17)

w

where:

L~= Inductance with no vehicle
Lv = Inductance with vehicle

The sensitivity, S ~, for the air core transformer
of Fi~re. 17 and for a quality factor (Q) ~eater
than 10 is given by

M:,
SL = 100* K = 100* —Lll * Lzz

(18)

where

K= Coefficient of coupling

M21= Mutual coupling between loop
md shotied turn, h

Lll = Self inductance of loop, h
L22 = Self inductance of shotied turn,

h

Assume the effect of vehicle iron is negligible.
Then p. = 1 and the self inductance of the
roadway loop is:

(19)

The inductmce of the shorted turn loop is, given
by:

20) -

18
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The mutual inductice between the sbotid tum
loop ad roadway loop is @ven by

M21 G
PONIN2AVFI

d (21)
21

where:

Av = area of vehicle mdercarriage
d21 = dishce between loop ad shorted

turn, m

The sensitivity is given by

(22)

where:

This formula shows that the sensitivity decreases
for loop areas larger than the vehicle undercarriage
area.

The sensitivity decreases.asthe square ofthevehicle
mdercarriage distance from the loop. The sensitiv-
ity is also independent of the number of loop turns;
however, pulling the tuns apart slightly increases

sensititi~ by increasing <at the apense of a deeper
sawmt slot in the roadway.

Appendix E shows a more complex fomula useful
for calculation of S,. Fi@re 18 shows how loop sen-
sitivity varies versus vehicle undercarriage height
for 6-x 2- ft (1.8- x 0.6- m), 6- x 4- ft (1.8- x 1.2- m),
and 6-x 6-ft (1.8-x 1.8-m) 3-turn loops. Note the low
sensitivity of the 6- x 2- R (1.8- x 0.6- m) loop.

Fi~re 19 illustrates how loop sensitivity decreases
when a 200- ft (60- m) lead-in cable is added to the
loops in Fi~re 18. The 6- x 2- ft (1.8- x 0.6- m) loop
will probably double count a high-bed tmck.

FiWre 20 shows the decrease in loop sensitivity for
a vehicle centered in 2-turn long loops. A futiher
decrease in loop sensitivity will result when a lead-
in cable is added.

4.00

3501:-

1.0 1.5 2,0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Vehicle Undercarriage Height, feet

Rgure 18. Calculated sensitivity of 3-turn loops,

4.00

3,50 1---:---=

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Vehicle Undercarriage Height, faat

Rgura 19, Calculated sensitivity of 3-turn loops with zoo ft
(6o m) lead-in cable.
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figure 20. Calculated sensitivity of 2-turn long loops

FiWre 21 shows that a loop over reinforcing steel
mesh has lower sensitivity. The effect of the rein-
forcing steel is modeled as a shorted turn at twice the
mesh spacing from the loop. The effect of the
reinforcing steel is to reduce the ma~etic field
around the loop conductors (wire) which causes a
decrease in loop inductmce md in sensitivity to
vehicles. Table 8 presents the inductance for a
typical 100Pwith and tithout reinforcing steel. me
values are expectid to be consemative since the
mesh is assumed to be a petiect conduchr. Modem
detectors are capable of detecting vehicles even
though the 100Pwire is ltid on the rebars before
concrete is poured.

Loop System Sensitivity

Loop system sensitivity may be defined as the
smallest change of inductance at the detector temi-
nals that will cause the detectir to actuate. This
sensitivity must be equal to or ~eater than the

4.00 :

‘ ‘m
~50 ...... .. ... ... ... .,

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Vehicle Undercarriage Height, feet

figure 21. Calculated sensitivity of 6 x 6 foot loop over
reinforcing steel.

detector threshold. Many States have specified that
the detector unit must respond to a 0.02 percent
change in inductance. NEW Standards (See Sec-
tion 15.3.2 of Appendix J), recognizing the differ-
ences in detector unit desi~ (Am or AL), have
specified the sensitivity threshold for three classifi-
cations of test vehicles when they are centered in a
single 6- x 6-ft (1.8- x 1.8-m), three turn loop with
100 fi (30.5 m) oflead-in cable:

.

.

.

Class 1: 0.13 percent (Am) or 0.12
~ (AL) inductance chmge (small
mohrcycle).

Class 2: 0.32 percent (Am) or 0.3
@ (AL) inductance change (large
motorcycle).

Class 3: 3.2 uercent (Am) or 3.0 ~
(AL) inducta~ce charige (auto).

h induct=ce in series or parallel with an inductive .—
loop will reduce the 100Psystem sensitivity at the
detectir electronics terminals.

20
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-

Table 8. Calculated effect of reinforcing steel on loop
inductance.

Number Lwp Indudance, ~h

of Reinforcing Steel

Turns None I 1 inch 2 inches ] 4 inches

1 11 9 10 10

2 35 28 31 33

3 73 56 63 68

4 121 89 103 112

5 179 127 151 166

8 248 167 206 228

7 325 206 286 298

Sensitivi@ of Tmo Series Itiuctors

FiWre 22 shows how the loop sensitivity of two
series inductors is expressed as an equivalent induc-
tor. The equivalent total series inductmce, L~~, is:

,m. L~s=LA+~ (23)

The equivalent total series sensitivity, S TS,is:

[1
1STS=S:—~+L3
LA

s: = Loop sensitivity as vehicle
enters loop A

(24)

L-L
7gure 22. Equivalent total series indudor sensitivity.

Sensitivity of Tmo ParazzezItiuctorc

Figure 23 shows how the loop sensitivity of two
parallel inductors is expressed as an equivalent
inductor. The equivalent totil parallel inductmce,
~p, is

(25)

The equivalent btaZ parallel sensitivity, S ~p, is

(26)

figure 23. Equivalent total p6rallel indudor sensitivity.

Si~Ze Loop Exampze

1. What is the loop sensitivity at the pull hox
assuming ahigh-bed vehicle (4- ft (1.2- m) undercar-
riage) passes over the loop? Fi~re 24 illustrates
this case md shows lead-in wire len~hs. The circuit
dia~am is show in ~~re 25. The sensitivity, S,,
for a 4-ft (1.2-m) high undercamiage and a 3-turn, 6-
x 6-fi (1.8- x 1.8-m) loop of #14 AWG tire is 0.1
percent from Figure 18. The ttisted loop tires fom
an approximately 24-ft (7.3-m) lead-in wire to the
pull box. The inductice per foot for #14 AWG loop
wire with 5 twists per foot is 0.22 vtift. The lead-in
inductance, L S,is:

Ls = (0.22 ~Wft) * (24 ft) = 5.3 ph (27)

—
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Rgure 24. Single Imp annected to pull hx.

The self inductance, ~, of a 3-turn, 6- x 6-ft (1.8-x
1.8-m) loop of #14 AWG tire at 20 kHz from Appen-
dix C is 74 @.

‘p=[-l=[,~%l
= 0.093% (28)

Pull Detector

L2 BOX L5 Unit

~
1

Q

figure 25, Single loop circuit

where:

S, = Sensitivity at the pull box, 7.

2, What is the loop system sensitivity at the
detictor teminals with a 200-ft (61-m) len@h of
Type 8720 shielded lead-in cable between the pull
box and detector electronics?

From Table 6, the inductice per foot of type 8720
cable is 0.22 utift. The total series inductance
between the loop and the detector terminals is

L~ = [(0.22)* (24)1 +[(0.22) * (200)1 (29)

Ls = 5.3 ~h + 44 ~h = 49.3 ~h

~em

‘D=[%l=[l~*l -
= 0.060% (30)

—
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where:

Rgure 26. TWO loops connected in seties.

SD = Sensitivity at detedor
electronic unit, 70

3. What is *e loop system sensitivity at the
detector teminals with a 200-ft (61-m) len~h of
Type 8720 shielded lead-in cable between the pull
box md detector electronics ifa4-tum, 6- x 6-fi (1.8-,
x 1.8-m) of #14 AWG wire is used?

The sensitivity, S., for a 4-ft (.1.2-m) high undercar-
riage md 4-turn, 6- x 6-ft (1.8- x 1.8-m) loop is 0.1
percent. from Appendix C, the loop self inductance
is 125 @ at 20 kHz. The series inductance is tie
same as in the previous case.

Therefore

= 0.072% (31)

ho hops in Series Example

1. What is the loop systim sensitivity at tie
detector teminals when a second identical loop is
placed in series tith the loop sensing the vehicle?
FiWre 26 illustrates this case md shows lead-in
tire len@hs. The series connection is made in the
pull box. Figare 27 shows the cirmit. The sensing
loop is a 6- x 6-ft (1.8-x 1.8-m), 3-turn loop of #14

Pull Detector

Lz L3 L4
BOX

k
Unk

Rgure 27. TWO loops in series circuit.
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AWG. The self inductance of the series loop B is 74
yh. The second (B) loops’ lead-in wire inductance is:

L: = (0,22 ~ft) * (12 ft) = 2.6 ~h (32)

The total series inductance of loop B and lead-in
wire to pull box is:

L: = 2.6yh + 74@ = 76.6@ (33)

and:

(34)

= 76.8 + 79.3+ 47.6 = 203.7Wh

Then:

‘“=[-]=[1:%1
= 0.066% (35)

fio Loops Connected in Parallel Example

1, What is the 100Psystem sensitivity at the
detector terminals with two identical loops con-
nected in parallel? Fi~re 28 illustrates this case
and shows lead-in wire lengths. The circuit for this
case is illustrated in FiWre 29. All parameters are
the same as the previous series example. The
procedure is as follows:

L~s = LI + Lz (36)

(37)

Let:

LA= LI+L2 (38)

L~=L8+Li (39)

Then:

LA * LB
LTP = LA + LB

(L, + L) * (L, + LJ
LI+LZ+LS+L1

and:

LA * LB
L~=LTP+LS=~+LS

[

(L, + LJ * (L, + LJ
LD= LI+LZ+L3+L4

1
+ Ls

Therefore:

‘D‘SL[*I*[l+-l*

I
1

I

1
Ls

l+(LI+LJ*(L, +LJ
LI+L2+L8+L4 1

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43) ..–

(44)

Wsonant Ckcuit

Many self-tuning loop detector electronics use the
shift of frequency or period of an oscillator in the
electronics. The frequency determining the tmk
circuit of the oscillator is typically a parallel reso-
nant circuit comprised of the equivalent loop system
inductance and detector tuning capacitance. The
equivalent loop system inductance includes the ef-
fect of loop system capacitance and has an equiva- _
lent quality factor due to system resistance losses, If
the equivalent loop systim inductance is too small,
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figure 28. TWO loops connetied in parallel.

the oscillator till not oscillati. The range of loop The tuned tank circuit has a resonant frequency
system inductance and minimum loop system qwl-
ity factor is specified by the mantiacturer.

Lz
Pull L5 Detector

BOX Unit

T

L4

L,

‘3r
figure 29. TWO loops in parallel circuit

calculated as:

‘D=2n~* ’45)

where L~, ~, and Q~ are respectively the induc-
tance, capacitance, and quality factor of the tank
circtit.

It is clear from this equation that a decrease in the
inductance will increase the resonant frequency md
a quality factor geater tha five till have negligible
effect.

DETECTOR ELEC~O~C UNIT

The electronic unit which generates the ener~ and
monitors the loop system has changed si~ificantly
since the 1970s. Early versions of loop electronic
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units were fixed-frequency units which used a crys-
tal to produce a fixed frequency of oscillation. There
were many problems with the c~sbl detectors, par-
ticularly when used tith long lead-in cables.

&other serious problem was with resonant-fre-
quenq drift due to environmental changes in tem-
perature md moisture, These units were phased out
of service in the 1970’s and were initially replaced
with analog phase shift detectors which were ca-
pable of compensating for (or tracking) drift caused
by environmental changes. Today, the commonly
used units include Digital Frequency Shifi Detec-
tors, Digital Ritioed frequency Shift Detectors,
Digital Period Shift Detectors, md Digital Ratioed
Period Shift Detectors. The desi~ theo~ of these
units is described below. kalog Phase Shift Detec-
tors are still in limited use for vehicle classification.

Analog Phase Shift Detector Unit

This unit was developed to meet the demands of the
European market, where bicycles must be detected.
Like the cWstal model, it is a phase shifi detector,
but uses two oscillators rather than one and the
oscillators are variable rather than crystal con-
trolled. The loop oscillator operates at a frequency
determined by the loop and lead-in tire (in the
range of25 to 170kHz). The loop oscillator is coupled
to a second internal oscillator in such a way that the
initial, manual tuning procedure brings the two
oscillators into synchronization in frequency and
phase.

The tuning knob moves a femite core back and forth
inside an inductor, causing the oscillator connected
to it to change its frequency (and phase) to match
that of the loop oscillator. Artival of a vehicle into
the loop decreases loop inductance and the loop
oscillator attempts to pull out of synchronization
with its companion oscillator. It is not able to do so
in frequency because ofa cross-coupling resistor, but
a phase shifi is developed that is the basis for
detection.

With this desi~ concept, the detector electronic
unit is able to compensate for (or “track”) envi-
ronmental drifi. As the temperature within the
controller cabinet changes, the two oscillators drift
identically. The output of the two oscillators are fed

to a phase comparison circuit which develops a DC
voltage proportionate to the amount of sbifi; thus,
the tem ‘analo< detectir, because it uses varying
voltages rather than numerical comts.

When there are no vehicles tithin the detection
zone, the DC voltage is stored ad remembered by a
memoW capacitor. When a vehicle causes a change
in the phase comparator output, the difference be-
tween it and the memoW capacitor causes relay
operation. VeW slow changes in the DC voltage are
followed by the memo~ capacitor, which allows the
circuitto track for drift due to environmental changes.
The memo~ circuit till ultimately forget a vehicle
parked over’ the loop and drop that call. Detail on
tracking environmental dfifi is included later under
“Digital frequency Shift Detector Unit.”

Overview of Di~tal Detector Units

With the introduction of electronic digital process-
ing techniques, most detectir electronic mit manu-
facturers are cumently producing digital type ve- “—
hicle detectors. Digital techniques allow more reli.
able, accurate, and precise measurements than the
analog techniques.

Understanding how digital detectors operate is
impotimt because increased detector sensitivity
results in increased detector response time. A large
detector response time can result in si~ificant error
in vehicle velocity measurements using two loops in
a speed trap (i.e., a measured distance). Response
times va~ with the different manufacturers.

Digital vehicle detectors sense either a change in the
frequency or period of a wavefom. Tbe oscillator
frequency or period shifi is caused by a decrease in
loop inductance when a vehicle is within the detec-
tion zone. The detector oscillator frequency for a
quality (Q) factor of 5 or fleater is:

f~ =
1

2na
(46)

where:
.—

f~ = Detector oscillator waveform
frequency, Hz
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m

L~ = Total inductance across
detector terminals, h

CD = Total capacitive across
detector terminals plus
internal tming capacitance

The nomalized oscillator frequency chmge due to a
normalized change in detector inductance for a Q
factor of 5 or ~eater is given by

MD 1 ALD
T=–- 2 LD =-;% (47)

where

ti~ =

ALn =

SD =

Change in detector oscillator
frequency, Hz

Change in detector terminal
inductance, h

Sensitivity of detector to
inductance change

It appears to be universally accepted that vehicle
proximity to a buried inductive wire 100P pre-
dominantly causes a chage in the loop inductance
parameter of the LC tank circuit fomed by the loop,
lead-in cable, and detector input capacitor. Some
mantiacturers use the percent change ofloop induc-
tance, Am, while others simply use the change of
loop inductance, AL. Neither of these can be meas-
ured directly at the loop input tcminals. However,
to indicate sensitivity, several manufacturers pro-
tide frequency metere to measure the resonant
frequency and the amomt of frequency change.

Experience has shown that the percentage change of
inductance (Am) from m unoccupied loop to an oc-
cupied loop is extremely repeatable for a @ven 100P
size ad geomet~, for a given vehicle size and
geometry, and for a given location of the vehicle with
respect h the loop. Since parameters such as actual
loop inductance ~d loop operating frequency do not

,fi affect Am and do affect AL, the following discus-
sions and computations address the Am concept.
The term “detector sensitivity,” in the context of this

discussion, is defined as the value of Am which
actuates the detector with the smaller values inter-
preted to mean ~eater sensitivity.

For shoti lead-in cables with negligible series cable
inductance:

where:

AL = Chage in loop inductance
when sensing a vehicle, h

L= Loop inductance, h

(48)

s~ = Sensitivity of loop to vehicle

The period of the detector oscillator (T ~) is the
inverse of the frequency. For a Q factor of 5 or
~eater, the T~ is @ven by

where:

TD = Detector oscillator waveform
period, sec

The normalized oscillator period change due to a
normalized chauge in detector inductmce for a Q
factor of 5 or Weater is approximately

AT ~ 1 ALD
—=-7 r=-TD

+ SD (50)

With the advent of sophisticated electronic digital
microprocessors and the availability of loop network
resonant frequency information at the detector in-
put terminals, extremely precise measurements of
the folloting parameters can he accomplished tith
relative ease:

● Frequency shift measurements (AfD)

. Gtioedfiequency shift measurements
(Af~/f D)
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● Period shifi measurement (Af ~/f ~)

● Ratioed period shift measurement
(AT ~m ~)

Each of the four types of digital vehicle detictors
units is introduced below. Detailed analyses and
block dia~ams of each type are protided in Appen-
dices F through I.

Digital Frequemy Shift Detector Unit

This type of detector mit is not manufactured. The
theory and characteristics of this detection principal
are included to assist in the mderstanding of the
operation of the digital ratioed frequency shift detec-
tor.

The digital processor of this detector concept com-
pares counts proportional to oscillator frequency
when sensing a vehicle to a reference count taken
periodically when no vehicles are present. The
reference comt is stored in a memo~. During
vehicle detection, when the count exceeds the refer-
ence count by a preset sensitivity threshold count, a
vehicle call is initiated.

The frequency shifi detector sensitivity, (S!),

from Equation 47 is:

Appendix F shows that:

(51)

where:

Nft =

Nfc =

Kf =

Fixed frequency threshold
count selected by sensitivity
switch

Variable frequency counter
count

Frequency sensitivity constint

In the above described method, the tem SD is pro-
portional to the square root of the L~C~ product.
Since larger values of SDrepresent decreased sen-
sitivity, it follows that sensitivity decreases propor-
tional to the square root of the L~C~ product tith
a Af~ measurement. Hence, eveW time the fre-
quency switch is chmged to a new position (e.g. to
avoid crosstalk), the sensitivity would change md, if
critical, would necessitate a new setting of the sen-
sitivity stitch.

With increased lead-in cable length, the added in-
ductance of the lead-in cable would cause some loss
of sensitivitymd the inmeased LDCD product would
cause even more loss of sensitivity. Overall, this
type of measurement does not appear to he very
useful.

Di@tal Ratioed Freque~y Shifi Detector
Unit

For this type of detector unit, the digital processor
compares counts proportional to the oscillator fre- —
quency when sensing a vehicle to a reference count
taken periodically when no vehicle is present. The
reference count is stored in a memo~. When the
count during vehicle detection exceeds the reference
count by a preset sensitivity threshold count, a
vehicle call is initiated.

The ratioed frequency shifi detector differs from the
frequency shift detector because the frequency
counter is held approximately constant (see Appen-
dix G).

The sensitivity, S:, is independent of the induc-
tance, LD, and the capacitance, CD, across the de-
tector teminals ad is calculated as follows:

2Nft
s: =—N ~c (53)

where:

Nft = F&ed frequency threshold
count

—

Nfc = Fixed frequency counter count
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From Appendix G, the measmement response time
is

2Nft~f=— (54)
mf~S~

The advantage of hating the detector sensitivity
independent of the tiducknce and capacitance across
the detector teminals is illustrated by the folloting
example. (This example also applies to the Digital
Ratioed Period Shifi Detector Unit discussed later.)

For this example, assume four equal size 100PS,say,
6x 6 foot (1.8x 1.8m) tith an equal number of turns,
say three. Wire the loops as follows (these confiW-
rations are shorn in Fignre 15):

.

.

.

Ml series (288 @).

Seriedparallel (72 @).

Ml parallel (18 ph).

For simplicity, lead-in cable len~isnot considered.
The sensitivity of the ratioed frequency or ratioed
period shift detector is identical for all three of the
above titing schemes. Accordingly, a sensitivity
threshold sufficient to detect a small motorcycle
over one of the four loops when tired in series need
not be chmged when rewired in series/parallel or all
parallel.

Mthough lead-in cable length was not considered
above, an extra long lead-in cable will produce vary-
ing chages in inductance due to inductance shar-
ing. The amount ofchmge depends on the length of
the lead-in cable and the tiring scheme used for the
multiple loops. Fignre 30 pmtides an indication of
the si~al amplitude that may be expected at the
detector input terminals from a small motorcycle
traveling over one of the four loops.

Di&tal Period Shifl Detector Unit

In the digital period shifi detector concept, tbe
“perio& of a wavefom is the time required for one
full cycle. It is calculated by dividing one by the
frequency in cycles per second (CPS).me wit makes
use of a high-speed reference clock with a frequency
in the megahertz range to measure the loop period
precisely in terns of the number of cycles from the

clock. That is, the count is propotiionalto the period.
Precision is enhaced without sacrificing too much
speed by actually measuring the time for 32 cycles
for sensitivity one, 64 cycles for sensitivity two, etc.

When a vehicle enters the 100P,the inductice is
decreased, tbe loop frequency increases, and the
loop period shortens. Therefore, there is a reduction
in the measured time duration of a fixed number of
loop cycles. A reduction in the measured time
duration by an amomt ~eater than a preselected
threshold value produces a output si~al (call) to
indicate the vehicle’s presence. With careful choice
of reference clock frequency and the threshold value
(4 comts f 2 comts), this desi~ is practical at fmy
frequency encomtered in practice. The time to
detect is so short fiat it infeasible for the electronics
to sequentially scm or operate four small loops, one
at a time, several times a second. (Mul~ch~nel
operation is dismssed later.)

The period shift detector is entirely self-tuning on
installation and, like most other desiWs, is able to
track environmental drift. Like the digital fre-
quency shift model, most models stop tracking for a

29
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time after a vehicle enters the loop, to ~arantee
that the call of a small vehicle till be held long
enough to bring the ~een to that approach.

The period shift detector

Equation 50 is:

Appendix H shows thati

p kmsensitivity, S ~,

(55)

(56)

where:

Npt =

Npc =

Kp =

Fixed frequency threshold
count selected by sensitivity
switch

Variable frequency counter
count

Frequency sensitivity constant

The term
$

is inversely proportional to the square
root of the C product. Because of the small values
of S:, this represents increased sensitivity. It also
follows that sensititityincreases proportional to the
square root of the LC product with a AT measure-
ment. Hence, with increased lead-in cable len@h,
part of the 10SSof sensitivity due to the added lead-
in cable inductace would be automatically compen-
sated by the increase in the LC product. Unfortu-
nately, the compensation is not one to one because of
the square root relationship.

The detector response time (t ~ from Appendix H
is:

tp = 2Npt

f~ SDP (57)

Most vehicle detectors use a transformer to connect
the external detector loop teminals to the internal
loop oscillator. If the transformers loosely coupled,
a series leakage or swamping inductance results.

This inductance reduces the effect of lead-in cables
on sensitivity at the expense of overall sensitivity.

If a swamping inductance, L ~, ie used in the
detector electronics, then:

tP = 2 NPt 2Npt[1+51 ,58)

“[ 1

1 ‘=
fcs; — f~ s:

k1+ ~

For example, let

Npt = 4
~ = 150~h
L~ = 75@
f~ = 2.22 mHz

s; = 0.005 %

Then:

[
Z*4* ~+w

tP = 1
(2.22 *106 HZ)*(5* 10-5) = 216ms (59)

The percentage emorinvehicle velocity obtiked
from a speed trap using two spaced inductive loops is
given by:

AV AT V—= ~oo*—v x (60)

where:

AV
v=

Error in vehicle velocity, 7.

AT = Error in measured time, sees
x= Spacing between leading edges

of the loops, feet
v= Vehicle velocity, feetisec

The mmimum time error in vehicle speed or occu-
pancy measurements is assumed to be the detector
response time. The speed trap emor caused by
detector reeponse times is illustrated by the follow-
ing Wample.
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Let:

AT = 2 * 216 ~~ = 432 m~ (o,432 ~e~)

v= 60 mph (96.6 kph) = 88 Wsec
(26.8 tisec)

x= 100 feet (30.5 m)

AV = loo * (0.432)* (88)
T 100 = 38.0% (61)

This example clearly indicates that the loop system
should he desi~ed so that the system sensitivity is
as large as possible. By using the detector electron-
ics on a less sensitive r~ge, tie detector time
response is decreased, allowing more accmati ve-
hicle speed detection.

A increase in the detector electronics clock fre-
quency from 2.22 mHz to 22.2.mHz till reduce the
percentage velocity error from 38.0 percent to 3.8
percent. Mauy of the newer detictors use clock
frequencies in the 20 to 25 mHz range.

Di@tal Ratimd Period Shifi Detector Wait

The digital processor of this type of detechr desi~
compares counts proportional to the oscillator pe-
tiod when sensing a vehicle to a reference count
taken periodically when no vehicle is present. The
reference count is stored in a memo~. men the
count during detection is less than the reference

cotit hy a preset sensitivity threshold comt, a
vehicle call is initiated. The ratioed period shift
dekctor d~ers from the period shift detector in
tiat the tireshold count, Npt is nOtfxed.

The threshold comt (see Appendk I) is @ven by

Npt = ST Npc (62)

Thus:

Sp _ 2 ST Npc
D- Npc

=2ST (63)

Since the detector sensitivity is independent of the
period counter count, tie detector sensititi~ is
independent of detector frequency. The response
time is identical to that of the digital petiod sbifi
detetior.

Compation of Digital Detectors

A summa~ comparison of the vatious detector elec-
tronic unit concepts in terms of sensitivity and
response time is presented in Table 9.

Multichannel Di&tal Models

Controller cabinet space carr be consemed if the
detector mit can operate more than one loop. Most

Table 9, Comparison of detetior sensitivity and respnse time.

Digital Detetior
Detector

Sensitivity Detector
Type Res~nse Time

&mments

(SD)

Frequenq Shift s;=~~ Sensitivity is daceasad by an increase in indutiion from
tf = frame time the lamer loop or longer Iaad-in cable. Response time is

fixed by detetior frame time.

f% 2Nft
Rat::[ Frequenq

tf=— Sensitivity is independent of indutiive value at detector
SD=~= terminals. Response time increases for increase in

mfDSfD indutiance at detector terminals and detetior
sensitivity.

s~=k ,,:-

Sensitivity is increased by increase in indutiive loop

Petiod Shift
from lamer loop or longer lead-in; however, available
indutive change is decreased when L ~ is present.

fcsg Res~nse time is dependent on loop inductance.

2N ~
Ratioed Petiod Shift S:=2% Sensitivity is independent of induaive value at detectortp ==

terminals.
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digital detector manufacturers offer detector wits
which can operate four or more loops. Some models
address the crosstalk problem by providing a fre-
quenW-separation switch, while others separate the
loops by a time-ditision “scannin< process.

One mantiacturer’s scanning detector energizes
and analyzes each of the four or more chmnels
sequentially, one at a time, up to 100 times per
second. The digital period shift type of detechr is
inherently fast enough to permit scanning. The time
to analyze a channel depends on the sensitivity
desired, as high precision in thresholding demands
more time for counting reference pulses.

For example, if three 150 @ loops were connected
and used with sensitivities of 1, 4, and 6, and the
fourth channel was stitched to off, then the four
channels would require 2.3,9,63, and 0.9 ms respec-
tively, for a total of 75 ms. Each channel would be
ener~zed ad analyzed a number of times per sec-
ond calculated as 1,000 + 75 = 13. The use of loops
of larger L will reduce the scan rate, as till the
selection of the highest sensivity settings on the
unit.

If more than four similar and nearby loops are
involved, the frequency switch can be used or the
size an~or number oftums of the loops ca be varied
to provide crosstalk protection. Equation 39 md
Tables 2, 3, and 4 can be used to desi~ frequency
separations of 7 percent or more.

&other manufacturer utilizes a much higher clock
speed. This protides much faster scanning rates.
For example, on the lower sesititity settings, the
sample time is 0.5 ms per channel. Therefore, the
total time to scan all four channels is 2 ms, MSO,
when a chanel is stitched off, the the scan time for
that channel is zero.

Recent Advances in Di@tal Detectom

During the 1980s several refinements have been
inco~orated inh digital detector systems. Recog-
nizing the hea~ demand on maintenance dollars,
some manufacturers have added circuit~ to their
detectors to reduce the frequency of trouble calls to
reset detector mits attached to faulty loops. These
features, intended to reduce maintenance costs and

mmimize trtic petiomance, include Open Loop
Test capability and Automatic and Remote Reset as
discussed below.

Open bop Test Feature

This feature allows the detector to continue to oper-
ate an intermittently open loop system. A momen-
ta~ open caused by a broken wire, poor splice, or
loose connection will be stored in memo~. If the
connection remakes, the uit till promptly retune
and continue to operate properly. If the open contin-
ues, it till result in a constant call.

men inking a setice call to the intersection, the
technician may obseme an indicator light that till
flash a distinct pattern if an “open” has occured. Or,
on other brmds of detectors, the technicim presses
the “Open hop Test” button on the detector mit to
detemine whether an opening has occumed since
the last semice call. The open loop memoW can be
queried repeatedly as it can be reset only by power
intemuptions (such as remoting the module from its —.
card rack and reinserting) or by pressing the com-
mon resetbutton on the detector. This constitutes a
system reset which will clear the open loop memo~.

Automatic Reset Feature

Some detectors can be pro~ammed such that, if a
call (detector output) exceeds the pro~ammed time,
the detector will generate an internal reset. This
reset is controlled by the termination of the associ-
ated phase geen. One agen~ claims that this
feature reduced their detector maintenance costs by
42 percent.

Remote Reset Feature

Remote reset allows automatic investigation of
suspicious detector calls in computer or software
pro~am control systems. A remote master monitor-
ing tbe actuations of each system sensor may sus-
pect that a detector is malfmctioning. By assetiing
the Reset command, the detector can frequently be
returned to nomal operation. The reset causes _
presence calls to be cleared, but it does not clear
Open Loop Memo~ nor does it prevent m open loop
from calling.
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[f the Reset fails to restore normal operation, the
fault can be recoWized and printed out for mainte-
nance attention. An open loop that is constantly
calling cm be taken offline so that it does not falsely
influence system operating parameters.

Itiepen&nt Loop Faiz Output

In addition to the nomal detetior output, a second
output for loop status is protided on some models of
detectors. ~enever the loop inductance takes a
step change of+ 25 percent or more, the Loop Fail
Output is turned on. If the inductance returns to a
value less thin i 25 percent of the reference, the
Loop Fail Output turns off. This enables remote
intemogation of the loop status.

As with traffic si~al controllers, loop detectors were
developed md marketed by numerous manufactur-
ers, each using a different type of harness connector
and detector technique. To overcome tbe subse-
quent interchangeability problems, NEMA devel-
oped a set of standards known as “Section 7. Induc-
tive Loop Detectors” released early in 1981. This
section of the NEMA Stidards defined functional
standards, physical standards, environmental re-
quirements, and intetiace requirements for several
loop detector mit confi~rations.

Section 7 covered only the basic fmctions associated
tith loop detectors. Users identified the need for
additional functions for specific locations, patiicu-
larly delay md extension timing. To cover this gap,
NEW developed, ad in 1983 released Section 11
entitled “Inductive LOOPDetectors tith Delay md
Extension Timing.” This section was basically iden-
tical to Section 7 tith the addition of requirements
for tbe timing of delayed call ad extended call
features., A further revision resulted in a new
Section 15 released FebmaW 5,1987 (reproduction
is provided in Appendix J). This new standard com-
Mnes, updates, md supersedes Sections 7 md 11.

De@ctor Unit Confi~ations

The NEMA Standards define two basic types of
detector unit confi~rations: shelf mounted and
card-rack mounted. Shelf mounted detector uits
are commonly used in NEMA controller installa-
tions, and are available in both single channel and
multi-chmnel (two or four channel) confi~rations.
These shelf mounted units as shown in Fi~re 31 are
powered by tbe 120 volt AC supply in the cabinet.
Outputs are generated by electromechanical relays
or by electrically isolated solid-state circtits. Physi-
cal dimensions and connector requirements are
included in the NEMA Standards in Appendix J.

Card-rack mounted detector units, illustrated in
Fi~re 32, fit into a multiple card rack and operate

figure 31. Shelf mounted detector units Bgure 32. Card-rackmoutieddetectorunits
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off an external 24 volt DC power supply generated in
the rack assembly or elsewhere in the controller
cabinet. Use of these devices are an effective way to
reduce cabinet space requirements” where large
numbers of detectirs are needed.

Modes of Operation

There are two modes of operation selectable for each
detector chanel: presence md pulse. Presence
detection implies that a detector output till remain
on while a vehicle is over the loop.

NEMA Standards require the detector unit h be
able b sustain a presence output for a minimum of
3 minutes before tuning out the vehicle. Most ~its
will maintain the call for periods up to 10 minutes.
This mode is typically used with long loop instilla-
tions on intersection approaches with the controller
in the non-locking detection memo~ mode.

Non-1ocking detection memo~ is a controller fmc-
tion whereby the controller retains a call (vehicle
detection) only as long as the presence detedor is
occupied (vehicles are passing over or stopped on the
detector). If the calling vehicle leaves the detector,
the call is dropped (forgotten) by the controller.

Pulse detection reqtires the detector to generate a
short pulse between 100 and 150 ms) every time a
vehicle enters the loop area. This mode would
typically be used where detectors are located well
upstream of the intersection with the controller in
the locking detection mode. That is, the vehicle call
is not dropped by the controller when the calling
vehicle leaves the detector. For more information on
these modes, see Chapter 3.

Output ~pes

TWOtypes of outputs are available for detector units:
relay and solid state. Relay type outputs use electro-
mechanical relays to generate a circuit closure ad
thus, a detection call to the controller. Solid-stite
,outputs have no meting parts, and are therefore
generally more reliable and considerably more accu-
rate in tracking the actual presence ofvehicles. This
is a ve~ impotiant factor in some aspects of timing
traffic signals.

The relay type outputs are desi~ed to ftil “on”
(contacts closed) when power h the detector is inter-
rupted. The solid state output fails “off’ (non-
conducting) in the same circumstances, Therefore,
a relay type output may be more desirable for use
titb intersection actuation because a constant-call
would be safer than the no-call situation, and a solid-
state output more desirable where accurate pres-
ence detection is desired.

Cmsstik

Men two loops are the same size ad have the same
number of turns and the same lead-in length, they
have the same resonant frequency. Should these
two loops be near each other or should the lead-ins
from these loops be in close proximity (perhaps
inning in the same conduit), a phenomenon know
as ‘crosstalk” can occur. This occurrence is an
electrical coupling between the two loop chanels
and will often manifest itself as brief, false andor
ematic actuations when no vehicles are present. _,

NEW Stidards reqtire some mems to prevent
crosstalk, either inherent, automatic, or manual.
The most common feature is a frequency selection
switch used to vary the operating frequency of the
adjacent loop channels.

Timing Features

As contained in Section 15 of the NEW standards
(Appendix J), the timing features include delay and
extension timing. Delay timing can be set from Oto
30 seconds, indicating the time which the detector
waits, horn the stati of the continuous presence of a
vehicle, until an output begins (see FiWre 33). The
output teminates when the vehicle leaves the de-
tection area. If the vehicle leaves the loop before the
delay time has expired, no output is generated.
Extension time, defines the amount of time the
output is extended after the vehicle leaves the zone
of detection (see RWre 34), and can be set from Oto
15 seconds.

Timing features can be controlled by external inputs
to the detector. For detectors with relay type out- ‘
puts, a Delay~xtension Inhibit Input is pmtided
and reqtires 110 Volts to activate. Detectors tith
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figure 33. Delay operation.

,m.

solid state outputs have a Delay~xtension Enable
Input, which reqtires a ‘1oW stite DC voltage (Oto
8 Volts).

A typical delayed call installation might be a semi-
actuated intersection tith heav righ~tums-on-red
from the side street which has long loop presence
detection. Using a relay output detector, the side
street Ween field output (110 Volts AC) is connected
to the Delay~xtension Inhibit input. Thus, a delay
is timed, alloting right-turns-on-red to be made
without mnecessarily calling the controller to the
side street. (Hea~ fight-turn movements will bring

+ Tme Set
(Present ----

Vehicle ( r
(Not Present

(Conducting ----

(NotCondu.ing~
output (

Rgure 34. Etiension operation.

up the ~een anyway, as tie 100Ptill be occupied hy
folloting vehicles.) However, when tie side street
has the Ween, the delay is inhibited, permitting
nomal extensions of the Ween.

Conversely, extended call detectors could be used on
high-speed approaches to an intersection operated
by abasic (non-volume-density) actuated controller.
Using this technique, the apparent zone of detection
is exknded, and a different “gap” ad “passage” time
cm be meated without the volume-density controls
(this does not, however, replace volume-density
fmctions). The Delay/Extension Enable Input on a
solid-stute output detector could be tied to the
controller’s “Phase On” output (Wf. 1).

TYPE170 SPEC~ICA~ON

Simultmeously with the evolution of the NEW
Stindards, the S~tes of California and New York
developed the Type 170 controller specification. Ae
titi the NEW Stsudards, tie development of this
new controller was a direct response to the problems
of non-interchangeability. The system developed
was to be interchangeable between all mmufactur-
ers suppling equipment for either state.

Unlike the NEW Standards which stmdardize
fundions, the Type 170 Specification standardizes
hardware. The Type 170 is defined as a system
involving cabinet, controller, md Al required acces-
sories including detectors. The California system
(figure 35) specifies a large, base-mouted cabinet
tith full component layout for 28 two-chanel detec-
tor mits, while the New York system features a
smaller, pole-momted cabinet tith 14 two-chanel
detedor units. New York has subsequently retised
its specification to reqnire a new microprocessor.
This system, labeled a Type 179, covers the same
cabinet and detectors as the original Type 170.

Ae the Type 170 Controllers arehousedin standard-
ized cabinets, all components are modular or card
rack-mouted. The detector sensor unit is mounted
on a edge-connected, printed circuit board. Two
chrmnel detectors tie up one card slot, four channel
detectors take two slots. The detector modde front
pmel is provided with a hand pull for insefiion and
removal from the input file.
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Hgure 35, Type 170 catinet layout (Cahfornia).

Model 222 / 224 Loop Dekctors

Chapter4 of the Type 170 Specification (reproduced
in Appendix K) defines the specification applicable
to the Model 222, Two-Channel Loop Detector Sen-
sor Unit and Model 224, Four-Channel Loop Detec-
tor Sensor Unit (See Figare 32). Specifically, this
chapter sets forth the general description, fwc-
tional requirements, md electrical requirements.

Each detector chmnel is equipped tith panel se-
lectable sensitivity settings for both presence and
pulse modes of operation. As with the NEW Sti.
dards, the Type 170 Specification requires some
means h prevent crosstalk with other modules. It
also reqtires that the detector channel shall not

detect meting or stopped vehicles at distances of 3
feet or more from any loop perimeter. The timing
features are inco~orated into the various Type 170
software programs such as the Caltrms Local Inter-
section Program (LIP).

SELECTION FACTORS

There are several imporbt considerations that
should be evaluated before selecting a appropriate
detector mit model. The importice of these factors
depend on the particular requirements of a given
situation.

Tuning finge

NEMA reqtires that a detechr unit he capable of
tuning md operating as specified over a range of
inductance from 50@ to 700@. For most applica-
tions, this rmge is adequate. Some wits, however,
are capable of tuning and operating over a range of
1@ to 2,000 ~. ~is larger operating range pemit —
extra long lead-in cables mtior several loops b be
tired in series to one init.

Response Time

The time required for a detector unit to respond to
the arrival and departure of a vehicle is of impor-
tance when the output is used to calculate speed and
occupancy. Systems for the sumeillance and control
of sutiace street trfic siWals ad freeway flow
usually perfom these calculations.

If the time for vehicle call pick-up is close to the time
for drop-out, little or no hiss in the time of vehicle
occupancy is introduced. If there is si~ificant
difference, but the difference is about the same from
wit to mit, a correction for the bias is easy to apply.

NEMA specifies that a detector unit respond to the
arrival or departure of a small motorcycle into and
out of a 6- x 6-R (1.8- x 1.6-m) loop within 125 ms. h
automobile call must be initiated or teminated
within 50 ms. NEMA also states that for cefiin
specific sumeillmce applications which involve ._
vehicle speeds in excess of 45 mph (72 kph), more
precise response times might be required.
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It should be emphasized that response time is be-
coming more impotiat. mat the user accepted in
the past, was speed md occupancy measurements
that averaged out over many vehicles to a marginal
accuracy. Now, and in the future, more emphasis is
being placed on faster responce times to protide
~eater accuracy to meet the needs of advaced
traffic control algorithms. Many of the maa@actur-
ers are responding to this need by supplying new
madels with enhanced capabilities.

A study pefiomedforthe SCANDI project in Detroit
fomd that the duration of a call is impacted by the
height of the flu field, which, in turn, depends on
tbe presence md depth of reinforcing steel and other
location-specific factors (Ref. 2). The study indi-
cated that adjustable, diamond-shaped loops com-
pensate for such factors at each location, resulting in
a uniform duration from loop to loop for a given
vehicle at a given speed.

Recovery horn Sustxined Occupancy

Recove~ time can become critical when the unit is
operated in the presence mode tith along 100P,say
6-x 50-ft (1.8-x 15-m), at the stop line, or four 6-x 6-
ft (1.8- x 1.8-m) loops in a left-turn lme wired in a
combination of series/parallel. NEW requires that
after a sustiined occnpancy of 5 minutes by any of
the three test vehicles, the detector shall recover to
normal operation at least 90 percent of the mini-
mum specified sensitivity within one second stir
the zone of detection is vacated. If a detector uit
does not recover qtickly enough, the next vehicle
may not be detected at all and will be trapped wtil
a new vehicle arrives on the loop.

Loss of Detection dnring Satwated mow

During peak periods, a long loop or combination of
loops maybe held in detection titbout abreak for m
hour or more. In these sitwtions, it is impotiant
that the detector mit be desi~ed to continue out-
putting for at least an hour tithout dropping the
detection because of an environmental tracking
feature or other desi~ defect. NEW does no:
address this importint point.

SmrsitititytithPxvmnent Wer%

Depth of loop wires has traditionally been consid-
ered to be a critical factor when the pavement is
overlayed. However, tests conducted in Texas sug-
gest that, with high sensitivity, proper installation,
md calibration, the depth at which a loop is buried
should have little effect on auto detection. In these
tests, a 6- x 6-ft (1.8- x 1.8-m), 5-turn 100Pwas bufied
at a depth of 18.5 in (50 cm) md encased in a U2-in
(1.2-w) PVC condtit with no filler. There was nO
appreciable difference in the detection of ]~ge cars
between the near-sufiace mounted loops and the
deep buried loops.

Bicycle detection was only slightly less eficient with
deep buried loops. The difference occurred at the
medium sensitivity setting. The sufiace 100Pde-
tected the bicycle 1 ft (0.3 m) outside the loop at the
medium setting, while the deep buried loop did not.
The rectan~lar 6- x 6-fi (1.8- x 1.8-m) did not detect
bicyclesin the center potiion of the loop on either the
surface momted or deep buried loops regardless of
the detector setting.

Pdse-Mode Reset

The pulse mode of operation provides an output (100
to 150 ms) that is useful in counting vehicles. A
detector unit should be capable of resetting or re-
phasing correctly to avoid either overcouts or
wdercounts mder cetiain conditions. NEW re-
quires only that a detector produce one, and only
one, output pulse for a test vehicle meting at 10 mph
in the detection zone ofa6- x 6-ft (1.8- x 1.8-m) loop.

For users tishing to comt vehicles in two or more
lanes at the same time, a separati detector and loop
is recommended for each lane to ensure accuracy.
This approach can be implemented for a small addi-
tional cost over the use ofa single detector and a wide
loop.

Operation with Grounded or Open Loops

Mthough NEW does not address this point, some
detecto~sprotideftilstie operation tith~aultyloop~
i.e. grounded or open 100PS. The use of a 100P
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isolation trmsfomer pemits these models to oper-
ate if the loop insulation is leaky or even sho~d
completely to growd at a single location.

Isolation allows %alanced to Womd” operation of
the loop circtit. This reduces the effect of the loop
and lead distributed capacitance and hence the
effects of thermal ad moisture changes in the ca-
pacitance. The balance also minimized loop cirwit
coupling from lead-in cables in common condtits. If
the loop breaks, this design will fail in a “safe” way
byholdinga conshnt call, thuskeepingtr@cmoting
ad avoiding trapping ay vehicles. Such operation
is, however, ve~ inefficient.

Lightning Damage~leotiml Intefiemnce

k extensive study into the effects of lightning
related electrical surge problems was conducted by
the Ontario Minist~ of Transpotiation ad Com-
munications (Ref. 3). The major conclusions of the
study were

● Most problems occured on common
~omding systems.

● If changed to isolated grounding,
maintenance problems are reduced
almost 80 percent.

● If system using isolated grounding is
also up~aded to include both primary
and seconda~ surge protection, main-
tenance problems are reduced by more
than 90 percent.

NEW reqtires that detector units tithstmd the
same power-line trasients specified for controller
uits. The detector loop input teminals must be
able to withstand 3,000 volts. The primary to secon-
da~ insulation of the input (loop-side) transformer
protects against “common mode” lightning voltages.

With one model, differential lighting protection
consists of a four-element protective circuit cOm-
posed of the input resistors, the neon tube, tbe
transformer leakage inductance, and the diode path
across the seconda~. Differential lightning-induced
cuments are also potentially damaging. These cur-
rents are shunted through the neon bulbs, limiting
the voltage across the transformer.

In Model 170 contoller cabinets, the specifications
require lightning protection be instilled within the
loop detector init. The protection is to enable the
detector to withstmd the discharge of a 10 micro-
farad capacitor charged to t1000volts directly across
the detector input pins with no loop load present.
The protection must also withstand the discharge of
a 10 microfarad capacitor charged to MOOOvolts
directly across either the detector input inductice
pins or from either pin to earth ~ound. The detector
chasis is grounded md a dummy resistive load of5.O
ohms is attached to the pins.

The Model 170 specifications also include provisions
for preventing intefierence between chmnels in a
given unit as well as between units. The prevention
meaus may be either manual or automatic.

WG~TOMETER DETECTORS

The magnetometer consists ofa small in-road sensor
about the size and shape of a small can, a lead-in —
cable, and an amplifier. A typical installation is
shown in ~Wre 36.

The magnetometer detector was introduced in the
1960’s as an alternative to the loop detector in spe-
cific situations. It is a special type of maWetic
detector desiWed to detect the presence of a vehicle
by measuring the focusing effect of the Earth’s
ma~etic field which results when ferrous metal
(e.g. the vehicle) is in the ticinity of the detector.

The ma~etimeter is nomally used where the only
information required is that the vehicle has amived
at a “point” or small-area location. Therefore, it is
used to actuate controller phases operated in the
locking detiction memo~ mode. It is also effective
in counting vehicles. Unlike the 100Pdetector, the
magnetometer will usually work on bridge decks
where steel is present and cutting the deck pave-
ment for loop installation is not pemitted.

The ma~etometerprobe and its lead-in wire (which
is polyeurathme jackted) tind to sumive in cmmbly
pavements longer thm ordina~ loops. In addition,
they require fewer linear feet of saw cut. Both ..-
ma~etometers and loop detectors have their re-
spective applications md tend to complement each
other.
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Hgure 36. Typical magnetometer installation

MODEL 228 ~G~TO~~R DE~CTOR

Chapter 6 of the Type 170 Specification (see Appen-
dix K) addresses specifications applicable to the
Model 228 two-channel magnetometer detector
control unit ad the Model 227 magnetometer sens-
ing element. The magnetometer control unit is
specified only in the two chmnel version. Each
chmnel operates tith from one to six probes or
sensors (Model 227). The control wit produces m
output signal whenever a vehicle passes over one or
more of the probes.

A magnetometer measures the passage or presence
of a vehicle. Two modes of operation are provided:
pdse mode which gives an output closure of 125 t 25
ms for each vehicle entering the zone of detection,
ad presence mode which gives a continuous output
as long as a vehicle occupies the zone of detection.

~ORY OF OPERA~ONS

The Eatih is a large bar magnet tith lines of flux
rmningfrom pole h pole as show in Figure 37. For

\ = j EARTH IS uRGE SARWGNET

Hgure 37. Eatth’s magnetic flux lines.
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a vetiical axis maWebmeter to function, the vetii-
cal component of the Earth’s ma~etic field must
exceed 0.2 oersteds; therefore, vertical As maWe-
tometers cmnot be used near the equator where the
maWetic field lines are horizontal.

Figure 38 presente a map of the mgle of the earth’s
ma~etic field md defines the area (crosshatched)
which is not suitable for using ma~etometers

A vehicle of iron or steel distorts the flux lines
because ferrous material is more permeable h flux
lines than is air. That is, the flu lines prefer to pass
through the femous vehicle. As the vehicle moves
along, it is always accompanied by a concentration of
flux lines known as its “maWetic shadow as illus-
trated in Figure 39.

There is reduced flux to the sides of the vehicle, md
increased flw above and below it. A maWetometer
probe instilled within the pavement detects the
increased flux below. Vehicles traveling between
zero h 100 mph (Oto 160 kph) can be detected.

PROBE C~C~~STICS

A typical ma~etometer probe is cylindrical and
approximately 1 in (2.5 cm) by 4 in (10 cm). It is
installed in a dtilled hole in the pavement generally
about 1-R (0.3-m) deep. A general amangement of
the components of the ma~etometer probe is shown
in Figure 40.

The core and the windings comprise a small, stable,
trmsfomer-like element. It consists of sets of
tindings placed over a core material that has been
treated to obtain special saturable magnetic proper-
ties. The core is a stigle strip of Pemalloy, around
which are mapped ptima~ md seionda~ wind-
ings.

The operation relies on the second-hamonic tech-
nique applied to a open saturable core which is
oriented so as to be sensitive to the magnetic
disturbances in the Earth’s ambient maWetic field.
A triangular wave excitation current of suitable

—.

.—

Rgure 38. Equatorial belt not sutiable for veflical wis magnetometers.
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frequency (typically 5 kHz) is applied to the two
prima~ windings connected in seties opposition.
The seconda~ windings, which also car~ the DC
bias to neutralize the ambient field, are connected in
series, tiding to supply a second-harmonic si~al
into the electronic circuit of the detector.

n
\ polyurethane casing is used for abrasion resis-
tance. It also makes the probe imperious to mois-
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figure 40, Magnetometer probe compo”e”ts.

ture and chemically resistant to all normal motor
vehicle petroleum products. Utbepavement issoft,
theprobe maytiltcausing adtiftingoutoftme, A
length of PVC pipe cm he used to hold the probe
vertical.

OWR~W OF MAG~TOME~R
DE~CTOR SYS~M

A block dia~am of a ma~etometir detector system
is shown in FiWre 41. Protided the ambient mag-
netic field is stable and exceeds about 16 ampere/m
(20,000 gamma), the magnetic shadow cast by a
vehicle causes a local field increase of the order of20
percent and the stitch-like action of the magnetic
material of the probe causes a si~al chage several
times this fi~re. The importit aspect Of this
detection principle is its high sensitivity and signal-
to-noise ratio.

SENSITM~ AND ~SHOD~G

Magnetometers are passive detices. There is no
radiated “fielw or core of detection. Therefore, a
portion of the vehicle must pass over the probe.
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figure 41. Magnetometer system diagram

Consequently, a magnetometer cmr detect sepa-
rately two vehicles that are afoot apart. This m~es
the rna~etometer better at comting vehicles than
the 100Pdetector.

Conversely, the mag,etome~r is not a good ‘lo-
catefl of the perimeter of the vehicle. There is m
uncertainty of about+ 1.5ft (45 cm). A single mag-
netometer is therefore seldom used for determining
occupnncy and speed in a sumeillmce application.
TWOclosely spaced probes are preferred for that
function.

Ma~etometers are sensitive enough to detect bi-
cycles. A detection channel is sensitive enough to
deted bicycles passing awoss a 4-ft (1.2-mj spmr
when the channel is connected to two probes buried
6 in (16 cm) deep md spaced 3 ft (0.9 m) apati. They

cm hold the presence of a vehicle for a consider~le
length of time, ad cmnot crosstalk with one m-
other. No motion is reqnired.

As mmy as 12 probes ca be connected in series to
one chmnel of a detector unit. However, the sensi-
tivity is divided among the probes so there is a loss
in sensitivity per probe when more thm one is used
per chanel. The unit will detect with a vehicle over
one out five probes in the series (20 percent sensitiv-
ity on each probe).

ELEC~ONICS ~ CON~OL

The electronics unit normally includes two com-
plete, independent detection chmnels with from 1to
12 series-connected probes on each chmnel.

The calibration procedures adjust the operation of
the electronic mit to accommodate the ma~etic en-
vironment of the sensing probes. Prior to tming, a
check must be made to aesure that there are no —.
vehicles or movable eqtipment tithin 20 ft (6 m). A
calibration knob for each channel is turned until a
pilot light flashes, indicating that the ambient field
has been neutraltied. Ma~etometer detectirs do
not offer a delayed-call timing feature.

Fom operating modes are available. These are
selected on the front panel ad include:

.

.

.

.

Presence - Output is maintained
throughout the time the vehicle is over
the probe. Hold time is mlimited.

Extended Presence - Output is held
for apre-selected time internal ofup to
5 eeconds afier each vehicle depatis.

Pdse - A single output occurs during
the first 40 ms a vehicle presence is
sensed. A subsequent output canot
occur while that presence is mnin-
ttined.

Inhibited Puke Subsequent out-
put pulses are inhlbitid for pre-se-
lected time up b 5 seconds. titer each -
vehicle departs. This eliminates
multiple pulsee from trailers, etc.
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WG~TIC DETECTORS

The ma~etic detector is a simple, inexpensive ad
rugged detice that is useful only for pulse output in
trtilc-acctuated signal control. These detices are
mostly used in the snowbelt States of the nofiheast
because of the harsh tinters md deteriorating
pavements It consists of a bullet shaped detector
sensor twneled under the roadway inside a non-
femous conduit. The detector consists of a highly
pemeable magnetic core on wbicb are located sev-
eral coils in series, each consisting of a large number
of turns of fine tire. The motion of a vehicle causes
a chmge in the lines of the Earth’s magnetic flux
which induces a tiny voltige in the coil which, in
turn, is amplified by an electronic uit located in the
controller cabinet thus producing a call.

MODEL 232 / 234 ~G~~C DETECTORS

Specification for the magnetic loop detector, as de-
fined in Chapter 5 of the Type 170 Specification (see
Appendix K), applies to three wits of tbe detection
system: the sensing element, Model 231; the two-
chmnel ma~etic detector amplifier, Model 232;
and the four-channel ma~etic detector amplifier,
Model 234.

Each individual detector chanel operates inde-
pendently with its associated ma~etic detectir
sensing element md shall produce an output signal
when a vehicle passes over the embedded sensing
element. The solid state amplifier, located in the
controller cabinet, is desi~ed b render reliable de-
tection when a voltige is induced in the sensing ele-
ment by a passing vehicle.

THEORY OF OPERA~ONS

fiWre 37 showed that the Earth is in effect a large
bar ma~et with flu lines mnningfrom pole to pole.
The ais of tbe coil in all magnetic detetirs is
pe~endicular to traffic flow and has an associated
spherical zone of influence.

Disturbed lines of magnetic flux cut the turns of the
coil and create a output for as long as the vehicle is

fiin motion through the zone of influence. Minimum
speeds of 3 to 5 mph (5 to 8 kpb) are required to

produce m actuation. Stopped vehicles are not
detected, therefore, the ma~etic detector cannot be
used as a presence detector. However, where simple
detection is needed to actuate a tr~lc si~al, amag-
netic detector installation can be both economical
md reliable.

PROBE CHARACTERISTICS

The ma~etic detector probe is simply a coil of fine
tires encased in a metil housing. As the detice is
passive, it creates no field aromd it. It is only
produced as a non-directional, uncompensated
detector. There are two types available differing
only in their installation requirements. One t~e is
installed below the sufiace (subsutiace mounted)
md the other type is installed flush with tbe pave-
ment (sufiace mountid).

The subsutiace unit is 2 in (5 cm) in diametir by 20
in (50 cm) long and weighs 8 lb (3.6 kg) as depicted
in RWre 42. The sufiace-mounted model is ap-
proximately 3 in (7.5 cm) by 5 in (12.5 cm) by 20 in
(50 cm) long with the sensing unit encased in a cast
aluminum housing. ~ese models are responsive to
flu chages over a large area, covering up to three
conventional Imes. If the lanes are considerably
tider than 12 ft (3.6 m), several probes may be
needed if small vehicles md motorcycles are to be
detected.

The si~al voltage level emitted from the probe must
be high enough to avoid being mist~en as noise. On
the other hand, the siWal level must be a minimum
of O.2mV into 1,000 to 2,000 ohms to ensure against
noise disturbances induced in the installation md
tiring by other adjacent electrical circtits. The
required sensitivity is such that it should operate on
a single cycle of a sine wave of between 0.25 and 1.0
Hz titb m amplitude of 2 mV and should operate
with a single cycle of 0.1 Hz with an amplitude of
5 mV.

ELECTEO~CS U~T

The electronics unit is essentially a amplifier that
is tuned by adjustingtbe amplification gain to a level
sufficient to detect vehicles.
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Rgure 42. Magnetic detedor probe.
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3. DETECTOR APPLICATIONS

The application of traffic detectors b various forms
of traffic control continues b escalati. Best known
for signaltied intersection control, use of detectors
for additiond operations such as ramp metering
control, and freeway sumeillance and control, is be-
coming increasingly commonplace. Advances made
in trfic control system technology during the past
decade are primatily a result of microprocessor
usage and advances in electronics. Research and
widespread user experience is now available to assist
agencies in selecting the most appropriate opera-
tional configuration to satisfy their detection needs.

This chapter describes the tide range of choices in-
volting operational features of the detector compo-
nent oftrafic control. Although emphasis is placed
on the application of the most commonly used induc-

~ tive loop detactor, applications for magnetometer
and magnetic detectirs are also considered,

O~R~EW OF T~FIC CONTROL
CONCEPTS

Mafflc control concepts involving a detection ele-
ment fall into two general classifications: control
concepts for city streets, and control concepts for
freeways. To protide a basic understanding of these
concepts, a brief ovemiew is presented covering the
functional characteristics of detectors, and the in-
terrelationships and interdependence between and
among the various traffic control components. For
those seeking additional background on traffic re-
sponsive traffic control, two standard references are
recommended The Manual of fiafflc Si~al Design
(Ref. 4) and the fiafflc Control System Handbook
(Ref. 5).

CON~OL CONCEPTS FOR CI~ S~EETS

,~afflc sisal control concepts for city streets are pti-
narily involved with si~alized intersections, which

may be ~ouped into the following categories:

.

.

.

Isolated Intersection Control: The flow
Of traffic is controlled withOut con.
sidering the operation of adjacent
traffic si~als. (See Figure 43).

Arterial Intersection Control (Open
Network): Major consideration isgiven
to prOWessive flow of trafic along an
arterial and to operating atierial sig-
nals as a system. Fi~re 44 illustrates
both an open and a closed network.

Closed Network Control: Includes a
woup of adjacent signalized intersec-
tions in a network whose operations
are coordinated (e.g. the control of
signals in the Central Business Dis.
trict (CBD)).

I

Hgure 43. Isolated intersection control.
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Opn Network Closed Network

Fgure 44. Anefial newotis

● keatide System Control: Treats all
of the trtilc signals tithin an area, a
city, or a metropolitan area as a totil
system. Individwl signals tithin m
area may he controlled by isolated,
open network, or closed network con-
cepts.

Other sigual-related control concepts that maybe
applied for special fmctions include:

● Priority Vehicle System Control:
Assigus priority for the movement of
priority vehicles such as emergency
vehicles md buses.

● Diamond Interchange Controk Im-
proves efficiency of freeway diamond
interchanges.

Each of these concepts has a mique set of opera-
tional requirements, performance objectives, md
fmctional requirements. The hardware md soft-
ware components necessary to satisfy these require-
ments are dismssed later in this chapter.

CON~OL CONCEPTS FOR ~EWAYS

As originally conceived, freeways were considered
as limited access, free floting facilities with little
need of tr~lc control. The rapid gmtih in freeway
traffic demand and the resulting congestion have led
to the development of Freeway Suneillace and
Control Systems. These systems are designed to

specifically address ramp control, mainline control,
and corridor control. The concepts that have been
brought to bear on the freeway congestion problem
include

.

.

.

.

.

~stricted Entw (ramp clOsure,ramP
metering).

Priority Treatment (high occupanv
vehicle (HOV) operation).

Sumeillmce.

Incident Management (detection and
response).

Adtisom Information (speed, travel
time, ro~te Widance, div~rsion).

For each of these concepts, control principles md
parameters have been developed. Each have their
om set of functional components. Detedors play an
importmt role h most of these concepts.

—,

F~CTION& DESCRI~ION OF
DETECTORS

Most vehicle detectors are used to identi~ the
movement of vehicles pasta given point on the road.
This information is trmsmitted to a trtilc signal”
controller, trafic counter, or other detice. If a
detector is equipped tith a directional feature, it
will record the passage of vehicles in the specified
direction and not that of vehicles in the oppositi
direction. For locations where vehicular speeds are
extremely low, or where vehicles may be st~ding
md the directional feature is not required, a pres-
ence detector is generally used.

A passage (motion) detector will record the passage
of a vehicle in the detection zone as long as it is
meting above 2 to 3 mph (3 to 5 kph). These
detecbrs are used tith semi-actuated or full-actu-
ated controllers. To record slow moving or standing
vehicles, a presence detector is necessary.

When vehicles are forced to stop or move vew slowly
in approaching a traffic actuated signalized inter. -
section, it is desirable to use presence detection h
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assure that stopped vehicles wtiting on the detec-
tors till be recorded. Presence detectors do not have
a directional feature ad cmnot differentiate be-
tween vehicles entefing or Ieating the detection
zone. However, there is less need for the directional
feature as the call is not nomally retiined in the
controller once the vehicle leaves the detection zone.
The call till not be retined by passage detectors
either, once the vehicle leaves the detection zone.
The differences in controller operation (i.e., whether
the controller is in locking or non-locking mode).

For tr~lc counting, a passage detector is generally
used. These detictors can be used to count tr~lc in
inditidml lines, kmes in a particular direction
simultaneously, or all laes in both directions con-
tinuously. As he number of lanes counted by a
single detector increases, the accuracy of the count
decreases as multiple vehicles can ocmpy the same
detector at the same time.

Passage detectors are also used for measuring traf-
fic speed mrd volume. They cm record the traffic
information in individual lines, or on all hmes of

fltraff,c in one direction. In the past, separate detec-
tion equipment ad recording mechmisms were
required to retin traffic data in both directions.
Equipment is now available that will record sepa-
rately by direction antior by lane. To obtain accu-
rate vehicle count md speed dati, detectirs must be
located sufficiently in advrmce of the si~alized
intersection so that traffic is never backed up to, or
over the detection zone. If trtilc backs up to the
detectir, only volume is cowted.

Of the three types of detectors (loop, ma~etometer,
and ma~etic detectors), the ma~etic detector is
the most limited. It carronly operate in a pulse mode.
That is, the detector produces a short output pulse
(100 ms) when detiction occurs. Accordingly, it cm
only be used h detect motion at m intersection
apprOach and as a counting device. MaWetomekr
and loop detectors cm be used ~ detect either

presence or passage. Ma~etometers work well for
counting vehicles protided that the detection zone is
adequately defined. The detection zone for ma~e-
temeters is generally less than 3ft (1 m) in diametir,
which cmr cause some missed detections.

,@he inductive loop detector is the best type of sensor
r detecting vehicle presence. Loop size can be

varied to accommodate different applications. For

small area detection, the conventional loop and the
ma~etimeter may be interchanged. For motion
(pdse) detection only, all three types are inter-
chmgeable.

Some schemes for high-speed intersections use con-
ventional loops or ma~etometer detectors tith
normal output. Other desi~s use detector uits
that “stretch” or hold the call of the vehicle afier it
leaves the detection zone (Extended Call Detectors).
Still rmotherdesi~ inco~orates detictors that delay
rmoutput wtil the detection zone has been occupied
for a preset period of time (Delayed Call Detectors).
These detectors are discussed later in this chapter
md in Chapter 4.

LOC& ~~RSECTION CONTROL

The fmctional requirements of the detector element
of local intersection control are primarily based on
the operational decisions made early in the desi~
process. The desi~ engineer must first detemine
the appropriate method of control ad the associated
operational elements to estabfish the f~ctional
requirements of the hardware (and software) compo-
nents.

CON~OL MODES

The two basic types of control are pretimed and
actuated. Since pretimed control assi~s the right of
way at mrintersection according b a predetermined
schedule, detectors are not reqtired. The length of
time internal for each si~d indication in the cycle
is fixed based on histofic time patterns. In actwted
control, si~al phases are not offixed length, but the
right of way is assi~ed on the basis of actual trfic
conditions (vehicle demand) as provided hy inputs
from the detiction element.

There are several types of actuated control. In semi-
actnated control, one phase (usually the major street)
operates in a non-actuated mode. In this type of
operation, detectors are required only on the cross
street (and, perhaps, on other minor phases), md is
best stited to intersections where the major street
has a relatively uniform flow and the cross-street
has low volumes with mpredictable peaks.
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Full-actuated control is primarily used at the inter-
section of streets with sporadic and varying trtilc
distribution. Detectors are required for all phases
with each phase timed according to preset timing
parameters, Full-actuated control may allow skip
phasing (omitting phases when there is no demand),
splitphasing, overlap timing (allowiugnonconfliding
phases to operate concurrently), and pedestfim
timing.

Volume-density control is a variation of act~ted
control md provides a complex set of critefia for
allocating green time VAdded InitiaY and ‘Time
Waiting4ap Reduction”). This mode can be util-
ized in both semi-actuated and full-actuated modes.
It normally operates on a’ continuously variable
cycle length ad requires accurate tr~]c informa-
tion to react in time to accommodate existing condi-
tions. Nthough the “time waiting-gap reduction”
aspect of volume density control can he utilized tith
presence detectors, normally this means that point
detectors onvolume density approaches are tistilled
far in advance of the intersection (from 200 to 600 fi
(60 to 180 m) depending on approach speed).

DETECTION OF PRIORITY W~CLES

There are a number of situations which require
special assi~ment of the right-of-way at a sig-
nalized intersection. For these situations, several
forms of priority control have been developed. For
the purposes of this discussion, a distinction is made
between preemption and ptiority control.

In this context, preempttin may be defined as an
operation in which the nomal siwal sequence at m
intersection is intermpted andor altered in defer-
ence to a special situation, such as the passage of a
train, a bridge opening, or the ganting of the right
of way to an emergency vehicle such as a fire engine,
ambulance, or police car. Inpriority operations, the
~een is held longer thm normal or will go to ~een
as soon as possible in order to protide priority
treatment for transit vehicles.

In the case of railroad preemption, train predictors
(detectors provided hy the railroad) are used to
detect the approach of strain and to trigger a control
reaction which first clears the track area and then
allows non-conflicting green phases to operate dur-
ing the passage of the train. Preemption for emer-

gencyvehicles at an individual intersection depends
on a abifity to detect indltidual emergency ve-
hicles, typically by using modulated light. When au
emergen~ vehicle is detected, a special si~al con-
trol procedure assi~s the right-of-way to the emer-
gency vehicle. After a preset time period, the si~al
returns to nomal operation.

In some emergency systems, a green indication is
displayed at all si~afized intersections along a
selected route to be traveled by the emergenv ve-
hicle. The right-of-way assi~ment along the route
is accomplished by activating a switch at a central
location such as a fire station. In some centrally
controlled computerized si~al systems, the emer-
gency pro~ession is a programmed feature which
operates more efficiently thm the mmud tech-
nique desctibed shove.

The essential objective in transit priority control is
assi~ing priority to person movement as opposed to
vehicle movement. This can be accomplished in a
number of ways such as: exclusive bus lanes, assi~-
ment of trasit priorities at signalized intersetilons _,
through si~al timing optimization programs (e.g..
TMS~ 7F), or through bus priority systems.

There are several categories of equipment that may
be used forthesepumoses. The most prevalent type
of active system is based on an optical principle as
described below.

Light Emitter~ceiver

This system, used for both preemption and priority
control for emergency and trmsit vehicles, is a
special pu~ose high-intensity light detector sys-
tem. It utilizes a high-intensity light emitted at a
specific frequency from a transmitter mounted on
the vehicle (a fomard-facing white strobe light on
emergency vehicles and the same light with m
infrared filter on transit vehicles).

The light is programmed to flash a high frequency
code to distin~ish it from other flashing lights or
lightning. A different code is used for the various
types of vehicles to distin~ish between emergency
vehicles which commwd preemption and trasit-” ~~
vehicles that may only receive a priority from tht
si~al controller.
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Each intersection to be preempted is equipped with
one or more optical receivers, depending on the
number of approaches that are to protided with
preemption capabilities Asthe emergency vehicle
with the light emitter approaches the intersection,
the appropriate directional receiver senses the coded
light, triggering the preemption circuitry in the
intersection controller. men the light from an
emergency vehicle is detected, a signal is relayed to
a phase selector (connected b the controller) or
directly to the controller. The status of the controller
is examined and the controller either holds the ~een
interval for the emergency vehicle or terminates the
~een on the opposing street(s), thus transferring
the ~een to the direction of travel of the emergency
vehicle. Thevarious components ofthis system are
shown in FiWre 45.

Fgure 45. Ught emitterlreceiver preemption system.

me operation for priority vehicles is essentially the
same except that the control function is not
preempted. If the signal is ~een, the controller
attempts to hold the green long enough for the
priority vehicle to enter. If the light is not ~een, the
controller attempts to bring the phase up as quickly
as possible.

This system allows for two priorities so that both
emergency vehicles and transit vehicles can use the
same intersection hardware. Wansit vehicles are
equipped with a light emitter with an infrared falter
and a different light coding sequence. The electron-
ics at the intersection can differentiate between the
two codes, and implement the appropriate preemp-
tion or priority sequence.

Vehicle Identification Concept

This concept, introduced in 1989, utilties a small
transmitter locatid on the emergency, transit, or
commercial vehicle; an existing or new loop in the
roadway; and a standard detector unit with the
addition of a discriminator module. The system
recognizes the emergency vehicle and protides a
separate output while still operating as a nomal
vehicle detactor. In addition to preemptive and
priority control, the system has other applications
such as overriding gate control, recognition of ve-
hicles at control positions or gasoline pumps, relat-
ing bus passage with schedules, etc.

The vehicle transmitter, shown in Fi~re 46, is
mounted on the underside of the vehicle. It is
desi~ed to continuously transmit a unique code
that identifies the vehicle. This code is received by
any standard loop in the roadway. A special digital
loop detector unit detects the vehicle and decodes
the vehicle’s identification.

Hgure 46. Transmitter and detector unit for vehicle
identification system.

Transit Vehicle Signature - Loop Detector

To eliminate the need for equipping priority vehicles
with a special transmitter, recent focus has been
placed on developing a passive system that would
not require a transmitter on board the vehicle.
Systems currently on the market consist ofaconven-
tional 100Pburied in the roadway and a specially
adapted digital detector unit which protides autique
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wave form (also termed “siWature” or “footprint”) of
each vehicle it detects.

For bus detection systems, the digital signal is input
to amicroprocessor module which analyzes the$hape
and characteristics of the signature created by the
involved vehicle. The signature is then compared to
known bus profdes held in the processor’s memory
If a bus is identified, an output is generated to
provide priority treatment. A block dia~am of this
system is shown in Figure 47. Typical signatures for
various classes of vehicles are shown in FiWre 48.

~dio Tmnsmitter&ceiver

Similar in operation to the light emitter system
described above, this technique uses a radio trans-
mitter mounted on each emergency or transit ve-
hicle, and a radio receiver at each involved intersec-
tion. However, as radio waves are not directional,
the system must either include a directional com-
mand from the approaching vehicle, or provide lim-
ited preemption or priority capabilities (one ap-
proach preemption, all-red flash, etc.) and a reduced
detection zone to avoid preempting all a~acent
signals unnecessarily.
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One system cumently available includes an on-
board device to automatically determine the head-
ing of the vahicle, which is then coded inti the radio
transmission to the signal being approached. By
coding emergency and transit vehicles separately, a
dualpreemptiotipriority system canbe implemented.

SIGN& SYSTEM CONTROL

Detsctors are used as system sensors to acquire the
data needed for a number of system functions. In
this sense, detectors constitute the sumeillance
subsystem to provide the trafic flow information for
use in computing si~al timing for system functions
such as critical intersection control (CIC), selecting
timing plans, and for both on-line and off-line devel-
opment of timing plans using optimtiation prO-
~ams. A distinction should be made between sys-
tim sensors (detectors) and detectors used for local
actuation. A local intersection detector is connected
directly to an actuatid controller, whereas the sys-
tem sensor is connected to the central computer or -
arterial master.

Typically, system sensors sample traffic at strate@c
locations. The precise detector type, placement, and
configuration of the detector subsystem is depend-
ent upon the variables to be measured and the
confiWration of the control system. The system may
be for the control of arterial streets, closed networks,

Bus Car

Truck Van

Figure 47. Bus detection system figure 48. Typical vehicle signatures.
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diamond interchmges, or area control. On a per
intersection basis, fewer system sensors are used
thm for local intersection control.

For data acquisition, the loop detector is best stited
to computetied traffic siWal control because of its
relidility, acmracy, md ability to detect both pres-
ence ad passage. Using these two outputs, a
number of variables ca be defived tith va~ng
de~ees of accuracy, such as volumes, occupmcy,
speed, delay, stops, queue lengths md travel times.
These vafiables are related to either tr=lc flow
along the length of the detectirized roadway or in
the immediate vicinity of the detectors.

The most easily obtained qmtity is the volume.
This quantity is the number of pulses measured
during a @ven time period. That is, a 15-minute
volume would be the number of pulses from the
detector in a 15-minute period. Occupancy is the
percent oftime that a detector is indicating a vehicle
presence over a total time period, md can range
from zero b 100 percent, depending on vehicle
spacing.

Volume and occupacy are the most impotimt vari-
ables for use in selecting traffic responsive timing
plans and for many operating thresholds. In many
cases, volume can be used without occupancy. When
the intersection approaches saturation, however,
volume till level off to a constmt value that is
propotiional to the ~een time divided by the aver-
age vehicle headway, while the occupancy will con-
tinue to increase. It generally follows that occupan-
cies of over 25 percent are a reliable indicator of the
onset of congestion.

Speed is mother useful variable in the on-line or off-
line computation of si~al timing plans using Opti-
mization pro~ams such as TMS~. With a fixed
volume, speed is inversely propotiional to occu-
pancy because the faster a vehicle is traveling, the
lower its occupmcy. But, since occupancy is the
accumulated value of several vehicle presence
measurements, the inverse of occupancy must also
be divided by volume.

Speed compuhtions typically will be subject to er-
ror. For example, vehicles are not all the same
length; occupmcy measurements also will contain
emor as the detector output is sampled rather than

measured continuously; allvehicles are not properly
positioned in their lines when they moss the detec-
tor; ad speed measurements are made at a point
instead of along the link. A 20 to 30 percent emor in
epeed computations is not uncommon. Newer detec-
tars, operatid in pairs, can provide much more
accurate speed measurements. Speed detection
using two loops is discussed later in this chapter.

The remaining variables (delay, stops, travel time,
and queue lengths) are used primarily for the evalu-
ation of system operation md are ve~ difficult to
measure accurately. Stips md queues reqtire
multiple detectors in each lae to obtain acceptable
measurements. The number and location of 100PS
depend on the individual software pro~ams that
are being used.

~TERN STREET SYSTEMS

Volume md occupmcy are the two basic variables
used in atierial street system control. The objective
is to adjust si~al timing to reflect the major trafic
flow. To establish pro~ession along a major atie-
rial, a few system detectors are strategically placed
at free-flowing midblock locations. By sampling
inbomd and outbound traffic conditions, control
parameters can be computed by a master supervi-
sory unit. Cross-street approached are detectorized
as they would normally be for local intersection
control. The arterial master controller selects a
traffic pattern baeed on measures of directional
volume antior occupancy as measured by the detec-
tors on the atierial street.

The type of control specified for network control
systems will define the type of dab to be acqtired by
the detector surveillance subsystem. For example,
time-of-day control does not require detectors be-
cause it is basically a time-clock operation. Con-
versely, first generation trtilc-responsive Opera-
tion is based on the timely identification of traffic
trends tithin the network and will therefore re-
quire, as a minimum, detectorization on the heavily
traveled links.
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For traffic responsive generation-type plans, detec-
tors are nominally required on all approaches. Cri-
teria for several optimization pro~ams can help
reduce the number of detectors while retaining
adequate accuracy for prepating on-line signal tim-
ing plans. A more definitive discussion of the loca-
tion of detectors for a traffic-responsive systsm is
provided in Chapter 4.

FREEWAY S~WILLANCE ~
CONTROL

Detectors are generally used in freeway sumeillance
and control to detect two types of congestion: recur-
ring and nonrecurring congestion. Congestion is
termed recurring when both the location and time of
congestion are predictable such as weekday peak
periods. Nonrecurring congestion is defined as that
caused by random, temporary incidents such as
stalled vehicles, accidents, spilled loads, or other
unpredictable events.

Recurring congestion results when the traffic de-
mand exceeds freeway capacity. Measures to help
reduce congestion involve decreasing peak period
demand by managing vehicle activity through such
techniques as entrance ramp metering, mainline
metering, freeway-to-freeway connection control,and
corridor control. Detectors play a major role in
alleviating recurfing congestion, particularly in
entrance ramp metering.

Nonrecuming congestion is more difficult to manage
because ofits unpredictability. It is obvious that the
effects of these nonrecurring events can best be
minimized by detecting the incident and removing
the cause as quickly as possible.

Incident detection techniques consist ofa variety of
advanced an~or expensive techniques, including
closed-circuit television, aerial sumeillance, emer-
gency call boxes, patrols, etc. The lower cost main-
line detectors in the lanes are not as effective in
incident identification, but are often used to detect
the beginning of congestion at off peak hours, which
usually indicates some type ofincidenthas occurred.
They can also be used to detemine the extent of the
incident’s impact.

This section discusses those techniques using detec-
torsformanaging traffic in freeway sumeillance and
control systems.

Controlling freeway ramp entrances is one of the
most effective and commonly used methods of limit-
ing the number of vehicles entering a congested
freeway during peak periods. Ramp control is
generally accomplished through ramp closures
(which do not require detectors) and various ramp
metering control modes (e.g. pretimed, trafic re-
sponsive, gap-acceptance merge control, and inte-
~ated ramp control).

The Traffic Control Systems Handbook (Ref. 5) PrO-
vides a comprehensive discussion of the applica-
tions, strate~es, and methods used in entrance
ramp control. The following provides a brief sum-
mary of those applications.

—..

Wmp Closure

Closing an entrance ramp during peak period is a
simpleand positive tichnique for limiting the number
of vehicles entering a congested freeway. It is,
however, the most restrictive and least popular with
the public. If applied in an inappropriate situation,
it could result in under-utilization of the freeway
and the overloading of alternative routes. The most
effective usage is where the entrance ramp intro-
duces serious weating or merging problems under
congested conditions.
Ramp closure is accomplished with manually-placed
barriers, automated bamiers, antior signing. In any
case, detectors are not required for this entrance
ramp control technique except, perhaps, during the
change-over operation of automated barriers.

%mp Metering

Ramp metering is rapidly becoming an inte~ated
component of freeway sumeillance and control sys-
tems. Essentially, ramp metering consists of limit-
ing the rate at which trafic can enter a freeway —
through the use oftrafflc signals usually located on
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the ramp just prior to the freeway entrance. A
typical ramp meter installation is shown in Fi~re
49. Metering rates may range from a minimum of
180 to 240Wh to a practical maximum of 750 b 900
vph. men the metering rate is not directly influ-
enced by mainline trafic conditions, the control is
refereed to as “pretimed control”, but this does not
necessafiy imply the absence of detectors. .

blockage of sufiace streets or frontage
road by sensing vehicles occup~ng
the loop for a selected period indicat-
ing need for a higher metering rate to
shorten the queue and clear the block-
age.

Merge Detecto~ Placed in the pri-

Rgure 49. Typical ramp meter site (Los Angeles)

Other types of ramp metering control techniques
include trafic-responsive metering, gap acceptance
merge control, and inteWated ramp control.

In apretimed system, depending on the purpose of
the control and the strategy employed, the following
type of detectors maybe used. (These detectors are
generally located as shown in Fi@res 50 and 51.)

.

.

.

Check-in (Demand) Detectom Si~al
remains red until vehicle is detected at the
stop bar on the approach and turns ~een
after minimum red.

Checkout (Passage) Detector:
Placed just beyond the stop bar, it is
used to assure single vehicle entry by
terminating~een as soon asvehicle is
sensed.

Queue Detecto~ Placed well in
advance of si~al, it is used to prevent

mar; merge area to sense the pres-
ence of vehicles attempting to merge
into the main freeway lanes.

The pretimed metering system operates with a
constant cycle and can be set for single entry meter-
ing or platoon metering. Timing may be set to
release the desired number of vehicles per cycle.
There are a number of documented advantages of
this system including reduction in congestion, travel
time improvement, providing the driver tith a
dependable situation, and relatively low installa-
tion costs. The major disadvantage is that the
system can not respond automatically to changes in
traffic conditions. A typical layout of a pretimed,
entrance ramp metering system is shown in FiWre
50.

Unlike pretimed metering control, traff~-respon-
siue metering is directly affectedly the mainline and
ramp trafic conditions. In this system, metering
rates are selected on the basis ofreal-time measure-
ments of trafic variables indicating the relation
between upstream demand and downstream capac-
ity. The same types of detectors are used as defined
above. In addition, some systems include detectors
used to detemine traffic composition and weather
conditions b enable the system to account for the
effects of these factors on traffic flow. A layout ofa
traffic-responsive entrance ramp metering system
is shown in FIWre 51.

Gap-Acceptance Merge Control is another form of
entrance ramp control intended to allow a maximum
number of vehicles to merge safely from the ramp
into the mainline without causing significant dis-
ruption to the flow of freeway tra~c. The gap-
acceptance merge control system does not generally
operate with a constant metering rate for a specific
control interval, as do the pretimed and trafflc-
responsive metering systems. Rather, it operates in
response to the availability of acceptable gaps in the
freeway lane into which the ramp vehicles are to
merge,
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Figure 50. Pretimed ramp meteting system

In addition to the detectors used in pretimed and
traffic responsive systems (Figures 50 and 51), a
main line gap/speed detector is located in the shoul-
der lane of the freeway, upstream of the ramp merge
area to provide the data necessary to determine
presence and approach speed of available gaps,
Some systems may include a slow vehicle detector to
sense the presence ofa slow vehicle on the entrance
ramp between the metering signal and the merge
detector.

Inte~ated Ramp Control

Integrated ramp control, by definition, is the appli-
cation of ramp control to a series of entrance ramps
taking into account the interdependency of the con-
trolled ramps. That is, the control of each ramp is
based on the demand-capacity considerations for
the whole system rather than on the demand-capac-
ity constraint at each individual ramp.

A significant feature of integrated ramp control is
the interconnection among local ramp controllers
which permits conditions at one entrance ramp to

affect the metering rate imposed at one or more
other locations. Real time metiring plans are com-
puted and updated by a central master controller,
based on freeway traffic information obtained from
vehicle detectors (sensors) located throughout the
system. A schematic representation of a typical
integrated ramp control system is given in Figure
52.

~N CONTROL

Mthough considerable interest has been expressed
in the concept of freeway mainline control (i.e.,
actually controlling or metering the through lanes
on a freeway), until recently, the application of these
concepts in the United States has been limited to a
few specialized sites, to research efforts, and to
selected demonstration projects. There have, how-
ever, been extensive applications of various types of
mainline control strategies in West Germany, Ja-
pan, and the United Wngdom. ..—

Mainline control usually involves such means as
driver information systems, variable-speed control,
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lanes, to and choose the best for use with ramp meter control.

Complete mainfine coverage of all lanes is provided only in intermnnetied mntrol systems, usually at

2-3 mile spacing.

Figure 51, Traff it-responsive ramp metering system,

lane closure, mtinline metering, antior reversible
Ime control. Individually or in combination, these
control techniques are rapidly gtining acceptance at
many highly congested freeway locations through-
out the Nation. The role of detectors in these tech-
niques will va~ considerably depending on the
operational needs ad the dati requirements.

The basic principle involvedin most vehimlar detec-
tor-based surveillmce systems is that chmges in
the percentage of time that a vehicle is present
between adjacent detectirs (lane occupmcy) are
used h sense congestion and to indicate that m
incident has occurred. A computer calculates the
difference in occupmq between adjacent detictor
stations. At the end of a sampling psriod when tbe
occupancy of that period and the preceding sample
for the dow stream detector exceeds a cetiain value,
an alert is si~aled automatically by the computer.
Additional information immediately upstream of

the incident is then obtained and a judgment deci-
sion is made as @ what response is required.

One mninline freeway metering systsm has been in
operation since 1978 on Route 94 just before its
junction titb Route 125 in San Diego, California.
Ramps on Route 94 upstream of the junction have
not been metered, while the ramps on Route 125
have been metered. To offset this wbalace in
upstream control, the mainline lanes on Mute 94
are metered.

A gantW which contains a separate si~al head for
each of the three lanes (two conventional lines and
one HOV line) is momted over the roadway. men
the system is operating (nomally from 6 h 9 A.M.),
each sigual head turns Ween to allow one vehicle at
a time to proceed in that line. A passage detector is
located immediately downstream of the stop line. As
the vehicle is detected, the signal turns red (no
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Figure 52. Typical integrated ramp control system.

yellow internal is used during the metering opera- One of these, located in El Cajon, is shorn in Fi@re
tion, only during startup). The signal then remtins 53. Three kmes of southhomd Stati Route 67 are
red for the remtinder of the metering cycle, which is metered as they join westbound Interstate 8. k
set to achieve the desired flow rate. Extensive internally illuminated sim displays the message
signing is placed in advace of the metering station
to warn freeway traffic of the unusual event that
they are about to encounter.

The metered freeway (Route 94) has no ramp meters
upstream of the mainline meters, while the joining
freeway (Route 125) does have upstream ramp
meters. Therefore, at the junction, one freeway has
already been metered through entrance ramp me-
ters while the other freeway is metered just prior to
the merge. The system has been operating effec-
tively since 1978 and has encouraged the use ofthree
other mainline metering stations on the San Diego
area freeway system.

“Prepare- to Stop” during-the me~ring operatio~.
The metering signals are 12-in (300-mm) standard
3-section heads centered on each lae md mounted
on a 50-ft (15-m) mast arm.

bother mtinline metering station is located on the
west bored laes approaching the San Francisco-
Oakland Bay Bridge, a 7-mile (11.2-km) toll bridge
across San Francisco Bay in California. This meter-
ingstation (shown in Fi~re 54) is located 800ft (240
m) west of the 17 toll booths and the 2 HOV bypass
lanes in the toll pl=a. Ml 19 lanes must be accom- _
modated in 5 lines on the bridge. During the AM.
pe~, one of the toll booths is closed and the lane is
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Fgure 53. San tiego freeway metering system

convetied to a third HOV lane. The remaining 16
lanes are reduced to 12 lanes at the metering station.

The metering siWals, mounted on a gant~, indi-
vidually control the 12 lines from the tollbooths snd
allow the 3 HOV lsnes to pass freely. Again, the

,- Ween indications in each lane are terminated as
soon as the vehicle crosses the stopline and is de-
tectedby a passage detector. Meteringrates are kepb
at a level to mtintain smooth flow on the bridge. The
meters are only operated during periods of hea~
traffic (primatily in the A.M. peak) or when a major
incident has occumed on the bridge. There is no need

for extensive advance warting prior to the signal
gantry because of the proximity of the toll booths. No
sigaificaut speed is attained by vehicles as they
leave the toll booth before they enconnter either the
signal itself, or the queue backed up from the signal.
Duting off-peak periods, the si~als remain ~een
continuously.

Detectors are used in this application to measure
volumes and occupmcy. which determines whether
there is congestion md, if so, activates the metering
system. Magnetometers are in place mder the
upper (westbound) bridge deck which, together with
side-monnted infrmed detectors, monitor traffic on
the approaches well as onthebtidgeitself. The level
of congestion defines the metering rate.

OTHER APPLICATIONS

Detectors are used for a number of applications
other than traffic detection atsi~alized intersections
orfreeway control. These applications include speed
monitoring, traffic cowtig, vehicle classification,
and safety applications. Highly specialized applica-
tions, such as detection of vehicles at drive-through
fast food, retail, or banking facilities and gate con-
trol, are not addressed in this Handbook. These

figure 54. San Francisco-Oakland Bay Btidge metering system.
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usages, per se, do not fall uder the classification of
roadway traffic detection md are used primarily on
private propetiy.

SPEED MONITOR~G

men 55 mph (88.5 kph) became tbe national speed
limit, a study was conducted to evaluati the eqnip-
ment available for use by the States to cetiify com-
plimce with this law (Ref. 6). Four different types of
sensors were analyzed: the loop detector, pneumatic
tubes, piezo-eleetric cable, and tapeswitihes. This
study concluded that the loop detector was the best
alternative avtilable. It was suggested that the
optimum characteristics of a detector uit for ve-
hicle speed measures were:

● Self tuing to reduce drift.

● Short response time from intercept to
output.

. High sensitivity without appreciable
time delay.

● Consistency of vehicle location at
beginning md end of detection, inde-
pendent of vehicle speed or length of
lead-in cable.

men using two loops to measure speed, the loops
should be large enough to sense high-body vehicles
ad to provide a shaqly defined wave front output
as the vehicle passes over the loop with as little time
difference as possible between different sizes of
vehicles. The loops should be spaced stilciently far
apart so that my difference in the time of intercept
of the two loop detector circnits is small when com-
pared to the time of transit from the first loop to the
second loop.

A general rule of thumb that maybe applied states
that the height of the field to he intercepted by the
vehicle is two thirds the dishce of its shotier
dimension. That is, a 6-x 6-ft (1.8- x 1.8-m) loop
would have intercepts of approximately 4 ft (1.2 m)
as would a 6- x 100-fi (1.8-x 30.5-m) loop. Both 5 ft
(1.5-m) wide and 6 ft (1.8 m) tide loops have proven
effective. The choice depends on Ime width. A
spacing of at least 2-1/2-ft (0.8-m) should be allowed
from the center line to the edge of the loop to avoid

actuation by trtilc in adjacent lines. In a 12-fi (3.6-
m) lane, the 6-ft (1.8-m) loop should be used to
ensure no counts are missed.

The spacing between loops for speed measurements
is ofien specified as 16 ft (4.9 m) between the leading
edges of two 6-ft (1.8-m) loops. The sensitivity of
both deteetor wits must be set for the same value.
If this is not done, the point over the loops at which
the inductance change reaches the turn-on point
(i.e,, the response time which is directly related to
the sensitivity of the detector) will vary — thereby,
introducing an emor. In the late 1980’s, the attain-
ment ofvery fast response times at sensitivity levels
aPPrOPrlatifor roadway vehicles was made ~chiev.
able by new electronic component technolo~. A
typical loop placement for speed measurement is
diaWammed in Fi@re 55.

Center Lne of Road

‘-- “-

l— 16+ I
I I

Rgure 55. Speed measuring loop placement.

Speed monitoring, as described above, may also be
applled On the freeway system. There can be a
considerable safety problem when the design speed
for cetiain cumes is below that of other portions of
the freeway. To lessen the accident potential at such
locations, a system of speed measurement, tith a
flashing display to alert the driver of an unsafe
speed, can be used. That is, ifit is detetiined that
a vehicle is traveling faster thm the desired (safe)
speed, a flashing si~ or si~al would be activated to
adtise the driver to reduce the speed of the vehicle
(Fignre 56). —

One system that was evaluated (Ref. 7) used loops
spaced 16 fi (4.8 m) apart to measure speed. A
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display was attached to a bridge structure down-
stream of the loop to alert the driver. If the vehicle
was deticted traveling62 mph (100kph) or less, only
the speed would be displayed. If the vehicle was
traveling faster, an additional message “SLOW
DOWN” would be displayed along with the speed.
The study concluded that a speed detection system
can be effectively utilized.

Unfotiunately, at one such installation, drivers were
obsemed deliberately accelerating to see how high a
reading they could achieve on the speed si~. A
potential solution to this problem would be to dis-
play speed values only up to the existing speed limit.
Ay speed above the limit would receive the message
“SLOWDOWN’’orWOU~ EEXCEEDINGSPEED
LIMIT.”

P~PARE TO STOP

In many instances, the geometries of intersections

,-
are such that tbe si~al display cannot be seen in
time for drivers to react. In addition, there maybe
sight-distance restrictions due to overhead obstmc-
tions such as bridges and large trees which cannot be
removed. Intersections located on a downflade may
increase the actual required stopping distance.

Another such situation may exist at vertical curves
that may hide the queue at a si~al although not
obstmctingthe si~al itself. Still another impotiant
area of need is locations subject to dense mound fogs

,n,

SLOW DOWN

❑ WHEN ❑
FLASHING

that reduce si~al visibility below normal mini-
mums.

To alletiate these obviously dangerous situations,
additional information may be protided to the driver
to assist in deteminingthebest course of action. TO
modify driver behavior, the information should not
be limited to merely warning the driver of the etis-
tence of a si~al.

A more appropriate response is to provide a change-
able message advance warning si~. This type of
warning sign could alter the information protided
based on whether the dfiver should slow or proceed.
The warning siW show in Pignre 57 is used to warn
approaching drivers that a hidden siWal aro~d a
cume is red aud that they must stop.

The criteria used in developing this type of warning
system include:

.

.

The si~ should be mounted adjacent
totheroadwayoroverhead (atleast 17
ft (5.2 m) above the pavement). The
lettering should be at least 12 in (30
cm) high tith 12-in (300-mm) alter-
nating beacons.

The legend should read “PREPARE
TO STOP WHEN FLASHINGY

figure 56. Unsafe speed sign figure 57. PREPARE TO STOP sign.
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● The warning sim message ad bea-
cons should begin to flash (50 to 60
times per minute) just prior to the
si~al display of the yellow change
indication so that tbe driver will ob-
serve the signal display just after it
has turned yellow. The Last Car
Passage feature of some of the early
density controllers can be used for this
purpose.

● The sign should continue to flash ex-
cept when the approach signal is~een.

With this system, additional control logic should be
provided that will ensure safety. That is the sign
must go to flash if the signal should ftil, be in
conflict, or be placed in either a mmual or red
flashing mode.

When wamanted, the use ofthis type offlashing si~
has proved to be an effective solution to the problem
of rear-end accidents. When actuated in such a
manner that it provides the approaching drivers
with accurate information as to whether they will
have to stap for the signal, it is a beneficial addition
to the signal installation.

TRAFFIC COUN~NG AND ~IC~
CLASS~ICA~ON

In recent years, loop detectors have been replacing
pneumatic tubes for cowting vehicular traff]c. As
the tubes are laid over the roadway, they are espe-
cially wlnerable to the wear md tear of passing
traffic. The buried loops provide a better means of
counting. Moreover, should the loop experience a
failure, all comting would stop; whereas the tube
tends to distoti counts prior to fnilure. Another
favorable aspect is that the loop detector till give
only a single output for most vehicles, regardless of
the number of axles, thus protiding a more accurate
count.

In addition to conventional traff]c counts, a gmting
number of computerized signal systems are using
loop detactirs to protide volume dati. The dati
collected by the detectors are output directly to the
system computers which control si~al timing
throughout the system.

Comts by LOOPDetectom

When counts are to be made in multiple lanes, it is
not appropriate b extend a single loop across the
several hmes. If a second vehicle in a different Iune
moves over part of a loop before the first vehicle has
left its part of the loop, only one continuous output
till be registered. This could lead to si~ificant
mdercounting.

When lme discipline is good (i.e., trtilc stays in its
ovm lane), a separate loop should be placed in each
lane. However, when lane discipline isnotve~good
(i.e., trafic is continmlly chmging lanes), an addi-
tional loop should be placed between the lanes as
show in Fi@re 58. Ideally, the loops should be
placed according to the following constmints

● The widest vehicle will not straddle
more than two loops.

● Tbe namowest vehicle till not pass
between my two loops.

. Two side-by-side vehicles must cross
three loops.

FiWre 56 depicts the three loop layout for a two lme
roadway. The logic that would be insetied into the
logic model is described as follows (Ref. 8): The
operation of loops A or B or C produces one count
immediately. Operation of loop A ad C together or
A, B, and Ctogether produces one tout and a second
count afir a short delay. Basically, the operation of
single loops or adjacent pairs (A and B, or B md C)
produces only one count, but the operation of A and
C together produces the first tout followed by a
second count a shoti time later.

figure 58. Three loop layout for munts.
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One mmufacturer has introduced a detector which
till provide normal detector operation with timing
fmctions (if desired) md till also protide a secon-
da~ output of one pulse per vehicle in a single long
loop or in a sefies of sequential shofi loops. Count
accuracy for a single loop of ay stie is clnimed to be
Weater than 95 percent. Accura~ for the four loops
in sefies is lower because this confiWration pres-
ents a ve~ complex aalysis problem which reduces
the comt accuracy. This capability may prove to be
a major development in loop detector technolog.

Directional Detection

When it becomes necessa~ to distin~ish between
the direction of travel (such as where two directions
of trfic must use the same area of roadway as on a
reversible line), two loops, two detector channels,
aud a “directional logic” cm be used (see FiWre 59).
With this system, separate touts will be obtnined
according b the direction of travel. h alternative
is to activate the appropriate loops by time-of-day
along tith the reversible lme control si~al.

w 5+
— — — — — — — — — — —— — — — — — — — — — —

.m–Dire&ion of
Travel

~.i

— — =T========— —
+ Wv

+9+

Rgure 59. Diretiional detection.

Mt-we Loops

This type oftimpora~ loop consists ofa durable
robber mat into which a multiple turn loop has been
embedded. Themats areusually smaller intidth
than thetypical loop installation. Stadard sizes
va~, rangingfiom 4x6 ft(l.2x 1.8 m)to 3 X6 fi(o.g
x 1.8 m). The mats are positioned in the center of the
trtilc lane with the longer dimension parallel to the
flow of traffic so that most trtilc till straddle the
mat, thereby extendlngthe lifeofthemat. Atypical
installation isshominfi~re 60. Nails andwash-
ers are typically used to secure the mat to the road
suflace. Awide, (3-in (7.6-cm)) heaWdutyadhesive
tspe is used to prevent the edges of the mat from
lifiing. Thelead-in wires from thematto the data
collection eatiDment at the roadside is encased
between two-la~ers of tape.

//

Data Collection

Rgure 60. Typical mattypeloopdetdor.

Some agenties have produced this type of system in
their own shop. However, hand-producing these
mats was found to be too labor intensive to be cost-
effective. The mats were reliable, but with hea~
truck traffic, some offie mats did not last more thm
a few hours.

~mOUY LOOPS

Several mantiacturers and State agencies have Open Loop COfi~tiOn
sought h develop a durable ad cost effective loop
that would satisfy the needs of speed monitoring, One mantiacturerproduces a preformed temporaw
vehicle counting, vehicle classification and potiable potiableloop thatis4x6ft (l.2xl.8 m). The loop
Weigh-in-Motion ~IM) proflams. TWOtypes Of issandtiched with fivecomponents. Onthebottom,

there is a 4-in (101.6-mm) wide paper release sheet
to protect the 2–in (50.8-mm) wide strip of adhesive
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bituminous robber compound. Its upper sutiace is
finished with ahigh-density polyethylene film. This
paddinz stfip is the bed for three tws of#22 AWG
loop wi~e. ~ identica12-in (50.8-mm) padding strip
covers the loop wires. The top layer is a 4-in (101.6 -
mm) wide strip of adhesive bituminous compound
reinforced with an overlay of woven polypropylene
mesh. This concept is illustrated in Fi@re 61.

Fgure 61, Open loop tempray detector.

The preformed, open loop configuration canbetrms-
ported to the selected location and installed by one
man in a few minutes. The bottom backing is
removed and the loop is positioned on the roadway
tith stilcient pressure h ensure adhesion. Five
feet of protected lead-in wire is stindard. Omen-
sions and protected lead-in lengths are available.

&other approach to the open loop confi~ration has
been developed by the Special Study Section of the
Nevada Department ofTrmsportation (Rf. 9). The
Nevada DOTpreviouslyused a6- x 6-ft (1.8- x 1.8-m)
potiable loop constructed of three turns of#14 gauge
strmded copper tire mapped with black duct tape.
Problems tith durability and maintenance became
ve~ time consuming as the use of the portable loops
increased. This led to the testing of a variety of

mabtials to replace the duct tape covering of the
original loops, such as several types of tape, robber
tubing, aad a robber mat material.

The material finally chosen was a bitumen tape
mmtiactmed by Polygnard Rodusts. It is a fabric-
reinforced robber-like material tith one adhesive
side. The final configuration consists offour turns of
#14 AWG copper wire, womd in the shop, md taped
tigether for easy handling The loops are encased in
two maps of the poly~ard matirial and installed as
sho~ in Fi@re 62.

A number of tists were conducted to test the dura-
bility and accuracy of the loops as compared tith
conventional loops installed in saw cut slots. Other
tests compared the 4-x 6-ft (1.2-x 1.8-m) configura-
tion to the 6- x 6-ft (1.8- x 1.8-m) configuration. The
test loops were installed on a mral two lane FAP
roadway tith a high percent of multiple unit trucks.
Both series of tests used the same counter/classifier
recorder.

After almost 5,000 actuation, it was found that ..—
there was less than 1 percent difference in the
number of vehicles comted by this type of portable
loop as compared to the saw-cut installed IOOD.It
was also fowd that the 4- x 6-ft (1.2- x 1.8-mj 100

—1 “-

Cross
Loop Section Wew

of Loop
@

~3w — .
(Additional ears spaced along

Iead-in as needed)

Hgure62. Pofiable loop installation

.—
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size pefiormed titiually the same as the 6- x 6-ft
(1.8- x 1.8-m) size whether the loop was in a saw-cut
or in the potiahle fem.

A product durability test was conducted for over a
year ad afier over a million activations, the poti-
able loops are still fmctioning. me test, conductid
on U.S. 395 between Reno md Carson City, Nevada,
has show the loops to be extremely durable and
capable of withstanding a wide range of weather
conditions. It should be noted that the roadway at
this location has an asphalt sufiace ad, after sev-
eral months, the loops became embedded in the
pavement, which may have contributed ta their
Iongetity. On a concrete sufiace, these loops are
expected to last well past one-half million activa-
tions. The loops have also been used with overlays
md were able totitbstand the heat involved in this
process.

Mso of note is that these loops were tested in a semi-
pemaent situation and were not subjected to re-
peated removals md reinstallation which may also

n have affected their Iongetity. However, other loops
of the same type have been repeatedly installed
tithout si~ ofundue wear. As a result of these tests
ad the experience tith these loops, the Nevada
DOT is now using the polygnard loop in all of their’
potihle loop installations.

Vehicle Ckssification Detims

As pati of the traffic comting process, many agen-
cies tish to obtain vehicle counts by class of vehicle.
There are several vehicle classifications counters
commercially available. Most of these detices use
loops and axle detectors to obtain the information
required to classify vehicles.

One relatively new product that is capable of count-
ing md classi~ng vehicles also monitors and re-
potis weather conditions. The road unit of this
system consists of an electronic sensor, ahigh-speed
microcomputer and a weather monitor to measure
sutiace temperature, wet or d~ pavements, md
risibility. The electronic sensor operates by detect-
ing small disturbances in the energy field which are
then processed by the high-speed microcomputer.
As the vehicle passes over or near the road unit, a
real-time record is made of the vehicle’s profile
throughout its entire length. men the vehicle is

detected, a comt is made and speed is calculated.
Rnowing the speed, the computer then calculates
the length in determining the class of vehicle.

men the detice is removed from the roadway, data
from the unit is optically transfemed to a Intemoga-
tor-~o~ammer (1P) which can stare 32 bytes of
data. After the data are retrieved from the mad unit,
the da~ may be transfemed to a Drinter. to a PC
computer, or over a telephone mOd~m~ tie central
office (Ref. 10).

PEDESTRW DE~CTORS

The applications descfibed above all involve the
detection of various types of vehicles. However,
properly timed actuatsd si~al control also requires
the detection ofpedestrians. Unlike vehicles, pedes-
trians do not change ma~etic fields or cause induc-
tive variations. Moreover, pedestrians cannot be
depended on to follow a specific path toward their
intended direction oftravel, nor can they be expected
to take a specific action to make their presence
known to the signal controller.

The push-button detector is the most common fom
of detection used for pedestrian (see Fi@re 63).
The detector is actuated hy a pedestrian pushing the
button which causes a contact (microswitch) clOsure.

Rgure 63. Passive pedestrian push button.
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This closure allows a low-voltage current to flow b
the controller to register a “deman~ for pedestrian
service.

The weak link in the pedestrian push-button system
is the pedestrian. The pedestrian push-button re-
quires a specific action to be taken to register a
demand. Unfortunately, many pedestrians do not
make the necessary effoti and, in those cases, are
likely to cross the intersection illegally andor un-
safely.

Many pedestrians do not realtie that pushing the
button will extend their ~een time as well as serv-
icing their needs faster. Where two buttons for
crossing in different directions are located on the
same support, care must be taken to clearly indicate
the button’s relationship to each crosswalk. M-
though the Manual of Uniform fiaffic Control
Devices (MUTCD) specifies a series of standard
si~s for use with pedestrian push-buttin detices,
many agencies augment these standard signs with
additional instructional signs.

Active pedestrian push buttons have been used in
the past and are common in Europe. These devices
provide a response when activated by turning on a
small light (usually fleen) or illuminating a small
sign that flashes the message ‘WNT PLEASE” or
“WMT FOR WWK.” An example from England is
shown in Figure 64. Such a response is a confirma-
tion of the pedestrian’s call for service similar to that
of an elevator button. When used, this type of
pedestrian pushbutton appears to alleviate pedes-
trian anxiety and promotes understanding of the
pedestrian phasing of the trtilc signal.

When push buttons are used by tisually impaired
pedestrians, some type ofWidingdetice can be used
to enable the pedestrian to locate the button. Tex-
turing the concrete on the sidewalk approaching the
push-button, audible locators, or handrails can be
used for this purpose. Audible signals are some-
times used at such locations, with distinctive sounds
(e.g., bird calls) for each walk indication.

figure64. Ative pedestrian push bunon. —.

Recent developments in microwave technology indi-
cate that an effective presence detector for pedestri-
ans may be viable. A sensor using this technology is
installed overhead or in a sidefire position and is
designed to detect the continuous presence of an
object (i.e., a pedestrian) within its detection field.

Pressure mats similar to those used in automatic
doors have been used in some locations to detect
pedestrians. These mats are installed on the side-
walk near the end of the crosswalk in the path of
approaching pedestrians. When a pedestrian steps
on the mat, a continuous contact switch is clOsed
relaying the pedestrian call to the controller unit.
The mats are non-directional; consequently, if a
pedestrian exiting the crosswalk steps on the mat,
an undesired false call will be registered. A guide
rail system can be used to alleviate this problem.

.—
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4. DETECTOR DESIGN

This chapter wfil focus on design considerations in
terms of detector size, shape, and location for vari-
ous applications and confi~rations. It is intended
to protide ~idelines for traffic engineers involved
in developing plans and specifications that include
detection for local intersections, traffic signal sys-
tems, and freeway sumefllance and control systems.
Mthough the prima~ emphasis is placed on induc-
tive loops as they are the predominant type of detec-
tors in use today, ma~etometer and ma~etic de-
tectors will dso be addressed.

The first step in the design process is to determine
the type of detector suited for the pu~ose at hand.
Some agenciee have predetermined policies or stan-
dard plans. These standards have been developed

,= based on “afiO~~ ~e]ectiOncritiria. Unfotiunate]y,
many of theee standard planshave not been updated
to reflect recent improvements in technology. were
standard plans are not requisiti, or are not avail-
able, the following criteria may be used ae a mide-
Iine for selecting the type of detector.

SELECTION CRITER~

The decision as to whether a particular detector is
appropriate for a specific pu~ose depends on its
operational charactitistics, its adaptability to the
particular application, the location-specific details
of the installation requirements, and the acceptabil-
ity of the maintenance burden it wfll impose. Each
of these criteria, separately and in combination,
should be carefully examined and evaluated in this
decision procees.

SELEC~ON BASED ON OPE~TIONS

The operating theory and concepts as described in
Chapter 2 indicate that the three principal types of

.- detectors (loop, ma~etic, and magnetometer detec-
tors) are inherently unsuitable for certain applica-
tions. For example, magnetometers cannot be used

with NEMA controller where delayed-cdl capabil-
ity is required, since this feature is not avaflable in
magnetometire, (Note: In Type 170 controllers,
timing ie done by the controller, therefore, magne-
tometers can be used.) Ma~etic detectOrsmust be
excluded from consideration for operations reqtir-
ing preeence detection because the magnetic detec-
tor is only capable of detecting a vehicle in motion
(passage detection).

Loop detectors are not always appropriate for some
uses in trafic signaltiation. For e=mple, a design
that requires detection ofover-saturated flow andor
long queuee may not appropriately uee long loops.
Loops are more applicable than other forms ofdetec-
tion for freeway sumeillance and control where the
size of the field must be closely controlled and the
times required for output, pick-up, and drop-out
need to be predictable.

SELEC~ON BASED ON APPLICATION

The choice range of detectors for specific applica-
tionsisfurthernarrowedby thepracticaluses of the
three major types of detectors. In theo~, both the
loop detector and magnetometer are etitable for
large area detection on an approach to a si~alked
intersection. The loop detector, however, is signifi-
cantly less expensive. Conversely, for an approach
where it is not important to screen out false calls for
the ~een (i.e. right turne on red) and only mdimen-
tary traffic detection is adequate, any of the three
maybe installed, but the magnetic detector might be
chosen first for its ruggedness and low cosffuseful
life ratio.

SE~C~ON BASED ON ~STALLA~ON

In the 1960-70’s, it was common for large cities such
as New York or Atlanta to select radar or ultrasonic
detectors because they could be inetdled on a suit-
able pole already in place and not dismpt trafic or
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break the pavement. A crew could instil one of
these in about 45 minutes. Mthough these patiicu-
lar types have fallen into disuse, ease ofinstdlation
is no less impotimt. However, recent developments
in electronics have encouraged a new interest in
above Wound detectors.

Today, users are more aleti to the possibility of
eliminating saw cut orby replacing itwith a drflled
hole. The problem tith deteriorating pavements
has produced more interest in instiling preformed
loops, microloops, or pavement slabs with detectors
in place. Another technique is the placement of
preformed loops or prewound loops in conjunction
with repating. Chapter 7 detafls some of the new
approaches tO simplifying installation and new
detectors that do not disturb the pavement.

SELEC~ON BASED ON WTRNANCE

Most traffic engineering agencies are aware of the
cost differences in maintaining various fores of
detectors (See Chapter 6). For example, the mag-
netic detector, with its limited application, has
managed to retain some popularity largely because
of its ruggedness and long life with minimum main-
tenance, The advances in loop detector electronic
units have resulted in improved reliability to the
point where the loop sensor (the wire loop in the
pavement) and problems tith its installation re-
main the primary sources of faflure. The thrust
toward more rugged loop detector instaRations is
testimony to the need to reduce maintenance costs
in terms offrequency offailures and resulting main-
tenance calls.

DESIGN CONSIDE~TIONS

The type of timing internals of the intersection
controller have an explicit relationship to the detec-
tion techniques employed and should be selected
early in the design process. The following discussion
is intended to provide a general stmcture and back-
~ound for subsequent chapters. Specifically, it
defines the various timing parameters, the effect of
short loop and long loop configurations, and the
detection alternatives forlow-speed andhigh-speed
approaches:

~G P~~~

Normally, in an actuated phase, there are three
timing parameters in addition to the yellow change
and all-red clearance intervals. These are the mini-
mum fleen (also known as initial internal), the
passage time (also called the vehicle intend, exten-
sion intend. or unit extension). and the maximum
internal (Ref. 4). The relationships among these
internals is shown in Fi~re 65. These intewals are
timed as a function of the type and configuration of
the intersection’s detector installation.

Total Green Period

y

Minimum
Green Period Extension Petiod

1

i! Jg
.-
3

j

A

.~i!iiJ

i

Maximum Pefld ‘

Time

~

w

Detector actuation on phase with tight-of-way

@ Detector atiuation on a confktiing phase

m Unexpird ponions of vehicle intewds

,—

Kgure 65. Actuated controller intewals

~nimum Gwen Inte~al

In the early stages of detector technology, most
detectors were “point” detectors and consisted of
treadles or pressure plates in the roadway. Today’s
6-x 6-ft (1.8-x 1.8-m) loop detector is also a fom of
point detector. men point detection is used, the
mitimum ~een internal is established h allow ,_
vehicles stopped between the detection point and the
stop line to get started and move into the intersec-
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tion. Table 10 shows the mitimum ~een intemd
for various distincesfrom the stop line. The data are
based on an average vehicle headway distance of 20
ft (6 m) and the average times for vehicles from a
queue to enter the intersection.

Table 10. Minimum green vs distance.

Distance Between
II

Minimum
Stop tine and Detector Green
Feet I Meters Seconds

::::0 I 1:.:,:?:.3 1 :0 I
i ““””61 to 80 i 18.6t024.4 I 12 I

81 to 100 I 24.7 to 30.5 14
~ 101 to 120 I 30.8 t036.6 16

A different timing approach is used to establish
minimum Ween intenals for presence detection.
~enlongloops(ora series ofshortloops) which end
at the stop line are used, the iuitid intend is set as
low as zero seconds for “snappfl response for left-
turn phases or possibly longer for through move-
ments where driver expectancies may be for a longer
~een. If the loop ends some distance from the stip
line, this distance is used to cdcdate the internal
time in the same way as for point detection.

Passage ~me htend

The passage time intewal is timed to permit a
veticle to travel from the detector to the inter-
section. This is particdarly impotiant where point
detectors are used and are located some distance
from the stip fine. The passage time also defines the
mafimum apparent time gap between vehicle ac-
tuations that can occur without losing the ~een
indication to a cdl waiting. Aa long as the internal
between vehicle actuations is shofier than the pas-
sage time, the geen will be retnined on that phase
(subject to the maximum interval described in the
following section).

me apparent time gap in a single stream ofvehicles
passing over a loop detectir is somewhat shotier
than the actual time gap. A vehicle activates the
loop upon entry over the loop and the loop does not
deactivate unti the vehicle leaves the loop. The tme
time gap is reduced by the time it takes the vehicle
to traverse the loop.

kother factor to be considered in determining an
appropriate vehicle internal is the number of ap.
preach lanes contining detectors. Detectors for the
same phase and function instiled in adjacent lanes
are often connected to the detector ampltier by
means of a single lead-in cable. This may present a
distotied representation.

CumentNEMcontrollers (identiled as’’Advanced
Design,” “Exceeds,” or’’Beyond’’NEMA Controllers)
have a predefine minimum ~een time. If no
futiher actuations occur, the minimum fleen is the
total green. If, on the other hand, there are further
actuations, the passage time intemrd extends the
Ween until a gap exceeds the passage time or the
mmimum ~een time is reached. The relationship of
these elements was shown preciously in Fi~re 65.

men long loops are used in approaches, especially
when used inleftturn bays, the miaimum ~een and
the passage time internals are generally set to zero
or near zero. me long loop operates in the presence
mode and the controller continuously extends the
geen as long as the loop is occupied. The criticdgap
is not a preset value, but is an equivalent space gap
equal to the length of the loop. In other words, no
following vehicle has entered the loop prior to the
depatiure of the pretious vehicle.

men a series of shoti loops is used, the sefies acts
as a single long loop, provided that the space be-
tweenloops is less than the length ofa vehicle. If the
spacing is geater than the length of a vehicle, a
short vehicle internal can be used b provide the
same effect as a single long loop.

me mmimum ~eenintemd limits the time a phase
can hold the green. The maximum ~een begins
timing at the first call received from an opposing (or
cotiicting) phase. Ordinatiy, maximum inte~als
for through movements are set between 30 and 60
seconds. men the signal is properly timed with
appropriately shoti passage times (vehicle inter-
vals), the matimum intemd till not consistently
time out udess the intersection is badly overloaded.
Some actuated controllers are capable of protiding
two mmimum intervals per phase. This allows
longer mafimums to be used dutingpe~ periods (or
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shorter matimums for selected phases) when very
heavy traffic flows are expected on the major street.

Volume Density Mode

Volume density phases have more timing parame-
ters than are used in the standard actuated phase.
For this type of operation, detectors are generally
placed further back from the intersection, pafiicu-
Iarly on high-speed approaches. me value of the
minimum Ween interval, as described above, can be
increased to provide longer initial ~een times for
those instances when the minimum ~een is not
adequate to seine the actual trafic present. me
variable initial is governed by three settings—the
Minimum Green, Seconds per Actuation, and Maxi-
mum Initial. me procedure is tilustrated in Fignre
66. ~is variable initial interval is provided as
defined in the NEMA Standards (Ref. 1) summa-
rized below.

‘Tn addition to MINIMUM GREEN, PAS-
SAGE TIME, and M~IMUM GREEN
timing functions, phases provided with
VOLUME DENSI~operation shall include
VARIABLE INITIAL timings and GAP
REDUCTION timings. Tti effect on the
INITIAL timing shall be to increase the
timing in a manner dependent upon the
number of vehicle actuations stored on this
phase while its signal is displaying YEL-
LOW or RED. The effect on the extensible
portion shall be to reduce the allowable gap
between successive uehicle actuations by
decreasing the extension time in a manner
dependent upon the time waiting of vehicles
on an opposing RED phase. ”

In volume-density phases, the extended fleen time
(passage time) created by each new actuation after
the initial fleen time has elapsed is normally set
based on the time required to travel from the detec-
tor to the stop line. Because this distance can be
relatively long, the passage time can be more than
the desired allowable gap. me NEMAgap reduction
procedure mentioned above consists of four time
settings—~me before Reduction, Passage ~me,
Minimum Gap, and ~me to Reduce. me time before
reduction begins when there is a call on a conflicting

,. .--,

Maximum Initial

1 z

‘k
AA . . ...* ,.. .

Vehicle Actuations on Yellow or Rsd

Hgure 66. Vatiable initial NEMA timing

phase. Once the time before reduction has expired,
the allowable gap reduces on a linear scale untfl the -
minimum gap is reached at the end of the time-to-
reduce internal. me process is portrayed in Fi~re
67. me maximum ~een extension, as well as the
yellow change and all-red clearance internals, are
predetermined (precalculated) and set on the con-
troller.

I _Ttme Before Rsductio

Passage
g Xme

5
%

F.-

-P

Minimum ~

~ Gap
----:-------k—

%
0

~me to Reduc<

~ Se~iceable Conflicting Call

Stan of Phase Green

Green Xme, seconds

.—

figure 67. NEMA gap reduction process
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LOW SPEED APPROAC~S

Approaches with speeds oflessthan 35 mph (55kph)
are considered low-speed approaches. me detector
design for a @ven approach depends on whether the
controller phase has been set for “lockin< or “non-
lockin< detection memory. (WS is also referred to
as “memow ON” or “memory OFF’). me locking
feature means that a vehicle call for the ~een is
remembered or held by the controller untfi the call
has been satisfied by the display of the ~een indica-
tion, even if the calling vehicle has left the detection
area(e.g. right turn on red). In the nodockingmode,
awaiting call is dropped (or forgotten) by the control-
ler as soon as the vehicle leaves the detection area.

LockingMemo~ with Point Detection

Locking detictionmemoryis associated with the use
of small-area ~>oint”) detectors such as a 6- x 6-ft
(1.6- x 1.8-m) loop and is frequently referred to as
“conventional control.” The minimum ~een inter-
val (or initial intemd) is preset to protide stilcient
time to clear a standing queue between the detector
and the stop line. The passage time or unit extension
fwes both the allowable gap (to hold the Ween), and
the travel time from detector to stop line, at one
common value.

The allowable gap is USWIIY3 or 4 seconds. This
indicates that the detector might be ideally located
3 or 4 seconds of travel time back from the intersec-
tion. This detector position would appear to be the
most efficient for accurately timing the end of ~een
after passage of the last vehicle ofa queue. However,
a long minimum ~een (assured fleen) is created at
approaches with speeds higher than 25 to 30 mph
(40 to 50 kph) because ofthelonger detector setback.
~erefore, the principle is amended to locate detec-
tors 3 to 4 seconds of travel time, but not more than
170ft (52 m), from the stop line. Some agencies limit
this distance to 120 “ft (37 m). Applying this prin-
ciple, the detector location and the associated timing
parameters as a function of speed are presented in
Table 11.

The advantige of this single detector approach is
that the cost of installation is minimked. However,
this type ofcontrol is incapable ofscreeningoutfalse
calls for Ween such as wodd occur tith right turns
on red.

Table 11. Detector location and timing parameters.

Detector Set-Back
Approach stop Une to Leading

1-PI

L

M$;e~”m P~ma~
Speed Ed e of LOOP

Meters Seconds Seconds**+ —

20 32 601;;I : I ::
25140 [80 I 24 I 12 I 3.0

%l::l;;l::~::]3ol131~

40 64 3.5

&+ 72+
Volume Density or Multiple De!e&ors

Recommended

Note: Volume density could be considered at speeds of
35 mph (56 kph) or above

Nodocking Memow with Presence
Detecti~n

Nonlockingdetection memory is associated with the
use of large area detectors such as a 6- x 50-ft (l.8-
x 15.2-m) loop. ~is scheme is often called “looP-
occupancy control” (Fignre 68). By providing infor-

—

.

Hgure 68. Loop occupancy control
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mation on the presence of vehicles in the detection
area, many of the false calls for green can be screened
out, thus avoiding the display of an unnecessary
green indication to an approach with no waiting
vehicles. me disadvantage of this cotiguration is
the higher initial cost of installation and the higher
replacement cost when maintaining large area de-
tectors.

The use of nonlocking detection memory is patiicu-
larly appropriate for use in left-turn lanes with
separate signal control for the left turns. The ~een
arrow is terminated as soon as the loop is cleared by
the turning vehicle. In addition, a call placed during
the yellow change internal by a vehicle that clears on
the yellow does not bring back the fleen to an empty
apprOach. AnOther potential advantage is gained
when the left turn is pemitte~ that is, the left turn
is allowed to falter across oncoming tra~c on the
circular ~een shown to the through movement. In
this case, lefi turns may be seticed during the
through phase and, therefore, do not require the
display of a left amow.

me left turn bay may use a delayed-call detector
which is desi~ed to output to the controller only if
a vehicle is continuously detscted beyond a preset
period (say, 5 seconds). This allows the detector and
controller to ignore vehicles that are in transit over
the loop if oncoming traffic is light enough to allow
aleftturn without theprotective left-turn arrow. If
oncoming traffic is so heavy that left turning ve-
hicles queue up over the loop, then the fleen arrow
wotidbecalled. Thistype ofoperation isoftenused
with lagging left-turn phasing.

A similar operation occurs on a single lane approach
from the cross street where a right-turning vehicle
approaches Onthe red. Main, theuseofa delayed
call detector will avoid calling the green to the side
street ifthe right turn on red can be made during the
delay time set on the detector.

Loop-occupancy control is also ofien used for firough
lane control onlow-speed approaches. Thetich-
nique minimizes delay by allowing the use of short
passage times (utit extensions) in the range of Oto
1.5seconds. Thelength of thedetection zone obvi-
ously depends on the approach speed and the con-
troller unit time settings. For approach speeds
under 30 mph (50 kph), FiWre 69 indicates the
length of the long-loop presence detector for various

o 5 10 15 20 25 30

Approach Speed, V, mph

Egure 69. ~tectorlength forloopo=upancy control.

passage timesettings onthecontroller. Thechatiis
based on a desired allowable gap of 3 seconds and an
average vehicle length of18ft(5.5m). The fomula ‘“
is

L=l.47V(3– Pt)–18 (64)
L= 0.277V(3– Pt)–5.5 (in metric)

where:

L = Length ofdetetiion area, ft(m)
V = Approach speed, mph&ph)
P~ = Passage time (uuit extension),

sees

HIGH-SPRRD APPROAC~S

Approaches with speeds in excess of35 mph(56 kph)
are considered high-speed approaches. There are a
number of problems associated with these high-
speed approaches that require careful considera-
tion. At these speeds, it may be d~lcult for the
driver to decide whether to stop or proceed when
apprOac~ng a yellow change indication. k abmpt
stop may resdt in a rear-end collision, while the ‘”
decision to proceed through the intersection may
cause a right-angle accident or a trafic violation.
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That potiion of the roadway in advance of the inter-
section tithin which the driver is indecisive (as to
stopping or proceeding into and through the inter-
section at the onset of the yellow change internal) is
cdledthe”dfiemma zone.” Someresearchers (Refs.
11 and 12) have defined the dilemma zone as that
area of the approach between a point where 90
percent of the drivers til stop on yellow and a point
where 90 percent of the drivers wfll go (i.e., 10
percent will stop).

Table 12 shows these boundaries for various speeds.
Fi@re 70 illustrates atypical dilemma zone. To
mitimtie the untimely display of yellow (and thus
the creation ofa dtiemma zone problem), a number
of techniques have been detised for controllers with
locking and nodocking detection memory, basic
actuated and volume-density controller circuitry,
and various detector configurations.

Table 12. Dilemms zone boundaries

Approach Distances from Inter$etiion for

n Spesd Probabilities of Stopping
I

The most straightfomard conventional design for a
high-speed ap~mach uses a controller tit~ a vol-
ume-density mode. tis type of actuated operation
can count wtiting vehicles beyond the first because
of the “added initti” feature. It also has a timing
adjustment to reduce the allowable gap based on the
time vehicles have wsited on the red on a conflicting
phase.

More e~lcient operation can be achieved with this
controller mode than is possible with the nomal
full-actuated control because of these features and
because detsctionisfatiher back onthe appmach400
ft (120 m) is typical. This approach detection is ofien
supplemented by a calling detector near the stip line
which operates only when the phase is red or yellow.

fi This calling detector is disabled when the signal
turns geen so that it cannot extend the ~een time
inappropriately.

figure 70, Typical dilemma zone.

W-atiwtedcontmllers have beenusedfor a number
of years (since at least 1982) with an extended-call
detector just upstream of the dflemma zone. De-
siWs for high-speed approaches using nonlocking
detection memory include along loop at the stop line
as well as one or more small loops upstream. The
long loop improves the controllers knowledge of
traffic at the stop line, but tends to increase the
allowable gap.

Dekctor desi~s for both nomal fall-actuated and
volume-density controllers have been developed. A
more definitive discussion of these desi~s and of
solutions h the dfiemma zone problem is presented
later in this chapter.

Rural=gh-Speed %adways

For isolated high-speed rural intersections, an ex-
tin~shable mesiWe sign, “P~P~ ~ S~P,”
is frequently used when the signal si~ experiences
periods of poor visibility caused by dense ground fog
or by the orientation of the sun. These si~s are also
used where the geometry is such that the signal is
not visible far enough in advance te ensure safety.
For this situation, vehicle detectors are located fur-
ther in advance of the intersection than normal.
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Using the “last car passage” feature of some density
controllers, the gap in the trtilc flow can be identi-
fied h allow the last car in the platoon to go through
the signal and presumably give the next vehicle
sufficient time to stop. The sign (Fignre 71) would
flash “Prepare to Stop” at the appropriah time, but
wodd be blank or unreadable at other times.

Essentially, the controller picks up a gap in the
traffic, but does not change the”aignal until a preset
time has elapsed to allow the last car to clear the
intersection. The “Prepare to Stop” is illuminated
when the gap is selected, so that the next vehicle
following the platoon wfll see the sign. Thus, the
driver will know he wU1be required to stop even
though the si~al ahead is still ~een. A typical
layout for a simflar installation or application is
shown in Fignre 72.

Hgure 71, “PREPARE TO STOP” sign.
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Hgure 72. Prepare to Stop detection system.

A simple display is used by some jurisdictions. They
use flashing beacons tigether with a diamond or
rectan~lar sign with the message “P~P~ ~ ,_
STOP WEN FLASHING:’

~ST-~-~D SPEED CO~OL

Wequentiy, thecommutingdriver~ useresident~
roadways as alegitiiate time-sating route for reach-
ing destinations particularly when the residential
street is parallel h congested artetial streets. This
through traffic in residential areas is generally
perceived by residents as a threat to the safety of
children and pets, particularly where speeding is a
problem.

To control traffic speeds in residential areas, tr~lc
en~neers have used a variety of trafic control
devices such as stop signs, warning signs, speed
bumps, and coordinated traffic signals with vigor-
ous enforcement of posted speed limits. Wle these
measures are often successful, there are drawbacks
associated with their use.

For example, the use of unwarranted stop signs to
control vehicular speeds imposes delay penalties on
d] drivers and it odyaffects speeds tithin200ft(60
m) of the stop sign. Unwamanted stop si~s may ‘
dso encourage drivers to ignore the stop sign, which
is even more dangerous.
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One aDDrOaChto the ~roblem of high sneed trtilc is
toins~~l two speed”measuring l~op~etectorsap-
proximately 180 ft (54 m) in advance of the intersec-
tion. ~eseadvance loops measure thespeed (or,
more accurately, the elapsed time between loops) of
an approaching vehicle andregister a call on the
controller only if the vehicle is traveling at or below
thespeedfimit. Assuming thesiWNis resting in
four-way red, ~d if the vehicle is not speeding, a
green is displayed and the driver may proceed
thro~htheintersection without being delayed. If,
on the other hand, the approacbingvehicle is exceed-
ingthe speed limit, no call isplaced and the driver
must slow down until he reachesa loop near the
intersection. A cdl @l then be placed and the green
internal activated.

With this system, avehicle crossing the first ad-
vance loop stirts a timing device and a call is
initiated. Ifthe vehicle speed is low enough, the
predetermined intcmal wfll time out before the
vehicle reaches the second loop. men the call till be
passed onto the controller. When the vehicle reaches
the second loop, the timing detice is reset, and any
cdl being held at the timing detice is cancelled.
~us, a vehicle exceeding the speed Hmit is never
detected by the advance loop, and each succeeding
vehicle is timed independently. ~is method is
simple, economical, adjustable, and not dependent
on vehicle sue or length.

me spacing between the initiating and resetting
advance loops isapprofimately 1 second of travel
distance atthe speed limit. ~edlstance from the
advanced loop to the first intersection loop is prede-
termined from the lowest travel speed to be accom-
modated (normally 20 mph (32 kph)), and the mui-
mum desirable passage time interval (4 seconds).
me minimum distance from a stop line to the ad-
vance detector loop is detemined by a comfortable
reaction time and the stopping distinceatthe de-
si~ speed.

LOOP DETECTOR DESIGN
ALTERNAT~S

m In this general discussion, detector design will be
described first in terms of “small area” (for point or
passage detection) and then in terms of “large area”

(for area or presence detection). Inductive loops can
be appfied in either case. Magnetic detectors can
only be used for point detection because they cover a
small area and require vehicle motion (passage) to
activate the system. Ma~etometers are basically
point detectors, but can be used as area detectors by
using mdtiple sensors to cover a larger detection
area.

~picd desi~ confi~rations for detector locations
in through lines md in left turn lanes me also
presented. Both simple and complex desiWs are
described along with the type of controller opera-
tion, if appropriate. ~eatments to dletiate the
“dilemma zone” problem are dso discussed.

Small area detection usually consists ofa single
short loop. Mthough the literature defines short
loops as being up to 20 ft (6.1 m) in length, by far the
most common short loop application is the 6- x 6-ft
(1.8- x 1.8-m) loop in a 12-ft (3.6-m) lane. For
narrower lanes, 5- x 5-foot (1.5- x 1.5-m) loops should
be used to avoid adjacent lane pickup (splashover).
Smaller loops are not recommended in areas where
high bed vehicles must be continuously detected.

me short loop is intended to detect a vehicle up-
stream of the stop line. When avehicle passes over
the detector loop, a call is output to the controller.
~ming of the ~een intemd is commonly based on
preset controller settings, not by the length of time
the detection area is occupied by vehicles approach-
ing the intersection. In most cases, the controller
operates with locking detection memo~ circuits to
insure cdhng the appropriate phase.

Short loop detectors maybe used in avariety ofways
and maybe located atva~ing distances from the
stop line depending on the operational requirements.
Atypical application may consist of one or more
short loops near the stop line on the actuated ap.
proachofa lowspeed intersection. hothertypicd
application is to space a number of these loops well
back of the stop line to act as extension detectors for
higher speed approaches.

me shape of the loop in the roadway has been the
subject of a great ded of research during the 1970’s
and198 &s. ~edesire todetect allforms ofvehlcles,
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from bicycles and motorcycles to high-bed trafler
trucks, whfle avoiding detection of vehicles in adja-
cent lanes has led to a proliferation of loop designs.
Each design pu~orts to have advantages over other
designs. Examples of various short loop shapes are
shown in Fi@re 73. Some of these confi~ratilons
are in common use, while others have been devel.
oped specflcally for either a site-spectic location or
to detect a particular range of vehicles.
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Hgure73. Small loopshapes.

A number of agencies and universities have con-
ducted tests to detemine an optimum 100Pshape
(e.g., Refs. 13, 14, 15). ~ically, these projects
involved installing several different loop shapes
then testing and comparing the sensitivity of the
loops in detecting several types of test vehicles.
None of these projects tested all of the loop designs
currently in use. In some cases, one loop design

wodd teet better when compared to one or two
different loop designs. Inmost instances, the differ-
ence in sensitivity among loops was not si~ificant,
given the state of the ati in detectir electronic units.
It is therefore dfilcult h cite one particular design
assuperior toaR others. However, it is generally
accepted that some loop designs are better stited
than others for detecting smaR vehicles or high-bed
trucks as discussed in later sections.

Many States speci~ the acceptable loop shapes to be
used tithin their jurisdiction. k example of one
State’s (Californians) spec~led shapes is shown in
Figare 74. Inthisparticdar example, eachunique
shape is given a letter designation (i.e., Type A is a
typical 6-x 6-ft (1.8-x 1.8-m) loop, etc.).

UGE -A DE~CTION

Large area detection normaRyconsists ofa detetiion
zone covering an area of at least 20 R (6 m) or more
in a trafic lane. It is primarily presence detection in
that it registers the presence of a vehicle as long as _.
the detector zone is occupied. This concept origi-
nally utflized a single loop encompassing the entire
detection zone. However, the long loop, as a single
entity, is being supplanted by a sequence of short
loops which emulate the long loop. In this Hand-
book, “longloop” is intended to mean either a single
long loop or multiple short loops acting as a single
long loop.

LangLOOPS

~adltionally, the long loop has been defined as a
single loop that was 6 ft (1.8 m) wide by 20 to 80 or
morefi(6 to 24 m) long. Fi~re 75 illustrates various
long loop shapes. These long loops generally have
only one or two turns of wire. If the rectan@ar,
powerhead, or trapezoid 100P needs h reliably
detect all roadway vehicles, the sensitivity level
must be set high which, in turn, wfll detect adjacent
lane vehicles (splashover). The quadruple loop is
an appropriate desi~ to eliminate this problem,
however, due to its limited height of field, it may
have dfilculty in continuously deteding high-bed
vehicles. Quadmpoles are excellent wheel and mle
detectors. The lengths associated with long 100PS“’-
increase the vdnerabflity to ftilure caused by pave-
ment cracks and joint movement, In response to
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these problems, many agencies are using sequential
short loops as described later.

Thelongloop normally provides input to the control-
ler for what is termed “loop occupancy control.” In
this fom of control, the minimum geen intend (or
initial interval in older controllers) is set to zero, or
near zero, and the passage time or vehicle intemd is
set to a short intimal as was shown in Fi~re 69.
men the ~een internal appears for the subject
phase, it will remain ~een as long as the detector is
occupied (subject, of course, h the m=imum ~een).
As soon as the detector loop is cleared, the passage
time is flmed and, if no futiher actuation occurs
duting the passage time, the yellow change internal
appears.

The effective time gap is equal to the travel time
required to traverse the length of the loop plus one
vehicle length plus the passage time. Therefore, the
length of the loop is a ctiticd measure for protiding
appropriate operation. Care should be exercised to
ensure that the length of the loop is sufficient for a
following car to br~e to a stop if the yellow intend

appearsjust before the following vehicle reaches the
loop or, conversely, to allow the veticle to prOceed
through the intersection on the yellow.

If hea~ tmcks are included in the trtilc stream,
there may be a stati up problem if a long queue
exists. Passenger cars in front of the truck may
accelerate and clem the detector loop before the
tmck can accelerate and reach the detector.

One researcher (Ref. 16) stud,ed the relationship
between detector length and the time settings of
vehicle internal and mtimum green for intersec-
tions where vehicle approach speeds were less than
35 mph (56 kph). The pu~ose of the study was to
detemine the optimal combinations of detector
length, vehicle internal, and m=imum ~een for a
wide range of flow conditions (i.e. flow rate per lane,
distribution of traffic among lanes, and temporal
variations inflow rates). Both two- and four-phase
operations of presence mode control were analyzed
for each flow pattern.

Optima vehicle intsmals area function of detector .—
length and flow rate. me study suggests that for
detectors 30ft (9 m) long, the use of2 second vehicle
internals can lead to the best signal pefiomance
over a wide range of operating conditions. For 50- ft
(15-m) detectors, 1 second vehicle intervals are
desirable under a variety of flow conditions. When
detectors 80 ft (25 m) long are used, Osecond vehicle
intimals can minimke delays. The use of longer
vehicle intends for such detector lengths is not
desirable unless the combined critical flow at an
intersection exceeds 1,400 vph.

The study concluded that maimum green for the
presence mode control is generally longer than opti-
mal fleen durations for pretimed control. Flow
patterns with higher degrees of concentration of
traffic in shotipefiods oftime need longer maximum
~eens. The optimal maximum Weens for hourly
flow patterns with a peaking factor of 1.0 (a un~Orm
flow rate) are about 10 eeconds longer than the cor-
responding optimal pretimed ~eens. With a peak-
ing factor of 0.85 (a higher cOncentratiOnOftrafic in
a short period), the optimal mmimum ~eens are
approximately 80 percent longer than the come-
sponding optilmd pretimed Weens. ,—

The study futiher concluded that detectors 80 ft (25
m) long can consistently produce the best si~d
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pefiomance. However, for a combined titical flow
of less than 1,100 vph, 65-ft (20-m) detectors can
produce comparable pefiormance. For a combined
criticaf flow of less than 900 Wh, the use of50-R (15-
m) detictors rather than the 80 ft (25 m) length
wodd incur a delay of up to 2 seconds per vehicle.
For a combined critical flow ofless than 600 vph, 30.
fi (9-m) detectors maybe used instead of the 80-ft
(25-m) detectors without incurring undue delays.

SequentialShoti Loops

me use of sequential short loops to emulate a long
loop is the preferred treatment in many agencies.
me advantages of this cotilgoration result primar-
fly from the fact that they are less subject to fsilure

because of their shorter len@h; therefore they are
less wlnerable to the problems of crossing pave-
ment cracks and joints and to adjacent lane pickup
(splashover). Long loops are more subject to adja-
cent lane splashover since the entire length of the
vehicle is exposed to the side of the long loop (ap-
proximately 17 ft (5 m)) as compared to less than a
third of the vehicle length of about 6 ft (1.8 m) for a
short loop. me shoti loops also protide superior
detection of small vehicles as expltined later.

me sequential short loops commordy consist of four
6- x 8-ft (1.8- x 1.8-m) square or diamond loops
separated by 9 or 10 ft (2.7 or 3.0 m). ~is confi~-
ration is equivalenttoa51- or 54-ft (15.3- or 18.2-m)
long loop. Various configurations of sequential loops
are shown in FiWre 76. ~is California standard

my ==’
Type 5A Loop Installation Type 5B Loop Installation Type 5Q Loop Installation

i“. ● Pull BOX Stop Line

E::. . Metim
~retiion of Travel

dd &

~<,6,10, &,lol&lvl& “

Type 5DA Loop Installation Type 5DQ Loop Installation

Stop ~ne

ne ~tetior hmdhole wi
te,minaflo”w“d “it

Eff stiive
Lane Wdt

Effetiive
Lane Mdt

Type 6A Loop Installation Type 7A Loop Instelletion

6 A = 4.Type A imps in each lane. 7 A = 4-Type A loopsin emh I.”..
68 = 4.TyP B IOOWin each Ia”e. 78 = 4.TYP. B 100pSi“ each lane,
6 C = 1-Type C Imp ineati I.”e. 7 C = 1-TyPeC IOOP!. each line.
6 D = 4-TyP D Imps in each Ime. 7 D = 4.Type D loopsin each lane.
6 Q = 4.Type Q Imps in each lane. 7 Q = GTy~ Q loopsin each la”..

-.
FlgUre 76. SeqUefltial loop COntigUrStiOnS (California).
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uses loop type desi~ations such as those shown in
Fi~re 74.

On the other hand, FiWre 77 defines a different
spacing pattern that is used by the Pennsylvania
Department of Mansportation. ~is spacing nor-
mally requires a passage time or vehicle internal
greater than zero to protide proper signal operation.
Various spacing arrangements are used by ofier
agencies around the country.

~’[,~U;rn ‘;,, ---{----.: ,,.-....
❑;0 -’:
❑’.09...!...:::[ :]...1.---

,.

Hgure 77. Series of shofl loop (Pennsylvania).

Widehops

Some agencies use wide loops to cover wide lme or
multiple lane approaches. These loops are nomdly
6 ft (1.8 m) in len@h in the direction of traffic flow
and up to 46 ft (13.8 m) for afour-lane approach. The
basic layout ofa wide lane is shown in Fi@re 78. The
number of turns of wire varies according to the
number of lanes covered. Table 13 indicates the
number of turns as well as the dimension ranges for
the loop. Wide loops are not recommended. In fact,
many agencies do not permit the use of tide loops.
They are subject to more frequent failure because
they generally cross pavement joints and fractures.
Afdure an~here on the perimetert~es the entire
loop out of operation which in turn removes all
detsction capability for that approach. Separate
loops in each lane are less susceptible to failure and
even if a failure in one loop occurs the remaining
loops can protide approach detection.

Single conductor THWN, # 14 AWG wire
(see Table 4-4 for numbe of turns)

\,m~
,irection
f Travel

wire

figure 78. Wide loop detector layout

Very large loops of up to 30 ft (9 m) in width and 50
to 60 ft (15 to 18 m) in length have been used to
protide an extension of~een time when occupancy
increases to a saturation point in a given direction.
The detector unit is adjusted to be sensitive to more
than a cetiain number of vehicles in the loop. In
other words, the detector only responds to a satu-
rated condition. No additional ~een extension is ‘-
given to the approach unless there is a congested
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situation. If no extensions are present (i.e., there is
no saturation or congestion), the opposing street
~een receives the excess time. This application
cannot he used for call initiation and is intended for
use only in locations where unpredidable and ex-
treme fluctwtions of traffic are present, such as
shopping center exits, some freeway etits into main
street flow, and industrial plmt parking lot exits.

Vehicle detectors in left-turn lanes can affect the
capacity of an intersection by reducing unnecessary
fleen time and left turn amow indications. men
the last vehicle proceeds a block or so past the signal
before the conflicting phase beans, the travel time
represents lost ~een time which could more appro-
priately be used to increase the ~een time avaflable
to other phases. The desi~ oflefi-turn detection is
generally based on the premises discussed below.

At the start of the ~een indication, it nomdly
requires 3 to 5 seconds for the first vehicle in a queue
to stati up, with an average headway of 2 to 3
seconds between follotingvehicles. ~ese times are
average; consequently, longer times must be ac-
countid for by protiding an appropriate length of
loop to maintain the ~een for slower statiing ve-
hicles. Moreover, trucks and other slow vehicles
require a longer stifi-up time which frequently
leaves a three or four car-length gap ahead of them.
Loop length dso needs to account for these gaps.

Because ~een time is based on vehictiar demand,
only a short @een time is needed for one or two

,fivehicles. For example, a rapidly statiing single
zehicle can clear the turn lane tith a ~een time of

under 5 seconds. A driver ofa follmvingvehicle just
entering the lefi turn lane may be confused by the
short ~een. The length of the detictor loop shOuld
be such as to allow the following car to reach the loop
in time h enter the intersection on the ~een indica-
tion or brnke to a stop, This length is based on the
equation for maximum deceleration rates, which
indicate that a vehicle traveling at 30 mph (48 kph)
can stop in 83 ft (25 m).

To accommodate these conditions, alooplengthof80
ft (24 m) from the stop line and a controller passage
time of 1 second is frequently used. Shotier loops
must be compensated for by adding more passage
time on the controller. Controller passage time is
the time a controller wfil hold the fleen ~er actua-
tion. A passage time of 1.0 second permits most mo-
torists to almost complete their turning radius be-
fore the onset of the yellow change intemd is dis-
played.

kotherproblem occurs when vehicles are pemitted
to turn on the circular ~een (Ween ball) indication.
Dtivers till usually proceed past the stop line and
wait for a gap in the opposing trafic. If a gap does
not occur, or a vehicle ahead prevents the turn, the
driver may be lefi stranded beyond a detection zone
that ends at the stop line. In this case, the controller
may skip the turn amow in the next cycle because
the vehicle is positioned ahead of the detectir. Some
agenties feel that it is a good practice to extend the
loop beyond the stop line 1 to 6 ft (0.3 to 2 m) to
prevent this situation.

To detect small vehicles (e.g., motorcycles), the de-
tector must be set for tigh sensitivity. However, this
high sensitivity wfll frequently cause detection of
vehicles in adjacent lanes (splashover). Many agen-
cies use quadmpole loops to avoid splashover. As
the quadmpole reqnires an additiond sawcut the
length of the loop, it is desirable to limit the quad-
ruple design to the area near the stop line. (See
later discussion “Detection of Small Vehicles,”)

One method, used by the Illinois Department of
fiansportation (Ref. 14), for designing a minimum
left-turn loop is illustrated in Fi@re 79 and proce.
durally described as follows:

● Locate the stop fine inrelationto cross-
street turning radius.
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Hgure 79. Left turn detection procedure (Ilhnois).

. Measure back 80 W (24 m) from the
stop line to establish the back loop.

● Measure 50 ft (15 m) toward the stop
line b establish front edge of the back
loop.

● Mlow 2-R (0.6-m) gaps between loops
and measure 28 ft (8.4 m) to the stop
line.

● The front of the front loop shodd be
within 13 ft (4 m) of the edge of the
cross street trfic lane.

. Design the front loop as a quadmpole
to detect small vehicles.

men the left-turn demand requires 150fi (45 m) or
more of storage length, or when higher approach
speed require long deceleration lanes, the loop lay-
out should include an advanced detection loop. ~is
advanced detector with a cdl extension feature wU1
extend the effective detection zone to accommodate
heavy traffic volumes or high-speed tr@lc.

=OUGH ~ DETEC~ON

Detection of vehicles in through lanes depends on
the approach speed and the type of controller opera-
tion being used. It can be a single point detector, a

long loop, a combination of long and short loops, or a
sequence of short loops. Each of these types is
dismssed below.

SinglePointDetection

This form of detection is the simplest form used for
actuated controllers. It is used primarfly for low
speed approaches;that is, less than 35 mph (56 kph).
It may dso be used on side street approaches, with
another form of detection on the major street.

A point detector (e.g., a 6- x 6-ft (1.8- x 1.8-m)) is
located2 to 4 seconds oftravel time in advance of the
stop line. As this is the ody detector in the approach
lane, controller timing must be appropriately set to
uttlze the information. The actual distance divided
by 25 ft (7.6 m) (length of vehicle plus the space
between vehicles) indicates the number Ofvehicles
that can be queued between the detector and the
stop line when the light turns ~een. ~ls is used to
establish the minimum Ween interval setting on the
controller. The distince between the detectir and ,.
the stop line divided by the 15th percentile speed is
a good first estimate of the passage time. This
passage time is also the allowable gap that wfll lose
the ~een indication. If this setting is too long or
shoti h be acceptable as an allowable gap, the
position of the detector shmdd be moved ti ensure an
appropriate gap stie.

Loop Occup-cy Detection

Theloop occupancy fom of detection is generally
used on low speed approaches. ~is normally con-
sists of a single loop 50 ft (15 m) or more in length or
a sequence of shoti loops (usually four) located
immediakly upstream of the stop line. Loop occu-
pancy timing is used on the controller as described
earlier. This type of operation is most effective when
speeds are 25 mph (40 kph) or less. Even at this
speed there is some potintial for the light turning
yellow just before an approaching vehicle reaches
the detector. In this case, the vehicle wfil probably
cross the intersection on the yellow indication.

As speeds increase, the detection zone must also
lengthen to accommodate the increased stopping—’
distince. One jurisdiction uses the combination o
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approach speeds and detection lengths shown in
Table 14. These loop lengths appear to be exces-
sively long, resulting in long minimum gaps.

Table 14. Loop occupancy detector lengths.

Speed I Detector Length
mph kph Feet ~ Meters
30 48 120
35 56

Ill
160

40 64 200
45 72 250 76

The 120-ft (36.6-m) detection area is measured from
the stop line and consists of two 56-ft (17.1-m) loops.
mere ~eater detection areas are required, either
additiond long loops or small loops maybe used, If
additiond small loops are chosen, they must be
connected to separate detector utits tith the exten-
sion time pro~ammed into the detector. The long
loops are set to presence mode.

High-Speed PointDetection

Forhigh-speedapproaches (thow withspeeds~eater
than 30 mph (48 kph)), detection becomes more
complex. Volume density control is one technique
used that relies on the controller functions rather
than extensive detectotiation, Nomally only one
detector is used for each lane. This point detector is
placed much farther from the intersection than the
2 to 4 seconds of travel time used for nomd
actuated operation. The detector is usually placed
at least 5 seconds and as much as 8 to 10 seconds
from the stop line.

This detector is active at all times rather than just
during the~eenintemd. During theredintemal,
each actuation increments the vafiable initial tim-
ing period. Wr the variable initial exceeds the
mitimum ~een, each additional actuation adds
more time totheititid internal. During thegeen
interval, thedetector acts toextendthe~een. At
first the extension is equal to the passage time, but
titer a conflicting phase has registered a call, the
extension is reduced, eventually reaching a mini-
mum gap.

A concern with this type of operation is the potential
for a vehicle being in the dflemma zone at the onset

of yellow. ~efollowing section presents a discus-
sion of dflemma zones and describes how multiple
detectors are utflked to alleviate the dflemma zone
problem.

DETEC~ON FOR D~m ZO~S

One problem that has pla~ed desi~ers and opera-
tions and safety engineers involvee intersection
approaches where the speeds of approaching tr~lc
are geater than 30 mph (48.3 kph). Dtivers ap-
proaching at these higher speeds are frequently
faced with a “dflemma”–whether to stop or proceed
through the intersection at the onset of the yellow
change internal. The placement of detectors to
ameliorate this problem has received setious consid-
eration and research. This section defines the many
vatiables that affect the dfiemma zone problem and
describes several detector placement schemes that
have proven effective.

Definitionof Dilemm Zone Problem

men a vehicle traveling at a constant speed W)
approaches an interjection and is positioned at
distance (W from the intersection at the beginning of
the yellow change internal, the driver is faced with
a decision. He may decelerate and stop the vehicle
before entering the intersection; or continue and
enter the intersection, accelerating if necessary,
before the red internal begins. In some Statis, the
driver is reqtired te clear the intersection before the
red appears. Depending on the distance from the
intersection and the speed oftravel, drivers may not
be cetin that they can skp in time, or they may be
unsure that they can clear the intirsectilon before
cotiicting vehicles enter. ~is creates the “di-
lemma:’ Some drivers wfll opt to stop, whfle others
may accelerate and continue through the intersec-
tion.

If the choice is to stop, afier a short perceptioti
reaction time, the driver wfll decelerate. me dis-
tance the vehicle wfll travel after the beginting of
the yellow change indication includes the distance
traveled during the perceptiotireaction time (t), and
the distance traveled duting deceleration. The fol-
lowing inequality must be maintained to ensure a
safe and complete stop.
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~z

‘2vxt+%
(65)

where:

x= Distance from stop line at start
of yellow internal, ft (m)

v= Approach speed, fps (reps)
t= Perception/reaction tima

(typically one second)
d= Constant deceleration rate, fps 2

(reps?

Safety and comfort reqtire that the vehicle’s decel-
eration rate not exceed one third to one half the
acceleration of gratity. Using d* to represent a
critical deceleration rate under prevailing roadway
conditions, the stipping distance ( X~ ) for speed V
may be defined by:

~2
xs=vxt+~ (66)

The quantity x~ is the minimum distance from the
stop line where the vehicle can stop completely after
the beginning of the yellow internal. That is, if a
vehicle is closer to the stop line than Xs when the
yellow begins, the driver will be unable to stop safely
or comfortably before the intersection. me area be-
tween the stop line and the point Xs is an area in
which drivers should not be expected to stop (“can-
nOtstOP”)(see upper portion of Figare 80).

If the dtiver decides to accelerate and pass through
the intersection, the following inequality must be
maintained:

a(Y+R–t)Xc< V(Y+R) + ~ - (W+L) (67)

where:

xc = Clearance distance, ft (m)
t= PerceptiOtireactiOn time

(typically one second)
Acceleration rate, fps 2 (mpsq

;: Yellow change internal,
seconds

R= Red clearance internal, sees

w= Effective width of intersection,
h (m)

L= Len@h of vehicle, ft (m)
v= Approach speed, fps (reps)

The above equation will take the driver completely
through the intersection before the appearance of
the red signal. Many traffic engineers do not feel
that a driver must clear the intersection on the
yellow. In fact, most State Vehicle Codes do not
require the vahicle to clear the intersection prior to
the onset of the red indication but merely h enter
prior to the rad. ~erefore, these same engineers
may eliminati the last term (W + L) from the
equation or, they may use U2 or 1/4 of this term. In
some cases, the red clearance interval is increased to
assure clearance when needed rather than include
the W + L term in the equation.

me constant acceleration rate (a) available to the
driver in Equation 67 maybe estimated using Gazi’s
equation

—

figure 80. Region of “Cannot Stop” or “Cannot Go.”

-.

.—
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a = 16.0 – 0.213 V (68)
(a= 4.9 – 0.213 V (in metric))

from this equation, it can be seen that higher accel-
eration rates can be attained when the vehicle is
traveling at lower speeds. Clearance distance(~)
is the mtimum distance from the stop line from
which a vehicle is able to clear the intersection. ~
can be defined by the following

a(Y+R–t) _ ~W+L)
Xc = VW+R) + ~ (69)

Again, the last tem W + L) is often omittedfromthe
equation. Since ~ is the mtimum distance up-
stream of the stop line from which a vehicle can clear
the intersection during the yellow internal, any
vehicle positioned at a point beyond ~(i. e., further
upstream), wodd not be expected to clear the inter-
section during the yellow interval and is thus in a
region in which the driver “cannot go” without vio-
latingthe red indication (see lower portion ofFignre
80).

As both ~ and ~ are measured distances fmm the
stop line, the relationship of these two quantities
should be defined by one of the following

In the case where ~ > ~, the overlapping area in
which a vehicle can neither stop nor go if faced with
a yellow indication is termed the “dfiemma zone”
(Fi~re 81). In this case, a driver of a vehicle within
the dflemma zone at the onset of yellow wodd have
to accelerate or decelerate at an unsafe rate; and
consequently, would be wlnerable to a right angle
or rear-end accident.

In the case where ~ = ~, the dilemma zone
disappears, and therefore, presents no problem
(Figare 82). A driver in the “cannot go” zone would
be able to stop safely, whereas adriverinthe”cannot
stop” zone could successfully accelerate through the
intersection.

In the third case where ~ < ~, in the area between
& and ~ the driver may either stop or go safely.

Therefore, this zone is considered an optional zone
as shown in Fignre 83.

It can be seen from this relatively simply analysis
that a dilemma zone is only fomed when ~ > ~.
From Equation 66 and 69, it is seen that ~ is a
function of speed, perceptiotireaction time, and
deceleration rate, whOe ~ is a function of speed,
perceptiotireaction time, acceleration rate, yellow
intemd time, and effective width of the intersection n.
Tables 15 and 16 present shpping distance ~ and
clearance distance ~ for deceleration rates of 10
and 16 fps (3.0 and 4.9 reps), and intersection widths
of48 and 76 ft (14.6 and 23.2 m), respectively. The
tables are based on the following assumptions:

Rgure 82. No dlemma zone (X, = Xc).
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Hgure 83. Optional zone (X, c XC)

● N1 distinces are measured from the
stop line in the upstream diretiion.

● Vehicle length is 20 ft (6 m).

● Acceleration rate= a = 16.0 – 0.213 x
speed, fps~.

● Perceptiotireaction time equals 1
second.

Table 15. Stopping and cleamnce distances for
intersection width of 48 feet.

Decel.
Rate

fflsec 2

10

16

Speed

*

25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55

~

Stopping
Distance

feet
73
104
141
184
232
265
344
406
477
56
79
105
134
167
203
242
285
331

Clearan
~

3 sec
44
64
64

103
123
143
163
183
203
44
64
84
103
123
143
163
183

*

! U&ance (feet)

-
4 sec
102
127
152
176
201
226
250
275
299
102
127
152
176
201
226
250
275

~

~

~
173
201
229
258
286
314
342
370
399
173
201
229
258
266
314
342
370

~

from this analysis, several general statements may
be developed:

.

.

.

For a given yellow internal, as speed
increases, the dilemma zone becomes
longer.

For a given speed and yellow interval,
increases in the deceleration or ac-
celeration rate wfll result in a reduc-
tion of the dilemma zone.

Increases in the effective width of the
intersection till directly increase the
length of the Wemma zone if the toti
width of the intersection is included in
the calculation.

In pretimed si~al control, the appropriate strate-
gies for controlling the dilemma zone problem con-
sist ofproviding a consistent yellow change internal
and incoqorating an appropriate red clearance
interval. ~is strategy will, however, increase ve-
hicdar delay. ,.—

In actuated si~al controlled intersections, the most

appropriate strategy for resolving the dilemma zone
problem involves detector placement before, within,
and after the dfiemma zone in such a way as to

Table 16. Stopping and clearance distances for
inteiskction width of 76 feet.

Decel.
Rate

Wsec 2

10

16

Speec

*

25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55

~

‘r;topping Clearar
)istance for J

feet I 3 sec
73 I 16
104 I 36
141 / 56
184 ] 75
232 I 95
285 I 115
344 I 135
408 I 155
477 I 175
;~g

105 I 56
134 I 75
167 I 95
203 I 115
242 I 135
285 155
331 175

?Distance (feet)
mu

4 Sec
74

1:1
148
173 ~
198 !
222
247
271
74
99

124
146
173
198
222
247

~

;O: ,

5 sec
145
173
201
230
258
266
314
343
371
145
173
201
23o
256
286
314
343

~
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reduce the probability of entrapment of a vehicle in
the dfiemma zone at the onset of the yellow intemd.
The vatious methods of detector placement for di-
lemma zones are discussed below.

Multiple Point Detection

As mentioned above, the dflemma zone problem can
be ameliorated by the strategic placement of mul-
tiple detectors athigh speed approaches to intersec-
tions controlled by actuatsd controllers. These
methods also assume the use of loop detectors. It
shOuld be noted that, as inventive as these methods
are, because of maximum ~eens, force-offs, etc.,
vehicles wfil still get caught in the dilemma zone.
Adequate change intends (yellow and all-red dis-
plays) must be provided to ensure motorist safety.

There are three general detedor placement strate-
gies in general use. These maybe defined as:

.

.

.

Green extension systems (for semi-
actuated controllers).

Extended call detector systems (for
basic controllers).

Mdtiple detection systems.

Green Extemion System

This system is an assembly of extended call detec-
tors and autiliary lo@c (Ref. 17). The logic can
monitor the si~al display, enable or disable se-
lected call detectors, andholdthe controller in ~een.
Mthough two loop detectors are nomally used,
three detectors may be used at high-speed intersec-
tions. The concept of this system is simply that of
detecting the vehicle before it enters the dilemma
zone and then extending the ~een unti the vehicle
clears the ddemma zone.

This placement schemeisshownti~re 84(Ref.18).
The location of the loops in this case is governed by
the 85th percentile speed. The following equations
are used to calculate the appropriate distances for
the loops.

~ = ~,47vt+~

1 3of
(70)

85

v

()‘2= 1.47V=+1 (71)

D1= D-q (72)

where:

v=

h=
f=
D=
DI =
Dz =

85th percentile speed, mph
Perception-reaction time, sees
Coefficient of friction
Stopping distmce, fi
Clearing distance, R
Separation between loops, ft

With the loops positioned as shown, a vehicle pass-
ing over loop SI would actuate an electronic timer
which would extend the Ween for the vehicle h
reach loop S2in time Tr Simflarly, when the vehicle

passes over loop S,, a second timer would maintain
the ~een whfie the vehicle proceeds toward the
intersection. This design does not insure that ve-
hicles traveling at speeds less than the 85th percen-
tile speed would not be trapped in the dflemma zone.

L Stop tine
/

Hgure 84, Green extension system - two detecto~

Extended Call Detector System

Wls concept uses a 70- R (21-m) presence loop
extending upstream from the stop line and a small
extended cdl detector 250 to 500 ft (75 to 150 m)
upstream of the stop line as shown in Fi~re 85. The
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figure 85. Extended call datactor system.

magnitude of D is calctiated based on Equation 70
and the speed limit or the 85th percentile speed. Dz
is aet at 70 ft (21 m). Tlis set equal to DI (which is
D – D,) divided by a lower limit approach speed
which is generally aaaumed to be the 15th percentile
speed. This time is set on the extended call detector.
The controller is operated in the loop occupancy
control mode.

This design ensures that the last vehicle, and those
vehicles traveling below the speed limit, will not be
trapped in the dilemma zone. A trailing vehicle may
be trapped at the end of the maximum extension
limit (maximum fleen time after an actuation on an
opposing phase). The 70-ft (21.3-m) presence loop
ensurea that stopped vehicles queued behind the
stop line wfil move forward and enter the intersec-
tion without triggering a premature gap out.

Multiple Point Detector Methods

The two methods described previously utiltied two
or (at most) three detectors. These techniques can be
effectively employed at interactions with relatively
low speeds. As discussed earlier, when speeds are
high, the dflemma zone becomes longer and more
detectors are needed to accommodate a wide range
of approach speeds. There are three commonly used
techniques for determining the placement of detec-
tors. (These methods are identified by the name of
the person, agency, or floup which developed the
technique.)

The Beirele Meth od This method (originated by
Haney Beirele of the Texas State Depatiment of
Highways and Public Eansportation, Ref. 19) uses
a l-second vehicle intemd setting on a controller
operating tith locking detiction memov. The de-
tectors are 6-x 6-ft (1.8-x 1.8-m) presence mode loop
detectors.

The outermost detector upstream of the intersection
is placed at a safe stopping distance from the inter-
section for highest normal approach speed. Safe
stopping distinces are based on a l-second percep-
tiotireaction time plus braking distancea resdting
from coefficients offriction betweenO.41 and 0.54 for
speeds between 55 and 20 mph (90 and 30kph). The
next detectors tentitivelylocated at a safe stopping
distance for a vehicle traveling 10 mph (16 kph) less
than that assumed for the first detector. If the
travel time between the two detectars is ~eater
than 1 second, the downstream detectir is relocated
h allow the vehicle to reach the second detector
within the 1 second vehicle intend set on the
controller.

This location procedure is repeated for each succes- —
sive detector until the last loop is tithin 75 fi (23 m)
of the stop line, each time subtracting 10 mph (16
kph) from the m=imum considered speed. The
minimum assured ~een time is set on the controller
h permit vehicles stopped between the last detector
and the intersection to enter the intersection.

The Texas State Department ofHighways and Public
~anaportationhas dso investigated a modification
to the Beierle procedure which uses AASHTO stop-
ping distince cfiteria, fi~re 86 illustrates the
detector spacingforvarious speeds used in the State
of Texas.

The Winston-Salem Method: The second method of
multiple detectir placement was developed by Donald
Holloman for that agency (Ref. 17). This is basically
the same as the Beierle Method. The only difference
is the Winston-Sdem Mathod uses slightly shorter
stopping distance for the outermost and innemost
detector and inco~orates speeds up to 60 mph (96.6
kph).

The SSITE Method: The third method was devel-
oped by the Southern Section of the Institute of -
fiansportation Engineers (Refs. 20 and 21). This
method uses an iterative process and engineering
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Stop tine

+

Note: Wdth of loop
assumed to

, ~—?
be 6 ft

n —n
D

*220J 32.J

[“J ,l.la~
n

370!

figure 86. Multiple loop dete~or placement (Texas).

judgment in locating the detectors. The outermost
loop ia positioned to protide ssfe stopping distance
as detemined by data collected by the Southern
Section. The other differences are that the spacing
between successive loops is 2 seconds and the inner-
most loop is located at the stop line. The system also
uses an allowable gap between five and seven sec-
onds which is ~eater than other methods.

~ese methods dfier primatiy in the number of
loops used and in the spacings. Table 17 presents a
summary of the different placement mode methods
and their characteristics.

Since thelengthofthe dflemmazonebecomes larger
as speed increases, more detectors are required to
track the vehicle through the dilemma zone. More-
over, the longer the spacing between detectors, the
longer the vehicle inbwal and the less efficient the
controller is likely to be.

In general, it appears that the multiple detection
systems are more appropriate for use tith high
mean approach speed and high variability. -

Table 17. Summary of detetior placement methods for dilemma zones.

Method Green Etiension Extended Call
Systems for Detector Systems

Multiple Detection Systems

Semi-Actuated for Basic
R$ I ~“~h::”” I

SSITE
Design Control Controllers Method

Controller
Memory

Non-LocKng Non-LocNng Lotting Lotirrg ~ No”-Lotting

Detector Type I Presence Presence l_ Presence ! Presence Presence
~?d Range ! V = 85th Percentile I V = 85th Percentile V<50 V<60 V<60

Outer- V2 V2 Use Stopping Use Stopping Use SSITE
most

‘=’ “47vt ‘a ‘=’ “47vt ‘m
~stance from Distance from Report

LOOP’ Ref. 19 TEH, Ref. 17 Ref. 20

-Oop lnner- Wthin 75 feet
Lay- most DI =1 .47V (&+l ) o of the Approach 86 feet o
out LOOP Stop tine

Spacing

Betwee$ D-Q D-7o 1 second 1 semnd 2 seconds

Loops ~> 2 semnds Vlow ~mt >2 sec

Number
of 2 (or 3) 2 L _, L _2 S6

_, Loopst
10 10

Allowsble Gap I 5 to 6 seconds ] 5 to 6 seconds 2 to 5 seconds I 2 to 5 seconds I 5 to 7 sewnds

‘ The distance is measurd from the stoo line
‘ Vow hmit = IOWspeed limit, for exampl~ use 15th percentile speed

t - ~ represents the integer part of ~ for example13.7] = 3

I
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&pical Desi@ Options

To simpltiy their detector design process, the Penn-
sylvania Department of~ansportition has defined
seven basic desigu options together with an evalu-
ation of the characteristics of each option. The
following excerpt presents these options from the
PennDot fiafflc Signal Design Handbook (Ref.22).

Option 1: Consists of a long loop 6 ft x 50 ft
maximum for each approach lane. This enables
individual lane detection in the presence mode.
Mthough it requires more loop wire than the other
options, its initial cost is the lowest as less lead wire
and fewerptil boxes are required. Construction cost
is lowest of all options. The disadvantages include:
all detection for a lane is lost shodd the loop break;
and long loops are the least sensitive of all loop
confiWrations. When the sensitivity is increased,
the loop becomes more susceptible to detecting
vehicles in adjacent lanes,

Option 2: Consists of sequential short loops for
individual lane detection in either the pulse or
presence mode. They may be wired either in series
or parallel; however, best results are achieved when
alternate loops are paired and wired in parallel to
separate input channels. There is an added safety
feature inherent to this option in that shotid one
loop fail, detection is not completely lost. Mthough
the initial cost is higher than that for long loops,
maintenance is easier, as only a small loop need be
replaced in case of damage.

Like the long loop, the short loops are susceptible to
detecting vehicles in a~acent lanes; however, they
are more sensitive and are better suited for sensing
small vehicles.

Option 3: Consists of a long quadruple loop for
each approach lane. Its operations identical to that
of Option 1. The major advantage of this option is it
is sensitive enough to detect bicycles and small
motorcycles, yet it does not detect vehicles in adja-
cent lanes. Like Option 1, detection for an entire
lane is lost shodd the loop be severed. Construction
cost is approximately 20 percent ~eater than for
Option 1.

Option 4: Consists of one short loop per lane located
in advance of the intersection based on nomal

approach speeds. This option, which operates in
pulse mode only, is best snited for providing exten-
sion internals on roads with higher travel speeds.

They can also be used for individud lane counting
and gap determination. There are two disadvan-
tages with this option. First, shodd the loop fafl,
detectorization for the approach would be lost.
Second, since there are no loops near the stop line,
any vehicle entering the approach from a driveway
between the loop and the stop line wodd not be
detected and wotid have to wait for another vehicle
to place a call for the necessary phase unless calling
detectors are used.

Option 5: Is basically the same as Option 4 except
a single wide loop is used for multi-lane detection
instead ofinditidual lane detectors. Construction is
less expensive than Option 4;however, shoddbre&-
age occur, detsction on that approach wodd be
completely lost.

Option6: Consists ofasingle short loop perap-
preach lane for use where a driveway is located ._,
between the intersection and the area of detection
for Options 4 or 5. fiafflcgenerated by the driveway
wodd be unable to actuate its phase without the
additional detectors placed nearthe stop line. A6-
x 6-fi (1.8- x 1.8-m) calling detector is used in these
cases.

F~CTIONAL APPLICATIONS

There are several conditions that may require detec-
tors to pefiorm special functions. These applica-
tions include small vehicle and bicycle detection,
detection of long vehicles or large trucks, queue
detection at freeway off-ramps, vehicle counting,
and special ssfety applications to prevent accidents
and reduce speeds.

A summary of the various loop shapes and their
operating characteristics is given below in terms of
the functional requirements detemined by the
operating agency. These requirements are typically
based on the type of application (e.g., intersection
control, freeway surveillance and control, etc), traf- _,
fic or vehicle mix, climats, and other site spec~lc con-
ditions.
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DETEC~ON OF SWL ~HICLES

The cost of fuel has increased steaddy during the
1980’s. Aa a resdt, the trend toward smaller, fuel-
conseming vehicles has become more pronounced.
~ese vehicles range from the small compact auto-
mobiles to the 100 cc motorcycle, and even to the
moped and light-weight bicycle. me increasing
number of these small vehicles and their behatior
patterns often necessitates their detection with
existing standard detector configurations.

A presence detector should be able to detect a small
motorcycle and hold its call untfi the display of a
geen si~d. If a cdl is dropped prematurely by the
detector, the motorcyclist could be trapped on the
red phase. The required time of hold should at least
match the shotiest cycle time ohsemed at the inter-
section. me NEW Standards (see Appendix J)
specify a minimum hold period of 3 minutes. The
F~A &pe 170 Hardware Specification dso re-
quires that the detector system be capable ofholding
the call of a 100 cc Honda motorcycle for a period of
3 minutes (see Appendix K).

Calls may be dropped prematurely in some older
detectors that include circuitry intended to compen-
sate for entionmental drifi, primafily due to changes
in temperature and moisture. ~is circuitry will
frequently neutraltie a weak detection from a small
vehicle within a period of less than a minute. Newer
detectors do not have this problem and all meet the
NEW Standards and the Type 170 Specflcation
which both reqtire a miuimum hold of 3 minutes.

In California and other parts of the count~ with
tsmperate climates, the bicycle has become a signifi-
cant mode of transportation. As such, it has become
necessary for proper operation and safety, to detect
bicycles at signaltied intersections. The inherent
problems associated with bicycle detection include:

● Locating the loop on the street to as-
sure the rider wfll be tithin the zone
of detection. A separate bike lane is
ideal, but not always possible.

● Sequencing the traffic si~al to ac-
commodate a detected bicycle, This
cannot be done with some control tech-
niques.

● Protiding sufficient si~d timing to
avoid trapping the bicyclist in the inter-
section. ~is dso can be a problem
with some intersection designs.

In response to these problems, ithasbeen suggested
that the detector electronic unit have extension
timing and delay features. In such a system, one
loop is located about 100 ft (3O m) frOm the stOPfin:
and the second loop is locatsd at the stop fine. men
a Klcycle is detected at the first loop, the extension
time isprovidedtohold the green to allow the bicycle
to reach the loop at the stop line.

men the detection is made at the stip line, exten-
sion time is protided to allow the bicycle to move far
enough into the intersection to safely clear before
the end of the yellow indication. If the detection
occurs when the light is red, the minimum timing
feature assures that when the light turns ~een, the
minimum ~een time wfil allow safe crossing of the
intersection. This type of operation works best in a
bike lane. The loop in the bike lane with a standard
detecbr unit could be wired to call the pedestrian
timing which would allow adequate time for the
cyclist h cross the intersection.

A delay feature is used for cases where vehicles
merge inta the bike lane to turn right. The detection
is not immediately registered so that the vehicle
may complete a fight turn without creating delay for
other trafic including bicycles.

There are a number of factors that must be consid-
ered in determining the most effective detection
cotilgnration to be used when policy dictates that
small vehicles including bicycles must be detected.
Impotiant determinants that must be carefully
weighed include: the shape of the loop, the width of
the lane, and the loop placement within that lane.
Loop configurations that can be used to enhance the
abflity to detect small vehicles are described below.

Multiple kteroonnected Small Loops

One configuration that is frequently used for the
detection of small vehicles is multiple intercon-
nected small loops or, as it is often to, sequential
short loops. The sensitivity can be controlled better
with the multiple loops than with the conventional
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single long loop that must be set so high to detect
small vehicles that false calls from the adjacent
lanes (splashover)resdt. With the smdlloops, total
loop induchnceveWclose b optimum can be achieved
by connecting the loops in series. In the past, serieti
par~el connections were mandated, however, newer
detector units have obtiated this need. Moreover,
the small vehicle wfil be detected when it reaches the
first small loop rather than at the stop line, as is the
case with the long loop with a power head described
later, Nso, should one loop fail, there would stfll be
some detection capability in that lane.

Quadmpole Loop Configuration

The quadruple loop cotilguration was first used in
the early 1970s. As shown in Figure 87, this configu-
ration adds a longitudinal saw cut in the center of
the lane. The loops are wired in a figure eight
pattern so that the center wires have cument floting
in the same direction. Their fields reinforce each
other, improving the capability to detect small ve-
hicles. The center wires counteract the fields of the
outer wires, which have their cument flowing in the

OppOsite ~rection from the center wires. me influ-
ence of the outer fields is diminished, reducing the
possibility of splashover.

The single tire configuration vl-2-~ with one layer
in the perimeter slots and two layers in the center
slot) shown in Figure 87 is used for the detection of
automobiles, tmcks, and the larger motorcycles. A
double layer design ~2-4-2”) is recommended ta
include the detection of small motorcycles and bi-
cycles. Some agencies wind the 2-4-2 as two, 2-turn
loops rather than the traditional figure eight wind-
ing pattern. No definitive tists were found to favor
either method.

Placement in the lane is another important consid-
eration. Installations placed in the center Ofthe ]ane
may fail to detect the small motorcycle if the travel
path is outside the quadruple field. For example,
motorcyclists waiting to turn lefi wfll usually stop on
the left side of the lane and may be outside of the
quadruple field. In the case ofa lane where detec-
tion is required for a Iefi turn, it is recommended
that the left edge of the quadruple be located no
further than 2 ft (61 cm) from the left edge of the left
turn lane.

The quadmpole is used as a shoti or long loop and as
a single element, or in combinations such as series,
or serie#parallel. This cotiguration is used effec-
tively in many installations across the count~ not
only to detect small vehicles, but tO eliminate the
problem of adjacent lane detection (splashover) in
high sensitivity inductive loop systems.

Short quadmpoles (less than 30 ft (9 m)) tend to lose
high-bed sections oftmcks. The quadmpole is redly
two loops whose height offield wfil be approximately
Y3rds of the short leg of the loop. In this case the

approximate height will be 2 ft (0.6 m). In the longer
loops (Weater than 30 ft (9 m)), there are always one
or more wheels or ~les over the loop.

It is generally afleed that the 6-fi (1.8 m) quad-
ruple loop detects bicycles better than most other
loop configurations. The major problem with this
confi~ration and the small bicycle is the need for
the bicyclists to ride close enough b a wire within

P
4 to 6 feet

A
—

/

Rgure 87. Quadruple loop configuration

,—
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P

the quadruple to be detected. A number of unique
pavement markings and signs have been used for
this purpose. me pavement marking identiiles the
location of the tire and the sign explains the mark-
ings to the cyclist.

Fi~re 88 dia~ams one such system used in Clarke
County, Geor~a. In this system, a pattern of4- x 18-
in (10- x 46-cm) white stfips were placed 18 in (46
cm) apati statiing at the stop line. me length was
kept shoti since ody one actuation is necessa~ to
cdl the ~een indication.

In the City ofSan Ltis Obispo, Cdifortia, an ag~es-
sive public information pro~am was mounted to
inform bicyclists that they could make the red light
turn ~een by traveling over the pavement markings
shown in Fi~re 89. ~ese markings were ptinted
on all appropriate through, right, and left turn lanes
at all signalized intersections that contiined loop
sensors.

II
Major Street

II. .
:xisting

R

Guttsr

jto p Curb

3ar Sidewalk

❑ ‘<’g”

+~ ( r.

III ex5u
Quadruple II I

Loop I

1

Rgure 89, Special Mcycle pavement mating.

Che-n Loop Cotiigumtion

me chemon configuration used to detect small
vehicles is shown in FiWre 90 and consists of one or
more four-turn pardlelogam loop(s) with the short
section in the direction oftrafflc. me long side of the
pardlelo~am makes a 30 de~ee angle with the

Hgure 88. Mcycle detector sign and markings

—

Diretiion of

‘rave’ + I-”;:::;t

I

A

27.5

inch

(70 cm)

30” A

Additional
sections

as needed
to cover

‘ roadway
,’

,’
,’ ,’
;,
1,’

.- V

4 t(rns

typical

Hgure 90. Chevron loop configuration.
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short section. The long sides of the loop sections are
27.1/2 in (70 cm) apart. Adjacent ends of the succes-
sive loop sections may be in a single slot or separated
by 2 ft (60 cm). This alignment allows a smaller
vehicle to cut the lines of flux more efficiently (Ref.
23).

Loop sections are wound alternately clockwise and
counterclockwise so that currents in adjacent loop
ends are always in the same direction. Successive
sections wound in the same direction would produce
dead-paths where the sections are joined.

Long Loop with Power Head

Frequently, a small motorcycle or bicycle will not
produce a sticient shift of inductance in a one-turn
6 x 20 ft (1.8 x 6.1 m) or longer loop. Some detector
units will detect these small vehicles with two or
more turns of tire although there are dead areas in
the center of the loop.

One approach is to use a small power head at the
stop line with the long loop. This configuration is
shown in the upper portion of Fignre 91. The
standard power head can be improved by angling the
transverse wires as shown in the lower portion of
Figure 92. The angling will cause the small vehicle
to cut the lines of flux more efficiently; thereby
increasing the signal by as much as 25 percent. The
disadvantage to this concept is that the vehicle may
not stop on the powerhead ufless it is clearly indi-
cated hy paint or si~s.

There has been some concern expressed that there
may be some liability because small vehicles are not
detected throughout the zone of detection. Athough
these vehicles are detected at the stop line, the
controller operation is based on the detection of
vehicles in the approach. Other engineers feel that
the important element is to detect the small vehicles
to ensure that they will receive the green signal, not
to ensure that the si~al operation is optimized for
these vehicles. They do not believe that any liabflity
is incurred.

A way to avoid the problem of not detecting small
vehicles throughout the detection zone is to use
sequential short loops in the lane rather than a
single long loop. Nso, modern detectors have the

~r%tion of travel

*
11

~Q~
20 to 100 feet

Lqi

< .

3

< 20 to 100 feet >

Hgure 91. Long loop with powerhead,

abflity to detect small vehicles without the resdtant .—
splashover that occurs when using the single long
loop with high sensitivity settings. These two fac-
tors have reduced the need for the powerhead de-
sign.

Bicycle Detictom

The Stite ofCdiforniahas developed what is temed

a &Pe D IOOPcOfi@ration to bettsr detect bicycles
(Ref. 24). This confimration, shown in Fl~re 92, is
a palm shaped loop that fits into a 6-ft (1.8-m)
square. The loop has three turns of wire when a
single Type D loop is connected to a detector channel,
and five turns of wire if one Type D loop is connected
in series with three 6-x 6-R (1.8-x 1,8-m) loops on a
detector channel (see Type 5DAor5DQinstallations
in Fi@re 76). At the acute corners oftfis loop, meas-
ures must be taken to protect the wire in the bend.
Dfilingahole in the corner or chipping out the inner
angle to provide a radius wfll prevent kinking the
wire. This loop may be used in either trafic or bike
lanes.

In some applications, it is desirable to detect the ,_
presence of a bicycle across a geater portion of a full
width tr~lc lane. One loop confi~ration that is
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Diretiion of Travel

Winding Detail Sawcut Detail

Figure 92. Type D loop configuration

used is m 8-ft (2.4-m) square with three diagonal
saw cuts traversing the square. Two layers of
wire are used and are wound so that the current
flow is in the same direction for both layers.
This results in four layers of wire in each
diagonal. The acute mgle corners are rounded

‘n to prevent damage to the wires. This is a special
confi~ration that is used in areas of hea~
bicycle traffic such as near the University of
California at Davis.

Wind two successive layers,
Each layer is as shown below
with same diretiion of winding

Winding Sawcut

Figure 93. Wide coverage bicycle loop

One method of bicycle detection ia to place loops
within the traveled area of a bike lane that wfll

~, reliably detect bicycles and provide an adjustable
timed call extension to hold the call to the controller
long enough for the bicycle to clear the intersection

when operating in a Loop Occupancy mode. k

appropriate design that is essentially two
quadruples side by aide is shown in Fi@re 94.
The 4 1/2- x 6-ft (1.4- x 1.8-m) confi~ration
urovides assurance of detecting all bicycles and
complete adjacent lane rejection.

Direction

of Travel ●

Curb tine

Kgure 94. Bicycle lane loop layout

DE~C~ON OF LONG, ~GH BED
Wmcms

It is generally a good idea to allow long, high bed
vehicles (e.g., tandem trucks, semi-trafler trucks,
and cars pulling trailers) to travel through the
intersection without stopping. There are three strong
reasons why long vehicles should not be stopped.

. Jack-knifing of truck-trders tends to
occur under heavy braking conditions.

● ~er stopping, a large vehicle reqtires
a longer start-uptime delayingfollow-
ing traffic.

. Inmeased noise and tir pollution are
associated with hea~ truck start-up.
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One detection alternative for trucks consists of two
loops spaced 30 ft(9m) apart andlocated302ft (90.6
m) from the stop line (Ref. 25). This is the distance
that would be required for a loaded semi-trafier
traveling45 mph (72 kph) to come to a safe stop. The
detector logic requires that the second loop be acti-
vated before the first loop is vacated.

One freeway pro~am (in Detroit) required that all
vehicles be detected as a single entity, including
high-bed tmcks, semi-trafiers, and tanker trucks as
well as conventional vehicles. Their test of three
turn 6-x 6-fi (1.8-x 1.8-m) loops did not adequately
satisfy their requirement. Afier numerous trials,
the agency detemined that a seven turn 6- x 6-ft
(1.8- x 1.8-m) loop rotated 45 de~ees to form a dia-
mond shape was superior particdarly in their accu-
racy in detecting trucks. The diamond shape was
further refined by carefully adjusting the angles of
the diamond to avoid splashover (Ref. 25).

One manufacturer states that the ability to detect
trucks reliably due to confi~ration change is not
due to the diamond shape of the loop as suggested
above. Rather it is due to the increased number of
turns which increases the inductance of the loop.
The amount of signal received by the detector is
dependent on the loop inductance to lead-in cable
inductance ratio. Simply stated, when the loop
inductance to lead-in cable inductance ratio is equal
to one, then the amount of change seen by the
detector is U2 the change occurring in the loop. By
increasing the loop inductance (by increasing the
number of turns to seven), Detroit has ~eatly in-
creased the amount of change received at the detec-
tor, thereby, resdting in more reliable detection of
high bed tmcks.

Q~~DETEC~ON

Freeways that are operating under congested condi-
tions are likely to periodically result in heavy vol-
umes on off-ramps. men these off-ramps termi-
nate at a signalized intersection, backups can ex-
tind to the freeway lanes, causing even more conges-
tion. Depending upon agency policy, it may be
desirable to detect and discharge such queues before
they become a freeway problem.

One solution uses an actuated controller with a
queue discharge system consisting of a queue detec-

tor tith a bufit.in delay time (hf. 21). As shown in
Fi@re 95, the queue detector loop is located at a
strategic position at the upstream end of the off-
ramp. A timer statis when a vehicle enters the
detection zone of the queue detector and resets to O
when the vehicle exits the zone of detection. If the
system times a predetermined number of seconds,
the detector’s nomal output relay is ener&ed.

If the queue ofvehicles waiting at the red indication
extends upstream to the queue detector, a vehicle
will be over the loop longer than the selected delay
time. men the delay timer times out, the detector
logic issues a si~al to discharge the queue. The
Ween si~d will remain on until all vehicles are
moving with gaps longer than the loop itself.

The detiction loop must be long enough b span the
distance between standingvebicles. Concomitantly,
it must be shotier than the shortest gap in moving
traffic so that the bre~s between motin~ vehicles
will cause the delay timer to reset. fiis latter
consideration can be critical when the queue detec-
tor covers two or more lanes. A loop length of 30 ft —
(9 m) wfil generally satisfy this criteria.

Sutiace Street, OA
~~

i

off
Ramp
OB

Normal OB
Detector

Hgure 95. Queue discharge system
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DE~C~R DESIGN FOR ~C
CONTROL SYS~MS

The detector requirements for area-wide trfic
control systems are dependent on the type of control
to be implemented. ~me-of-day control does not
reqtire detectotiation as it is basically a time-clock
operation. First generation traffic responsive cOn-
trol and other advanced control strategies do require
a system of detectors capable of early identification
oftrfic trends within a system. It must protide an
early indication of a peak period for the beginning of
heavy traffic. Thus, the detectors must be placed on
heavfly traveled lifis tith traffic patterns repre-
sentative of the si~ificant flows within a section of
the area-wide system.

The application of detectors in various forms of
traffic control systems was defined in Chapter 3.
Detector design considerations fortrafficresponsive
trtilc control systems are discussed below.

r. Accwacy tials

Men designing a detector sumeillance system for
use in computerked trafic control systems, the use
of the gathered data and measures to be collected
must be considered. As discussed in Chapter 3,
volume and occupancy can be measured effectively.
The remsiningvariables are only ro~h approxima-
tions of the actual conditions. In estimattig liuk-
specflc volumes, three components oferror combine
to limit the accuracy potential of each of tie control
variables. These are:

.

.

.

A measurement error in the data on
which the predictor operates.

A prediction emor in estimating the
underlying mean.

A component reflecting the random-
ness of trtic.

The data emor can be expressed as X percent proba-
blhty that the emor wodd be within Y percent. A
nomd distribution is assmed for the mean value

,n
of a large sample. The count error for First Genera-
tion UTCS cfitical intersection control was plus or
minus three vehicles 90 percent of the time (Ref. 26).

For determining measures of effectiveness, several
faltering and smoothing techniques may be used. A
filtering equation is used which takes the old.
smoothed value (like volume) and detemties the
difference between it and the latest unsoothed
value. The dfierence is used to update the value of
the smoothed data.

&other error is introduced for vehicle presence
because the computsr is not obseming vehicle pres-
ence continuously, but is sampling. ~ls resdts in
an emor in occupcncy and speed computations. mere
wfll always be a sampling emor that increases as
vehicle speed increases. This error cannot be elimi-
nated, but can be decreased by inmeasing the sam-
pling rate. Rf. 27 describes how to compute the
percent sampling rate as well asflteringand smooth-
ing techniques.

Link Selection for CIC

me location of detectors in a traffic control system
is a three skp process. First, links are selected for
detectortiation. The lateral and longitudinal detec-
tor placements are then determined. The Ed selec-
tion must consider each function in the sequence,
beginfing with intersections which are candidates
for Critical Intersection Control (CIC). Candidate
intersections are those that could teke advantage of
variable split, but which operate in an unsaturated
condition. men detectorizing an intersection to
operate under CIC, dl approaches sewed by phases
with variable geen times must be detectorized. The
step-by-step process for determining CIC candi-
dates is given in Ref. 28.

The need for measuring general traffic trends wfll
probably be satisfied by the CIC detectors in area-
wide sumeillance systems. If this type of detectori-
zation has not been installed, detectors should be
located on major collectors or distributors to the
network to obtain system trends with a mitimum of
instmmentation. Another WOUp of candidates for
this tvBe of detectirkation are entrances and efits.“..

of large parking facilities that would have a si~Wl-
cant effect on local trafic conditions.

Tke location of detectors to evaluate system opera-
tion is, to a large extent, dependent upon the de~ee
of accuracy required by the evaluation. If a general
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evaluation of changes in system operations is de.
sired, the detector placement for tr=lc responsive
operation would be adequate. If a more detifled
evaluation is required such that speed and delays
can be determined, it will be necessary to increase
the number of detectors within the system. me cost
of this de~ee of detectorization may suggest that
other techniques be employed.

Lane Selection

It has been demonstrated that a single detector in
the lane carrying thematimum through volume wfll
be the most representative of the trtilc to which the
si~al must respond. Moreover, the signal should be
timed for critical lane volumes. However, it is not
possible to derive reliable total volumes from a
single detector. Yet, multiple loop detectors located
in noncritical lanes may introduce emors that ex-
ceed the value of the data they provide as they are
measuring parking vehicles, turning vehicles, etc.
(unless individual lane detections used). ~us, the
most reliable data is detived from the critical lane.
me critical lane (defined as the one carrying the
fleatest volume) is usually easy h identify by ob-
serving the length of queues at the intersection.

At locations where the critical lane changes with
time of day, mtitiple lanes should be detectortied
and the time of day factors used in the software to
select the detector cumently measuring tme critical
lane volumes.

Field measurements shodd be made of the trtilc
volumes on each lane of an approach (Ref. 5). Aver-
age lane volumes per cycle are computed and com-
pared with the tentative critical lane. mere are four
conditions that will require engineering jud~ent,
including project priorities and a knowledge of indi-
vidud link trafic. ~ese conditions include:

● Approaches where one lane is always
critical.

● Approaches where the critical lane
shifts between two lanes, but the
difference in volume is not geat or the
shift is infrequent.

● Approaches where shifts in critical
lanes are significant.

● Approaches exhibiting specfic critical
lanes during penk hours, but, for vari-
ous reasons, erratic, shifts in critical
lanes occur during non-peak periods,

It is unusual for more than two lanes to reqtire
detectorization and most often only one lane will
need a detector. ~er the critical lanes have been
identified for the links to be detectorized, it is neces-
sa~ to determine the longitudinal placement of the
detectors on the links.

Lon~tudinal Plamment

mere are two guidelines for the longitudinal place-
ment of detectors for signal system control. One
relates to the upstream intersection and the second
refers to the downstream intersection. From the
upstream intersection, a detector should be down-
stream from the zone of acceleration of vehicles
entering the link. A distance of approximately 230
ft (69 m) is recommended.

From the downstream intersection, the detector
should be upstream from the point beyond which
standing queues of vehicles do not usually extend.
Mthough this distance is a function of the cycle
length, split, and offset, it is recommended that
values of200 to 250 ft (60 b 75 m) be used in urban
@d areas and values of 300 to 350 R (90 to 105 m)
be used in suburban atierid systems. men both
criteria cannot be met, the criteria based on typical
queue size is considered the more critical.

One additional longitudinal detector placement is-
sue is in the location with respect to trafic sinks and
sources (e.g., parking facilities). Detector placement
research has shown that a sintisource has a mini-
mal effect on trfilc measured in the critical lane
when the facility is operated as a sink such as a
parking garage during the morning peak. ~rns
into the garage are made from the curb lane which
is not usually the critical lane.

Ody during the evening peak hour when the garage
is functioning as a source are there measurable
effects on the critical lane. An evaluation of the
paths of vehicles entering the lane from a source
showed that most vehicles wait for a su~cient gap to —
enter the specific lane within the link. It is sug-
gested that a cfitical lane detector be located at least
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50 ft (15 m) downstream from the source, provided
that the downstream intersection criteria is not
violated. Ingeneral, unless the source contributes
more than 40 vehicles per hour to the critical lane,
the effect of a source on the link demand is not
significant.

System Detectir hcation Summav

The ifiomation developed in earlier tasks dl re-
sult in the selection of links to be detectotied, the
lanes in which the detector should be placed, and an
approximate location with respect to the upstream
anddownstream intersections. With this infoma-
tion shown on a map, afield visit should be con-
ducted for each EA.

A “walk througW by the desi~er till permit the
selection of find locations considering access to the
control equipment, special driveway problems, or
other roadway orparkingconditions. Eachlocation
must pass a reasonableness test as well as the
analytical test.

Several general ~idelineshave been suggested con-
cerning the field location ofindividual loop detectirs
(Ref. 28):

.

.

.

.

A detector should be located in the
center of the traffic flow, not necessar-
ily in the center of the marked lane.
The center of the traffic flow can usu-
ally be ident~led by the oil markings
or tire tracks on the pavement.

The detector should be located in the
areas ofstabletrtilcflow. Sectionsof
a link with excessive weating or heav-
fiy impacted by entering and exiting
driveways should be avoided.

Where a major driveway is located
within alink, the detector should be
located at least 50 ft (15 m) down-
stream from the driveway protided
the detector is at least 200 ft (60 m)
upstream of the stop line.

Mafflc detectors should not be located
within 10 ft (3 m) of any manhole,

water valve, or other appurtenance
located within the roadway. This
distince is required h permit stil-
cient clearance for work on the man-
hole without disturbing the detector.

In summary, the final decision concerting the loca-
tion of detectors for advanced traffic control strate-
gies is a blend of analytical procedures coupled with
engineering jud~ent. It must be reco~tied that
not dl li~s can be instmmented to yield input
measures tithin the accuracy required by the alg-
orithms. Short links, and links tith extremely poor
lane discipline are typical of those that are not com-
patible tith accurate instrumentation.

LOOP DETECTOR ELECTRONIC
mT

The operational characteristics of the various types
ofdetector electronic units beingmanufatiured today
are discussed in detafl in Chapter 2. Requirements
for loop detector electronic devices are included in
both the NEW Standards and the Type 170 Speci-
fications (see Appendices I and J). The NEMA
Standards define a series of self-contiined loop
detector units desi~ed for shelf mounting. It also
describes a card-type detector ufit desi~ed to in-
sert into a multi-card detector housing rack. The
retised NEMA Stindards (TS-2) are expected h
emphastie card-rack mounted units. The ~pe 170
Specifications define card-type detictirmoddesonly,
that are desi~ed for insertion into the input file of
the cabinet system.

The NEW detector units are available with either
one, two, or four independent detector channels per
uuit. Some agencies insist on using only single
channel detector units because they believe that
failures in the unit can be more easfly correctid by
replacing a single unit rather than having to replace
a multiple channel ufit for a single channel faflure.
Cument reliability of detector units makes this
ar~ment obsolete. me rack-mounted modules used
in the Type 170 system contain either two or four
independent channels.

The NEMA Stindards dso define optional timing
features, dloting for the delaying or the extension
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of the detector output. In the delayed cdl mode, the
detector wfil wait a user-defined period afier a ve-
hicle enters the detection area, before it sbtis the
output signal. In the extended cdl mode, the detec-
tor will extend the output after the vehicle leaves the
detection area. The be 170 detector does not
provide this capability as it is normally petiormed
by software in the controller uuit itself.

WG~TO~TER
CO~IGWTIONS

The magnetometer detector system consists of one
or more maWetometer sensors (probes), the magne-
tometer detector unit, and the lead-in cable between
the sensor and the detector unit. A typical magne-
tometer installation was shown earlier in FiWre 36.
The probe sensor instilationis shown in Fignre 96.

As described in Chapter 2, the magnetometer is a
passive detice. There is no radiatid field or cone of
detection. Theprobe-type sensor detects a change in
the vetiicd component of the Earth’s magnetic field
caused by the uassaze or uresence of a vehicle. The-.
magnetometers, like the inductive loop detector, can
be used for either passage or presence detection.

Dtill hole with
dameter equal to
that of sensing
element + 118.
Depth as
recommended
by manufacturer.

Epoxy fill
a ,

Cover with dsk

Caulk to prevent Pavement

Magnetometer
sensing element. Treated base
Install level.

figure 96. Typical magnetometer probe installation.

—

Because the probes are buried in a drflled hole

approximately 18 in (0.5 m) below the sutiace, they
are pfimafly used in the notiheasternUtited States
where the pavement deteriorates more rapidly due
k themal expansion and contraction and suffers
damage from snow-removal equipment. They are
dso used in areas where loops cannot be cut in the
road sufiace, such as on steel bridge decks.

The configuration for a magnetometer installation
is dependent on a number of factirs that must be
considered. In desi~ngthe optimum configuration
for a spec~lc location, it is necessary to detirmine
the best tradeoff between these factors. The follow-
ing section discusses these factirs and their impact
on the ultimate configuration.

Magnetometers wfil detect a vehicle whenever a
sufficiently intense portion of its magnetic shadow
falls on a probe. The dimensions of a vehicle’s
ma~etic shadow generally approximates the gee- .—
metric dimension of the vehicle. In some cases, the
ma~etic shadow maybe offset by a few feet in any
direction.

Detection units for the ma~etometers typically
protide two independent detection channels. Each
channel may have up to 6 probes connected to its
input device. If only one probe per channel is
installed in the street, the entire channel sensitivity
is avafiable to that single probe. However, as the
number of probes per channel is increased, the
sensitivity is divided among the probes, thus de-
creasing the sensitivity of each separate probe. For
example, when four probes are connected to a single
channel, the total channel sensitivity remains the
same, but the sensitivity at each probe wfll be
reduced to one-foutih of the channel sensitivity.

It is therefore necessary to detemine what type of
vehicles are to be detected in order to select the
proper spacing between probes and to define how
many probes might be tied in together per channel. ,_
The number of probes reqtired per lane and their
optimum cross-lane position is determined by the
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lane width and the size of the vehicles to be detected.
As a general rule, some potiion of the vehicle must
pass over a probe to be detected. Some general
@delines for the number of probes for a given type
of vehicle and the number of probes per channel are
given below.

. Auto, Tmcks, md Buses: Install
probes at5ft(l.5m) intemds. Sk
probes per channel maximum.

● Motorcycles (300 ccandl=ger):
Install probes at4- ft(l.2-m) inter-
vals. Four probes perchannelmafi-
mum.

. Motor Bikes (70-300 cc): Install
probes at 3-ft (0.9-m) intervals. Three
probes per channel mafimum.

. Bicycles Install probes at3-ft(O.9-
m)intemals. ~oorthree probes per
channel.

The ma~etometer detection system till operate
properly at latitudes north and south of the narrow
equatorial band. Sites should be chosen to avoid
conditions that would adversely tiect operation,
such as: adjacent to manholes or large pipe% near
ve~ Mgh current transmission lines, trolley lines,
orundergmund power lines; or within tunnels or
other enclosing iron stmctures.

Magnetometers are frequently the detector of choice
on bridge decks. Fi@re 97 Olustrates a typical
bridge deckinstdlation. Thepresence of the steel
deck over orunderthe probe has little effect on
system pefiormance. However, vertical structural
steel members may detract from petiomance by
reducing the intensity of the adjacent ambient
ma~eticfield. Aswithloops, themostappropriate
location for the probes is at the maximum distance
from the steel supports or columns as shown in the
illustration.

AmaWetic field analyzer should be used to measure
the intensity of the magnetic environment at the
selected location. This instrument measures gee-
magnetic field intensity, magnetic noise, and a.c.
ma~etic field strength. It is especially useful at
locations where the use of magnetometers is ques-

k

.agnetichness

Hgure 97. Typical bridge deckinstallatiOn.

tionable (e.g. within tunnels, near large electrical
devices, etc). Atypical maWetic field analyzers
shown in Fi@re 98.

There are some situations where manmade mag-
netic noise is of stilcient intensity to impair per-
formance of thema~etometer. These situations

figure 98. Magnetic field analyzer.
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occur at sites where non-vehicular induced mag-
netic field changes exceed 5.0 millioersted. Mag-
netic field changes of this magnitude are almost
always man-made, such as street car lines, some
trolley bus lines, subway trains, or nearby elevators.
However, few sources are of sfilcient intensity to
affect a detectir probe located more than 30 ft (9 m)
from the source.

PROBE PLACE~NT

The optimum lateral placement ofprobes in a lane is
determined by such factors as the width of the
narrowest vehicle to be detected, the lane width, and
the detection quality required. Some pati of the
ma~etlc shadow of the vehicle must fdl on one or
more of the probes for detection to ocmr. Conse-
quently, the maximum probe spacing is equal to the
width of the narrowest vehicle to be detected. Since
most autos, trucks, and buses are tider than 5 ft(l.5
m), a single probe centered in a 10-ft (3-m) lane would
generally protide adequate pefiormance. In a 12-R
(3.7-m) lane, a single probe may fail to detect some
of the small vehicles traveling near the edge of the
lane.

By increasing the number of probes to two per lane,
virtually dl four-wheeled vehicles within a 12-ft
(3.7-m) lane would be detected. In this type of con-
figuration, probes should be placed no further than
5 ft (1.5 m) from each lane boundary. Furthermore,
if bicycles are to be detected, more probes per lane
may be needed.

In general, the quality of detection improves as the
number ofprobes per lane is increased because of the
special averaging which resdts when the magnetic
shadow of a vehicle falls on several probes judi-
ciously spaced. Reduction in field intensity at one
lateral position maybe compensated for by increases
at other positions.

PROBE DEPTH

Vertical placement of probes is an impotiant deter-
minant of system pefiormance properties. Deep
placement such as 18 in (45 cm) to 24 in (80 cm)
provides good single count vehicle presence detec-
tion, but results in a lower siWd level. Conversely,
shallow placement, say 6 in (15 cm), provides higher

signal levels, but tith an increased incidence ofmd.
tiple counts per vehicle. Mdtiple counts tith shd-
IOWplacement resdt primarfiy from the passage of
major components of the vehicle such as engine,
transmission, and differential, each of which may
produce a separate magnetic petiurbation. By in-
creasing the depth to 18 to 24 in (45 to 60 cm), most
vehicles yield a single perturbation of the magnetic
field as the deeply butied probes sense the overall
ma~etic bdk of the vehicle rather than details of
the understmcture.

In summary, for detection application where only
passage infowation is required and where multiple
counts are not detrimental, probes should be located
near the sutiace. Similarly, in constant speed appli-
cations where the time extension feature of the
expendable presence mode can be used effectively,
probes may be located near the sutiace. Small two-
wheeled vehicles such as bicycles or motorbikes
develop narrow, low intensity shadows. Their detec-
tion also requires shallow place of probes.

—

SUGGES~D CO~IGURA~ONS

There are a number of confi~rations of probe place-
ments. Some typical designs are presented in Ap-
pendti L. These examples illustrate the various
tradeoffs that are available with probe depth and
lateral distances between the probes. The examples
include confi~ations for single lane, two, and three
lane detection, wide lane detection, and detection for
two-wheeled vehicles. Mso shown are some sug-
gested confi~rations for left turn lanes with zones
of detection ranging from 30 b 70 ft (9 to 21 m).
Fi@re 99 depicts detector confi~rations for various
modes of operation.

_ SI~ AND CAB~ SE~CTION

Minimum wire sue is determined by the cable length
and the number of probes per channel. The probe
excitation circuit provides cument at a constant 125
milliamperes peak-to-peak, but is limited to a 15 volt
peak-to-peak sting (see Chapter 2). Maximum
allowable probe-cable assembly resistance is there-
fore 125 ohms. At resistance levels below this limit, _
system operation is normal. At higher resistance
levels, instabfiityand peflormance de~adation wfll
occur.
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Effective resistance of each probe is approximately
4 ohms. Robes on the channel are connected in
sefies electronically so their resistance is additive.
Mlowable cable resistance is 120 ohms less the sum
of the probe resistmces. AWG#22 copper wire ptirs
have a loop resistance (going and returting total) of
35 ohms per l,000ft(300m), AWG#20pairshave 20
ohms, and AWG #18 pairs have 13 ohms. Because of
the changes in wire resistance with temperature, it
is recommended that #18 AWG wire be used on cable
mns exceeding 2,000 ft (600 m) in cfimates where
extreme temperature ranges are typical.

Interconnection of tie magnetometer detechr and
probes reqtires two pair of conductors per channel.
One pair supplies the probe excitation current and
the other camies the return signal. Properties of the
cable become especially sigticant in long transmis-

Mode

Presence

Call/Pass~ g

d d d d

Multiple lanes to
one channel

Soeed/Occuoancy

M

One channel per lane

Classification
(speed/length)

w

Two channels per
lane

3perati0ri

Pulse

w

d d d z =

One channel per lane

Swee d measurement

m

TWO channels per lane

Laroe area wresence

TWOchannels per lane
Alternate sets of probes
(2,4, or 6 probes per
channel)

figure 99. Magnetometer probe placement.

sion distances of over 2,000 ft (600 m). me cables
should combine distance capability with high noise
immutity and environmental tolerance.

As discussed earlier, up to 12 probes per channel can
be used. However, as the number of probes in-
creases, the allowable lead-in length decreases.
Generally, the lead-in length shodd not exceed
4,000 ft (1,200 m) for a 12 probe per channel insta-
llation. If, on the other hand, 6 probes per channel
are used, the lead-in length should not exceed 5,000
ft (1,500 m).

WG~TIC DETECTOR
CO~IGWTION

Nthough the magnetic detector was developed in
the 193Us, it is stfll in use today patiicdarly where
deteriorated pavement antior frost actitity tend to
contribute h the faflure of loop detector wires. It is
dso used where it is desirable to install detection
without cutting the pavement. Whfle this form of
detection is inexpensive, reliable, and simple, it is
suitable only for pulse output in traffic actuated
siWd control and trafic volume counting.

As described in Chapter 2, the ma~etic detector
operates on the basis of a change in the lines of flux
from the Eatih’s ma~etic field. Atypical ma~etic
detectir probe is shown in Fi@re 100. A cofi of wire
with a highly permeable core is placed below the
sufiace of a roadway. men a metallic object such as
a vehicle comes near or passes over the cofl, the con-
stant lines of flw passing through the cofl are
deflected by the vehicle, thus inducing a voltage in

;:.e.,,~.. . . . . .~.. ,<..c,.

,.

.,.. : :

t.:.:.””
?: “.”.’ ;

Rgure 100. Typical magnetic probe.
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the coil. A high-gain amplifier then enables this
voltage to operate a relay which sends a message to
the controller that a vehicle has been detected.

The following discussion is limited to the non-com-
pensating form of magnetic detectors. The non-
compensating detector is a tube approximately 2 in
(5 cm) in diameter and 20 in (50 cm) long placed
below the sutiace of the pavement.

~G~~C DE~CTOR PROBE
PMCE~~

The placement of the probe is patiicularly impor-
tant to the proper operation of this detector system.
Since the probe detects changes in the ma~etic
field, a vehicle must be meting at a speed ~eater
that 5 mph (8 kph). This means that it must be
placed far enough back from the stop fine where
vehicles are normally in motion (generally at least
50 ft (15 m)). It must dso be placed in the most

apprOpfiate location in the lane to generate a sufi.
ciently strong impulse to register a detection.

Distance fmm the Stop Line

The set-back distance of the probe from the stop line
is based on the desirable allowable gap. For ex-
ample, assume an allowable gap (therefore passage
time) of 3 seconds. Then, on a street with an
obsemed speed of30 mph (48 kph), the probe would
be located 182 ft (55 m) from the stop line.

The graphs shown in Fi@re 101 identifies the proper
location of the probe relative to the stop line based on
an allowable gap of 2, 3, 4, or 5 seconds.

Lateral Placement of Probe

In a single lane approach, the optimal location is
under the path nomdly followed by the right wheels
of the vehicle as shown in Fignre 102. On a two lane

apprOach where a single prObe !S used, the probe
should be placed between the lanes to protide satisf-
actory coverage. If the right lane of a multi-lane

apprOach is designated for right turning trafic, the
probe should be located in the middle of the through
lane to minimize the effect of vehicles in the right
turn lane.
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figure 101. Proper location of magnetic probe,

A common practice for multi-lane approaches, is to ‘—
place a probe in each lane. In such desi~s, the probe
should be placed under the right wheel track in each
lane. Up to three probes can be placed in a conduit,
men the ma~etic probes are to be placed in a new
roadway, mdtiple conduits should be used, one
probe per conduit. In an existing road, conduit rnns
should be kept to a minimum; thus more than one
probe may be placed in a .condtit.
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When two or more probes are used on different
approaches of the same traffic phase, they should be
placed in similar locations (if possible) so the dis-
tance each probe till have to cover will be the same.
~is will allow for the sensitivity of all detectors h
be adjusted by the single sensitivity adjusting knob
on the detictor unit.

me probe sensor till generate an impulse in re-
sponse to any change in the magnetic conditions
sumounding it. me strength of the impulse is

proportional b the change in the magnetic field.
Changes in the ma~etic field can be caused by
movement ofiron or steel objects in the ticinity or by
changes of current in power tires. With the probe
placed as close as possible to the path of the vehicles,
the stren@h of the impulses caused by these veM-
cles till be maximized. Impulses caused by trafic
moving in other lanes or by current changes in
nearby tire will be minimtied. me sensitivity of
the detector, can be turned down until the unwanted
impulses are not strong enough to actuate the relay,
while the impulses from vehicles in the proper lanes
will be strong enough b actuate.
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5. INSTMMTION

Installation may be considered by some as the sim-
plest, most straightforward activity in the process of
implementing detection capabilities. men detector
theory and application have been reviewed and the
desi~, spec~lcations, and plans have been devel-
oped, iastdlationmay appear relatively easy. hong
dl the complicated en@eefing activities already
undetiaken, surely the mechanical task of cutflng a
slot in the pavement, laytig turns of wire in the slot,
covering it tith sealant, spliciW it to the cable, and
connecting the cable to the electronic rmit in the
controller cabinet wordd not seem to present a difi-
cdt challenge.

In reality, this seemingly uncomplicated actitity is
the most cmcial process in the chain of events.
Improper or “sloppy” installation causes many of the
detector faflures and signal malfunctions. There is

,- no more impotiant actitity in the system to ensure
effective operation.

For example, consider that the detection element
represents about 4 to 10 percent of the cost ofimple-
mentingintersection traffic control, yet accounts for
a si~~lcant potiion of maintenance dollars. More-
over, as trafic congestion and delay become a more
urgent problem, and trafic control equipment be.
comes more sophisticated to better manage this
traffic, dependence on properly functioning detec-
tors becomes more important.

This chapter is specifically addressed to project en-
gineers, contractors, inspectors, field crew supemi-
sors, and traffic technicians. It begins with a discus-
sion of pre-installation activities, regardless of the
type of detector selected. To underscore the critica-
lity of the installation process, the magnitude and
causes of loop detector failure are then addressed.

The various activities comprising the process of
installing loop detectirs in existing roadways are
then described, followed by a dismssimr of loop
installation in new roadways or as part of a repaving

firocess. Installation of ma~etometers and mag-
letic detecbrs is discussed later in the chapter.

me design of the detetior systim (see Chapter 4)
involves a number of decisions that must be made
pretious to installation. These decisions include
specifications for the type and configaratimr of the
detector hardware necessary to meet preciously
identified operational requirements, and a prelimi.
nary plan of the location.

We-installation activities should include a thorough
review of the desigrr documents, preparation of scale
drawings, and field tisits h the location. Upon
completion of these activities, the engineer is ready
to hand the job over to the instrdlation crew foreman
or the contractor who must then develop manpower
estimates, and material and eqnipment require-
ments. Ml itiofiatimr shodd be clearly defined
and complete so that instdlatiorr can proceed in an
orderly manner.

A scale drating of the location showing the correct
geometry of the roadway and the exact location of
the in-road sensor element in relation to the pave-
ment markings shodd be prepared. The drawing
shodd dso show the location and content ofcondnit,
ma~oles, power sources, pavement materials, and
electrical equipment that wodd intetiace tith the
installation. The accuracy of this drating is of~eat
impotiance ta effective installation as it wfll become
the basic @deIine for the instigation crew as well
as a part of the procurement package if the instiga-
tion is to be petiomed by a contractor.

The completed drawing should be retiewed with the
desi~ en~neer ta insure that the loops (or probes)
are located as specified in the confi~ration design
and in areas free ofunder~ound or wderpavement
hardware that could intetiere tith proper opera-
tions.
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F~~ WSITS

Field visits to the site of the installation should be
made before and after the scale construction draw-
ing is made. Prior h preparing the drawing, afield
visit shodd be made to inventory the efisting condi-
tions and to identtiy any pokntid problem areas
such as pavement joints, which may tiect loop
desifl.

As a result of this visit, the project engineer should
then determine the method for burying cables and
the types of equipment needed for the installation
strategy. The method of traffic routing and control
during installation should also be determined in-
cluding the position and quantity of bamicades or
cones that may be needed for trtilc control. Finally,
the pemits and licenses reqtired for installation
should be identfied.

Thetiformation obtained fromtheititialvisit shodd
be incorporated into the plan drawings. ~er the
drawings are completed, a second field visit should
be made to verify their accuracy.

If the installation is to be preformed by an in-house
(force account) crew, the next step would he to
estimate manpower requirements. The plans till
provide sufficient information to determtie the scope
of the installation work, the amount of time re-
quired, and the stie of the crew necessary to pefiorm
the installation. Depending upon the size of the
crew, many of the tasks can be peflormed simdtane-
ously to reduce the total time that traffic would be
disrupted.

It is also necessary to detemine the eqtipment
required for the instillation. The type and confi@-
ration of the detector system will, in effect, dictati
the equipment necessary for installation. Table 18
lists the commonly used equipment for a normal
installation of loop detectors. Barricades, signs,
cones, safety vests, and other devices till dso be re-
quired to control traffic safely during the installa-
tion procedure.

Table 18. Equipment for typical loop installation.

Item

Power Saw

Water Supply

Jackhammer

Ar Compressor

Chisel & Hamm6

Blunt TOOI

Twister

Template/
Straight Edge

Trenching

Megohmeter &
VolUOhm Meter

Loop Analyzer

Soldering Iron

Measuflng Tape

DesctiDtiOn I
Self-propelled 18-65 hp saw equip~d
with 1/4 to 318 in (6.4 to 9.5 mm) tti~
blade (abrasive or diamond), water
valve, depth gauge, and horizontal
guide

For use with diamond blade to COOI
blade and clean out saw slots I
For bring holes through ancrete
curb I
For use with jackhammer and to clean
and d~ sawed slots

For removal of sharp edges at corners
of saw cuts

Such as a wooden stirting stick for
seatina wire in saw slot I

TO provide symmetrical twists of the
Iead<n wires

For marking outlines of loops on
pavement

For burying cable in difl

—.

For inspecting and testing wire
continuity and resistance I

TO test continuity and indutiance of I
the loop .

Either a butane torch with a soldering
tip or an electric soldeting iron for
solder connetiions

Minimum 100-ft (33-m) tape for exact
measurements for placement of loops

In addition to the equipment listed in Table 18, the
installation of maWetometers requires a drfll and
blt to bore tie vertical hole in the roadway for the
probe. Additional equipment required for installing
magnetic detectors includes: a backhoe, ahorizontd
boring machine, a level, and a tamping, machine.

m~~~Qm~NTS

As with manpower and equipment, the type and
amount of material that will be needed should be
determined. Care shoddbe exercised to assure that -
dl materials are protided in ample quantities to
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avoid any intemuptions of work on the street due b
lack ofmatetils. Atypical materialist for loop
installations is provided in Table 19.

LOOP DETECTOR ~ST&MTION

The loop detector system is composed of a tire
loop(s) embedded in the pavement (the sensor), a
splice between the lead-in tire and the lead-in cable
in the pull box, the lead-in cable (usually in a con-
duit) mnning to the terminal sttip in the controller
cabinet, a cable from the terminal strip to the elec-
tronic detectir unit, and finally, the detector unit
itself. The relationship of these vatious components
is illustrated in Fi~re 103.

This section wfll initially present an ovemiew of
installation techniques. Loop failures as they relate
to installation till then be discussed. Finally, con-
ventional loop installations in etisting roadways
will be addressed in terns of the most commonly
used techniques and materials. Unique installa-

_,,tions are discussed later in this chapter.

Table 19. Typical required matedals.

Item Usage

DetetiOrWre ~TO fOrmthelOOpa”dthe lead-in wies~

TO conneti the detector lead-in wire
Lead-In Cable in the pull box to the eletimnic unit in

the wntroller cabnet

To house and provide access to the
Pull Boxes connetiion (splice) between the

lead-in wire and the lead-i” cable

Sealant TO seal saw cuts

Cament, Sand, To dust on saw cut after sealant has
or Talc baen emplaced to prevent trating

[ Concrate ,I Forsattingp”ll boxas

Surge Voltage If necassa~, to provide protection
PrOteaOr in tha controller catinet

Solder ~ Formatingsplicas

spice Kts (or
equivalent) For environmentally saaling splicas

Spray Paint or
Chalk and Line For otilining loop for sawcutting

Loop Detector Amplifier /

Green Chassis Ground I

i

Red
Loop Input I

Oranae

I

I

@
Controller ,’

Catinat /‘

@

@
/

/

@

s

s
Buried Nre Loop

@

Ground

_ Rod

●

Shiald Drain Wra

Figure 103, Loop system schematic
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Loop detectors are installed in pavement, either
asphalt or concrete, by cutting a slot, cleating and
drying the slot, laying in the detector wire, sealing
the sawcut, connecting the wire to the lead-in cable,
connecting the cable to the terminal strip in the
cabinet, and ensuring that the harness connects the
terminal strip to the electronic unit. me major field
steps in this process are shown in Fignre 104. Dif-
ferences in installation techniques usually involve
the treatment of the corners where two saw cuts
intersect, splicing techniques, the type of sealant,

and the method of applying the particular sealant.
Even tith Wls relatively simple installation proc-
ess, there are many dfierent techniques used.

Installation techniques and theofies vary widely
among trfic agencies. For example, a sumey of
western states (Ref. 29) provided the variations
shown in Table 20. Procedures developed over the
years me frequently out-of-date or are no longer
effective, yet there is of in~eat resistance to change.
In many cases, the installation of detectors is per-
formed by contractors who have fieir own shortiuts
(and shoticomings). me importance of appropriate

Table 20. Installation practices in western States.

I Alaska

Cahfornia

\ Idaho

!
Montana

Nevada

IOregon

Utah

Washington

NOTE:

Type of LOOP Saw Cut Cleaning
Dimensions Method

6 x 6 ft square (3 turns)
6 x 20 ft (2 turns) — —

1
6 x 6 ff square or diamond w= 1/4- 1/2 Flush W/

(3 turns) inch water and
6 x 6-50 ff Quadruple D=l 3/4inc blow outan(

(2-4-2 or 1-2-1 ) dy w/air

W = 318 inch
6 x 6 ft square (2 turns) D=l l/2incl 1 Blow out

(minimum) WI air

Asphalt
6 x 6 ft square W = 1/4 inch Blow out

6 x 20 ft quadruple D = 2 inch WI air
(vatious # of turns) hncrete

W = 1/4 inch
\D=l l/4i”c~

aD=2inch ‘::”

6x25 ftrectangle (2turns) W=l/4inch

Single loop - Flush W/
4 x 4 fi diamond W = 1/4 inch water and

ries of loops D=l inch blow outSel
3 x 3 ft diamonds WI air

(both 4 turns)

6x6 ftsquarafQ+, f,.=\ I I

6x16 ft recta! .. . . . . . . . . .

6;;i~~;ifi!”s) l;::*. I “air
6 x 50 ff Quadruple D

(2-4-2) ‘inch I wair

r - ,,-,, ,”,,

=21Zt04 BIOWOM

states sphce loop lead-in wire to lead-cable in the pull M
1

.ead-in cable runs to the controller are in conduit.

Loop
Mre

# 14 THNN
Stranded

! 12 RHW-USI
(N:~f~ or

polyethylene
stranded

Model 20002
tehicle home-
run cable (4 #
8 condutiors),

7

#12xHHN
stranded

t 12 RHW and
XHHW

N, Nev - solid
S. Nev
stranded

#14 THWN
stranded

# 14 THHN or
THNN

stranded

# 14 XLP,
RHH, or RHW
or#12XLP

stranded

Lead-In
Cable

IMSA 50-2 or # 1:
twisted pair w/
shield & drain

2 # 12 solid
unshielded

2#140r#16
stranded, shielde

4 # 18 stranded,
shielded

Belden 8227

Belden 8720

IMSA 19-2 (Pair
communication
cable WI shield)

IMSA 50-2,
Belden 8720, or

equivalent

Belden 8720, or
equivalent

AIW 7311 or
Belden 8716

1 in=2.54cm 1

Detector
Mounting

Shelf

Rack

Rack

Shelf

Mostly
Shelf

Rack

Shelf

Shelf and
Rack

= 0.3 m
Dateof Survey: January, 1964 ,

—.

-.
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Fgure 104. Typical loop installation details
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installation procedures in the long tem operational
effectiveness of detectors cannot be overstressed.
Given that loop detectors are primarfiyinstiled by
contractors, it follows that construction supervision
and inspection by the responsible agency is a cfitical
factor.

Recently, detector instaRations have become even
more varied. Because of the high failure rates
attributed h moisture or breaks in wire, the trend is
to encase and seal the loop tires in some type of
protective covering prior to sedingthe sawcut. Some
agencies choose to pretind and bundle the loops in
the shop to ensure the proper number of turns and
to save on-street time. Other agencies use pre-
formed loops (i.e., the loop consists of V2- or 3/4-in
(12- or 19-mm) PVC pipe with the wire enclosed).
These loops require at least a l-in (25-mm) wide slot
in the pavement rather than the narrow saw cut
used for conventional loops. Some agencies have
used wider slots (up to 4 in (100 mm)) to facfiitati
placement of the prefomed loop.

Because of their relatively harsh weather, Maska
uses a ve~ protective Wade of preformed loop en-
closed in l-in (25-mm) PVC pipe. They use Schedule
80 (instead of Schedule 40) PVC pipe with a #12
AWG crosslinked polyethylene tire with backer rod
fill to prevent damage caused by water encroach-
ment followed by freezing.

In addition, a West many detectors are now being
set in place during construction of a new roadway or
during repaving. In Puerto Rico, concrete slabs with
the detector loops in place are being used (see discus-
sion later in this chapter under Loop Installation
Mternatives). In this case, instead of a sawcut to
house the loop wires, a section ofroadwayisremoved
and replaced with a slab already containing the loop.
The slab concept can also be used with new road
construction.

DE~CTORF_~S

The number ofloop detector failures nationwide has
created deep concern in the trfic engineering
community and an aggressive effort has been under-
taken to determine the major causes of these fail-
ures so that they may be eliminated or minimtied.
During the 1980’s, FWA, in cooperation with vari-
ous State agencies, funded a number of studies of

detector fdmes. The objectives of these studies
were ta quantify the scope of detector fadures, to
identify the causes of failure, and ti evaluate the
various installation procedures (e.g. sawcutting and
cleaning slots) and materials (e.g. sealant, conduits,
wires and cables). The results of tiese studies are
briefly discussed below and arepresentedinAppen-
dti M.

Causes of Detector Ftilure

In loop detectors, the failure of the detector system
can likely be traced to the in-road detector sensor
(loop wire) or to the splice between the loop wire
lead-in with the lead-in cable. Since the introduc-
tion of the digital self-tuning electronic units, fail-
ure attributed to the amplifier/oscillator unit has all
but disappeared. Faflures continue to plague agen-
cies stfil using the older utits that are unable to
adjust to changes in temperature, moisture, or
changes within the loop and lead-in.

Loop failure literature is difflctit to synthesize be- ,_
cause of the different terminology used to define
failures. For example, one report may categortie a
failure as “break in loop wire.” ~ls maybe caused
by crumbling pavements, fafiure of the sealant, a
forei~ substance in the slot, or any number of other
reasons. A report from another agency may report
this fafiure as “deteriorated pavement.”

No matterhowfaflures are categorized, the inescap-
able conclusion is that the predominant causes for
failures in the loop detector system can be amelio-
rated by improved installation techniques and vig-
flant supervision and inspection.

Frequenq of F&lures

Considering the number of variables that may con-
tribute @ loop detector failure, it is apparent that
failure rates wiR differ from agency to agency. In
addition, until recently, ve~ few agencies main-
tained comprehensive records. If aloopfailed, it was
repaired or replaced as a si~al maintenance activ-
ity. The cause of the failure, the age of the loop, the
condition of the pavement, etc. were not recorded.
Consequently, many of the surveys repotied in the -
literature were based on subjective, after-the-fact
judgments.
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Perhaps the largest of the FHWA studies was con-
ducted by the State of New York. It was found that
of the 15,000 existing loop detectors maintained by
the State, 25 percent were not operating at any given
time. It was dso found that, on the average, loop
installations generally operated maintenance free
for only 2 years (Ref. 30). This high faflure rate
encouraged New York Stite to develop improved
installation methods described later.

The faflure rate reported by New York is consistent
within the literature. For example, one distfict in
Minnesota repotied an annual faflure rate of 24
percent and Cincinnati, Ohio reported 29 percent
failures per year. It should be noted that these areas
have basically cold weather climates. Faflure rates
in the sun-belt States are about the same, but the
causal factors differ.

Failure Mechanisms

As mentioned earlier, most failures originate in the
loop wire. In reality, although the wire is where the

flfailure occurs, it, in itself, is not necessarily the
precipitating cause of the failure, It maybe consid-
ered as the eflect of the ftilure caused by any one of
several breakdown mechanisms, such as poor pave-
ment, or poor installation of sealant which allows
the tire to float to the top and thus become vulner-
able to traffic.

Table 21 summarkes the resrdts ofa detectir fafiure
sumey of eight western States (Ref. 15). A more
definitive discussion of loop fdures is presented in
Appendix M.

LOOP LAYO~ AND SAW C~S

&er securing the work zone with appropriate bar-
ricades, cones, eti. to divert trtic from the work
area, the first step is to carefully mark the pavement
for the ske and shape of the loop to be installed. This
is ustily accomplished with either a lumber crayon,
chalk, or can of spray paint. If avaflable, a template
of the proper size and shape should be used. How-
ever, a straight edge or a tightened string can be
used as a marking gnide. It is critical that the
marking reflect the exact location as shown on the
construction plans.

Comer ~eatment

Corner treatments vary among agencies. ~adition-
dly, a chamfer cut such as shown in Fignre 105 has
been used to ease the stress on the wire ofa 90 de~ee
bend. ~ese diagonal cuts are overlapped so that the
slot is at fdl depth at the turn points. me diagonal
cut should be far enough back from the corner to
prevent pavement breakout at these corners.

Table 21. Summary of loop detetior failure suwey.

! Percent Installed by
!

State I state [ COntradOr ~ Major Failures Remarks

~ Alaska I 10 I ~0 I NOIOOP~ail”re~raPOfled ! Excl”siva use of preformed loops I

CafifOrnia 5 95
Improper sealing and Usas preformed loops in poor
foreign material in saw slot pavement and diti detours

Idaho 10 90 Improper sealing
NO failure for loops made of #
20002 cable

] Montana I ,0 I 90 / Improperseali”g 1-
Nevada 95

Improper sealing and
pavemant deteriorate ion

—

I Oregon [ :0 ~ go Impropar sealing

* - 70 30 pavementdateriOratOn !~faures 1

impropsr seahng and Used some praformed loops with

,,

Washington 10 90
Improper seahng and Need better inspection to improve

1 foreign material in saw slot loop petiormance
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Approximately 12 in or more is recommended. Some
agencies use a hexagonal, octagonal, or round loop
design in order to eliminate the sharp turn as well as
reducing “splashover.” Anew technique for instill-
ing round loops is presented later in this chapter
under Loop Installation Mtarnatives.

Cut diagonals to prevent

c

sharp bends of wire

D

Lead-In
W[re

f

L Overlap cut so that slot
at corner has full depth

Hgure 105. Chamfer cut corner treatment.

Many agencies have found that diagonal cuts across
the corners of loops cause the trian~lar portion of
the pavement to breakup. Instead, l-V4-in(3.l- cm)
holes are drflled at the loop corners before the slots
are saw cut. Core drfiling the corners is also faster
(I5 seconds per drflled hole) and the in~tity Ofthe
pavement is presemed. This technique is illustrated
in FiWre 106. The State of New York uses an
alternative to core-drilled corners (Ref. 30). With
this technique, straight sawcuts overlap at the cor-
ners (i.e., no diagond sawcuts) and then the inside
corner is chipped out using a small hand chisel and
hammer or small air-powered impact chisel to cut a
smooth curve for the wire to follow.

Saw Cutting Operations

The sawing of the slot for the loop wire is one of the
most time-consuming parts of the installation proc-
ess. The cost effectiveness of the saw-cuttilng opera-
tion is dependent on selecting the most appropriate
equipment and making sure that the equipment is
in good operating condition.

Hgure 106. Core dtilled corner treatment.

Overview of Saw Cutting Equipmnt

Many saw types and sties are avtiable for cutting
slots. Fomerly, many specifications for saw-cutting
equipment called for at least an 8 or 9 hp gasoline ~
engine powered saw tith a U4- or 3/8-in (64- or 96-
mm) abrasive or diamond blade. The abrasive blade
was favored by some agencies as it was perceived to
be more economical. It could dso be used for dry
cutting and therefore did not require a water supply
or produce a wet slurry that had to be cleaned out
with compressed air. Most agencies, however, ar~e
that the dust created by the dry-cutting method
using the abrasive blade was imitating and danger-
ous to the workers, motorists, and pedestrians.
Futiher, loop installers report that the abrasive
blade wears out quic~y, reqtires too much time for
the cutting operation, and is dtilcdt to maintain at
a constant depth in the slot.

Mthough abrasive blades are less expensive than
diamond blades on a per blade basis, the service life
is very shoti and is therefore not cost effective when
compared with the diamond blade. After a compre-
hensive evaluation ofsawbladesbythe State of New
York, it was concluded that by using water cooling,
a diamond blade, and a higher horsepower saw,
cutting time codd be reduced by two-thirds (when
compared to a dW cutting system) with only a slight
increase in initial saw costs. Increased material cost-.
codd be reclaimed in a satings of time, labor, an,
equipment longetity.
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The desi~ of the diamond blade is a specialties area
of eqertise. There are a number of manufacturers
with their own proprietary design. Generaltiation
concerting the best design is dtilcult because of the
difference in ag~egate used in pavement sutiaces.
The best blade for a specific site is one that matches
the cutting requirements (speed and pavement
hardness) to the requirements and condition of the
particular saw being used. The objectives tiding
diamond blade desi~ include: 1) mafimtie blade
life, and 2) expose new diamond cutting edges ofly
after the sufiace chips are rounded to the point that
the blade no longer cuts efficiently.

The diamond chips are set in a matrix which is laser.
welded to the blade blank. The requirement to cut

faster means exposing new diamond chips more
quickly. This, in turn, means a reduction in the life
of the blade. The matrix used h hold the diamond
chips must be matched to the speed of the saw. The
centrfugd force throws the diamond chips out when
the edges become rounded. By making the matrix
softer, cutting diamonds are released sooner and a
faster cutting rate impossible. Increasing ordecreas-
ing the power of the saw will require a change to a
blade suited for the particular saw and the speed at
which it will operate.

Saw Bl&e ~ouble Shooting

Some of the problems that are experienced with saw
blades used in cutting pavements for loops antior
magnetometers are presented in Table 22 (compfled

Table 22. Saw blade trouble shooting.

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE SOLUTION

LOSSof cutting element -1 or Blade temperature too high andlor
more inadequate water supply

Return to Manufacturer for repair

Blade stops tuning, but
Blade too hard for application

Periodically redress blade on Haydite block or
tuning elements appear ok sihca btick

Veflical,hair line cracks Blade matrix metal too hard for application Purchase new blade to match job requirements
appear In cutting elements or saw RPMs too high and saw to be used

Veflical hair line cracks Cuning element bond too hard or improper Purchase blade with softer bnd or dtill a hole
appear in mre below air gap blade tension for RPMs being used at bate of crack to check its grotih

Horizontal hair line crack
Blade wobbhng due to improper blade

appears at base of air gap
tension, or tuning element bond too hard, Replace blade andlor have blade reblanked
or bent arbor not tracting blade path

Arbor hole out of round Saw mandrel scored or too small for blade
Replace or reblank blade. For minor damage,
ream out and use a reducer bushing

Remove blade before cutting elements are lost.
Under cutting of core below Material being cut is excessively Replace blade or have it reblanked if cutting is
the cutting element abrasive to mntinue. A wear guard may be added in

reblanking process

Coredished - blade tension Bond may be too hard for RPMs or Reset tension on blade, If problem persists,
lost inwmpatible blade dimension replace with blade better suited to job and saw

Inconsistent blade life
Blade used for various applications,
blade not suited to application

Ensure proper blade for job requirements

Shod blade fife
Wrong RPMs, inadequate water, blade

Ensure adequate water supply and that water

not suited to job, or excessive ftiction
sttikes blade near the arbor on each side.
Check saw RPMs against blade requirements
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from Ref. 31). The probable cause of the problem and
potential solutions are dso presented.

Saw Homepower

The horsepower (hp) of the saw is a critical factor in
the cost of the saw cut. The speed of cutting is
directly proportional to thehp of the saw and is
influenced bythehardness of the sutiace to be cut.
Essentially, a 65 hp saw wfil cut almost twice as fast
as a 35 hp saw and four times as fast as an 18hp saw.
While there is slightly more wear on the blade, the
advantage of these higher speeds is the decrease in
the time the lane must be closed to traffic.

The saw must be large enough to provide the power
necessary to keep the blade from “boggin< down
(Ref. 31). Other indications ofan under-powered
saw or the improper match of the blade to the saw
are desctibed below:

● A white or blue smoke emitted from
the front of the saw indicates that the
blade is excessively hot. Blue to black
discoloration of the blade core just
below the cutting edges is another
indicator of excessive heat. Water can
be used to reduce blade temperature.
A more appropriate blade may be
necessaW. Fadureto correct will re-
suit in excessive diamond. chip loss
and short blade life.

● Break-up ofpart, orcomplete loss of
the cutting edge indicates excessive
pressure on the blade during cutting.
To avoid this problem, reduction in
cutting speed or selection of a better
suited blade is reqtired.

On the basis of its 1983 study (Ref. 29), the State of
New York retised its recommendation for its saw
from9hpto16hp. However, mostcontractorsand
a number of State agencies favor a more powefil
saw. Wet cut tests conducted in Texas, using a 65 hp
saw with a diamond blade, cut at speeds ranging
from 37- to 82-in-ft (28-to 62-cm-m) per minute for
a l-in (2.5 -cm) deep cutinasphaItic concrete. The
average rates aregivenin Table 23. Tentests were
run on AC (Asphaltic Concrete) suflaces and four

Table 23. Sawslotcutting rates.

Average Cutting Rate’ per Slot

Type of Number Depth, inches !

}

Sutiacel of Testl Adual I Projetied

I cuts I 1 fil~~l
AC I 10 I 55.7 I 37.1 I 27.9 I 22.3 I

PCC1419.016.1 [4.513.5 \

1. Inch-feet oer minute I

runs were made on PCC (Potiland Cement Con-
crete). Ml tests were cut to a l-in (2.5-cm) depth.
The table also presents the average projected rate
for various slot depths.

During these tests with the 65 hp saw, the blade
tended to ride up out of the slot resulting in a
substantti variation in the depth of the cut. A
difference of up to V2 inch (1.3 cm) was common.
firthertestingin the cutting speed range of25 to 30
in-ft (19 to 23 cm-m) per minute showed that this —.,
problem can be reduced by adding a 50 lb (23 kg)
dead weight directly over the blade drive shaft.

Wet versus DW Cutting

Today, particdarly with the use of the higher speed
saws, the preponderant etidence suggests that wet

“cutting is necessa~ in Potiland Cement Concrete
(PCC) and is desirable for asphaltic sufiaces. While
asphaltic concrete (AC) can be successfully dry cut at
high speed, it wodd be accomplished at the expense
of blade life. It is estimated that dry cutting reduces
the life of a diamond blade by one third.

Simply adding water to the saw cutting operation
does not Warantee that the blade till not overheat
and cut inefficiently. A poor watir distribution
system can simulate a d~ cutting situation and
should be avoided. The watsr jets must direct the
water so that it stfies the blade near the center of
the core. The centrifugal force will then throw the
water out to the edge of the blade. The water should
be directed so that it amives at the cutting edge of
blade just as the edge point goes down into the
pavement surface. This mafimizes cooling and ‘“—
lubrication.
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Saw Cut Depth

Regardless of the type of saw used, it shodd be
eqtipped with a depth ga~e and a hotiontd wide
to assure proper depth and ali~ment. The appro-
priate depth is dependent on the type of pavement
and the number of turns of wire. A general wide for
slot depth is given in Table 24 (Ref. 32). The depth
of the sawc:t shodd be checked frequently during
cutting to assure a constant value. It is generally
accepted that a minimum depth of 1-U4 in (32 mm)
and a mmimum depth of 2 in (50 mm) shodd be
maintained. Some agencies specify adeqwte depth
to allow for a V2-in (13-mm) sealant cover over the
wires, w~e some manufacturers recommend plan.
ning for at least a l-in (25-mm) of cover.

Table 24. Saw cut slot depth guide.

121 1-3/8

13 1-9/16

141 1-3[4

epth

Millimeters

30

35

40

45

50

50

Finishing tfw Saw Cut

The saw cut should be a clean, well-defined cut. N]
jagged edges and Protrusions shodd be removed--
with a small chisel and hammer. It is crucial that
the saw cut be clean and dry. Cleaning shodd take
place immediately after the cutting is complete.
There should be no cutting dust, Wit, ofl, or contami-
nants in the slot. It should be flushed clean with
pressurtied water and then dtied with compressed
air.

Many agencies only require that the slot be cleaned
with compressed air. Ifthese agencies expedience an
inordinate rate of tire failure, they should consider
flushing the slot with pressurtied water as well as
with compressed air. Care should be exercised h

fi avOid blO~ng the debris in the direction of passing
pedestrians or vehicles.

Only one saw cut dongthemarking shodd be made.
Ifthe saw cut is out ofali~ment, another cutshould
not & made near the first cut as this will signif-
icantly weaken the pavement. If another cut is
necessary, at least 4 to 6 in (10 h 15 cm) should be
allowed between the old cut and the new cut.

After the slot is saw cut and cleaned, it is now ready
for the installation of the loop tire. The following
discussion describes common practices followed by a
number of loop installers. Many contractors spe-
cializing in installing loop detectors have developed
their own individual methods and shoti cuts, some
ofwhich are highly effective while others are merely
expedient for their purpose but, in the long mn,
costly to the agency. This underlies the need for
carefd inspection procedures during the instiga-
tion process.

It should be reco~tied that field crew personnel are
not always as vi@ant or careful inhandlingthe tire
as would be desired. Accordingly, the installation
supervisor antior inspector shodd stress that the
wire must not be damaged during the process as it
codd cause detector malfunction and would titi-
mately have to be replaced. Should any damage
occur to the wire during handling, it should be pulled
up immediately and replaced.

Wire sties are classified in accordance with the
hetican Wire Gauge (AWG), originally called
Brown & Sharpe Gauge. The AWG is a system of
numerical wire sties starting with the lowest num-
bers for the largest sizes. The gauge designations
are each 20.6 percent apart based on cmss-sectiond
area. That is, AWG #12 is 20.6 percent larger than
AWG #14, etc.

Wire is further described by type of insolation.
Definitions of some of the more commodyused tire
for detector applications are protided in Table 25.

The most commonly used wire size ranges from #12
to #16 AWG. Agencies that use the larger wire are
about equally divided between #12 and #14 AWG.
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Table 25. Definition of wire standards.

Designation

TFF

THHN

THW

THWN

XHHN

Note: Buildina I

DescriOtiOn

Stranded mpper mndutior insulated
with thermoplastic lead wire

Building wire, plastic insulated, 90” C,
600 volt, nylon jacketed

Building wire; plastic insulated; heat,
flame, and moisture resistant, 75” C

Same as THW with overall nylon jacket

The UL designation for thermoplastic
insulated wire for use in conduit,
underground, and in wet locations. It is
a common building wire having a bare
soft copper solid or stranded
conductor

Cross-1 inked polyethylene insulated
wire rated at 90” C in dy locations and
at 75” C in wet locations

e is defined as a commercial wire used
for light and p~wer in permanent installations using 600
volts or less. Typically used in an enclosure which will
not be exposed to outdoor environments.

However, somemantiacturers recommend #16 AWG,
Their position is that the difference in wire size is not
as critical as the quality and thickness of the tire
insulation. The insulation used on the wire maybe
rubber, thermoplastic, or synthetic polymer. Cross-
linked polyethylene appears to be the most popular
insulation and is strongly recommended by detector
manufacturers. The insulation must withstand
wear and abrasion from shifting streets, moisture,
and attack by solvents and oils as well as withstand
the heat of high temperature sealants. Stranded
loop wire is prefemed over solid wire, Because of its
mechanical characteristics, a stranded wired is more
likely to sumive bending and stretchlngthan a solid.

Ducted Wire

There is a growing tindency h use insulated loop
wire encased in continuous cross-linked polyethyl-
ene tubing. There are a number of manufacturers of
these loop matetials. Brand names include Detecta-
Duct, Power Loop, Signal Duct, Electroloop, etc.

A typical product uses a flexible ducting encasing
THHN type #14 gauge AWG stranded wire conduc-
tors. The use of ducted loop wire has the following
advantages:

.

.

.

.

,—

The conductor wires are able to move
freely within the duct, compensating
for the sheafing stress caused by
pavement displacement.

The duct protects agtinst moisture
penetration and temperature ex-
tremes.

The ducting mtintains its inte~ity
when in contact with high tempera-
ture (400 ‘F (149 ‘C) or more) sealing
compounds.

The ductid loop wire retains its flexi-
bility over a wide range of tempera-
tures.

Prewou& Loops

Some agencies prewind and bind loop wire (or ducted
wire) to exact specifications in their shops, making
a prefabricated loop for transport to the site. This is
accomplished by winding the loop wire around care- —
fully spaced pegs on a wall or table. This minimizes
the tendency of the wire to spring into a coil alter
removing it from the supply reel. The completed
loop consists of the proper number of turns and the
required length of lead-in to the pull box bound
together. Mthough pretending appears to be a
labor-intensive operation, it can cut installation
time signflcantly. This procedure seems to be best
suited for smaller loops. A prewound loop ready for
installation in the sawcut is shown in Fi@re 107.

figure 107. Prewound loop installation
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For a number of years, several detector manufactur-
ers have offered a prefomed loop assembly mnsist-
ing of a continuous unspliced length of #14 AWG
THHN wire completely enclosed in a V2-in (13-mm)
heavy wall PVC pipe. The assembly comes complete
with ttistid lead-in wire of specified length to reach
the first pull box. The water-tight assembly is sealed
at the Tee fitting where the lead-in exits. The lead-
in portion of the Tee is provided with a short stub of
U2-in (13-mm) PVC pipe to enable the installer to
add the necessary additional U2-in (13-mm) PVC
and couplings to sed and protect the twisted lead-in
to the pull box. Some models are supplied with wa-
tertight slip joints at the four corners. This allows
the preformed loops to be folded for shipment. A
typical prefoaed loop assembly is illustrated in
Fi~re 108.

Rgure 108. Preformed loop assembly.

The loops shoddbe constructed within PVC conduit
of the she necessary to contain the number of turns
shown on the plans. The wire within the loop should
be installed such that there will be no movement of
individual conductors with respect to each other and
no movement of the bundle of wire within the con-
duit. Theloopsmaybefabricated fmm mdticonduc-
tor cable (untwisted) with 40 mil (1 mm) polyethyl-
ene insulation on dl conductors and a 40 mil (1 mm)
polyethylene outer jacket. Lead-in wire to the loop
wire splice should be soldered, covered with heat
shrink tubinc. and watemmofed with sealant within
a section of iVC pipe. “

This type of instigation has demonstrated (1) im-
proved entimnmentd stabflity, (2) nOprOblems frOm
wire movement, (3) higher dielectric characteristics
when tested with a 500-volt megger to ground, and
(4) much longer physical life. These installations
have been usedin concrete, asphalt pavements, and
even in dirt and ~avel roadways. Reformed loops
can be installed in the following situations:

.

.

.

.

.

Placed in a l-in (25-mm) or wider slot
in efisting pavements in much the
same way that conventional loops are
instiled.

Placed on top of the base course before
pating with bituminous sufiace.

Installed 2 to 3 in (5 to 6 cm) beneath
the untreated base course of a con-
crete roadway.

hchored h existing pavement and
overlaid by at least 2 in (5 cm) of
asphalt paving.

Included in the pour of a concrete
bridge deck.

The County of Los kgeles found that, when pre-
formed loops were laid on top of an etisting roadway
and then a hot asphalt overlay was applied with a
steel tracked vehicle, the PVC pipe was likely to be
damaged. However, when the hot asphalt overlay
was applied with a rubber-tired vehicle, the PVC
was not damaged.

The use of PVC pipe in the assembly dso presents
some problems for extreme cold-weather applica-
tions, particularly in the presence of heavy equip-
ment traffic. Even the heavy-duty Schedde 40 PVC
wfil shatter under these conditions. Maska uses
extra-heavy-duty PVC ( Schedule 80) to alletiate
this problem.

The electric characteristics ofthis factory assembled,
heavy-duty loop installation is nomally Waranteed
by the supplier. The installation mistakes typical of
the saw-cut embedded loops are avoided. Mthough
the cost is Klgher, and shipping and handfing a bit
inconvenient, user agencies repoti that the longer
life makes the preformed loop an attractive dterna-
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tive. The total installed cost of the prefomed loop is
likely to be lower in an overlay situation than the
cost of labor and installation of a standard loop.
Caution should be exercised in using preformed
loops in wide sawcuts because of the difflcdty in
sealing the wide cuts and in presefing the inte~ity
of the pavement.

Metal Sheathed Loop Cabze

A metal sheathed loop known as mineral insdated
cable (MI) was first included in Natilonal Electrical
Code (NEC) in 1953, and was approved for use in
many applications, most specifically for use in haz-
ardous locatlons or dfilcdt environments. MI cable
is an assembly of one or more conductors instiated
with a highly compressed refractory mineral insula-
tion and enclosed in a liqtid-tight seamless metallic
sheath with a polyethylene jacket. The mineraZ
insulation is magnesium oxide and the seamless
sheath is phosphorus deoxidized copper.

MI installations are found in many industries, in-
cluding mining, aerospace, marine, petrochemical,
cryogefic, and in blast furnaces. It has recently been
used for loop detector installations, after it was
discovered that loop detector wires would operate
efficiently encased in metal. These instillations
appear b be best suited to situations where the loops
are installed on the base course pretious to covering
with the asphalt or concrete sutiace course. The loop
is factory-assembled. The conductors are installed
in the tubing parallel to each other, pemitting the
formation of a loop of the desired number of turns
using one cable,

Among the advantages ifierent in this type of loop
cable is the excellent shielding system. The shield
system starts at the detector unit, continues through
the detector wiringharness to the controller cabinet
field teminals. The shielding continues through
the lead-in cable to the corner of the loop, and finally
terminates at the opposite corner of the loop. To
realtie the advantage of the shielding, the metal
shield must be opened at the far corner of the loop.
It is recommended that 1/2 to 1 in(12 to 19 cm) of the
metal shield be removed and the exposed material
and sheath waterproofed at this corner. The lead-in
cable shield needs to be connected to both sides of the
exposed sheath at the connection corner of the loop

—

in the pdl box. AR loop and sheath connections must
be wate~roofed to ensure that the shielding system
is insulated from gound except at the detector unit
end.

The State of Illinois developed a redated proce-
dure for installation when they found that haph~-
ard constmction procedures seriously de~aded
peflomance. It should be noted that Illinois DOT
uses the MI cable loops primarily in new pavements

and for reulacin~ 100us that are destroved bv widen-. .
ing and resutia~ing projects. F1gnre 109 presents
the instillation detti suggested by the State of
Illinois. Their specflcation is repeated here as
Figure 110 for the information of those agencies
interested in using this type of product (Ref. 14).

1

34

L
Lead-in cable
to wntroller

r

41w Spread wires of both ends of loop cable
and test for continuity. Make numbered

3 connetiions to form loop.

Hgure 109. Metal sheathed loop cable installation,

Wire Insefion

—

The loop wire must be one continuous wire from the
pull box through the curb, around the loop the
desi~ated number of turns, and back to the pull
box. The supply reel should be checked before
installation b ensure hat there is a stilcient amount
of wire on the reel for the particular installation.
Careful count must be made of the turns of tire
installed in the slot. This is a common emor; the
workmen simply lose count, particularly when four
or more turns are required. Rewound and pre-
formed loops, created in the shop, help ensure the -
proper number of turns in the loop.
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SPECIFICATI~ FOR METAL SHEAWEDLWP CABLE

The cable shall be#16 AW~th two, three, or four wnduaors as shown on the plans rated for 300 ‘volts with

outside diameters of 0.306, 0.337, and 0.353 inches respectively. The cable shall be furnished with a terminal

subassembly kit mmposed of a ~t, cap, sealer, and sleeves.

Installation shall mnsist of furnishing and installing Ml Cable Detector Loop on a bituminous or PCC base course

and revering it with bhuminous sudace course as desctibad and det6iled herein and in the plans.

TO install the cable, slanted holes of 1-inch diameter shall be dtilled through the base course. Where curb and

guner is present, the hole shall begin where the base course and guner meet and where curbs are not present,

the hole shall begin about 1-foot from the edge of the pavement. The cable shall not b installed until the Imp area

is ready to be avered (by the sutiace course) to minimize the traffic or asphalt truck running over the cable.

The installation of the cable requires the forming of the loop size including the leads to terminal end with some

spare, cutting the cable and immediately sealing the terminal ends to prevent absorption of moisture by the

mineral. The leads shall be bound together and insefled through the hole and psitioried in place to make sptices

in the propsed junction box.

The mble shall be s~ured to an asphaltic base course including the le6d5. The mrner radius for the loop shall

not be less that 6 inches. The leads shall be hund together with straps or fish tape rope (do not use wire) to

prevent cutting or damaging the polyethylene wver, Shovels of asphalt can be used to hold the cable in place.

The termination of the cable involves the stdpping of the cable ends, installation of, fittings, application, or

insulating compound and insalting the sleeve assembly according to manufacturer’s instructions. When the

sttipping is completed, the exposed Ml material should be sprayed with an insulating spray. The termination

procdure must be completed to avoid leaving the magnesium oxide exwsed and the conductor sleeves open to

allow moisture to enter them.

The sleevd wnductors shall be spbced together and metered to ensure a proper connection. The conductors

must be cleaned of the material coating to ensure a good connection while meteting. The conductors must be

soldered together and each conductor wrapped with two layers of rubber or vinyl electrical tape. The wrapping

shall wmpletely rover the soldered connection and the conductor sleeves for 1E inch.

A lmp test meter is used to ensure the loop will petiorm for detecting vehicles and after obtaining an acceptable

reading, the spliced wnductors and then sealed by centering them in a bottle mold and fill the mold wtih epoxy type

resin. The resin must completely rover the taps on the sleeves.

Any expsed copper sheath and the end seal pot shall be taped and coated with a silicone spray to prevent any

moisture contact with their sudaces. Any eletirical contact between the copper sheaves and the ends of the

cables will destroy the inductance reading,

NO splice shall be permined in the loop wire beyond the Iaad-in cable sptice or controller terminal when the Imp

wire is mnnecfed directly to the mntroller terminal.

The inductance and resistance of the loop as metered shall be within 10“/. of the calculated values for that loop as

shown on the loop detail sheet.

figure 1 t O. Example specification for Ml loop cable (Illinois Department of Transpotiation)
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The wire should be laid in the slot so that there are
no kinks or curls. A blunt tool such as a paint stirrer
may be used to push the wires to the bottom of the
slot. Some agencies use a namow blunt wheel rolled
along the slot. A sharp instrument (e.g. screw
driver) should never be used as it easily penetrates
the wire insulation.

A special installation problem is encountered when
the wire has to cross a pavement joint. men the
loop is placed in a concrete roadway and crosses a
pavement joint, particdarly an expansion joint, the
movement of one slab relative to another will cause
the wire to break if some special treatment is not
used to protect the wire. Additionally, one of the
most common ftilure points is where the road sur-
face meets the curb line. This area is subjected h
both vertical and hortiontal shifting.

There are two basic treatments for crossing the
pavement joint. One method is to encase the portion
of wire crossing the joint in some type of conduit as
shown in Fi~re 111. Many agencies use rigid
plastic conduit or flexible tubing. The State of
Illinois has used common robber garden hose in
some of their installations.

Figure 111. Crossing pavement joints using tigid tuting.

The material that is used should be approximately
3/4-in (1.9-cm) in diameter and at least 1 ft (30 cm)
long. The conduit is placed in a cut which measures
I-U4 in (3.1 cm) tide and is 16 in (40 cm) long. The
details of this type of installation are shown in
Figure 112.

—1 1/4” Sawcut
3/4” Flexible Tuting

Loop Mr

Figure 112. Pavement joint crossing details,

k alternative method is to provide an excess ofwire
at the pavement joint. The most common method for —
protiding additional space for the extra wire is to
make the cut in the shape of a diamond. The cut
should be small, 2 in (5 cm) from edge to edge,
excavated to the ftil depth of the sawed slot. This
allows suficient space for an “S” shape of excess wire
to be Dlaced in the cut out diamond as shown on
FiWr~ 113. The diamond (and the adjacent joint, if
necessa~) is filled with an appropriate sealant.

Pavement Joint

03~L
T%r’

~gure113. Crossing pavement joints using diamond cut

-.
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me two lead-in tires from the beginning and end-
ing of the loop turns should be twisted together to
form a symmetrically twisted pair from the loop to
the pdl box. Depending on agency policy, an addi-
tional 3 to 5 ft (0.9 to 1.5 m) of lead-in pair slack
should be provided in the pull box.

Lead-in wire must be twisted to avoid crosstalk.
~encies vaW on the specfled number of twists per
foot, ranging from two twists per foot to five twists
per foot. Manufacturers feel strongly that wires
should be twisted a minimum offive to six ttists per
foot. Some agencies or contractors do not twist the
wires because the twisted wires require a wider slot
for the lead-in wires, necessitating a larger saw
blade than that required for the loop saw cut. Agen-
cies that do not ttist the lead-in wires usually allow
only one pair of lead-ins per lead-in slot.

The correct and incorrect ways ofttisting the lead-
in wires are shown in the top portion of Figure 114.

,-
Mthough wires maybe twisted by hand, more effec-
tive methods are also shown. Tke use of a twister
shown at the bottom of the illustration til signifi-
cantly speed up the process.

A multiple loop confiWration is frequently used ti
emulate a long loop. For this type of loop system, the
loops may be wired in series, in parallel, or in series-
pardlel as discussed in Chapter 2. The wiring
alternative to be used is determined by the loop
system designer by considering such factors as sys-
tem confi~ration, system requirements, and the
recommendations of the selected electronic unit
manufacturer. The proper connections for each of
the wiring alternatives are shown in Fi~re 115.

CROSS~G C-S

Typically, the ttisted lead-in wire must extend from
its lane location in the roadway across the curb or
shoulder to the pull box. If a curb is present, passage
through the curb is usually accomplished by using a
jackhammer drill or punch-type tool to make the
entry as shown in Fi~re 116. Liquid-tight flexible
conduit is then instilled in the hole so that it re-

n ceives the twisted loop lead-in wire from the sawcut.
The conduit shodd terminate in the pdl box above
the drainage to prevent moisture from entering the

Corred way to mist wire

Inmrrect way to twist wire

,f

Electrical Tape

1

figure 114. Method of twisting lead-in wires.

conduit. Fi@re 117 shows a cross-section view of
the conduit connecting the saw cut h the pull box.
~is conduit should be installed at the same time
that the pull box is installed.

Where the curb and Wttir section is relatively
shallow, the lead-in wire is placed in rigid conduit
near the edge of the roadway. The conduit is in-
serted under the curb and ~tter as is shown in
Fi~re 118. The roadway end of the conduit is
nomdly 2 in (5 cm) below the roadway sutiace.

In some cases, the crew will simply cut the curb and
pass the lead-in wire through the curb. Unless the
cut is made to a minimum depth of 18 in (45 cm)
below the sutiace, this practicers not recommended.
When the wires remain too close to the suflace, they
codd be severed by ~ass trimming or other mainte-
nance activities
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Parallel Loop Connections

~

ILL Pull BOX
s

---- —-- ,

] Lead-l” cable
-— ____ _J

Cut off and waterproof

shield and drain wire

Series Loop Connections

D

Pull BOX
s

—---— ---

F
s,

m-

:

[
J

F I Shielded

‘-‘r ‘--- d Lead-In Cable

Cut off and waterproof

shield and drain wire

SerieWParallei Loop Connections

n s

*

F

D
- f!l(B&__ $/F

z

D

s
F F 1 Shielded

--- —__ J
Lead-In Cable

D

F Cut off and waterproof
s shield and drain wire

~-Wndi”g Direai.”

Figure 115. Loop wire winding diagrams for mutiloop installation,

Some agencies will drill through pavement before
reaching the curb and ~tter and will install a
conduit beneath the curb section enroute to the pull
box. These agencies believe this to be a simpler
installation process than dfilling through the con-
crete curb. Other agencies claim it to be more

figure 116. Enty hole forcuti crossing,

dismptive to the pavement inte@ty. It does, how-
ever, avoid any problems with the joint between the
pavement slab and the curM~tter.

Pull BOX 3/4” or Iargar PVC conduit

:

Roadway

Expansion $oint W;e Slot

Hgure 117. LOOPlead-in wiras at curb section
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Hgure 118. Detail forshallowcuh section.

men a curb is not present, a hole is dfiled through
the edge of the pavement at a 45° angle. The top of
the hole should beat least 6 in (15 cm) frOm the edge
of the pavement. The hole shodd be ali~ed with the

,-., pull box and be of stilcient she to accept an appro-
priately stied conduit. FiWre 119 illustrates the
recommended procedure.

Edge of

Shoulder
Edge of Pavement

Mgid Steel ~+~ Min. 6“
Conduit

/
Base Pavement

Pull BOX Sawed Slot

Rgure119. Loop lead-in wires at pavement edge

~STALLATION OF -L BOX ANB

The pu~ose of the pull hox (also refereed to as a

,- ‘splice box,” ‘%andhole,” or”junction box’’) istohouse
the splices between the lead-in wires from the loop
and the lead-in cable to the controller cabinet.

Additiond pull boxes maybe reqtired at specfled
intewals on long mns to the electronic units in the
controller housing. ml boxes cm be made of con-
crete, plastic, metal, or fiberglass.

For most installations, a standardNo. 3 or No. 5. pull
box, as shown in Fi@re 120, is used. The type ofhox
and ita location shotid be spectied and shown on the
constmction plans. Many agencies specify that the
pull boxes, conduits, and curb cuts must be com-
pleted before beginning the loop wire installation.
Typical inatallationdetils are shown in FiWre 121.

Rgure 120. Standard pull box.

Hgure 121. Pull box installation detail.
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Conduit is used to protect the lead-in wires and is
connected to the pdl box dting installation. The
conduit is inserted into the hole thro~h the curb or
pavement and is connected to the pull box.

Mthough a 3/4-in (1.9-cm) conduit is adequate for a
single pair of lead-in wires (one loop), it is common
to use a l-in (2.5-cm) minimum conduit. Table 26
provides the size of conduit for the number of loop
conductors. Nomally, no more than two twisted
pairs are installed in one sawcut slot; however,
sometimes loop lead-ins are collected at an in-street
pull box (i.e., a pull box located in the travel way) and
then carried to the teminal pull box in a conduit
under the pavement.

At the roadway end, the condtit should be timi-
nated 2 in (5 cm) below the pavement sutiace and a
non-metallic bushing shodd be attached to protect
the lead-in wires. For futiherprotection, the lead-in
wires shodd be taped for several inches on each side
of the bushing.

It is important to tag each loop lead-in wire identify-
ing the loop number and the start (“S”)and finish
(“F’) of each individud loop.

Table 26. Conduit size.

j co~::):i” I LOy~::tOrs j

Ill lt02

1-112 3t04

I 2 I 5 or more

Before the loop wires are sealed inthepavement, the
loop and lead-in wire shotid be checked for continu-
ity and resistance. Tests should be mn tith a loop
tester instrument capable of measuring electrical
values of the wires and lead-ins. Measurements
should be made of the induced AC voltage, induc.
tances in microhenries, and the resistance of the
conductors in ohms.

There are several types of loop testers to measure
inductance, such as the one shown in FiWre 122, In

:,

Figure 122, Loop tester.

addition, the inte@ty of the wire insulation should
be checked. This can be accomplished with a
megohmeter (popularly called a “megger”). Apply-
inga megger between each end of the lead-in and the ,_
nearest reliable electrical Wound (e.g. street light,
fire hydrant, etc) the megger reading should be in
excess of 100 megohms under any condition.

The wiring dia~am of the plan set or the inspection
repoti shodd include a table of calculated values of
the inductance in microhenries and resistance in
ohms for each loop. ho values shodd be shown: one
at the Pull box without the lead-in cable, and the
second at the controller cabinet with the lead-in
cable connected. The loop installation is acceptable
under the following conditions

.

.

.

.

Induced Voltage: There is no deflec-
tion of the pointer of a volt meter.

hductance: The inductance reading
on the loop tester is within 10 percent
of calculated value.

Leakage to Ground: Using a 500 V
megger, the resistance to ~ound ofa
newly installed loop exceeds 100
megohms.

Loop ~sistanc~ The readingmr an —
ohm meter is tithin 10 percent of the
calculated value.
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The metered values obtained from the test should be
recorded on the tiring plan (or on an Inspection
Report described later under Find Tests and Record
Keeping). This information wfil be used for fnture
testing and maintenance. Ref. 32 describes a proce-
dure used by the California Depatiment offianspor-
tation to test the operation and sensitivity of a new
loop installation.

One of the major challenges in detectir technology
has been to protect the loop wires from breakage,
moisture, and from floating to the top of the sawcut
and becoming mlnerable to the ravages of trtilc.
The sealant used is of primary importance, as is the
technique of its application.

The several types of sealants, the application of the
sealant, and the alternative methods of protecting
the wire tithin the slots are discussed below. &tin,
it should be stressed that matching the proper seal-
ant with the type and condition of the roadway,
together with appropriate, well supervised installa-
tion techniques, are the key factors to effective,
maintenance-free detector operation.

Types of Sealants

During the 1970s, the types of sealants used were
about equally divided between asphalt-type and
epoxy-type sealants, Early asphalt-based sealants
had to be heated before application. These were soon
replaced with Wn-~ade asphalts marketed as cadk-
ing compounds. These, in turn, were replaced by
epoxy sealants. The early epoxies were too hard and
brittle to adapt well to shifts in pavements and were
expensive and dfilctit to apply.

Today, there is a tide variety of sealants produced
based on each manufacturer’s proprietary fomda.
These suppliers strive to produce a sealant that
performs according to various desirable characteris-
tics. For example, the sealant should be hard enough
to resist the penetration of foreign materials and
street debris such as nails or metal fra~ents that
might pierce or break the wire, yet the sealant shodd
be flexible enough to deform without cracking during
themal expansion and contraction. Sealants should
be able h tithstand the corrosive effects of road

salts, gasohne, anti-freeze, transmission fltids, br~e
fluid, etc. commody found on roadway sutiaces.

bother critical characteristic is that the sealant
shotid have good adhering properties with similar
contraction and expansion characteristics to that of
the highway matetial in which it wfll be installed.
For asphalt-type roads which tend to move, rubber-
tied asphalt, polysulfide-based sealants, and flex-
ible epofies are usually recommended. These types
can also be used with concrete along with the more
brittle-type epoxy.

Other advantages sought in selecting sealants are
rapid curing rate and the abfiity to be applied to
damp sufiaces. A rapid curing rate is desirable
because it will minimize the amount of time that a
lane must be closed to traffic. During the saw cutting
operation, a water-cooled blade is generally used,
and even though the slot may be cleaned tith com-
pressed air, some residual dampness may remain.
In such cases, it is desirable to be able to apply the
sealant directly to damp suflaces rather than first
drying them with butane torches, which is time
consuming and may damage the asphalt sutiaces.

Sealant applications are characterized as either cold
pour or hot pour types. Cold pour types include
polyester resin, epoxies, polysulfide bases, and rub-
berked asphalt. The hot pour varieties include hot
pitch, asphalt, and rubberized asphalt. Both sealant
types must not revert to their liqtid state during hot
weather, because this will allow the loop wire to float
to the sutiace. Sealant shotid always befltid enough
during application to level itself on a horkontal
sutiace, but should not mn when applied on an
inclined sufiace. Careful attention must always be
paid to applying the sealant in strict adherence to
the mantiacturer’s instmctions.

Hot tar continues to be used because of its low initial
cost. Several States, however, have prohibited its
use due to the high percentage of faflures and the
danger and inconvenience to workers during appli-
cation. The heat involved (sometimes exceeding 500
“F (260 ‘C)) in the application frequently breaks
down or deforms the insulation of the loop tire,
diminishingits instiatinginte~ty. In addition, hot
tar sealant becomes soft in hot weather and allows
vehicles to track the tar from the sawcut. Rocks and
other debris can penetrate the soft sutiace and
eventually damage the loop wire insulation.
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Rubberized asphalt appears to be the sealant of
choice, particularly for asphalt pavements. It is nec-
essary to ensure that the wire spectiled for the loop
has insulation capable of withstanding the 400 ‘F
(205 ‘C) application temperature of the mbberized
asphalt sealant. Epoxies, however, have overcome
some of their early drawbacks and are now formu-
lated to provide a geater de~ee of flexibility.

sented in Fi~re 123 (adapted from Ref. 33). In
retiewing the documentation of these State tests, it
was interesting to note that a product that scored
highest in one State test was considered unaccept-
able in anotherState test. ~is leads to the concis-
ion that the disparity in test results is most p~Oba.

bly caused by differences in geo~aphic and climatic
conditions, as well as methods of testing the prod-
ucts. However, most agencies are consistent in

A number of States have conducted extensive tests produd approval critetia. ~is, in turn, suggests
of the various, commercially avaflable sealants prior that agencies should periodically validate their tests
to listing the acceptable sealant products in their and test procedures b ensure that their specWlca-
sp edifications. A typical State spectilcation is pre- tions are appropriate.

TRAFFIC LOOP SEALANT SPECIFICATION

Section XXX.XX Tratiic LooDSealant Material shall bean epxyresin system oraplyester system designed
specifically tomeetthe physical propeflies forsealing traticloop pavement cuts, Thee~xy resin system shall be
an unfilled system intended to be used withan equal volume ofclean, oven-d~ sand, Thesystem shall bond to
either poflland cement concrete ortituminous concrete, shall beunaffetied byenvironmental renditions, and
shall have adieledtic strength sufficient toallow thetraffic loop cooperate as intended. Wsmsity of the mixture
shall be such that it is easily pourable into the saw slot and sufficiently flowable to enmse the ele~tical wifing,

(a) FOOXVResin Svstem shall beatwo component material con forming to the following requirements basedon
the epoxy wtihout sand (except for the pot ife requirement):

PROPERTY TEST METHOQ MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENT

Pot Life at 77” F w/Sand ASTM C881; f11.2 Minutes 12 Minimum
Initial Cure Time at 77° F Hour 1 Maimum
Hardness, Shore D ASTM D2240 Number 25 to 65
Elongation ASTM D 638 Percent 50 Minimum
Water Absorption in 24 hours ASTM D 57o Percent 0.5 Maximum
3Y. NaCl Absorption in 24 hours ASTM D 57o Percent 0.5 Maimum
ASTM #3 Oil Absorption in 24 hours ASTM D 57o
Gasoline Absorption in 24 h~”r~

Percent 0.1 Maximum
ASTM D 57o Percent 1.0 Maximum

(b) Polyester Svstem shall beatwocomponent matetial con forming tothefollowing requirements:

PROPERV TEST METHOD MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENT

Pot Life at 77° F w/Sand ASTM C881; $11.2 Minutes 12 Minimum
Initial Cure Tme at 77” F Hour 0.75 M~imum
Hardness, Shore D ASTM D2240 Number 25 to 65
Elongation ASTM D 638 Percent 15 Minimum
Water Absorption in 24 hours ASTM D 57o Percent 0.2 Maximum
3Y. NaCI Absorption in 24 hours ASTM D 57o Percent 0.2 Maximum
ASTM #3 Oil Absorption in 24 hours ASTM D 57o
Gasoine Absorbtio” in Z4 hO”r~

Percent 0.02 M~imum
ASTM D 57o Percent 0.8 Maximum

Rgure 123. Typical State sealant specification.

,..—
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● - Loop Wres m - sealant

figure 124. Methods of applying sealant.

Techniques for *slant Application

The commonly used practices for sealing the loop
wire are depicted in Fi~re 124. One procedure
(Fi@re 124 left view) consists of applying a layer of
sealant h the floor of the saw cut after thoroughly
cleaning and drying the slot, The loop wires are then

n laid in the slot and covered with a second, final layer
of sealant. This method tends to fix the position of
the loop wires in the middle of the saw cut, protect-
ing them on the top and bottom. Some agencies
believe that this procedure, Nthough more costly,
protects the loop wires from water intmsion.
In the technique shown in the middle of Fi~re 124,
the wire is simply laid in the slot and covered with
sealant. There is no way to control the positioning of
the wire in the slot. In a three-tire installation, the
three layers of wire may fom a triangle on the
bottom of the slot or may stick over each other.

The backer rodsealant combination shown in Fig-
ure 124 (right view) is based on the theory that
stresses on sealant during elongation are reduced if
the sealant has less depth. With this method, the
wires are placed in the slot and then a backer rod
(generally a closed-cell polyethylene rope) is forced
inte the slot over the tires. The remainder of the slot
is then filled with sealant. The backer rod assures a
shallow layer of sealant reducing tensile stresses
and leaving the wires free to adapt to shifiing of the
pavement. b alternative method that is becoming
increasingly popular is b insert short pieces of the

,= backer rod (approximately one inch) every foot or
two to anchor the wire in the slot before applying the
sealant.

mere seems to be no published evidence of the
superiority of one method over the other. In reality,
most detector instilers aflee that the neat arrange-
ment of tires as shown in many published illustra-
tions is simply not indicative ofactud installations,
rather, the lay of the tires is random in the slot.
~ey a~ee that complete encapsulation by the
sealant is seldom achievable. Some installers also
ar~e that placing sealant in the bottom of the saw
cut (left tiew in Fi~re 124) before laying the wire is
time-consumingand reqtires more road-closure time.
Installers indicated that even when this method of
installation is specified, it is unlikely to be followed
udess an agency inspector was actually overseeing
the installation. This is another illustration of the
need for careful installation inspection.

On the otherhand, proponents ofthismethodreport
that the extra protection of the bed of sealant on the
bottom of the sawcut prevents the intrusion ofwater
through small pavement cracks. It also avoids the
possibility of sha~ edges or rocks becoming dis-
lodged and piercing the installation. Others feel
that this is a remote possibfiity, patiicularly if the
sawcut is well cleaned of debris. On the other hand,
some agencies specify the use of a layer of sand
rather than sealant at the bottom of the saw cut.
This does provide a smooth bed at the bottim of the
saw cut but does not prevent the intrusion of water
through pavement cracks.

The amount of sealant to be applied should be
sufficient to completely fill the saw cut, but not
ovefidl. A trowel or other tool shodd be used to
ensure that the sealant is slightly below the pave-
ment sufiace and that any excess sealant is re-
moved. Fi@re 125 shows the result of poor installa-

Rgure 125. Example of poor sealant application.
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Figure 126. Crew applying sealant.

tion procedures. It sho’ws oveflllling, undefilling,
and air bubbles in the sealant. Ml three conditions
can lead to detector failure and should have been
corrected during the installation process.

Sealant may be applied with a special applicator as
shown earlier in FiWre 104 or by hand directly from
a container as shown in FiWre 126. In this filustra-
tion, one member of the crew is placing the lead-in
wires in the slot, while another worker is pouring the
sealant into the sawcut. Note that a paint stirrer has
been inserted in the slot to hold the tire down while
the sealant is being applied. Other techniques can
be used (e.g., hacker rod strips, nylon rope, etc.) to
hold the wire securely in place as sealant is added.
Figure 127 shows the crew properly finishing the

Rgure 127. Enishing the sealant application

sealant application. The sealant has been trowelled
in the slot to remove any excess, talc is being dusted
on the fresh sealant, and splashes of sealant are
being removed from the pavement area.
~er the sealant has been applied and before open.
ing the lane to trafic, a number of agencies and loop
installers coat the newly applied sealant with sand
or talc. This prevents tracking of the sealant during
its curing process and allows earlier opening of the
trafic lane.

Some sunbelt agencies use sand as the sealant.
~er the wire is placed, sand is timped into the slot.
The sand is easily tracked out of the slot and the
wires may become dislodged. Therefore, this prac-
tice is not recommended.

SPLIC~G m m

The splice between the loop lead-in tire and the
lead-in cable to the detector unit in the controller
housing is a critical step in the installation process.
The splice should be located in the pull box and ,_
should be the only splice in the loop system. The
splice is frequently the cause of detector failure;
however, if proper splicing procedures are used, the
splice connection should not be a problem. There are
two basic steps to a splice; the physical connection of
the wires and the environmental sealing of the
connection.

Connecting the Wires

The methods used to physically connect the lead-in
wires from the loop with the lead-in cable vary
among agencies. The two preferred methods are
twisting and soldering or crimping and soldering,
Most detector manufacturers specity a solder con-
nection in their installation procedures. The arW-
ment for soldering is that it protides a connection
with lower resistance and has less susceptibility to
corrosive de~adation. The soldered connection will,
therefore, require less maintenance in the long run.

While pressure connectors (crimping) without sol-
dering may have been generally acceptable in the
past, the use of solid state electronic apparatus now
makes soldered connections preferable. These elec- —
tronic devices operate at ve~ low voltage levels and
minimum current loads. Because of this, they are
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susceptible to even slight voltage drops which occur
where poor electrical connections cause high resis-
tance in a circtit.

To make the physical connection, about 8 in (20 cm)
of the outer covering of the lead-in cable is stripped
away. One wire is clipped about 3 in (7.5 cm) shofier
than the other. About 1-1/2 in (4 cm) of the tire
insulation must be sttipped away from the cable
wires and the loop lead-in wires. The appropriate
wires are then twisted together (end to end) or
crimped with a non-insulated butt connecbr. Care
must be exercised to assure that the comect wires
are connected.

If the connections are to be cfimped, it is strongly
recommended that a high quality pressure crimping
tool be used to provide a unifom 360° crimp. Care
must be exercised to ensure that only bare wire, and
not the adjacent insulation, is in the connector. The
individual connected splices should be staggered so
that the spice does not become too bulky. Each
connection should then be soldered using 60/40 (titi
lead) resin core solder. The Ontatio Ministry of
fiansport, on the other hand, specifies the use of60/
40 (lea&zinc) resin core solder (fif. 31). The proce-
dures for both twisted and crimped splices are de-
tailed in FiWre 126.

Environmentally Sealing the SpEce

Once the wires are firmly spliced, it is essential that
the sphcebeentionmentilly sealed against weather,
moisture, abrasion, etc. A variety of methods are
used, including heat-shrinkable tubing, special
sealant kits, special fores to be filled by sealant, pill
bottles with slot sealant, tape and coating, etc. Any
method is acceptable as long as it protides a sound
entironmentd seal.

men using heat shrinkable tubing, the tires must
be inserted in the tubes before they are joined. ho
small tubes are used for the individual tires and one
large tube to cover the entire splice area. The wires
are connected and soldered as described earlier, and
the small tubes are centered over the connections
and are Wadually heated by an electric heat gan or
butane torch until the tubes have shmnk uniformly
around the wires. The larger tube is now positioned
over the splice and heated in the same manner. Care
must be exercised to avoid hurting the wire insula-

$tep 1. Sttip loop wirss and lead-in cable

Lead-In Cable Loop Wire

Step 2. Conned and solder

Twist bare conductors
Crimp bare condutiors

together
together with an

uninsulated butt connetio

~ e~~

and solder with 60/40 ‘R and wider with 60/40

[tin/lead) resin solder (tin/lead) resin solder

Step 3. Insulate each solder joint separately

Electrical Tape OR Shrink Tube

~~

Step 4, Environmentally seal total splice

Rgure 126. Sphcing loop wire at pull box.

tion or the cable jacket. Once the tubes have been
shrunk over the splice area including the cable end,
a secure environmental seal has been established.

Special sealant kits are commercially available.
These kits may have one-part or two-part sealants.
One-pati sealants are ready to use. Two-part seal-
ant kits usually contain the resin and hardener in
separati compatiments of a plastic package. The
seal between the two patis is broken and the two
components retied. The package is then cut open
and the sealant is formed over the splice area. It is
impofiant to ensure that the mtiture penetrates
between the wires.

& alternate process uses a form around the splice
area. A liquid or pourable sealant is introduced into
the form. Care should be exercised to ensure that
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the fom is totally fdled with sealant and there are
no voids within the splice area.

A ve~ simple encapsulation process consists of
using a common dmg store pfll bottle as shown in
Fi~re 129. The tires are spliced side by side rather
than end to end. After the wires are ttisted and
soldered (some agencies add a wire nut or tape the
joint), the completed splices are inserted into a pill
bottle that has been fdled with sealant or electficd
epoxy. The detils of the pill bottle splice are
illustrated in Fi~re 130.

Rgure 129, Rll bottle splice

Some agencies stfll use electficd tape to seal the
splices. This procedure is not recommended. How-
ever, if tape is used, it should be high quality electri-
cal tape. Each wire connection should be taped
separately and then the entire splice area covered by
several layers of overlapped tape. A wate~roof
sealant should then be applied to the entire taped
area.

In general practice, the lead-in cable from the pull
box to the controller cabinet is buried bare or placed
in conduit below the sutiace of the ~ound. In either
case, the cable should be buried in a trench at least

Rgure 130, Pill bottle sphce details.

18 in (45 cm) below the surface. If condtit is used, it
should be wate~roofed.

Nenchingis the most common method for installing
underground cable (see Figure 131). The construc-
tion plans should specify how deep to trench. After
plating the cable in the trench, it should be back-
filled inlayers not to exceed 6 in (15 cm). Each layer

figure 131. Cable trenching.
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should be compactad with mechanical tampers h
the approximate density of the sumoundingWound.
men the bactilll is complete, there should not be
any extra material left over.

The lead-in cable till end inside the controller cabi-
net at the field teminal strip as shown in F@re
132. k excess of 18 in (45 cm) of cable should be
protided in the cabinet housing. Note that the
shield of the cable in this example is connected to the
third terminal adjacent to the loop terminations. A
dfierent procedure is espoused by one manufac-
turer who states that the cable shield shodd be
insulated from wound and floating at both ends (at
the cabinet and in the pull box).

Most manufacturers recommend Wounding at the
cabinet (i.e., connecting the shield h the terminal in
Fi~re 132) andinsdatingthe end of the cable in the
pull box. This allows any electrical disturbance or
interference ti be safely Wounded without affecting
the loop lead-in cable.

Pbtic Tub

Rgure 132. Held terminal strip,

The Ontario Ministry of ~anspoti (unti 1990) rec-
ommended a contra~ procedure, that is, ~ounding
at the splice point in the pull box and cutting off the
shield in the cabinet. (See Append&N, page g-36.)
They reversed this procedure in 1990, to mound the
shield in the cabinet and instiate the shield in the
pull box.

NEW avoids the issue by indicating that “Field in-
stallation practices or detector unit desi~ may
require Wounding the shield of the loop lead-in
cable. Such Wounding should be in accordance with
the detector manufacturer’s recommendation;

me loops =e capacitively coupled to the earth and
receive a voltige surge whenever lightting currents
enter the wound nearby and cause an eatih voltage
tise. These surges may need to be suppressed where
the cable enters the controller cabinet or where
these circtits enter the detector ufits. Back-to-back
zener diodes or neon lamps usuflly provide ade-
quate protection.

Most modern detector units have bufit-in lightning
protection features. Even so, some agencies in
lightning prone areas (specKlcally Ontario, Canada
(Ref. 31) and Florida) recommend that additiond
protection be added, such as two neon lamps or two
gas fdled, surge voltnge protectors connected to the
terminal strip as shown in Fignre 132.

F~fi TESTS ~ ~CO~ ~EP~G

Find tests should be conducted after dl loops and
cables have been installed. The initial tests, de-
scribed previously in this section, should be re-
peated to ensure the detector installation is per-
forming as expected and is folly operational after all
cables have been buried.

The result of the tests should be recorded on an
installation data sheet such as that shown in fi~re
133. Any mod~lcation made to the original plan
drawings should be notid, dated, and retained as
“As Btilt” plans.

Exact readings from the tests and the modified plans
should be verified by the inspector. These records
wfll comprise the history of the particular detector
system and will fom the basis for any future main-
tenance or reptir actitity.
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LOOP INSTALLATION DATA

Date:

Weather:

Approximate Temperature:

Pavement Condition: Wet (_) Dry (—)

Location:

Drawing Number:

Contractor:

Material:

Loop Wire:

Lead-In Cable:

Pull Box:

Splice Kit:

Conduit:

Curbside to Pull Box:

Pull Box to Cabinet:

Sealant:

Loop System:

Position:

Configuration:

Estimated Measured

Twisted Lead-In Length:

Lead-In Cable Length:

Inductance:

DC Resistance:

Leakage Resistance:

Comments on Workmanship:

Remarks:

Recommendation:

Inspected By: .—.

—
Hgure 133. Typical installation sheet.
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GE~W ~STALLA~ON G~EL~S signalized intersections under a wide variety of cir-
cumstances. For specific installations, the actual

A set of general installation @idelines is presented design, installation procedures, testing, etc. should
in Table 27. It is emphasized that these are general be followed. These ~idelines were developed from
guidelines for the installation of loop detectirs at Refs. 34 and 35.

Table 27, General installation guide~nes.

Design

. The width of the loop should be tailored to the width of the lane

. Loops should not ba over 6 feet (1.8 m) wide in a 12 foot (3.7 m) lane.

. Loops should not be less than 5 feet (1.5 m) wide (height of detection is approximately one half to twol thirds of
the loop width).

All loops should have a minimum of two turns of wire in any aawcut except in a quadruple.

. One additional turn of wire may& specified forloopa inatallad in reinforwd concrete orovar2 inches (5cm) deep.

Installation of Loop Wire and Lead-in @bles

. The corner of loop sawcuts should be cored, chiselad, beveled, or diagonally cut to eliminate sharp turns.

. Sawcut should be deep enough to provide for a minimum of 1 inch (2.5 cm) of sealant over uppermost wire.

. If 1/4 inch sawcut is to be used, seled wire size to allow encapsulation of the wires(AWG#14or#16).

Loop wires should have a high qualky insulation such as cross-linked polyethylene or polypropylene.

. Wire should be laid in sawcuta in the same rotation (clockwise or counter-clockwisa) in a loop.

. Loop wires should ba tagged to indcate start (S) and finish (F) and should indicate the loop number in the pull
box to facihtate series splicing with alternate polarity connedons.

. Sawcuts for the loop lead-in wire should b at least 12 inches (2.5 cm) from adjacent loop ed gas.

. The loop lead-in wire from the loop to the pull box should be twisted a minimum of 3 to 5turns prfoot.

. Splices of loop lead-in wire to lead-in (home-run) cable must be soldered, insulated, and waterproofed to ensure
environmental protetiion and proper operation.

. The Iaad-in cable should be twisted, shielded, and waterproofed.

. The cable selected should have a polyethylene jacket.

For most installations, the lead-in cable should not be connected to eaflh ground at the pull box, only insulated
and floating. Manufacturer’s recommendations should be followed concerning whether the cabinet end is
grounded or not (per NEMA). .
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Table 27. General installation guidelines. (Continued)

Testing

. PriOr tOfilling sawcuts with sealant, loops should be checked wfih an ohm-meter for continuity and loop and lead.
ins in pull boxes should be checked with a 500 V DC megger to confirm insulation resistance >f 00 mgohms.

. Loops should be checked with a drecf reading inductance inter at the pull box to confirm the number of turns
of wire in any loop. The following formula was developed to provide a simple method to calculate the approxi-
mate inductance of any loop con figumtion andlor confirm the number of turns in the loop,

Inductance (L) = K x fact of sawcut

No. of Turns ...K. phfi
... .. ........1 ........ .. . 0.5
..... ........2 .......... . 1.5
..... ..... ...3 .......... . 3,0
..... .. ......4 ..... .. .... 5.0
..... .. ......5 ..... .. .... 7.5

. inductance meter should also confirm alacttical splica configuration of multiple loops to allow selection of proper
sensitivity setting on detector unk.

Sealant

. Loop saalant should ba selected to insulate and protect wires,

. Loop sealant should encapsulate loop wires to tha fullest extent possible,

. At least 1 in (25 mm) of sealant should couer the loop wires (i.e., do not allow wires to float).

. The sealant selected should adhere to asphalt or concrete, but not necessarily to both.

. For installation in an existing roadway, Ioopsealant should be poured to within 118inch of surface. Forinstallafion
prior to overlay, the sawcut should be filled completely before paving.

Connections

. All spade lug connections in the loop circuit should be soldered,

. Multiple loops connectad to the sama datecforchannel should be connectad in series orsetiaslparallal. (Some
manufacturers dispute the use of serieslparallel.)

. Confirm seties splice with inductance measurement ptior to connecting to lead-in cable.

. Multiple loops connected to the same detector channel ehould be connected with alternate polarty (clockwise
- counter clockwise) to improva noise immunity and atabihty.

. Loops in adjacent lanes should be connected to the same mukiple channel detector unit.

,. Fnr mn.a avan+ ,,al, ,6. Af i“A, ,n+. ”ao , ,.a fimnn”A; ” n

—.
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DETECTOR ~STfiUTION
&TERNAT~S

Agencies and manufacturers continue to search for
better ways to instil detectors. The following sec-
tion describes two methods that have been devel-
oped, tested, and are cmently operational. Note
that conventional loop detafls such as splicing, test-
ing, etc. described earlier dso apply to the following
alternative methods.

SH LOOPS

In the early 1980’s, the Puetio Rico Highway Author-
ity and the Depatiment offianspotiation and Public
Works began to experiment with placing loop detec-
tors in heatily reinforced precast concrete slabs for
installation in bituminous pavements (Ref. 36).
Earlier experimentation with loop detectors placed
in cast-in-place concrete slabs 12 ft (3.7 m) in width
and 6 ft (1.6 m) in length were unsuccessfd due to
the difflcdties in maintaining “traffic during the
relatively long curing period. Because of the she and
weight, these slabs could not be precast.

me use of magnetometer detectors was also tried.
They were found to be unsatisfactory because of the
protimity of the Island of Puerta Rico to the equato-
rial line, which resdted in erratic behavior of the de-

Smdler utittied slabs were selected as an effective
desiW for use in Puerto Rico. They have been used
extensively for left-turn lane detection, off-ramp
detection, artetial detection, and system detection.

The find design of the precast or cast-in-place loop
slabs (both types are used) is 4 ft (1.2 m) square and
8 in (20.3 cm) deep. A circdar slot 40 in (102 cm) in
diameter, 3 in (7.6 cm) deep, and U2 to 3/4 in (13 to
19 mm) wide is impressed in the concrete to house
the conductors foming the loop.

Five turns ofwire are standard in these installations
with three turns considered to be the minimum ac-
ceptable. (Adequate detection has been obtained
with up ti 1,000 fi (300 m) oflead-in cable between

fi, the PU1lbOx ad the detector unit.) After the wire is
wound in the slot, a 5/8- to 7/8-inch (16-to 22- mm)

nylon rope is forced into the slot on tap of the loop
wires and then the slot is filled with an asphalt
sealant. A l-in (25-mm) fletible metallic conduct is
used to house the lead-k wires leading to the pull
box.

As shown in the plan detnils in Figure 134 (from Ref.
36), the slabs are provided with fourliftpoint detices
for handling during the original installation and for
resetting in the case of overlays. These slabs can be
easfly handled bytwo men and a small loader-back-
hoe combination.

Hot-poured asphdtic sealant and sflicone sealant
have both been used successfdly. Au emulsified
asphalt sealant is dso being tested as it is less
exuensive and does not need to be heated. EDOXY. .
sealant has not been used for this pu~ose as th~s
type of sealant may make reentry into the slot for
repnirs more dificdt.

Steel Bars #5 Grcular Slot

@ 6“ Centers\ 4V;Diameter

4
Utinb Insefl

hfting Insen
Loop Wre (5 Turns)

... ,. ‘... . .

Section A-A

Steel Bars #5
@ 6 Centers

Rgure 134. Plan details of slab loop installation.
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Mthough these slabs were originally intended for
use on bituminous pavements, their petiomance
and ease of maintenance have led to the use of slabs
on new and existing PCC pavements. On existing
PCC pavements, an oversize square is cut out of the
pavement and the precast slab is instiled with
concrete backfill.

PuertoRlco usesnon-reinforced concrete pavementa.
~erefore, on new PCC pavements, a @d of rein-
forcing bars is placed at the bottom of the new slab
where the loop is to be placed prior to the pouring of
the concrete. After the pour, afom for the slot is im-
pressed into the fresh concrete.

Precast loop slabs have been used successfully in
four basic confi~rations as shown in FiWre 135:
actuation (LC-1), directional (LC-2), presence (LC-
4), and high-speed detection (not shown on draw-
ings). me loops have been connected in series and
in parallel and have been used with standard and
self-tuting detector units

——

LC-1

101
LC-2

t

LC-4

Rgure 135. Precast loop slab configurations,

~eyhave been instiled at isolated intersections as
well as in coordinated systems. In coordinated
systems, they have been used for bothlocd detection
and as strategic system sensors to feed information
b the master controller for traffic responsive opera-
tion.

By 1988, there were more than 1800 slab loop detec-
tors installed in Puerto Rco. Ger a 5 year period
there had been no traffic or pavement-induced fafi-
ures. On three occasions the lead-in wires had been
damaged by excavations in the sidewalk or adjacent
pavement areas, mere were dso 13 incidence of
failure in the wire insulation caused by a mantiac-
turing error.

It is important to note, that, although Puetio fico
experiences heavy rainfall, the annual temperature
ranges between a low normally about 60 ‘F (16 “C)
and a high nomally below 97 “F (36 “C); conse-
quently, there is no freeze-thaw problem. ~is could
possibly affect the use ofthese slabs in colder climes.

me failures that occumed provided the oppotiunity _
to demonstrate the ease with which loops can be
repaired. With a screwdriver or simflar tool, the
nylon rope is pried from the slot and, by pulling on
the rope, the rope and sealant are removed. me
conductor wires are then removed from the slot.
New conductors, rope, and sealant are theninstdled
and an epoxy-encapsulated splice is made at the
nearest pull box. ~is completes the repair with
little disruption to traffic.

Experience tith the loop slabs have been very suc-
cessfti in Puetio Rico, A typical installation on an
off ramp and in a lefi turn lane is shown in Fi~re
136. In the mid-80’s the cost in Puerto Rico was
approximately $350 per loop including the slab,
installation, conduit, wiring to the nearest pull box,
and the splice at that pull box.

Older si~al projects with sawed slots in the pave-
ment are being retrofitted tith precast slabs to
prevent the deterioration and intemption of sem-
ice due to loop failures. Mthough a fomd benefiti
cost comparison between the precast and the sawed
loop detectors has not been conducted, the zero
failure rate of the precast system duringa 5 year op-
erating period is considered sufficient justification —
for Puerto Rico to adopt the precast loop as standarG,
practice.
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Hgure 136. Slab loop installations

,+.

RON LOOPS

Mthough square or rectan~lar loops are the most
commonly used shapes, many loop designers have
theorked that circular loops would protide opti.
mum detection characteristics. In theory, the round
loop wfil produce a unifom magnetic fiel,d without
dead spots.

Proponents of the round loop ar~e that the circular
desi~ maximizes loop sensitivity for detection of
motorcycles as well as high bed trucks while elimi-
nating splashover from adjacent lanes. Other ad-
vantage cited include the elimination of sham cor-
ners and the reduction in wire stress. me most
critical disadvantage is the dificulty associated with
cutting the circdar shape in the pavement,

In addressing this problem, one manufacturer has
developed a patented vehicle, designed spec~lcdly
to saw a circdar slot 6 ft (1.8 m) in diameter that is
U2 in (1.25 cm) tide and 3 in (7.6 cm) deep for the
installation of circular loop detictors in either as-
phalt or concrete road sutiaces (Ref. 37). me self-

=~ontained vehicle is equipped with a 6-ft (1.6-m)
Iiameter bit to cnt the circle, a 500.gdkm (1.9- kl)

water supply, central vacuum system, a 6.5 WA
generator, arrow boards front and rear, potiable hot
sealant unit, and a 35 hp flat saw for cutting the slot
from the loop to the pull box. me loop tire used in
this installation is encased in continuous PVC tub-
ing and prewound for the specified number of turns,
stacked, and taped at the facto~.

Atypical installation isillustratedin Fi@re 137 and
is described as follows. The truck amives at the site
and the two-man crew sets out cones to divert trtilc.
The liftgafe is used to off load the hot mbbetied
sealant machine and the flat saw. The sealant
material is placed in the machine to melt ta pumping
conaiatency. A center mark for the drflling bit is
marked on the roadway. fie truck is positioned to
center the bit over the mark and the platform,
housing the bit, ia lowered. The drive button on the
control panel is depressed to activate the bit. The
depth gauge on the bit allows the operator to monitor
the accuracy of the depth of the cut. men the proper
depth is reached, the drive button isreleasedandthe
bit comes to a stop. me platfow is raised and the
tmck can be repositioned for the next cut. The
average cutting time is 5 minutes.

The flat saw is used to cut the slot from the loop to the
pull box. A 3–in (7.6-cm) core is drilled at the point
where the lead-in slot joins the circle. ~er all cuts
have been made, the slots are washed down to
remove debtis and vacuumed dry.

The prewound loop and its lead-in wires are then
installed. Ml loops are wound in a clockwise pattern
and are connectid in series. The top wire ia wound
around the 3-in (7.6-cm) core to reduce bending
stress. The installation is now ready to be sealed.
The sealant is pumped into the slot fier reaching
its melting point. The installation is completed and
the lane may be opened to traffic immediately as the
sealant hardens as soon as it is exposed to air.

The manufacturer of this ufit repotis that since the
truck and cutting tool are a totally self contiined
unit, the loop cutting operation can be confined b a
single lane at a time. The body of the truck faces on-
coming trafic which protides an added measure of
protection for the operator and others working in the
area. Thus the loop cutting can be accomplished
safely, in minimal time, and with minimum disrup-
tion to trafic flow in the area.
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~ST&UTION OF

Hgure 137. Installation of round loops.

.—

WG~TOMETER DETECTORS

Typical ma~etometerinstdlations forvariouslane
configurations are illustrated in Fi@re 138. me
probes are placed beneath the roadway sufiace in
cored holes. The optimum depth and placement of
the probes depends on the type of detection reqnired
(see Chapter 4).

Mter the pre-installation activities (described ear-
lier in this chapter) have been completed, instiga-
tion usually follows the step-by-step procedures
discussed below.

INST~TION OF SENS~G PROBE

Mter securing the work zone with appropriate bar-
ricades, cones, etc. to divert traficfrom the area, the
first step is to lay out and mark the detection area
with spray paint or chalk markers to match the
construction plans. A ma~etic field analyzer shodd
be placed over each marked probe location to verify
that the area is free of adverse elements that would
degrade petiomance (see Chapter 4).

Holes for the probes are then dtiled through the
roadway to the proper depth as defined in the con-
stmction plans. The general mle for the diameter of
the hole is to use the diameter of the sensing probe
plus 1/8 in (3.2 mm).

Slots for the connecting cable are then sawed in the
pavement to the adjacent pdl box and blown clean
and d~ with compressed air. The pull box is in-
stalled using the same procedures “as pretious de-
scribed for loop detectors.

The probe should be installed with the long dimen-
sion vefiical and tith the cable ends at the tip. The
probe shodd be firmly supported in the hole so it will
not shift from its vertical positilon.

There are several approaches for placement of the
probe in the hole. Manufacturers indicate that the
probe is made so that it can be placed in the hole
without any protective housing and a number of
agencies follow this procedure.

Other agencies prefer to provide some type ofhous-,_
ing (e.g. PVC conduit) for placing the probe whflf
others choose to secure the probe by tightly packing
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Direction Lane
of Wdth +

travel

T

~1- ~1

~+ *
T%

E.P.
T

E.P.
T

d-Pull Box+fi

VPE 1 NPE 2

E.P. E.P.

Rgure 138. Typical magnetometer installation,

sand or using sealant around it. Atypical stindard
planformagnetometertistilationis shownin~re
139.

me cables from the probe to the pull box are in-
stalled in the sawed slot. A3/16- to V4-in (4.8- to 6.4-
mm) wood paddle is used to seat the cable in the
sawed slot. A 5-ft (1.5-m) slack of cable should be
allowed at the pdl hex. me cablee should be ident-
fled by lane or by probe designation.

Using a volt ohmmeter, the series resistance (conti-
nuity) of the probe and cable should be checked. ~is
value shodd be the resistance of each probe (4 to 6
ohms per probe) plus the resistance of the cable. me

fldue shouldbe within 10 percent of the calctiated
alue. Resistance b wound should also be checked.

me value should be high, indicating that there are
no breaks in the probe or wire insulation. A megger
should not be used to check resistance to wound as
the high induced voltage wfll destroy the probe.

SPUC~G ~ C~~S

Splicing of the sensing element cable to the lead-in
cables to the controller cabinet should be soldered
using resin core solder. me tichtiques for splicing
are the same as those used for loop detectors. me
lead-in cable should not be spliced between the pull
box and the controller cabinet.

me same precautions that were stressed for loop
detectors should be addressed when installing
magnetometers. me following is a recommended
procedure for splicing probe cables to the lead-in
(home-run) cable. ~is method uses two types of
heat shrinkable polyolefin tubing. Small diameter
tubes insdab theindividud conductorsanda single
large tube is used to seal and protect the splice. A
butane hand torch or electric heat gun is required ti
make the splice.

● Strip both cable jackets back 8 in (27
cm).

+——
---

;
.....
.. Sand

:1.z

:[:....,...,
~;.........
:‘ ,.....,.

COncreta

figure 139, Standard plan.
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Clip 3 in (7.6 cm) from one colored wire
of one cable and clip 3 in (7.6 cm) from
the other colored tire of the second
cable.

Strip individud conductors back 1-U2
in (38 mm).

Install large and small diameter heat
shrink tubing over either of the cables
to be joined.

Matihingcolorfor color, twist together
each of the individual conductors.

Using an electric or butane solder iron,
solder the twisted joints (avoid exces-
sive heat which could melt or burn the
wire insulation).

Slide the small diameter tubes over
the soldered joints.

Using an electric heat an or butane
torch, fladually heat the small diame-
ter tubes until they have shrunk uni-
formly and the inner wdl melts and
begins to ooze.

Slide the large diameter tube over the
entire cable splice.

Heat the larger tube in the same
manner. Proper heat exposure in this
case is indicated by a color change.
Stop heating when the blue strip
changes to brown and, as before, avoid
burning the cable jacket.

~ST~G = SYSTEM

Each probe element circuit should be tested at the
controller cabinet before filling holes and slots. me
same measurements described earlier should be
made with a low range ohmmeter. In this test, the
series resistance till be higher because of the added
resistance of the lead-in cable.

An operation check shodd also be made at the
controller cabinet. ~is may be accomplished by

connecting the probe cables to a detector unit and
applying power. me detector unit shodd then be
calibrated following the mantiacturers @idelines.
Check each probe using a bar magnet oriented in a
direction which aids the vertical component of the
EatiHs magnetic field intensity. %e chanel indi-
cator should light up when the bar magnet is located
over any probe in the set being tested.

Wcord the measurements taken. One additional
measurement shodd be made using a yard stick
with U16-in (1.6-mm) increments and the bar mag-
net. Stand the yardstick vetiicdly over the probe,
place the magnet at the top of the yard stick, and
slowly move the magnet down toward the probe
until the indicator light on the detsctor lights up. If,
at a later time, the system experiences afaflure, this
same measurement can be repeated. If the magnet
must be closer to the probe to light the indicator, this
means that the probe has rotated.

At this point, the probe holes and the saw cuts —
containing the cables are sealed in the same manner
used for loop detectors. ~is completes the installa-
tion of the magnetometer detector system.

mSTfi~TION OF WGWTIC
DETECTORS

me pre-instdlation activities for ma~etic detec-
tors are much the same as those described for loop
detectors. men the magnetic detector probe is in-
stalled 12 to 30 in (30 to 76 cm) under the roadway,
the long axis is generally hortiontal and is at a right
angle to the direction of travel. me conduit, housing
the probe, can be installed by either drflling or
trenching under the pavement sutiace as described
below.

~STMTION PROCED=

The preferred method of installation is to tunnel a
hole under the pavement from the side of the road.-
and push the conduit into the hole as shown ii,
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m

Fi@re 140. For instillation in a four lane divided
roadway tith a median, many agencies have found
it desirable to install from the median. The median
area is preferable as these areas have fewer sign
posts, ward rails, and utflity activities.

Pitch Down Crush~d Stone
Toward Curb for Drain

Rgure 140, Magnetic probs installation,

After locating and marking the proper area for the
placement of the probe, a measurement is made from
the pull box to a point on the road where the conduit
ends. Using a backhoe, a pit 3 ft (.9 m) deep, 2 ft (.6
m) tide, and 10 ft (3 m) long is dug. A hortiontal
boring machine is then placed in the pit, leveled,
squared, and secured. The hole is then bored under
the pavement, Wing care that the drfil does not
stray from the desired path.

men the drilling is complete, the machine is re-
moved and the pit is backfilled to a level just below
the bore hole. A 3- or 4-in (7.6- to 10.2-cm) schedule
40 PVC is capped and placed in the hole section by
section. It is critical that each section ofpipe be fitted
squarely and glued. Before the final section of PVC
is fitted, the pull box is placed in the trench and set
so that the hole in the box lines up tith the pipe. The
pipe should fit flush with the wall of the pdl box.

~ alternative to the boring method of instilling a
onduit to hold the ma~etic detector, is trenching.

The first step in this procedure is to mark the
boundary of the trench. The pavement is then cut
and a trench is excavated including the area for the
pdl box. A3- to 4-in (7.6-to 10.2-cm) plastic conduit
or fiber duct is laid in the trench and sloped to drnin
into the pull box in case of water leakage or conden-
sation. The outir end of the conduit shmdd be
capped before placing in the trench.

To prevent damage b the probe by the pressure of
traffic above it, the conduit shodd be covered tith a
mitimum of 6 in (15 cm) of concrete. men the
conduit is to be covered by dirt or stone, as is the case
of macadam roads, the probe should be at least 1 ft
(30 cm) below the sutiace. A sand cushion should be
placed immediately below it and above it to prevent
stones from being driven into the conduit by impact
from the vehicles traveling on the road above.

The probe sensor lead-in wire should be marked
when measuring the comect position by laying the
probe on the road in the desired position. ~is is
marked so that when the wire reaches the edge of the
pull box, the detector till be in the correct position.
The sensor is inserted into the conduit and pushed
into position usinga steel (3/8-in (9-mm) span wire).

After the probe has been placed in the conduit, the
next step is to install the pull box in the same way as
that described for loop detectors. A drain should be
protided in the bottom of the box and the cover
should be sealed to prevent the entrance of sufiace
water.

me probe lead in wire should be spliced to the lead-
in cable running tothe controller. Splices should be
soldered because the magnetic detector generates
an extremely small current. Procedures for splicing
and environmentally sealing splices have been pre-
sented preciously in this chapter for both loop detec-
tors and maWetometers.

There are two conductors required for each mag-
netic sensor. Since ma~etic detectors generate
extremely small cuments, any size copper tire in the
cable is satisfactoW. Ma@etic detector circtits
should not be run in the same cable sheath with
wires camying signal currents. Leakage between
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wires camying signal currents. Leakage between
the signal tires and detector wires will cause ematic
operation of the detectors. Electromagnetic or elec-
trostatic induction between siWal wires and detec-
tor wires could cause false calls. However, any
number of detector tires can be housed in the same
cable sheath without causing intefierence.

Two tests should be conducted with a volt-ohm
meter during installation to detemine the series
resistance (continuity) and wound resistance. For
each probe in the series circuit, the series resistance
should register 3800 ohms, plus or minus 10 percent.
If there are two probes, the reading should be around
7600 ohms, If the meter reads several times the
nomal resistance, a check should be made of the

wiring and splicing, and each probe should be tested
individually.

Resistance to wound should measure several
megohms. Low resistance indicates leakage through
the wire insolation or the probe. Such leakage will
not prevent relay response unless it is suficient to
reduce the probe output.

~enthe gain is set on the amplifier, it should be set
at the lowest value possible to insure proper opera-
tion. The reason for this is to avoid spurious detec-
tion of vehicles in other lanes.

The test readings and gain settings should be re-
corded on the construction plans and on forms which
are stored in the controller cabinet, as well as those
filed in the maintenance office. This information
should always be referred to when maintenance is
required.

,—
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6. DETECTOR WNTEN~CE

Most agencies responsible for traffic detector opera-
tions readily a~ee that proper and adequate main-
tenance is critical to effective traffic si~d control
systems and surveillance and control systems.
Central to this is the careful installation and the use
of appropriate materials and products. However,
even with both superior design and installation, the
system will not operate as intended if the basic
fundamentals of maintenance management are not

applied. Unfortunately, there are many factors that
impede the best intentions.

Problems of inadequate budget and staffing defi-
ciencies have a profound effect on the leve] and
quality of maintenance activities. Budgetary prob-
lems that continue to pla~e traffic agencies have

-resulted in cost-consciousness that frequently fo-
cuses only on initial cost, rather than on lifetime
cost. Consequently, less expensive products, mate-
rials, antior processes are used in the original in-
stallation because of their lower initial cost. How-
ever, this is not always a cost-effective solution.

Wile budgetary/funding problems may not be eas-
ily resolved, they may be ameliorated by increased
attention to cost-effectiveness in all phases of de-
sign, installation, operation, and maintenance.
Staffing problems, in terms of numbers and skill
levels of maintenance personnel, may be reduced
somewhat by selecting only the equipment that can
be realistically maintained by available personnel.

This chapter is addressed to those responsible for
the management of the maintenance operations as
well as to maintenance supervisors and technicians.
Design engineers and those responsible forinstalla-
tion and operations should be fully cognkant of the
cause and effect relationship between their activi-
ties and the maintenance problem,

Please nom that there are a number of excellent
fieference sources addressing the maintenance proc-

SS. Recommended sources for futiher detiils con.

cerning comprehensive maintenance pro~ams in-
clude ITEs Trafic Signal Installation and Mainte-
nance Manual (Ref. 38), T~s Maintewnce Man-
agement ofDafic Signal Equipment and Systems
(Ref. 39), andF~Ks Tmffw Control Devties Hand-
kaok (Ref. 40).

NAT~ OF THE PROBLEM

The nature of the problems associated with detec-
tors has changed considerably over the years. For
example, the detictor electronics unit, which for.
merly accounted for a considerable potiion of detec-
tor malfunctions, has pro~essed to the point where
many currently avaflable digitd models seldom
experience faflure. As stressed continually thro~h-
out this manual, proper installation using appropri-
ate materials and processes is the key to longer
detector life, lower failure rates, and less reqtired
maintenance.

There is little question that detector malfunctions
and the associated si~d failures increase motor-
ists’ time and delay, maintenance costs, accidents,
and liability. For example, a simple failure of a
dekctor loop can induce delay in the trfilc flow. If
a call is locked in to the controller, it wfll cause the
~een to extend b its maximum limit regardless of
traffic demand.

In cases where the detectir fails without a call, the
common temporary Wx” is h place the phase on
Mafimum Recall in the controller. This can increase
intersection delay by 50 percent or more.

Mthough faflures cannot be totally eliminated,
adherence to proper installation and maintenance
procedures can assuredly reduce the incidence of
failure and the number ofunnecessarymaintenance
calls. Some of the common causes of failure are
discussed below.
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FAILURES IN LOOP DETECTOR
SYSTEMS

men a detector systim experiences a failure, it
exerts a negative effect on the total trafic signal
control system. As discussed in Chapter 5, failures
can be categorized by the failure mechanism and by
the cause for failure.

F~= ~C~SMS

A failure mechanism maybe defined as the effect of
a problem occuming in the detector system. Among
the common failure mechanisms, are the following:

Omitted Phase

The signal does not sertice one phase due to the lack
of detector calls. This is usually caused by a 100P
failure. Earlier detector units with solid state out-
puts would fail in the “open” position resulting in no
call to the controller. Newer units have circtitry
that provides a continuous call if the loop circuit is
incomplete. (See Phase Extending to Maximum
below.)

Stuck Signal

A stuck signal is characterized by a signal indication
(or phase) not changing as pro~ammed. In most
instances, a stuck signal is not caused by the detec-
tor system, but by a controller failure. On occasiOn
it may be caused by a vehicle not being properly
detected, or when a detector unit, operating with the
delay feature, does not retain the call for a sufficient
amount of time to be transmitted to the controller.

Phase Etiending to Maximum

This situation occurs when a specific phase of the
signal operation extends to the maximum time set
on the controller regardless of trafic demand. This
is typically caused by a continuous call from the
detector unit and can generate extra delays of up to
one-half the normal daily delay. The continuous call
may be caused by a faulty detector unit or by an open
loop circuit.

Intermittent Problems

Low sensitivity of the loop or the detector unit (or
combination ofboth) can result in intermittent prob-
lems. Unstable oscillators in the detector unit may
also cause intermittent problems during periods of
rapid temperature shifts. However, many of the
cument detector units are capable ofretuning. men
the problem persists for no apparent reason (termed
“ghost problems”), the detector unit is usually re-
placed.

A broken loop wire that will ordinarily cause a
malfunction may reconnect itself with shifts in
pavement and cause intermittent operations. The
only cure for this situation is to replace the loop
when it has been determined hy a process ofelimina-
tion that the only remaining problem could be a
broken wire.

External detices, installed to provide additional
lightning protection, may have been damaged by a
power surge. This may result in intermittent Opera-
tion. Since this damage may not be visible, these —.
devices should be checked ifintemittent operation
occurs.

Crosstalk

Crosstalk is the result of inductive or capacitive
coupling between loops or lead-in tiring. Crosstalk
may produce false detections when there are no
vehicles in the detection zone, It may also result in
lock-up following a vehicle detection. It is usually
associated with motion in either the generating or
receiting loop channels due to transient frequency
ali~ment caused by a vehicle signal.

Crosstalk occurs when the frequency of one loop
installation is influenced by the frequency of an-
other. This nomally occurs when the frequency of
one loop system is decreasing and passes through or
near the frequency of the other loop. Electrical
engineers refer to this as a “frequency loc~’ between
two oscillators.

This condition occurs only when the frequencies of
the two oscillators are close and electronic coupling,,_
exists between the two oscillators. There are numer-
ous sources of electronic coupling. Some of the more
common sources include:
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Poor quality connections in the loop
system.

Field coupling due to close physical
protimity of two loops.

Coupling between two closely spaced
lead-in wires.

Couplinghetween lead-in cables shar-
ing a common condtit.

Groundtig of the lead-in cable shield
at controller cabinet field teminals.

CouDline between closelv suaced har-. .
nes~wires from the field terminals to
the detector.

Sph&Over

The false detection of vehicles outside the zone of
detection is termed “splashover?’ NIS problem
ofien ocmrs when long loops are operated at a level
of sensitivity required to detect small vehicles (i.e.
motorcycles). With this high level of sensitivity,
vehicles from a~acent lanes maybe falsely detected.
This problem also occurs when the loop is placed too
close to the lane line. Splashover is a problem
between lanes controlled by different phases. It is
not a problem between lanes on the same phase
unless accurate vehicle counts are desired.

CAUSES OF LOOP SYSTEM F~=

As discussed in Chapter 5 and detded in Appendix
M. sumevs of traffic aeencies indicate that there are,.
eight primary causes of loop failure:

● Pavement problems (cracking
moving).

● Breakdown of wire insulation.

and

● Poor sealants or inadequate sealant
application.

● Inadeqwte splices or electrical con-
nections.

.

.

.

.

Damage caused by construction ac-
tivities.

Improper detector unit tuning.

Detector unit ftilure.

fighttin~electrical surges.

FACTO~ AFFEC~G NEEDED
~NANCE

Many agencies report that most of their mainte-
nance Droblems involving detectors can be traced
directl~ to installation er~ors. These errors can be a
direct result of sloppy installation, poor inspection,
and the use of low-flade components not suited to
the particular environment.

Many agencies do not use their own forces to install
detectors. In these cases, the contract to instill
detectors is usually awarded to the lowest bidder.
The “lowest bidder” concepthas been very successful
in encouraging competitive bidding and generally
lowering costs. To be effective, however, a procuring
agency needs to apply stringent prequdfication
guidelines to avoid awarding the contract to an
electrical contractor with inadequate experience and
or knowledge.

If inspection is inadequate, the potential for con-
tractor expediency and error is enomous. The con-
sequences of these improper shoti cuts or errors may
not sutiace until the contractor’s responsibility has
elapsed and must therefore be repnired at the ex-
pense of the agency. For example, piercing, cutting,
or otherwise damaging the insulation on the loop
wire by the use of improper tools or careless han-
dlingmay not show up untfi some time after the tire
is sealed in the slot.

In Chicago, the Illinois DOT maintains over 18,000
loop detectors. Because oftheirpast experiencetith
loop ftilure, they initiated an active inspection and
maintenance pro~am to monitor each loop. This
pro~am has reduced replacements to about 35 re-
cuts per year. They report that no more than 5
percent of their loops are inoperative at any given
time (Ref. 14).
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TRO~LE SHOOT~G
PROCED~S FOR LOOP
DETECTORS

The analysis of a malfunctioning detector can be a
difficult task. The root cause of the failure maybe
associated with environmental conditions or other
conditions buflt into the installation. Ml of the
various causes of failures defined above shodd be
considered by the technician analyzing a faulty loop
system. Initially, of course, it is necessa~ to isolate
the problem as one associated tith the detector
system.

An experienced technician is frequently able to
pinpoint the troubled area or fadty part by tisual
examination. As shown in Fi~re 141, it is readily
aPParent that pavement failure has occumed along
the saw slot exposing the loop wires. When tisual
inspection does not immediately disclose the prob-
lem, systematic trouble shooting is reqtired. Proce-
dures that may be applied in identifying and correct-
ing malfunctioning detector systems are discussed
below.

loop installation with exposed or shallow-buried
wires should be replaced,

If the sealant appears to be unstable, a blunt instru-
ment may be used to remove any cracked or deterio-
rating sealant. The slot shodd be blown clean with
compressed air and new sealant poured over the old.
This is especially impotiant in areas when snow
removdequipment is used and sdt applications are
prevalent.

Pot holes within the loop area should also be re-
paired. Some agencies use a cold mix compound. A
thin blanket overlay covering the area has proved
effective for patching deteriorating pavement. WA
Reports (Ref. 41 and 42) protide detailed instruc-
tions for repairing pot holes.

As the loop wire is the mostvtinerable component in
the hostile environment of the street, a scheduled
visual inspection of the saw slots shodd be con-
ducted every 6 months. Early detection and comec-
tion of saw slot problems can avoid many potential
detector malfunctions.

figure 141. Example of pavement failure.

SAWC~~TENANCE

Avisual inspection of the roadway at and around the
sawcut should be made to determine if the inte~ity
of the pavement, the sealant, or the slot has been
violated. Theinspection should include looking for
wires thathave floated tothetop of the sealant. A

~~GE~NT OF LOOP
CO~CTIONS

When the loop does not have sufficient sensitivity to
detect a vehicle, this usually means that the induc-
tance is too low. This situation could be caused by an
insufficient number ofturns of wire, by turns of tire
shorted together, or by steel mesh in the roadway
that has produced a shorted-turn effect. If this
occurs ina multiple loop confi~ration, it maybe
temporarily comected by eliminating the defective
loop.

Multiple loops can be connected in series or seried
parallel to maintain an equivalent inductance within
therange of the detector unit. Quantitative meas-
urements are made to determine if the inductance of
a malfunctioning system has dropped below the
acceptable value. There are several test meters
commercially available that till detemineinduc-
tance. Some ofthesemeters directly measure induc-
tance, while others measure frequency. In the latter
case, accompanying charts or ~aphs are used to —
determine inductance.
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ELI~A~G ~OSST-

As defined earlier, crosstalk can resdt when two
loop lead-in cables share a common conduit, operate
at close to the same frequencies, or the cable shields
are not properly connectid. Crosstalk may also
occur when two loops are instilled tithin a few feet
of each other, or when two sets of lead-in wires
occupy the same saw slot. Other causes include poor
quality splices and coupling between closely spaced
wires in the cabinet harness. Potential solutions to
these problems are listed below.

.

.

.

.

,- “

Poor quafity connections in the loop
system Solutions include use of high
quality soldered joints, solderingofdl
crimp connections, minimizing the
number of j oints, use of high quality
connectors and replacement if worn,
safe~ards against comosion, tight
terminal block screws, and twisting
an soldefing ofwire ends together and
placingunderone temindblock screw
rather than two individud screws.

Field coupling due to close physical
profimity of two loops: Not much can
be done to eliminate this source.
However, frequency separation anti
or use of a multichannel multiplexed
detector are effective solutions.

Coupling between two closely spaced
lead-in tires: Solutions include inde-
pendent routing in slots physically
separated by at least 1 ft (0.3 m),
twisting loop tire pairs a mifimum of
5 turns per foot (16.5 turns per meter),
use of multichannel multiplexed de-
techrs, and frequency separation.

Coupling between lead-in cables shar-
ing a common conduit Solutions in-
clude the use of inditidwl, shielded,
twisted-pair cables; proper Wounding
of cable shields; use of multichannel
multiplexed detector% and frequency
separation.

Grounding the lead-in cable shield at
controller cabinet field teminals: A

potential solution is the use of the
three teminal method (see fiWre
132). This procedure is to strip the
individual lead-in cables back a maxi-
mum of 2 to 3 in (5 to 8 cm) and ground
each lead-in cable independently.
(Note: Until1990, the Ontario Minis-
try of fiansport (Append&N, page g-
36) specified that the shields shodd
be wounded at the pull box and not in
the cabinet.)

● Coupling between closely spaced h=-
ness wires from the field teminals to
the detector The solution is to either
use shielded twistid cable with proper
gounding of the shield or use twisted
wire pair.

One agency (California Depatiment of fiansporta-
tion, Wf. 32) described a procedure for identifying
and comecting crosstalk. They used a modified loop
tester for the following four-step procedure.

Using the aufiia~ input to the tester,
measure the operating frequency of
theloopdetectir suspected ofcrosstilk-
ing.

If the operating frequencies of two or
more detectors are less than 2 ~z
apati, and they share one or more
conduit runs, they are likely to
crosstalk. This can usurdly be cor-
rected by wounding the cable shields
at the controller cabinet.

If the amplifiers have a range switch
or other means of selecting frequen-
cies, adjust so that operating frequen-
cies are separated by at least 2 or more
kHz.

If adjustments cannot be made, add-
ing parallel capacitors to the field
terminals may shlfi the operating
frequencies. A quality capacitor such
as a polycarbonate or ceramic capaci-
tor may be used. It shodd have a
reasonable temperature stabflity co-
efficient and should be of a size ade-
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quate to shift the resonant frequency
by about 2 kHz. This procedure can-
not be used on detectors where the
operating frequency is independent of
loop inductance. Some manufactur-
ers recommend against added capaci-
tance extirnal to the detector unit
because temperature stable capacitors
are dificult to procure and are still
prone to value change with rapid
temperature shlfis.

If the loop sensors are causing the crosstalk prob-
lem, they can be reassigned to different channels, or
the lead-in wires in the pull box can be retwisted and
respliced, thus eliminating one form of potential
crosstalk.

A general procedure to identify which detector unit
is cross-talking consists of disconnecting all detec-
tors except the units which have the most frequent
false calls. If no new false calls or lock-ups occur,
then crosstalk from another unit is indicated. By
selectively reconnecting the other units, the unit
causing the crosstalk between detectors can be iden-
tified.

Certain of the multichannel detectors have a scan-
ningfeature that reduces potential crosstalk effects.
In these units, the sequential scanning system acti-
vates one loop channel at a time, while the remain-
ing loops, connected to other channels, are de-ener-
gized and thus unable to provide coupling to the
active channel. This does not, however, eliminate
crosstalk between channels on different detector
units. Frequency separation will reduce crosstalk
between adjacent loops as well as with other detec-
tors.

S~STITUTION OF DETRCTOR UNITS

Experience shows that older detector units could not
be freely substituted for each other. After conduct-
ing tests in Los Angeles (Ref. 43) it was found that
“., there are some brands of detectors that appear., .to
have more sensitivity than others.., Certain brands
an~or types will not operate tith adverse condi-
tions such as very low circuit Q or a low value of
shunt resistance to the conduit ground.” It was

concluded that the inductance value at the cabinet
end of the loop system must fall tithinthe operating
range of the units if they are to be interchanged.
With the newer products, units with the same char-
acteristics and quality can generally be interchanged
without problem, That is, different manufactured
units operate on different frequencies; however, any
unit which passes the NEMA tests can usually be
interchanged.

Each unit within an agency’s inventory should be
checked for sensitivity to ensure that minimum
sensitivity is achieved by all detector units, Mter
this check has been made, the substitution process
can be used to detemine if the detector unit at the
malfunctioning installation is the cause of the fail.
ure. That is, if the detector unit is replaced and the
system functions normally, this may indicate a fail-
ure in the detector unit. Conversely, if the loop
system still does not operate better with the substi-
tuted unit, then the original detector unit is rein-
serted and another problem source must be sought
to resolve the problem.

In substituting detector units, it should be recog- “-
nized that many malfunctions are crosstalk related.
Hence, any change that will affect the loop frequency
will improve the situation, at least temporarily,

Substitution of another detector, even of the same
model and frequency setting, wfll often work well
due to the subtle differences in the values of the
detector input capacitors. Substitution ofa different
model (especially ofa different manufacturer) stands
a good chance of being successful due to differences
in front end desi~, The best solution is to eliminate,
to the maximum practical extent, those elements
that contribute to crosstalk.

OPERATION~ CHECK OF
WFUNCTION~GDE~CTOR

There are several operational checks that can be
conducted to expedite the analysis ofa malfunction-
ing detector system. These checks can be accom-
plished using a maintenance vehicle and a vehicle
simulator. With this equipment, tests can be per-
formed to analyze adjacent lane detection, motion in
the loop wire, intermittent detection, and sensitivity -
of the loop system.
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Adjacent Lme Detection

At locations where adjacent lane detection is sus-
pected (such as where long loops are used onleftturn
lanes), one technique is to maneuver the mainte-
nance vehicle close h the lane and monitor the
detector utit. The sensitivity is then adjusted so
that the maintenance veficle does not cause an
output. Care must be exercised to assure that the
detector ufit wfll still register a small vehicle in the
detection zone.

It should be noted that this procedure does not test
the worst case. The worst case is when several
vehicles are stopped in the adjacent lane and occupy
the entire length of the long loop.

There are several loop configurations that can be
used to avoid adjacent lane detection (i.e., series of
small loops, quadruple loops, atiustable diamond
loops, and others as described in Chapter 4). When
it is not possible to change loop configurations, delay
timing can be used so that a vehicle would only be
detected ifit were present in the detection zone for
a specified amount of time (say, 5 seconds). With
this approach, passing vehicles in an adjacent lane
wmdd not be detected, although stopped vehicles
may present a signal strong enough to hold the call
in the empty lane.

Intermittent Operation

The beginning ofloop fafiure is often associated with
intermittent operation. As discussed earlier, causes
of this type of operation are generally poor connec-
tions, open loops, short circuits, orleakagestogmund.
~ese, in turn, may cause the detector to lock-up
when a motor vehicle passes over the point of the
fadt.

To identify this problem, the operation of the detec-
tor is observed whfle the maintenance vehicle is
dfiven over the various loops suspected of having
intermittent operation. Operation of the vehicle in
the detection area can also assist in identifying
problems associated with wire motion. Another
approach to identifying sources of intermittent
operation is to tisually inspect all connections and
test with a 500 volt megger and a low ohm midscale
ohmmeter.

System Sensitivity

A device to simulate vehicles can be used to deter-
mine if the detector system’s sensitivity is in ba-
lance. The same procedure is used to test new
installations. The State of California uses a shotied-
turn vehicle model h simtiate a 100 cc Honda
motorcycle. Ref. 32 provides the construction detafls
and their procedures for using this model.

The simulated vehicle is used to measure the change
in inductance, which is a measure of the sensitivity.
For this purpose, a frequency reading is made tith
no vehicle present, then the simdated vehicle is
introduced into the detection area and a new fre-
quency reading is made.

me difference between the two frequencies is a
measure of the change in inductance due to the
presence of the vehicle according to the relationship
of Aflf = U2 AUL. This is an approximate relation-
ship valid for percentage changes in inductance up
to 10 percent and for loop Q ~eatsr than 5. The
percent change infrequency is mdtiplied by 2 to get
the percent change in inductance.

The simulated vehicle represents the smallest de-
tectable vehicle and is dso used to determine the
mitimum sensitivity required of a loop system. The
simulator is placed in the detiction zone and the
detector unit is obsemed to determine if it is de-
ticted.

ELEC~CAL TESTS OF DETECTOR
SYS~M

Table 28 identifies some of the probable causes for
specflc malfunctions. The maintenance of proper
resistance values and knowledge of inductance va-
lues for proper hookup to detector units til elimi-
nate many of the problems associated with 100P
operation. Basically, four detices are desirable to
analyze loop systems. A high voltage resistance
tester (megger), used to measure insulatkm resis-
tance; a frequency tester (see Figure 142) or induc-
tance meter, used b measure inductance; a digitd
volt-ohm meter, used to measure series resistance;
and a low ohm (about 2 h 3 ohms) midscale ohmme-
ter, used to measure the dynamic change in the
series resistance.
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Hgure 142. Typical frequency tester,

Both low resistance-to-gound and high series resis-
tance are major factors in loop systim malfunctions.
Low resistance-to-ground can result from poor insu-

lation on the loop or lead-in wire, or inadequate
sealing of splices. These problems should not occur
if, during installation, proper care was taken in
handing the matetials and following appropriate
splice sealing methods. Low resistance-to-flound
can also occur when wires are exposed as a result of
pavement cracking, sealant cracking, frost action,
and from studded tires wearing down pavement. In
addition, excess wire coiled in the pull box or control-
ler cabinet can add inductance to the circuit. This
may result in tuning problems. There is also an
increased potential for coupling to another loop
system.

High series resistance can be caused by poor splices,
comoded or loose screw terminals, poor crimping, or
inadequate wire size, The high series resistance
problem is sensitive to humidity, temperature, and
vibration, which will cause drifting and false calls.
These are the same problems that occur when the
system has low resistance-to-wound.

~ST PROCED=S —.

To isolate the causes of erratic operation or system
malfunction in a detector system, the tests from Ref.
43 presented below should be pefiormed sequen-
tially.

Table 28. Loop malfunctions andposaiblecauses

Malfunction

Possible Cause No Call Constant False Call Dfifting Crosstalk Wll Not Unbalanced
Call Tune Sensitivity

Low Q Ilxllllxlxl
Low Resistance to x x x x x

Ground

High Series Resistance 11X1X X11X1X1
Improper Inductance 1X1X111 1X1X1

Poor Ground II 1X11X111
Improper Installation Xlxlxx xll xl-

Detector Malfunction ~ X I X I X ~ X
lX,l
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Equipment Wquired

~ese tests reqtire the following eqtipment

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ohmmeter, battery operated.

AC Voltmeter, high impedance input
b 100Mz.

Digital Frequency Counter, input
impedance >50 K to 200 K

Q Test Meter.

Loop Tester Meter.

Datu Recording Fores for Q and Sen-
sitivity (see Fiwres 144 and 145).

Vehicle Simtiator, Sensitivity Stan-
dard.

In cases where pavement overlays have covered the
loop instigation, a loop finder such as that shown in
Fl~re 143 can be used to identify the location of the
loop.

Sequential Test Pmcedme

The following tests, when perfomed sequentially,
should isolate the causes for a detector system be-
coming inoperative or experiencing ematic Opera-
tion. The Quality (Q) data form is illustrated in
Fignre 144. The Sensitivity (S) dati form is por-
trayed in Fi@re 145.

Step 1. VisuaZ ZnspectiOn

Check for indication of broken or cut loop or lead-in
wires. Check for open leads within the controller
and for the availability of power to the detector.

Step 2. Check Detector Unit

To mle out the detector unit as the source of the
problem, replace the etisting detector unit with one
having a known sensitivity. If the operation is not
considerably improved, remove the substituted uuit,
replace the original utit and continue h Step 3.

Hgure 143. Loop finder.

(One manufacturer notes that since many problems
are crosstalk-related, any change that wfll fiect the
loop frequency wfll improve the situation, at least
temporarily. Substitution ofa detector unit, even of
the same model and frequency stitch settings, wfll
frequently work successfully due to subtle dfierence
in the values of detector input capacitors. Substitu-
tion of different models (especially from different
manufacturers) will have an even greater chance of
success because of the difference in front-end deei~.
Therefore, substitution of detector units may solve
the problem temporatiy but, in actwlity, the real
problem has not been resolved. If the problem is
crosstalk-related, the most effective solutlon is to
identify and eliminate the causes of the crosstalk.)

Step 3. Memure Q Fmtor

Measure and record the following data on the Qual-
ity (Q) data form (Fi@re 144).
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QUALITY (Q)

Location: Date:

Description: By:

Position Connec-
E Ips ‘LT

tion (~h) ITf, f~ f, B~ Q Rp Remarks
talc.

‘rr — — —

‘l—l—r — — ‘l—r —‘rrr - — ‘—- —
‘l—r— — — —
‘r — — — — —

Analysis:

E ,P, = voltage across loops; fLT = frequency of Loop Test Unit; f,, fh, fl = frequency for resonance, high, low;

Bandwidth (Bw) = (f ~ f,); Q calculated = (f, / Bw); RP = resistance to ground.

.—

figure 144. Quahty (Q) data form
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SENSITIVITY (S) I

-ocation:

description:

Loop ! Sensitivity I FrequencY(kHz) I Se:;y

Position Standard

J ? t ,;

. —.—

‘rlr __

IE ,—!_!

LLLL

l_l_LL
LLL
L — —
— — —
. — —
L — —
L

Analysis:

Presence

Minutes

Date:

By;

!
Remarks

f, = resonant or tuning frequency; f2 = loop frequency with test standard or vehicle;

s = [(f22 f ~? / f2?’ 100s thechan9ein inductanceinpercent

Figure 145. Sensitivity (S) data form.
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● With the detictor disconnected and
power removed from the loop, meas-
ure the resistance from either loop
terminal to the bus or conduit ~ound.
Record as ~ ti the Q &ti fem. Check
for series continuity between the ter-
minals.

c With the Loop Test Meter attached to
the controller tie points and the detec-
tor disconnected, measure the induc-
tance of the loop system’. Record the
frequency (f.,) and the inductance (L)
on the form.

Step 4. Determine Q

To determine the Q Factor of the loop system, follow
the procedure described below and record the re-
sults on the Quality (Q) form (FiWre 144):

c Attach the Q Test Unit h the efisting
cable or adaptor cable as reqtired.

● Connect the AC voltmeter and digiti
frequency counter to the Q Test Unit
to read loop voltage and frequency in
kHz.

● Adjust the frequency for maximum
voltige across the loops; record the
frequency as(f) and the voltage across
the loops as (El,].

● Adjust the fiequencyhigher and lower
h obtain the frequency points hating
70 percent of the resonant voltage
value. Record theee as higher (f~) and
lower (f,).

● Calcdate and record the bandwidth
(Bw) and compute Q. That is, Bw = f,
-~ and Q= frl Bw.

Step 5. Measure Sensitivity ofLoop System

Record the frequencies obtained from either of the
following methods on the Sensitivity (S) data fom
(Fi@re 145).

Method 1

.

.

.

.

.

.

Set the function stitch to “Q ~N
on the Q Test Unit.

Adjust the frequency to obtain reso-
nance and record as (f,).

Record the reference number of the
Sensitivity Standard to be used.

Place the eimulator or vehicle on the
desired loop.

Retune the frequency of the detsctor
to the new resonant point and record
as (fz).

Calctiate the sensitivity as indicated
on the data form.

Method 2

.

.

.

.

.

.

Set the function switch b “INTER- .—.
NAL” and the mode switch to ‘lS>>on
the Q Test Unit.

Mlow the detector to tune downward
in frequency to the “lock-on” point.

Note the frequency and record as (f,)
on the form.

Place the Sensitivity Standard on the
desired loop.

Note the new lock-on point frequency.
Record as (f,) on the fem.

Calcdati the sensitivity as indicated
on the data form.

Step 6. Analysis

Conduct the analysis by comparing the values ob-
tainedfor each of the system characteristics with the
acceptable limits listid in the Loop fiouble Shooting
Chart (see Table 29). Determine the required main- _,,,
tenance from the suggested comective actions from
the form.
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Table 29. Loop trouble shooting chart.

Item

Loop wires

Loop slots

Resistance to
ground

Series Loop
Resistance

Q Factor

Sensitivity of Loop
System

Sensitivity of
detector

Indcated Conditions

Broken, cut, or exposed

Insulation worn away

Sealant missing

Wre exposed

Surface eroded

100 MQ or more

Shorted

Open circuit

Greater than specified (based
on wire size and length)

>5, Rp >100 M

<5, any ~

Measures lower than design
value for the configuration

Does not actuate

Insufficient sensitivity

Corrective Action

Install new loops shifted by 6 in (15 cm) from the old
loop and cut each old loop at least twice

Clean slot of loose material and refill or replace entire
loop and lead-in as required above

Street surface patch if loop wire is not exwsed
I

Acceptable if Q >5

Replace as required

Locate and correct open circuit I
Isolate cause (poor splice, inadequate crimp, etc.)
and repair as required !

Acceptable with modern detector units

Re~lace detector unit 1
I

Consider Q, shunt Rp, and sefies R as possible
causes and correct as indicated

Determine loop interconnection and rework to
accepted design values

Substitute known serviceable detector

Substitute known serviceable detector

Substitute and return unit removed to shop
. .

The limits placed on the characteristics are nominals determined trom tne ongmal mvesogaIlorr. They may
require modification to reflect additional experience.

WTEN~CE OF
MAGNETOMETER SYSTEMS

Themagnetometer detector system is made up of the
probe, probe cable, lead-in cable, and the detector
electronic unit. The same precautions should be
obsemed for the probe cable and lead-in @ome run)
cable as for the loop lead-in wire and lead-in cabls.

The probe cable is placed in a slot in the road sufiace
and should be sealed with the same care as for loop
detector lead-ins. The splices connecting the probe
cable and the lead-in cable must be mechanically
and electrically sound and environmentally pro-
tected as described in Chapter 5.

n, Failure can occur in any of the subsystems. me

-. principal causes of ma~etometer failures are de-
..,, - scribed below.

CAUSES OF WG~TO~~R F~~S

Thereare four key areas that can tiect the opera-
tion of the ma~etometer detector system. These
are: proper bwial depth of the probe, stabflity of the
probe in the pavement, characteristics of the probe
cable with regard to moisture penetration, and saw
slot maintenance.

Probe Burisd Depth

The vertical placement of the probe is critical to
system performance. Deep placement of approxi-
mately 24 in (60 cm) wfll provide good single count
detection, but will resdt in lower signal levels. Shal-
low placement of about 6 in (15 cm) wfil provide a
stronger signal, but there is a greater potential for
double counting. ~erefore, the burial depth must
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be appropriate for the intended application as de-
scribed in Chapters 4 and 5.

Probe Movement

The probes must be firmly suppotied in their holes.
Any displacement of the vertical ali~ment of the
probes may result in pefiormance instabdity. PVC
conduit as a shell, with sand tamped around the
probe to prevent lateral displacement, is recom-
mended.

Probe Cable

The cable must be water-blocked cable to prevent
moisture penetration. &y moisture can cause ex-
cessive capacitance or leakage between wires or ta
ground. In addition, moisture across the leads of a
magnetometer may induce drift. Wherever pos-
sible, it is recommended that the probe cable mn
directly to the detector unit, thus eliminating the
use of splices. If this is not possible, the splices must
be electrically sound and environmentally proticted.

Sawcut Maintenance

Thesawmt for the ma~etometer should be visually
inspected every 6 months to evaluate the condition
of the sealant and the sumounding roadway. As
with the loop detector sawcut, any cracking or dete-
riorating sealant shodd be chipped away, blown
clean, and replaced with new sealant.

TRO~LE SHOO~G PROCED~S

The initial step for troubleshooting problems with
the magnetometer system is to visually inspect all
elements of the sysbm, including the connections at
the terminal strip in the controller cabinet, any
splices in pull boxes, and the street installation of
the probe and probe cable. These elements should be
examined to detect any loose connections, poor sea-
lant, exposed wires, bad splices, or evidence of recent
construction.

If none of these, elements show any evidence of
problems, the next step is to examine the probe for

tilting. Without retuning the detector unit, use the
bar ma~et oriented in a direction which aids the
vertical component of the eatih’s ma~etic field
intensity (as descfibed in Chapter 5) to measure the
distance from the road sufiace that wfll cause the
detection to occur. Compare this measurement with
the one taken at the time of installation.

Ifthe distance is smaller than the original measure-
ment, then the probe may have tilted due to pave-
ment movement. Ifthe probe hastiltid, the detector
unit maybe retuned and this location mOfitOred fre.
quently for evidence of futiher tilting. If the unit
cannot be retuned, the probe should be palled and
reinstalled in the proper vertical alignment,

One way to compensate for the tflting problem is to
use a Digital Nulling Loop such as that developed for
the City of Baltimore (Mf, 44). This detice has an
automatic compensating circuitry which is incorpo-
rated into the detector unit. It works like a loop
detector in tracking environmental changes. One of
these detices is required for each channel in the
detector unit.

If detection does not occur during the test for tilting,
the problem cmdd be in the cable, tire, probe, splice,
or detector unit. Series resistance and resistance-ti-
gmund measurements should then be made at the
controller cabinet with a volt-ohmmeter. The series
resistance should be within 10 percent of the mess.
urements made at installation, and the other read-
ings should be high, indicating no breaks in the
insulation or in the intefity of the environmental
splice.

Ifthe measurements do not fdl within these ranges,
the next step is to determine whether the problem
lies: in the probe, the probe cable, the splice, or the
lead-in cable.

The splice should be taken apati and the following
tests conducted. A series resistance and resistance-
ti-~ound measurement toward the probe should be
made and compared with measurements taken
during instigation. La~evariations indicate fatity
probe or probe cable. The best solution is h replace
the probe and probe cable,

On the other hand, if the measured values compare —‘
favorably with the original values, the top pairofthe
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lead-in cable wires shodd be tied together and the
volt ohmmeter read. ~is should be repeated with
the bottom two wires. If these values are high, this
means that the lead-in cable should be replaced. If
not, the problem undoubted originates in the splice
and a careful reconnection of the sphce shodd elimi-
nate the problem.

If this systematic method is used, the problem will
usually be identified. me ori@nal reference sheet
should always be referred to during this process to
compare measurements. men the problem has
been rect~led, new values should be noted and
retained for future reference.

WGNETIC DETECTOR
~ENNCE

Magnetic detectors have an extremely good mainte-
nance record. As they are installed under the road
sufiace, and all lead-in wires are in the fom of cable
encased in conduit underground, the oppotiunity for
failure is relatively small. User surveys indicate
that these detectors do not present any major main-
tenance problems, and that some of these devices
have been installed for more than 20 years without
a fafiure.

In the rare case where a ma~etic detector fafis, the
first step is to examine the amplifier. In cases of a
false response (the amplifier output relay closes
when no cars are crossing the detection area), re-
place the existing unit tith another tested unit,
tune, and monitor. If the system then works, it can
be assumed that the original amplifier was at fault.
If the system still does not work, a series resistance
test and then a resistance-to-wound test should be
petiomed. ~is should identify any leakage in the
system.

me total detector circuit resistance to ground should
be measured afir disconnecting all of the jumpers
to wound and the leads to the relay. In cases where
leakage is between detectircables and signal cables,
a 1 megohm leakage may result in ematic operation.
~is can be avoided by proper cable layout and good
splicing. Occasionally, one probe circuit will pick up
more disturbance than another probe circuit on the

same phase. If this is the case, interchange probes
at the teminal strip so that the probe circuit picking
up the most disturbance is at the “MaWetic Detector
Minus” side of the system.

If the voltmeter needle is jumpy when there are no
vehicles passing the probes, it generally indicates
surges in nearby power wires. If the probe can be
located closer to the traffic, the sensitivity of the
amplfier can be turned down and the power lines
wfll have less effect. By changing the orientation of
the detector mis, the effect of a particular power fine
can be eliminated or reduced significantly. For
minimum disturbance, the detector axis shodd be
parallel to the power lines.

me relay unit is desi~ed to be immune to all line
volhge changes except for very violent ones. If it is
suspected that the line voltage changes are causing
the voltmeter needle to jump, disconnect the “Mag-
netic Detector Plus” and the “Magnetic Detector
Minus” leads and short them together. Ifthe voltme-
ter needle is still jumpy, the trouble is due to line
voltage changes. In this case, examine the joints in
the power semice to make sure they are properly
soldered and insulated. If there are no obvious
problems, request the power company to check the
re~lation of the power supply and make the neces-
sary changes in their equipment.

If the voltme~r needle tends to jump only when the
siWals change (tith the magnetic detector termi-
nals short circuited), the trouble is insufficient cur-
rent-camying capacity in the service wires between
the cabinet and power source.

If the voltmeter needle stays steady when the ampli-
fier operates (with the detector leads shofied) and
tends to jump when the si~d lights change (with
the detectors reconnected), the difficulty is caused
by electromagnetic or electrostatic induction be-
tween the wires camying signal wrrents and the
wires leading to the maWetic detectors. Make sure
that the condensers are in place across the teminals
to which the ma~etic detectors are connected, as
these condensers tend to absorb such surges.

Intermittent response might also be caused by the
neutral fluctuating with respect to wound. ~is can
be stabiltied by making a connection to a dtiven
round ground rod (that is required in mOst mOdern
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installations). If the connections are stable, check included in the condtit tith the power supply leads.
for leakage in the detector circuit by making the Induced voltage can cause false responses. Conse-
same tests that were described above with a volt- quently, the lead-in cable should not be included in
ohm meter. conduit with other signal wiring, bother cause of

false response occurs when the gain is set too high.
Other problems could involve induced voltage re- An adjustment of the gain on the amplifier will
sponse, which can occur when the detector leads are generally solve this problem.

—
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7. E~RGING TECHNOLOGY

Urban tr~lc congestion is one of the major prob-
lems reqtiring immediate action in the 1990’s. On
the U.S. freeways alone, congestion increased by 54
to 68 percent between 1983-85. Traffic volumes are
expected to continue to increase by as much as 45
percent by the year 2005. A reduction in the level of
congestion wodd yield truly impressive savings in
terms of fuel, travel time, and accidents.

To tackle the problem, the U. S., European coun-
tries, Australia, and Japan are all investing in high
technology solutions for hardware and software
development involving a coalition of government,
university, and private industry. One of the most
promising concepts for alleviating urban trfilc
congestion is effective trafic surveillance and con-
trol.

This chapter reviews emerging technology as it
relates to the detector requirements of intersection
control and trtilc sumefllance and control systems.
The new technolo~ includes new concepts, new
products, new applications, and new procedures.
Some of the products are already in use in selectsd
locations but have not, as yet, been applied fully,
while others are still in the research and develop-
ment phase.

DETECTOR DEWCES WER
DEWLOPMENT

h the United States, the quest for a reliable vehicle
detector that can be installed and maintained with-
out disrupting traffic, whfie providing trtilc data at
least as accurate as the loop detectir, is continuing.
The following section summaries the major ongo-
ing developments.

The Self-Powered Vehicle Detector (SPVD)has been
under development by the Federd Highway Ad-
ministration since 1973. Basically, this system

consists of a cylindrical in-road sensor containing a
transducer, a ~ transmitter with antennas, and a
battery. The in-road sensor operates on the same
principle as the magnetometer sensor. It is powered
by an internal battery and its connection to the relay
is a radio link. The roadside receiver includes a
commercially available FM receiver and a tone
decoder electronics package. No lead-in or intercon-
necting cables are needed. The concept is illustrated
in Fi@re 146.

Tke SPVD can measure vehicle passage, presence,
count, and occupancy. Speed measurements are
possible using two SP~s set a predetermined dis-
tance apart.

Development =story

me SP~s transducer ititially consisted of two
single-axis flmgati magnetometers. These were
replaced with a single, dual-mis “Brown” magne-
tometer oriented to detect changes in the hotiontd
and vertical components of the Earth’s ma~etic
field. A vehicle passing or stopping over the detector
disturbs both of these components, changing the
operating level of the magnetometers core. This
change induces a voltige that enables the ~ trans-
mitter, which sends two 30-ms tone-coded pdses,
indicating the entrance and exit of the vehicle. (See
Ref. 45.)

The RF telemetry link was redesigned in 1978 by
FHWA and the Naval Surface Weapons Center
(NSWC). NSWC was contrac~dti develop 20proh-
type systsms. Three of these units were tested by
the City of Kettering, Ohio during the period 1978 to
1979 (Ref. 46). ho of the ufits were inst~led at a
line-of-sight distance 500 fi (150 m) from their re-
ceiver antennas. These two utits failed to function
even when varying distinces were used. Electronic
malfunctions were suspectid.

The third unit was installed in a left-turn lane 118
ft (35.4 m) from the receiver antenna. This unit
operated flawlessly during the year long test period
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n

despite temperatures sometimes approaching O ‘F.
~is unit was located 10 R (3 m) from the stop line in
the center ofa 6- x 6-ft(l.6- x 1.8-m) 100POperated fOr
comparative purposes.

Volumes from the SPVD prototype and the installed
loop detector were extremely simfiar over the 1 year
test period, except that the SPVD yielded higher
volumes during congested petiods because its zone
of ifluence protided separate counts for closely
following vehicles. The City concluded that the
concept was cost effective and wotiy of further
development.

Mthoughthe lack oflead-in orinterconnectingcables
reduced the installation cost and traffic dismption
associated tith loop detectors, the spectiled l-year
battery life was considered a drawback. Accord-
ingly, batteries have since been developed with a 2-
year life.

Cwent Status

Development has been on-going and, in 1987, the
F~A contracted to develop nine production mod-
els uti~iing small-scale inte~ated circuit designs,
and nine systems utiltiing large-scale inte~ated
circuit desi~s. Fi~re 147 portrays the SPVD
system under development.

~ese production models are scheduled for accep-
tance testing duringthe period 1990-91. They till be
desi~ed to transmit at least 500 ft (150 m).

Hgure 147. Self-powered vehicle detector.

~E ~A DE~C~ON SYS~M (WADS)

In freeway Sumefilance and Control Systems, a
detector system is needed that can provide vehicle
detection, auhmatic sumefilance, and the extrac-
tion of data (volume, speed, occupancy, etc.) neces-
sary for advanced control strategies in real-time. As
algorithms become more complex, the need for more
accwate data is critical.

With existing loop detector technology, the detector
processing algorithms must extrapolate the received
data to derive the reqtired tr~lc flow statistics.
These extrapolations can resdt in critical emors
which contribute to unreliable incident detection.

Video cameras have been used for roadway sumefl-
lance for many years. However, these cameras
required a human operator to interpret the images
generated. An alternative technique for interpret-
ing the video images is through image processing or
“machine vision.” This technique uses a computer
and software to analyze the roadway images and
extract the information needed for traffic sumeil-
lance and control.

Evolution of WADS

The use of tideo technology and image processing
techniques that could be used as a substitute for loop
detectors was first investigated during the mid-
1970’s (Ref. 47). This work initially was promoted
and funded by tie Federd Highway Administra-
tion.

The purpose of this initial project was to combine the
television camera with tideo processing technology
to identify and track vehicles traveling within the
camera’s field of tiew. The initial system was of
limited success because of the dfilculties with con-
tinuously tracking a vehicle through varying back-
~ound and lighting conditions.

During the 1970’s and 1980’s parallel effotis were
undertaken in Japan, the United Mngdom, Ger-
many, Sweden, and France. The purpose of these
activities was to address the problems and limita-
tions of existing roadway detectors and fdfill the
requirements of modern control technology for
improved detection, Atypical WADS set-up is show
in Fi~re 148.
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A

Videoflmge Processing Systems

As a follow-on to the initial F~A WADS research
project, a subsequent system was develOped by Dr.
Panes Michalopoulos at the University of Minnesota
(Ref. 48). This system, known as VIDS (Video
Detection System) was designed to use a single tideo
camera with associated processing hardware and
software to provide outputs equivalent to those of
mdtiple loop detectors. This joint project was funded
by the F~A, the Minnesota DOT, and the Univer-
sity of Minnesota.

or on siWd systems with central control capability
transmit their images to a central location for proc-
essing. Cameras sewing isolated signalized inter-
sections transmit their images to local processing
hardwarein the control cabinet (Or in a separa~
cabinet) installed at the intersection.

The system can detect trfilc at a number of loca-
tions (multiple spots) tithin the camera’s field of
tision. These locations are specified by the user with
interactive Waphics and can be changed as often as
desired. To achieve this flexible detection point
Dlacement. detection lines along or across the road-

The operation of this real-time video ima~ng detec- -way lanes (as depicted in the trafic scene appearing
tion system is depicted in Fi~re 149. Video cameras on the TVmonitor screen) are inserted on the screen
are installed at selected locations on the freeway by means of a mouse or keyboard. Every time a

antior signalized intersections to collect trafic data vehicle crosses a detection line, a detection signal is
in real time. Cameras installed on freeway systems generated.

~ power Supply /&
~ooo

.“0”

Ke padltisplay
(~alibration)

,-,
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The processing system provides outputs comparable
to loop detectors; that is, presence and passage as
well as speed. From these measurements, other
traffic parameters can he extracted, including occu-
pancy, volumes, queue lengths, etc. The output of
the system can be connected to an etisting control
system (either freeway or signal control) or to a local
signal controller where the detected trafic ~il] be
processed by the traffic control application software.
The advantage is that, in addition to wireless detec-
tion, a single camera can replace many loops, thereby
providing true wide area detection.

WDS Development Status

A real-time version ofVIDS has been developed and
successfully demonstrated for a variety of roadway,
environmental, and traffic conditions (Ref. 49). The
algorithms have been developed h generati pres-
ence and passage detection si~als and vehicle speed
estimates for multiple detection spots in the camera
field-of-view. The first step in the algorithm ap-
proach is to reduce the image data (from the video
digitizer) so that only the data needed for detection
is processed by the microprocessor, thus reducing
the amount of data to be processed by two to three
orders of ma~itude.

The data reduction or “image fomattin< is done in
hardware to allow the algorithms to be done in real-
time. This data reduction hardware is implemented
on a single circuit card in the microprocessor called
the fomatter. Once the data are reduced by the
formatter hardware, spatial and temporal features
are extracted for each detection location. These
spatial and temporal elements are combined using
sequential decision processing to generate either
presence or passage si~als. Speed is estimated by
using pairs of closely spaced detection lines and then
measuring the time between adjacent passage sig-
nals for these detection spots. This is very similar in
concept to speed traps used with loop detectors.

The algorithms have been optimized to deal with
artifacts such as shadows, illumination changes,
and reflections. The resulting system has produced
vehicle detection accuracy in exc6ss of95 percent for
all of the conditions studied. The conditions that
degraded the performance in earlier video detection
systems appear to be resolved. These include con.
gestion, shadows, poor lighting, and adverse weather.

Mthough this is still a new and experimental ap-
proach to traffic sumeillance, using advanced image
processing techniques, research and development
are continuing and demonstration projects are ongo-
ing.

~CROWA~U~DE~CTO~

The use ofmicrowaveradar during World War II led
to the use of this technique for detecting traffic.
Microwave energy is beamed toward an area of
roadway from an antenna mounted overhead or in a
sidefire position on a pole (Fi~re 150). When a
vehicle passes through the beam, the energy is
reflected back to the sensing unit (antenna) at a
different frequency. The detector senses the change
infrequency, which denotes the passage ofavehicle.

—

figure 150. Microwavelmdar detector concept

The operating frequency of the signal is normally in
the K-band (24 gHz) or the X-band (10 gHz). The
antenna is angled slightly toward trafic, creating a
Doppler effect on the reflected signal. Therefore,
vehicles must be traveling at least 3 mph (5 kph) ~
be detected.

Radar detectors have been commercially available
for a number ofyears. Their use, however, has been
limited to special applications because they were
relatively complex to maintain, were vulnerable to
vandalism, and, most importantly, could only be
used as passage (motion) detectors (Ref. 50).

.—
Newly develoDed radar detectors uromise to Ave
true presence- detection and com~ct many of-the
previous problems, One new type of radar detector,
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developed for the FHWA and the City of Baltimore,
uses a 24 gHz signal and is expected b be capable of
detecting presence as well as passage. Despite a
high ititial cost ($1,000 to $4,000 per unit, depend-
ing on the features and frequency used), the manu-
facturer claims that the life cost till be comparable
to loop detectors. Field testingwasplanned for 1989-
90 (Ref. 51).

bother relatively new microwave detector, com-
mercially avafiable, is shown in F@re 151. This
small unit can be mounted in either a sidefire or
overhead mount. It detects trtilc moving in one
diredionusingavery low power microwave beam. A
single unit wdl cover more than one lane of traffic. It
was designed primarfly for use when a conventional
loop detectir is disabled or in construction zones. It
may also be used duting bridge reptir work which
necessitates lane closure, as it is eastiy removed and
re-used when the job is completed. It may dso be
used in pemanent installations for small intersec-
tions.

figure 151. Commercially available microwave detetior.

The unit is housed in an anodbed aluminum casing
and is mounted on a pole near the intersection
approach (sidefire). The overhead mounted unit is
only recommended when one lane is to be detected.
It is mounted by means of a ufiversd mounting
bracket 12 to 18 ft (3.7 to 5.5 m) above the sutiace of
the roadway aimed toward the flow of trtilc. A four
conducbr cable is run from the unit to the controller

~ cabinet two wires are run to 10 to 24VAC power and
two wires are connected to detector inputs. Five
d~erent operatingfrequenciesinthe range of10.525

gHz eliminate crosstalk between units. Monitoring
circuits for relay and transceiver fafiure till cycle
the controller to recall (Ref. 52).

bother new radar device is under development in
Gemany. This development is pati ofa new tr=lc
data acquisition system which uses a 61 gHz micro-
wave detector to gather real-time data on the spac-
ing and speed of vehicles. The prototype is being
tested at a research facflity in ~m, West Gem any
(Ref. 51).

~trasonic vehicle detectors were initially devel-
oped in the mid-195 Us. Many agencies used them
but most experienced problems and abandoned their
use. These detectors operate on the same principle
as radar detectors. That is, both transmit abeam of
energy into an area and receive a reflected beam
from a vehicle. The sonic detector transmits pulses
ofultrasotic energy (20 to 50 kHz at 20 to 25 times
per second) through a transducer. Atypical instal-
lation is shown in Fi@re 152.

The passage of a vehicle causes these beams to be
reflected back to the transducer at a different fre-
quency. The transducer then senses the change and
converts it to electrical energy. This energy is
relayed to a transceiver, which then sends an im-
pulse to the controller to denote the passage of a
vehicle. The transducer is mounted over the road-
way, whfie the transceiver is mounted in the control-
ler or in a separate cabinet.

Michigan, Illinois, New York, and California were
among the early users of this type of detector. In the
1960’s the Michigan DOT tested several ultrasonic
detectors in Detroit and found problems with con-
trolling the cotical detection zone. They dso found
that sdt on the road wodd alter the signal. The
Illinois DOT (Chicago) experience with ultrasonic
detectors, dso in the 1960s, indicated that they were
neither reliable nor cost effective. Caltrans found
them to be unreliable in conditions of extreme heat,
and the vacuum tubes used in the early detectirs
wodd fd due to tibration. The Stak of New York
continues to use ultrasonic detectors in remote areas
with bad pavement. They estimate that 10 percent
of their highway sumeillance is protided by ultra-
sonic detectors.
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Hgure 152. Ultrasonic vehicle detetior.

Recently, there has been renewed interest in this
concept, which has resulted in several major new
activities. One major utiversitypro~am has deiel-
oped modified prototypes of an ultrasonic vehicle
detector to resolve some of the problems reported
above (Ref. 53). After laboratory and field testing
indicated that it was well stited for use as an
overhead vehicle sensor, several prototypes were
placed in operation in 1986. After over a year of
continuous operation with periodic accuracy checks
against data collected by loop detectors, the detice
continued to show promise.

The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
plans to use ultrasonic detectors for a new sumefi-
lance and control pro~am at the Holland ~nnel.
Ofigindly, phohelectric cells were used to count
vehicles. They were replaced with loop detectirs
because the dirt and @me in the tunnel caused the
photoelectric cells to be unreliable. The planned
system till use ultrasonic detectors placed in pairs
at re~ar intends to monitor and track individud
vehicles moving through the tunnel. The ptirs of
sensors wiR provide vehicle classification informa-
tion as well as speed, occupancy, vehicle length, and
counts. This is believed to be the most intensive use
of dtrasonic detectors for freeway sumefilance and
control in the United States.

~trasonic detectors are, however, used extensively
in Japan in keeping with government policy which
does not pemit cutting the pavement (Ref. 54).
These detectors are a major component in the Tokyo
traffic control system. A central control computer
monitors trafic signals and vehicle motion through.
out Tokyo, resets timing patterns, activates motor-
ist information display signs, and relays real-time. -
information h both motorists and police. This

appears tObe mOst extensive use of ultrasonic detec-
tors anywhere. The detectors used in this applica-
tion are slated for testing by the Institute of Trans-
portation Studies at the University of California
(Berkeley) in their study to evaluate several fores of
detector sensors for freeway sumedlance and con-
trol.

Another dtrasonic detice to be tested in this study
protides a circdar zone of detection (5 to 6 ft (1.5 to
1.8 m)) located 10 to 20R (3 to 6 m)from the detector.
The unit can be mounted in an overhead or sidefire
position and wfll provide continuous detection ofany
Iicensedvehicle entering the zone of detection at any
speed up h 70 mph (112 kph). The transducer is
recessed inh the housing of the device h protide an
environmental shield. It uses the principle of electro-
static detsction rather than the traditional doppler
effect.

IN~D DETECTORS

Infrared detectors are used extensively in England ,—
for both pedestrian crosswalks and si~al control
They are also used on the San Francisco-Oakland
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Bay Bridge. Here, they are side-mounted at 600-ft
(18-m) intemalsontheupper deckofthebridge. The
detectors establish the presence of vehicles across
dlfive lanes, thuspritidlngan occupancy measure-
ment.

The following disadvantages of infrared detectors
are often cited. Changes in light and weather wfll
cause scatter of the infrared beam. The lens systim
is sensitive h water and environmental constraints.
Their reliability in high flow conditions has been
questioned. In addition, earlier infrared detectors
were not capable of protiding vekicle counts (Ref.
51).

One ifirared detector product Ene consists of both
active andpmsiue models. In the active system (see
Fi~e 153), detection zones are illuminated with
low power infrared light. The infrared light re-
flected from vehicles travefing through the zone of
detection is focused by an optical system onto a
sensor matrti. A real-time siWd processing tech-
nique analyzes the received si~al and determines
the preseme of a vehicle. Environmental shifts are
tracked automatically. One version of this active
infrared detector is primatiy used for stop-line
presence detection, whfle a second version isusedfor
presence detection in the intersection approach (e.g.,
a detection zone 68 to 100 fi (20 h 30 m) in advance
of the stop line).

The manufacturer reports that their active infrared
detectors can provide vehicle presence detection for
trfilc signals, vehicle counting, speed measure-
ment, length assessment, and queue detectiloninfor-

mation. Their utits are desi~ed to accommodate
mounting heights of between 15 and 30 ft (4.5 b 9
m). & overhead mounting is shown in Figure 154.
Mdtiple units can be instiled within the same
intersection without intetierence and tith no inter-
action between units. The optical system design
protides sharp edged zones of detection. Vehicles
outside of the defined zone have no effect (Ref. 55).

figure 154. Overhead mounted infrared detector

Thepassivesystem measures passage (mOtiOn) ody.
The unit (illustrated in Figure 155) conttins a lens
cofiWration that protides detection of moving
vehicles tithin a 3° zone of detection which maybe
up to 300 ft (91 m) from the unit. Wider detection
zones are available by selecting the optional me-
dium or shoti focal length lenses. To eliminati
adjacent lane detection when detecting vehicles over
100 ft (30 m) from the unit, the long length lens
option is recommended. For detection close to the
unit (e.g., for side-fire detection) a medium or short
focal length lens is used.

figure 155. Passive infrared detector.
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DIGIT& LOOP TEST ~STR-NT

A 1989 test instrument which uses digital signal
processing and sampled data techniques to measure
a broad range of loop system parameters has been
developed and is in the prototype phase of testing
and calibration prior to production (see Figure 156).
The application for this loop tester includes testing
of new loop installations, preventive maintenance,
diagnostics and repair of failed loops, and dati
collection and statistics. The theory of operation,
design phfiosophy, and the operational features
attributed to this product are summarized below
from Ref. 56.

Figure 156. Digital loop test instrument,

~EORY OF OPERATION

Until recently, the construction of an all-digital
device that would operate in the ranges necessary to
fully diagnose loop detector systems has been con-
strained by limitations in the technology. The new
technology applied in this evolving product is de-
scribed as follows. To take measurements in a non-
energized loop, an interactively pro~ammable fre-
quency is generated by a high-speed digital signal
processor (DSP). Time critical math functions are
performed on the DSP chip and post-processing is
conducted on a general purpose microprocessor,

The microprocessor also controls the display. All
components are CMOS (Ceramic Metal Oxide Sili-

con), which is a low-powered inte~ated circnit tech-
nology. ~is allows low-powered batte~ operation
over abroad range oftimperatures. Aflexible power
converter/charging utit permits operation ovel an
extended voltige range from a variety of input
sources.

Even with this technology, it is mitical to have the
proper dgofithms and software to produce the cor-
rect results. This loop test instrument combines a
precision phase/gain metertith a frequency synthe-
sizer. By accurately measuring the phase and gain
of an oscillator driting a cofl, the inductance, resis-
tance, and Q factor can be computed.

To accommodate a broad range of inductance values
and operating frequencies, the test instrument can
autorange the source impedance and input signal
gtin (with auto gtin control), Noise reduction is
accomplished through the use of dynamically recon-
fignrable digital filters and averaging.

At frequencies above 20 kHz, the effective loop
inductance becomes more frequency dependent. For
this reason, it is important to measure the loop
inductance at its operating frequency, This requires
measuring the loop frequency when connected to the
detector electronics, then disconnecting the loop to
directly measure the inductance at the measured
frequency.

Many of the newer loop detector units use mdti-
channel techniques to operate four or more loops.
This conserves controller cabinet space and can
mifimtie crosstalk problems by using a time-divi-
sion scanning process, Because the scanning detec-
tor energizes each of the four channels sequentially
(up to 100timesper second), conventional frequency
counters cannot be used to accurately measure the
loop operating frequency,

Some loop detectors require 10 or more cycles to sta-
bilize afir being switched on dining a scanning
cycle. The detector electronics mask these cycles out
when switibing from channel to channel. A conven-
tional frequency counter would &ve an erroneous ,—.
reading due to the short frequency burst of the
detector oscillator and the stabiltiation time re-
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quired. This instmment is desiWed to accurately
measure the frequency and it is repotied that the
measurement circuit~ requires only a few cycles of
frequency to make a measurement. Initial cycles
can be gated out and the measurement can be
triggered from the signal burst. A summary of the
petiomance characteristics of this instmment is
given in Table 30.

Table 30. Summa~ of loop tester petiormance.

I Meas”reme”t

I I“d”ctance

I Loop Quality

I Level/Frequenq

I Range

I Freq, Level

I Sig”alNoise Ratio

I Freq”e”q Generator

I Range

,n! Resol”iio”

Level

I Resistance

Range I Units

10-2,000 I microhenties, kh

1-300 I dimensionless, Q

I

1-150 i tilohedz, kHz

-40-150 I decibels, dB I
40 I decibels. dB I

1-150 I kiloheflz, kHz I

1.0 ] Hetiz, Hz I

– 40-0 I decibels, dB !

1-10,000 I Ohms, Q

DESIGN PH~OSOP~

Fdures ofinductive loops can be caused by a variety
of problems. The loop tires may become shorted
from worn or stressed insulation. They may brenk or
short b Wound. The lead-in wire may become
damaged through comosion. &y number offaflures
may eventually occur; consequently, reliable test
equipment is required for routine maintenance to
detect failing or failed loop circuits.

The typical electrical parameters needed to diag-
nose sloop system are resistance, frequency, imped-
ance, capacitance, Q factor, and inductance. Some Of

these factors can be measured directly, while others
require computation from separate tests. Of the
many dfierent loop detector systems, dl possess a
combination of resistance, inductance, and capaci-
tance. These characteristics, within certiin para-
meters, determine whetier the detector system till
or till not operate properly. There is a wide variety
of acceptable limits for these measurements de-
pending the geomet~, length and type of lead-in
cable, location of loop, external intefierence, system
tuning, etc.

Historically, loop dia~ostics for problem loops, as
well as testing new installations, relied heavfly on
de-of-thumb andtrial-and-emor approaches. There
are, however, certin measurements that can be
taken to increase confidence in the quafity of the
installation and to help dia~ose faulty loops. For
example, a simple resistant-to-wound and “open
loop” determination can easily be prefomed with a
specialized megameter and a simple volt ohmmeter
(VOM). me megametiruses ahighvoltage to check
for leakage to wound, while the VOM is used to
check for shotis and open circuits. These two instru-
ments have protided the majority offield diagnostic
information and have proved adequate for many
older loop installations.

Today’s loop instigations operate with far Weater
sensitivities than their older counteqarts and have
a higher operational demand. Todays 100PS must
protide accurate information deding tith mdti-
lane inputs and must be able to detect vehicles from
lame tmcks to bicycles. Problems such as crosstalk,
environmental drfi, operational frequency, and
intermittent sensitivity variations have now be-
come siWificant factors. Atypical VOM is no longer
adequate. For example, the loop is actually operat-
ing at relatively high frequencies (the wire resis-
tance to alternating cument increases as the fre-
quency increases), and these high frequencies can-
not be measured with a VOM. A more sophisticated
instmment is reqtired to accurately assess the
quality of the loop. Measurement at these opera-
tional frequencies becomes important.
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This paper describes the dcvelopme”t a“d application of a“
equivalentcircuitmodel md computer program to calculate the
apparent self ind.ctmce and quality factor versus freq”e”cy of
squ~e, :Ctangul=, quatipole, and cuc.lar Imps of ro””d wi~
burled ,. a roadway. The effect of transmission lines and
matching transformers between tbe loop in tbe roadway and
roadside vehicle detwror elecuonics is includd ti tie mtiel. The
capacitance between the loop conductors and surrounding
pavement material is shown to have a major effect on the
mag”imdc of the Imps appmcnt self ind.ctmce,

I“d.ctive Imp det=tors ze presently “sd in most actuated and
computer conmolled utific sumeilla”ce systems. The design of
the loops size a“d shape, a“d ““mkr of tw”s of wire should
provide adequate vehicle detection sensitivity and prevent the
ransmission line from rtiucing sensitivity. The magnitude of
inductance see” by the detecror clecuo”ics must & in a range
specifid by the detector manufacturer. The computer pro~am
calc”latcs the Imp appxe”t ind”cta”ce md quality factor vcrsns
operating frequency (20-6C kHz) for a selectti lwp size, shape,
cond.ctor size, number of t“r”s, t“r” spacing, slot width,
pavement 10SS~gent, and S1OLse~mt materi~ ~el=Mc cOnst~t.

Inrd.ction

The inductive Imp detector systcm is comprised of a buried Imp
of round wi= in the roadway pavement which is co””wed witi a
Ua”smi ssion line to roadside vcticle detecmr elwuonics, Me” a
vehicle is mused by the imp, a small decrease i“ lwp i“d”cta”ce
is detected by the detector elecmo”ics. Since the series i“d”ctmce
of the Ua”smission hnc dtcmases the loop i“ducta”ce change
available to the detector elecw”ics, the Imp i“d”cta”ce should k
larger than the rransmizsio” line series inductance. The loop
i“ducta”cc can k increasd by wi”di”g additional rums to the
loop andlor adding a trdnsformcr between the loop and
tmnsmission itie. The fique”cy rmge of typical vehicle detector
elecuonics is 20 kHz to 60 kHz. The inducmnce seen by the
vehicle detector eleccro”ics ca” cha”ze sis”ifica”tlv versus
frequency if t~ many t.r”s m usti 0. C. roa;way lm~ kca.se
of loop capacitance. An equivalent circuit mtiel of the i“ducdve
loop system was dcvclopcd a“d pro~ammcd on a computer. The
computer pro~am allows inductive Imp system designers and
maintenance technicians to calculate the Imp system i“d.trance
a“d quahty factor as a fu”ct>on freq.ency, w,re gauge size, wire
spacing, etc.

The eq”ivale”t loop system model is comprised of a roadway
inductive Imp mod.], a tra”sfomer mdel, a“d a tra. zmissio”
line mtiel. The calc”latio” of the self i“d”cta”ce of square,
rcctangula, and quatipole lwps is descrikd in previous papers
[1.2]. King [3] descriks the calc”latio” of the self i“d”cta”ce of
circular loops. This paper i“cl”des the calculation of the internal
and external capacimnce of such Imps to detetinc high ~“e”cy
pefiormance. A wide band transformer model is used. The
mansmissio” li”c mdel uses a complex chmacteristic impda”ce.
All equations .sd i“ the Imp computer proflam ae included i“
this paper.

tin cauacitmceThmq

The capacitmce betwec” loop t“ms was calculated “si”g a low
freq”e”cy, multi-layer, transformer mtiel [4]. This model
assumes “nifom flux co”pli”g through the loop turns with
mi”im”m Ietiage flux. Figure 1 illustrates the capacisa”ce
between two adiace”t isolatd IW. tws.

-

The loop is comprised of parallel tra”smissio” Ii”es with a
capacim”ct [5] per ““it Iengh, C, give” by

c=
(tico)x 10”9

36 cosh”’(DDa)
(1)

where
c = up%imce @/m)
D= sp%ing &WW” conductor ce”tms (m)
a= conductor mdi”s (m)

d% = xlarive dielmtic co”smt (1 for au)

where P is the Imp perimeter (m). A similx merhd was usti by
Palcmo [6]. The actual loop t“ms &r. co””ected as show” i.
Figure 2.

3-
+

WGnE 2. CAPACITANCEBEWEEN ADJACE~ L~P ~NS.

US Gmmment wok not protected by U.S.cop~gt]l.
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The p=allel trmsmission line i: shortti ?1 the end. The input
capacimnce of tie shon.d Uansm,ssion fine ISgiven by

+=; (+’ Cdx=:CP (3)

o
Figme 3 shows the cticuit mtiel for a multi-tm !mp where LL is
the low frq.ency i“ductan.e of the Imp and CIL is the lumped
i“t.mal capacitm.e aaoss he loop t.tinds.

m“

vj=; vT

and n is eq.d to tie numkr of Imp tins, then

(4)

(5)

(6)

The lumped internal capacitance across tie Imp temi”als is given
by

(7)

This equation is identicd to the equation [7] for the capacitance
htween Ua.sfomr winding layers with the exception of C.

Extemd tin C~

Capacitive coupling exists kween the Imp conductors and edge
of pavement slot containing the conductors. Figure 4 ill.suat.s
the capacitive coupling. Since loop wtis =e typically closer to
[he top of the slot (i.e., sealant in bottom of slot supports
conductom), the capacitive muphng ktween the conductors and
httom of tie slot was neglwtd.

RG~E 4. CWACITmCE BEWW LWP COmUCTORS N
SLOT.

Tb. external capaci=ncc .%s1s kwe.n a co”d.ctor a“d a material
witi vtiable diel=tic .onsMt ad conductivity ratier than meml.
Gal.js [81 detemines he impedance of a buried insulated wire.
me capacimnce is calculated assuming the region suro”nting the
slot or cavity is finitely conducting where region on. is a low loss
dielecrnc [9] or

Stratton [10] also sb.ws that ? perfectly co”ducci”g outer
.o?d”ctor for a ,coaxial I,ne prov,des ? gd approximation to a
finitely .O”ductlng one when .al.ulat,ng shunt adm,tta”ce. ~e
slot walls me approximated by infinite conducting gound planes
as ill.smted in Fimm 5.

mGm 5. CWACITANCE BEMEN LmP COmUCTORS m
mm CO~U~NG PLNS.

~e chmcttistic imtince [11] of tiis conductor gcome~ is

(9)

.-. ,
~c capacimc. W, “nit l.ngb of a EM mstission line is

Then

01

12one.&
c=—

Z.
(lo)

(11)

, Erx 10”9
— (Fmddmeter)

()

c=~ 4h
(12)

In ~

~c total ex%rnd capaciwce for tie Imp conductor is

C=CP (13)

RGU~ 6. 8timCED WDUC~VE LUUP. ,-

Becausc of the balmcd con fig.ratio” md zero porentid point a!
conductor + meter centm
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()()C’P.
c,=c2=y~=y (14)

L = titemd iti.cmce Wylm)

6 = skin depti (m)

NO = WmeabUiw of tie sDace = 4r x 10-7 Hylmthus,

(15) Y, = ~lati.e P~wbfiw of coppa wue = 1
f = frq”ency @z)
a = conductivity of coppr wtie = 0.58 x 108

[tiodm).,
P = rtii.s of wue (m)

Pr = mistitiy (ohm-meter)(16)

Lio = ~ (Hy/m) (23)

(24)

k. Resistance

Tht series lmp resiswce, RL, is compns~ of thedumtc“m”c
wireresistmce,R, tie highfrquency of skin eff=l xsistmce,
Rae, a“d the ground resistance, Rg, The most important
resisa”ce is tie Found resistance which is caused by c“xe”ts
ind.cti i“ the co”d”cdve pavement md s“b~ade material, Tbe
~Ound resistance may Iifit IOOPsensitivity in l~ations tith a
Imge mo,st”re co”tenr. The ~“nd resistance is calculated by
ass”ting tie pavement md sub~ade mattid causes a magnetic
loss similw to that of a fetite or tion core in m inductor, Tbe
permeability, yg, of tie pavement and s“bgade material is
assumed to b o“.. Appendix I presents a derivation of the
gou”d resismce.

Pr = L74 x IO-8 ohm-mekrs for copper wke

Appendix II Presents he fomulas [13] for the comple. BeSSeI
F“ncuons md theu derivatives.

hD Ind”am w mm~

Self I“d”cta”ce of Sinsle T“m Cix”lw ti~

The wlf i“d”cmm [14] of a stigle t“m ctiulx Imp is five. by

RL=R+Rac+Rg (17)
-

‘=~.(2r-a[(l-J)K“5)Rg = tm8gmLL (18)
where

RL = series Imp resistmce (Q)

R = &xc! cumnt Imp resismnce (Q)

Rac = skti eff%t =sism”ce (Q)

Rg = Bound resistmce (Q)
r = Imp wke radius (m)

m“6g = 10ssm“ge”t of pavement mtcnal
LL = Imp self ind”cmnce (Hy)

w = o~rating tiequency (rtiims)

I“temal Ind”ctmce md Rcsismncc Per Unit fi Ii”drical Conductor
m

where

k2= 4r(r. a)
(26)

(2, - .)2

WKtiducace (H)
mmple= elliptic hte~ of fxst ktid
complcti elliptic tite~d of s=o”d ti”d
tii”s of Imp co”d”ctor ce”tm (m)
Imp co”d”ctm rtius (m)

The fom.la for Et) [15] md K(k) [16] is give” h Appe”dk ID.Johnwn [12] shows that tie mtio of act”d i“temal i“ductmce to
low-tieq”e”cy i“temal ind”cmce md intad =sistmce to low-
fiquency intad Zsistmce is give” by

L,

[

4 &iqMiq + kTMrq
J=—
Lio q 1 (19)

(M,q)2 + (Mrqt

Self I“d”cta”cc of Mubi-T”m ficulw ~

The ind”cta”cc fomula for a CUC”lUcoil with N equal spaced,
identical tms following King [17] is @ve” by

LT = No +,2(N-l)MIz+ 2W-2)M13 + (27)md

R

[

q kqkiq kiqkr’q—=-
Re 2 1 (20)

(kfq)z + (kr’q)l

where
$= NLO+2 i~,f-l)M,,(i+l) (28)

(21) where followtig Rmo [18]

n ‘here

‘=+ (22)
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4ab
kz = ~ (30)

d +(a+b)

with

M = m“md hd,lcac. (H)
a = ti.sofmm one(m)
b = ra~usoft~wo(m)
d = spaci”gtim=ntms(m)

Extcma I I“ducw of Si“zle Tm R~

The extmal inductance of a single turn, =cwg.1~ Imp is given
bytiesum oftietiductmm ofwoptis ofconducron. Then

me cxtemd ind.cmce of a single m, ~mmla Imp is

where

II = width oflwp (m)

lZ = lcngtioflmp(m)

~is equation can k tittcn in more compact fom by combining
logarithms.

Self Inductwce of Si.ele T“m Rectanz.la W

Tbe self inductance of a single turn rectangular Imp is given by
tie sum of inxmd a“d external ind”ctmce and is

LQ=L:+L: (33)

where

L = 2(11 +12)Li
o

(34)

and Li is given by equation (19) md Leo is given by cq”ation
132),

-duct, ccof Multin -T”. Rmm~ I

The general inducmce fomula for a coil witi N qud spaced,
id.”tied ms is

LT = NLo + 2(N 1)M12 + 2(N 2)M13 + ,,,... (35)

M“md Inducence of TWOCOaxid, Pmllel. Rwm”mlm Mm

The total mutual ind.ctmcc of ~ rcagulm Imps in F,gwe 1 is
g!ven by the sum of tie mutual xnd”ctances htwee” the pmdlci
s,des md using fmula (37) is

M=2[M1,(A,~)-M11 [AH)

+ Mm(B~)-M2,(B,H)l (36)

whemMll is fbcmut.d ind.cmnce ktween side 1 oftiebttom
lwptum and side 1 of thetoploop tum.nder considemtionas
shown. Note hat all mutual inductances me symmeticd (i.e.,
M13, = M31, etc).

T
,

L

.—

[1‘d=+~h[’+m.
2R (37)

Jr

dz d
-1+ ~ +T

FIGmE 8

—---- 1

PAR OF P~&UL C~E~ ELEWNTS.

,.
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- wnere

Wo = pmetitii~ of ke sp=e =

4K x 10-g Hy/m
1 = fdmentqlen~(m)
d = f~men~spactig (m)
M(l,d) = m“t”dtid”cmce(Hy)

A plus sign is usd when tie tiction of cmnt in the ffiwents is
tie same ad a tinus sip is US4 when tie &tion of cment in
tie filmenu is oppsite.

Self Inductmm of Multi-T”m tiahno c kg1

Fig”re9pre%nts m illusnation [20] of atwotmqutip”le
Imp.

RGW 9. NO ~ QUmRmm L~P.

me exwmd tiducwce of m N * qutiwle Imp is

1.T=2w+ 2w12 + 4(N-I)M13 + 4(N-1)M14 +

4( N-2)M15 + 4(N-2)M16 +

BD

~~

DD

(38)

General Fomula fm M“mal Inductmce of Pmllel Filament%

In order to calculate the mutual inductance between the offset
loops in thequtimpole loop model,a generalformulafor the
mumtiinduclmceof padlel, offsetfdments is mqui&.

Following Jefimenko [21], the mutual inductance (Henw’s)
ktween the two paallel c“mnt filamc”ts (meters) ill”smarti in
Figure11isgivenby

‘*=’~[’n(~:::$l+@+c)-(B+A
(39) ‘k

whert the positive sign is used for elements with c“m”ts in the
same dkection.

This fomula, assumes thal tie elements lengths uc much less
tia” the wavelength divided by 2. and the conductor radius is
much less thm the element Iengti.

It should& notti hat Grover [22] shows fiat his t~e of general
fomula cm also h expressd by applying he laws of s“matio”
of m.md ind.cmce to quation (37).

Figwe 12 Pesmcs a ctiuit mtiel of m bductive Imp.

tit
Ls = ti+Li (40)

RS =R+Rg (41)

Cp = @L+GL (42)

Following Johnmn [23], he slot dielwtic Ims Conductmce is

G= m&@ (43)

wha a &is tie Ims agent of tie slot %dm m~rid.

Appendix IV shows tie inductive lmp cti”it mdtl of Fi~ 12
Educes m tie .Eut mtiel of Fim 13 whe~

RL=~ (44)
l“, . ,2

me IWP qudi~ factm is given by

~c se~ ~wnmt f~quency of the IWP is given by

(47)
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RG~E 13, EQWVtiE~ LGGP CRCWT MODEL.

MO Tmnsmissio” Line Theo~

tiD Tmsmission Line Mdel

A manumission line connects tie roadway loop with roadside
detector elecmnics. The complex imptice (ZL) of tie Imp is
umsfom~ to a complex impdmc., Zin, by the wstission fine
cable by the foUowing quarion [241.

y= ~ (R+ j@L) (G + jmC)

with

.
G = manumission Ike p mit coducmce

(Urn)
L = umstission tine w .Nt tiduamce

(Win)
C = mstission tie per utit capatiace

@/m)
RL = Imp yu!vtie”t ~sismce (Q)
LL = lmp qu,vdt”t mductice (~
a = &m ~uency

A useful quation [25] for computing Zin is given by

sinh 2X+ j sin 2Y
mh (x t jy) =

cosh 2X + COS2y

FGUUCncv Shif[ Dctec tor System Sensititiq

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

The f=quen.y shift, AfD, at the detector *minds is =quird as a
function of Imp md cable pwm.res.

kt f“-f~=.df~ (53)

and f~” = fD (54)

me”

(55)

Since LD=LL+k (56)

a“d &D = ALL (57)

(-)
.—

1

‘D 1 L—=. -
ZSL 1+~ (58)

‘D L

where

SL=; (59)

This tquatio” shows fiat the cable inducta”cc, Lc, is impom”t
relative to freq”e”cy shift detection sc”sitivity. If the cable
i“d”cla”ce is o“e tenth or less of the Imp inductance, the
transmission line has a “cgligible effect on I“d”.ta”ce Loop
Detector (fLD) sensitivity providd tie quality factor, ~, is five
or Beater. The freq”e”cy shift det=tor system se”sitirity results
dm apply to periti shift det=tor systems.

hu Transformer ~eoq

I“d”ctivc ho Tra”sfomm M&el

A Uansfomer [26] with low letiage i“ducta”ce (i.e., total series
leti.ge i“d”ctmce 1.ss tha m“stission line ind”cta”ce) ca” &
placed ktwee” the lmp a“d Ua”smissio” Ii”e to Umsfom the
loop i“d”ctance to a value Iwger than the transmission line
inductance. The Wansformer will remove the reduction i“
sensitiri~ caused by the Umsmissio” Ii”e.

~c Wsfomer mdel [27] used is shown i“ Figwe 14.

B“”& .-
RP
R.
“2R~
“2zL
~

Cs,

Cps/n
CP’

“

[1~~!=~+gi.,
“

(60)

.2 n

= refenti prim~ to secOn* cap=itmce
= mdfid prim~ capaciti”ce

()Cp,=cp+cps 1-: (61)

= mtio of ptimw to sand~ t“m

“=* (62)

LP = open ctic”it prim~ inducmnce at
low tiq”ency

~P( 1-k) = one-h,df toti lekage i“ducta”cc
= co”pl,ng cxfficie”t

m“t”d ind”cmce
——

K= m - & “3) --

The equivalent tra”sfomer mtiel of Figure 15 was used to
detemine tie mmsfomd load im@mce
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- ‘oops
The comptison of measured md calculatd resu!ts is seen to be
favorable. Measu=d 100Pi.ductanc. andquality factor data
vcrs”s frequency was unavailable for q.atipolc and circulw

FIGW 1S. EQWVALEW ~MS~R~R MODEL,

In Appendix V il is shown tiat

W2+Y3+Y4)(Y4+Y5+Y6) -<
z;” = (64)

(Y,+Y2+Y3 (Y2+Y3+Y4)(Y4+Y5+Y6)-~ 2Y2Y4Y6-f6(Y2+Y3+Y4) Y2(Y4+Y5+Y6)

tiu Detector Analvsis System (LDAS) hmm

The LDAS computer proum calculates 100P inductance and
quality factor for =ctmg”lw, quatipole, md circul= Imps. The
100P inductance and quality factor is transformed by the
ma”smission line, (non: shield.d twisted lmp wire) to rotiside
junction b. ad nmsmssion lbe (shieldti ttistd pti) ktwet”
J..G11O. bx and detector elecwonlcs I“ controller h.. The
program also allows a transformer between the loop and
mnsmission Itie or ktween tie two Wes of mmstission fines.

The LDAS pro-is menu tiven md titten ti Microsoft Quick
Basic. All mathemadcal functions me compured using double
p~.ision calculations.

Mt.s”ti Data andCalc”latd RCS”IU

COmuti son of Calculated and Measured LOOD Se If [.ductanc$
md OUaliWFactm

Table I presents measured self inductmce and quality factor data
for a 1.83m (6ft) by 1.83 m (6ft) th~e turn inductance IWP. A
compaison between measured and LDAS computti data is
uresenred in Table U.

Res”bs a“d COnclusiO”s

Tables fJJ fhro”gh V present cdc”latd loop ind”ctmcc md quality
factor as a f“”ction of a“d”ctor size. me q“dity factor decreases
with increasing wire gauge as expected. The addition of a
transmission line of 240 feet length approximately halves the
quality factor. Detector applications req.~ng mnsmission lines
over 2W feet in length should use numkr 12 AWG wke for zhe
loop a“d “o”-shielded ma”stissio” Ii”.. Three to fom rums of
loop wue have a“ adequate q“dity factor. O“e to two t“m Imps
should k usd witi a umsfomer,

MP ~d.c~ce should k memwd at 1 ~z to remove effects of
capacitance when determining the numkr of turns of a buried
Imp, All Imp meas”xments at frequencies of 20 kHz or ~ate,
should k rntie wih a balancd insuument since the Imp detector
elecmo.ics IShlmced. An unMancti measurement tiU result in
wrong values kcausc of the diffe=nt capacitance to ground.
Since the external capacitance is determined by the dielectric
consrmt of the slot seting material, the Imp conductom should &
completely sealed to prevent water i“ tht Imp slot. The high
dielectic consmnt of waler will cau% a significant change i. the
external capacitance causing the appmcnt loop inductance to
change. Unsmble Imp detector operations ms”lts from incomplete
sealing of tie lwp slot,

Table I. Measured inductive loop parameterswith
vehicle not present.

f. Q=- C
2zf L

fz fl L=— R=+
(2z;yc

w)

20
25
30
35
40
43
50
55
50

m)

20,334
25.312
30.388
35.427
40.470
45.514
50.571
55.633
60,704

w)

19,702
24.688
29.644
34.607
39.573
49.472
49.472
54.407
59.342

31,7
35.5
40.3
42.7
44.6
45.7
45.5
44.9
44.1

0.85@90
0,548109
0.38M
0.278693
0.212056
0,167887
0.135704
0.111845
0.093450

73.9
73,9
74.1
74.2
74.3
74.5
74.7
74.9
15,3

0.29
0.33
0.35
0.38
0.42
0.46
0.52
0.58
0.64

hp Size: 1.83m (6ft) hy 1.83m (6ft)
Mp N“mkr OfT“m% 3
bp W,= Si- 14 Gauge
hp Lad in k“gti 1.52m (~ti)
tiOp Self-Rcso”mt Fmq”e”cy: 697.06 ~z
N.tc 50 pf msid”d capacimce h dwade b. “eglectd i“ C v.]”..
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Table 11. Comparison of Calculated and Measured LOOP Parameters.

FO Me~ti L @ctitd L M~sti Q Wculatti Q

(mz) (yH) (wH)

20 73.9 74.4
25

31.7
73.9 74.4

30
35.5

74.1 74,3 40.3
74.2 74,3 42.’7

:; 74.3 74.3
45

44.6
74,5 74.3

50
45.7

74.7 74.3
55

45.5
74.9 74.3

60
44.9

75.3 74.3 44.1

30.4
339
36.6
38.8
40.6
42.2
43.7
44.9
46.1

. pavementImpslot widti (tis] 375

. lmp slot wdmt delwtic co”stmc 6

. pavement mttid 10ssregent: .01

. Imp % tistiation dielectic co”stmt 2.5

. effective lmphi”s”lation loss tmge”c .W1

. l~mnd”ctor spacing (mtisb2W

. Am&cm wti Gauge, AWG 14

Wh
w
(AWG)

12

14

14.

14*.

16

18

10,13 19a

10.50 15.61

63.45 11,59

351.m 1,77

10.85 11.57

11.20 8.11

n Lti

35.22 29.88

35.96 M.06

89.16 14.11

853.20 4.%

36.68 18.10

31.37 12.84

ngular LWP Parameters

3 Tm 4 TW

73.28 37,13 123.14 42.65

74.39 30.40 124,62 35.41

lM.18 17.51 179.61 21.20

1433.69 9.99 1985.51 17.M

75.46 23.25 126.M 27.50

76.50 16.73 127.42 20.05

5 Tum

184.W 47.03

185.85 39.51

242.96 24.86

2464.16 26,76

187.62 31.09

189.34 22.95

‘la
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,- Table IV. Quadr. pole LWP Parameters

(AWG) (JW (#m (FW (NW (Pm

12 17.14 21,72 a.ls 32.74 125.42 40,32 210.7? 45,93 314.77 50.27

14 17,69 17.26 61,26 26.53 127.08 33.28 212.98 38.48 317.49 42,@

16 18.22 12.81 62.32 20.07 128.67 25.67 215.W 30.18 320.10 33.91

18 18.74 8,B 63.36 14.32 130.22 18.61 217,15 22.21 322.65 25,29

resisaceisincludk)
Table V. Circular Loop Parameters

161’037‘2~13529 1883

18 I 10688421359213.38

I I

(Lm (WW (Pm

70.91 38.42 119,50 a.07 179.m 48.53

71.93
31551’2086 3673118069 495

72.91 ‘211’22’6286311823’32.36

13.86
‘747112343 20’961 ‘83’89 “w

raumce is i.cludti)

ADW”&x 1

boD Gro””d Resistance Brivation
Red Pm of complex Bessel Function of Fist find

The complex impedance, ZL, of the lwp rcsulcs from a complex
pemeabtii~, Wg, md is

ZL = jwWgLL Q-1)

= jm@g’-j Wg’’)LL (1.2)

ne material 10ss tangent, tan Sg, is:

~sg=: (I-3)

hting pg’ = 1

tbe IOSStmgent is

tm Sg = yg”
The”

ZL = j N l-j m. 6g)LL (1-5)

Z’ = o tm 5gLL + j mLL (1-6)

m
ZL = Rg+j XL (I-7)

Rg = m 6g mLL (1-8)

(2!)2 (4!)2

4“
(11-1)

()

1
—x
2

krx=l~~l (-l)” —
(2. !)2

Derivative of Real Pm

berx=.[~’r+~.~~ 5! 6! + ‘“”””

()

I
(4..1)

(11-2)
—x
2

ber’x = “~= , (-1)“ —
(2n 1)! 2n!

Imaginq Pm of complex Bessel Function of First Kind
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~ix=[i’rti+~ .,,,,,-- (3!)2 (5!)

()

1
(4. 2)

11-3)
—x
2

(-l)” ~
[(2”. 1)!]“=1

Derivative of hagti~ Pm

~,x=~x. ($/(:xr1
— + ~

(4. .3)
(11-4)

()

1
—x
2

*i’. = “S= ~: (-l)”
(2” - 2)! (2*.1)!

~

Complete Elliptic htegd of Fkt tid

K(k) =; ~(1 + km+,) (111-1)

m=.

~+, = (1 km,)/(l + km)k (111-2)

km,=~ l-k: (111-3)

ko=k (111-4)

CompleE EUiptic htepd of Smond find

[

2 ,2

E(u) = & 1+ K+ TU4+
~ “6 + .,,..

22 2.2
~2.42.62 1

‘U=*[l+:=l[=TU’NI“1’-5)
“ = (1 k)/(l~) (111-6)

k=- (111-7)

M=k2 (111-8)

Note 2N! ! = 2nN! (111-9)

~

Series to Ptilel Ctitit Tmsfo_tio”

RGW lv.1. SERmSR~WLW cmcm EQUIVmNCY

Fmm FiWm N 1

fi=Rg+jti~md Yi”=~- j+
PP

Setig (Iv-1)

& = Yin (Iv-z)

Rz + ~2L2

Lp=- (iv. &)
U2L,

,—..

‘pm’pm
RGm IV-2.L~P SERESP~UEL CmCmT EQ~V&~CY.

Fmm Fi~re N-2

Gp = GLp + Gq (IV-5)

*=Gp+j(@-+)“’-6)
+“=+ (IV-7)

.

,—
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T~sfmc Mdel hput bwce

.....................

~ Y6, ~

1.

[1[
1 Y1+Y2+Y6 - Y2

1[

- Y6 v,

o = -Y* Y2+Y3+Y4 Y4 V2

o - Y6 - Y4 Y4+Y5+Y6 V3

[1
V1

V2 =

~3

(v-1)

I;n=Il+q+$ (v-2)

1:” = Ylvl + Y6W1-V3) +Y2(V1-V2)

(v-4)

::[ : :;(ll=[:;:;l=!l
Vz Y33 YZY32,_

Vl=yll - NI

- (y2,y~3 - YZY3,
V2=Y21’ = m

Y21Y3*- Y22Y31
V3=Y3,’ =

NI

Y21= -Y2

YD= Y2+Y3+Y4

YB=-Y4

’31= “Y6

’32= “4

Y33= Y4+Y5+Y6
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m

WPE~~ B.

CURRENT SHEET FOW~ FOR CmCWTION OF LOOP I~UCT~CE

A general induct=ce formula using a rectan~lar current sheet was sited hy Mills in Ref. B-1. The
prima~ fomula for inductance (L (in ~h)) is as follows:

()L=o.oo4n Ny– F1 (B-1)

where:

F1=BIY+P,Y ln(~)+~,y2+~, y3-~,y5+... (B-2)

and:

()(

length of current sheet~=:=
longer side of rectangle )

(B-3)

The tem “length of current sheet” means the mial length of a coil Orsolenoid. For a detection 100P,it is
the height of the wires in the slot, as made clear in the example below. It is very small as compared to the
“longer side of the rectangle”, so y is ve~ small. The factor F 1adjusts for the factthat detector 100PSare
very shoti solenoids.

AIso:

P

()

~=a (B-4)
a

The values of ~ are obtained from Table B-1 below.

Table B-1. Niwa’s coefficients for shoti rectangular solenoids (Ref. B-2).

K P, ~,’

1.00 ~ ::y4 I 0.6366
0.95 I 0.6534
0.90 I 0.4512 ] 0.6720
0.65 I 0.4446 0.6926
0.60 I 0.4364 0.7162
0.75 ! 0.4260 I 0.7427
0.70 I ::fi I 0.7730
0.65 I 0.6080
0.60 0.3767 I 0.8468
0.55 ~ :;:& ~ :y4:
0.50
0.40 \ 0.1836 I 1.1141
0.30 I -0.0314 I 1.3359
0.20 I -0.6409 I 1.9099
0.10 \ -3.2309 I 3.5014

P, b,

0.0046 \ -0.0382
0.0053 I
0.0084 I -0.0525

0.0080
0.0103 I -0.0831
0.0141
0.0196
0.0291
0.0432
0.0711
0.1183
0.3898
2.0517
14.507
497.36 ._

-0.1564

-0,3372

-0.7855
-2.403
-7.85
15.51
14280

- ~ examPIe (from Ref. B-l) is shown of the next page for the calculation of the self inductance for a
three-turn, 6 x 6 foot (1.8x 1.8 m) 100Pusing the current-sheet formula described above.

—
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Calculation of the self inductance of a three-turn, six-foot by six-foot (1.8 m by 1.8 m) 100pusing the
cument-sheet formula (Equation B-l).

al = 6 feet = 183 cm

a = 6 feet = 183 cm

N = 3 turns
P = turn spacing = 150 roils = 0.38 cm

b = NxP = (3)x(0.38) = 1.14cm

‘ =(+)=(*)=‘0062

From Table B-1:

~, = 0.4622

~, ‘ = 0.63ti

p, = 0.2122

~, = 0.0046

~, = 0.W6

~, = 0.0382

Solving Equation B-2 yields:

()In ~ = 5.0754

F1 = o.o02g + 0.0200 + 8.16X lb= 0.0229

Using Equation B-1:

()L = 0.004 n N ~ – F1 (B-1)

L = O.OO4 n (3)2
(

(193) (193)

1.14
)

- (0.0229) = 75.8 ph

(B-2)

—.
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LOOP ~UCTMCE - QUALITY FACTOR TARLES

Freauencv ❑ 1 kHz

i_

. .

Apparent Rectangular Laap Inductance

Length, Number of Loop Turns

feet ~’ ] ~:,02 \ 3 I ,2:,67 [ ,8;,81 ~ 25;24 ~ ~3;,44

6 10.53 74.46
7 11.52 39.49 61.72 136.94 204.23 262.91 I 372.40

8 12.51 42.94 68.94 149,12 222.52 308.36 I 406.08

9 13.50 48.38 96.12 161.25 240.71 I 333.71 \ 439.58

10 14.48 I 49.80 103.26 173.32 258.63 358.94 I 472.94

11 15.46 [ 53.22 I 110.42 276.90 I 364.09 [ 508.20

12 16.44 j 56.63 I 117.54 \ ~~?:~~ I 2g4.g3 I 4og.lg I 539.38

13 17.42 60.04 ] 124.65 I 2og.3g I 312,g3 \ 434.25 I 572.51

14 18.40 63.44 I 131.78 II 221.38 330,91 I 459,27 I 605.59

15 19.37 66.64 I 138.85 233.35 348.87 I 484.27 I 638.63

16 20.35 I 70.23 I 145.95 245,32 I 366.81 \ 509.24 I 671.84

17 21.32 I 73.63 I 153.03 257.27 384.74 I 534.09 I 704.63

18 22.30 \ 77.02 \ 160.12 269.22 402.66 I 559.13 I 737.5g

19 23.27 I ~;:;; ~ 167.20 2S1 ,16 I 420,57 I 584.06 I 770.54

20 24.25 I 2g3.10 I 436.47 \ 608.97 I 803.47

25 2g,12 I ;;;:~ ~ ~~ I 352.73 \ 527.89 I 733.42 \ 967.96

30 33.98 244.95 I 412.31 817.22 I 857.75 I 1132.29
35 I 38.84 134,57 I 260.25 471.85 706.51 \ 962.00 I 12g6.52
40 43,71 I 151.48 795.76 I 1108.21 I 1460.70

45 46.57 I 168.38
50 53.43

Apparent Rectangular Laap Quality Factar

Length, !’ Number of Loop Turns

fe~!+~2~31 4 I ;67 ! :,21 j 7

71
1.81 2.48 3.09

1.06 I 1.83

I 2.51 3.14 3.72 l’:%4.27 I
8 1.09 I 1.65 2.54 3.17 3.78 I 4.32 \ 4.65

9 1.09 1.87 2.56 3.20 3.80 I 4.38 I 4,90
10 1.10 1.88 I 2.58 3.22 I 3.83 I 4.40 I 4.94

11 1.11 1.69 I 2.59 3.24 I lti:~$:3.85
12 1.11 1.90 I 2.61 3.26 3.87
13 1,11 1.91 2.62 I 3.28 I 3.69 I 4.47 5.03
14 1.12 I 1.91 I 2.63 I 3.29 I 3,91 4.49 I 5.05
15 1.12 I 1.92 2.64 I 3.30 I 3.92 I 4.51 5.07

16 1.12 I 1.92 I 2.65 3.31 3.94 I 4.53 I 5.09
17 1.13 1.93 I 2.65 3.32 I 3.95 I 4.54 I 5.11
18 1.13 I 1.93 2.66 I 3.33 I 3.96 \ 4.56 5.12
19 1.13 I 1.94 I 2,87 I 3.34 3.97 I 4.57 I 5.14
20 1.13 I 1.94 I 2.67 I 3.35 3.98 I 4.58 5.15

25 1.14 1.96 \ 2.70 [ 3.38 I 4,02 \ 4.62 I 5.20
30 1.15
35 il!~ ~!~~ilg~g~g1.15
40 1.15
45 1.16 I 1.99 2.74 3.44
50 I 1,16 / 1.99 2,75 I 3.45 4.10 I 4.72 5.31

.—
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LOOP MUCTMCE ~ QUALITY FACTOR T@LES
Frequency ❑ 20 kHz

I Apparent Rectangular Loop Inductance

I Length,
I

I feet I 1

16~
12

10.50 / 35,96

1:

;::: I 39.43

19 I 42.88
13.46 46.31

10

I 11 I :::2 I :::
I 12 I 16.40 I 56.56

13 17.37 I 59.96

I ~: 1 18.35I 83.36
lg.32 I 66.75

16 ~ ;:j; I 70,15

2224 I 73.54
1 ;~ I

! I 2419 I s:23.21
20

29.04 I 100.65

1: I 33.gO I 117.58
38.75 / 134.52

43.60 I 151.47
~:j; I 168.43

165.41
r

NUI

3

74.39
61,65
88.67
96.05

103,21
110.35
117.48
124.60
131.71
136.62
145.92
153.02
160,12
167.21
174.31

209.79
245,31
280.89
316.54
352.26
388.13

>er of LOOP Turns

4

124.62
136.90
149.10
161.24
173.34

165.42
197.47
209.51
221.54
233.57

245.59
257.61
289.62
281.65
293.67
353.85
414.22
474.83
535.75
597.01
658.67

5

165,85
204,32
222.66
240.92
259,12

277.26
295.41
313.54
331.65
349.76

367.87
385.99
404.11
422.25
440,40

531.41
622.99
715.29
808.46
902.63
997.93

6

257.48
283.27
308.88
334.37
359.60

385.17
410.53
435.87
461.22
486,58

511.95
537.35
562.76
588.24
613.73
741.69
871.46

1002,77 I
1136.14
1271.89

d

! Apparent Rectangular Loop Quality Factor

! Length, I Number of Looo Turns

I feet / 1

161 15,61
15.75

1: I 15.66

19 15.95
10

1 ;; 1 ;~~

16.20

I ;! 16.25
16.29

I 16 16.32
16.36

1 ;; I 16.39
16.41

20 I 16.44
25 ~ 16.54
30 16.60
35 18.65
40 16.69

16,72
:: 16.75

2

24.06
24.28
24.46
24.61
24.73
24.84
24.93
25.01
25.08
25.14

25.20
25.25
25.30
25.34
25.38
25.53
25,63
25.71
25.76
25.80
25.83

7

339.07
373.23
407.26
441.10
474,86

508.58
542.29
576.01
609.76
643.54

677.38
711.26
745.24
779.28
813.41
985.51

1160.59
1339.33
1522,43
1710.61
1904.84

3 I
30.40
30.87
30.90
31.08
31.23
31.36
31.46
31.58
31.66
31.74

31.81
31.87
31.93
31.98
32.02

32.20
32.31
32.36
32.43
32.46
32.47

4

35.41
35.73
35.98
36.18
36.36
36.50
36.m
36.74
36.63
36.92

36.99
37.06
37.12
37.17
37.22
37.39
37.48
37.53
37.54
37.53
37.49

5

39.51
39.85
40.12
40,35
40.53
40.68
40.82
40.93
41.03
41.11

41.16
41.25
41.30
41.35
41.39

41.53
41.58
41.57
41.51
41,42
41.29

6

42.95
43.30
43.59
43.61
44.00

44.16
44,29
44.40
44.49
44.57

44.64
44.89
44.74
44.78
44.81

44.88
44.85
44.74
44.57
44.34
44.07

7

45.87
48.24
46.52
46.75
46.93

47.08
47.21
47.31
47.39
47.46

47.51
47.55
47,59
47.61
47.62
47.59
47,44
47,18
46.84
46.43
45.95

—.



LOOP MUCT~CE - QUALITY FACTOR T~LES
Frequency = 40 kHz

Apparent Rectangular Loop Inductance

Length, Number of Loop Turns

feet 1 I ~;86 I ,:,28 I ,2;,61 , ,86,3 , 25:43 ~ ~4;,24151

6 10.44
7 11.43 39.33 81.55 136.94 I ;~fi ~ ~~~ I j~;~

6 12.41 42.77 66.7a 149.19

9 13.39 46.20 I 95.97 161.40 241.75 I 336.65 I 446.04
10 14.37 49.62 I 103.14 1 173.59 260.21 \ 362.21 ! 481.07

11 15.34 I 53.03 I 110.30 165.76 276.66 386.76 I 516.24

12 16.32 56.43 I 117.45 197.92 I 297,14 414.92 I 551.61

13 17.29 I 59.83 I 124.60 I ;;;% ~ ;~j~ ~ &7:& ~ ~$~

14 18.26 I 63.23 I 131.74
15 19.23 I ~~ I 138.86 234,46 I 352,77 I 494.04 I 659.24

16 20.20 I 146.03 I 246.66 371.42 I 520.68 695.72

17 21.17 I 73.41 I 153.16 258.89 390.13 I 547.49 I ;:;

18 22.14 \ 76,61 \ 160.33 271,13 I ~~~6 ~ ;;j~

19 ;j:~; ~ ~:~~ ~ 167.48 283.40 807.38

20 174.64 295.69 446.70 I 626.99 I 845.42

25 28,91 I 100.57 \ ;j~:fi I 357.~ I 54274 I 76glg I 1o4304

30 33.75 I 117.57 420.50 \ 641.54 I 916.19 ] 1255.80

35 I 38.58 I 134.62 283.16 484,52 I 743.73 \ 1071.72 I 1488.1O

40 43,42 I 151.72 319.96 I 549.90 \ 849.98 I 1237.75 I 1745.46
45

665.62 I 18;;:% I ;~!:;; ~ %6~~;
48.25 I 168.86 I ;~;:~~ \ 616.85

50 53.09 186.12

Apparent Rectangular Loop Quality Fa@or

Length, Number of Loop Turns

feet 3 4 51617

6 :g ~ 3:.19 I 40.64 46.16 50.48 I 53.89 I 56.63

7 33.46 I 40.95 46,51 I 50.80 I 54.19 I 56.89

8 22.78 I 33.67 \ 41.19 46.76 I 51.05 I 54.41 I ::::

9 22.90 33.85 I 41.39 46.97 I 51.24 \
10

54.57 I
23.01 I 33.99 ! 41.56 47,13 I 51.38 I 54.68 ] 57.24

11 23.09 I 34.12 I 41,70 47.27 I 51.50 53.76 I 57.26

12 23.17 I 34.23 \ 41.82 47.38 51.59 54.80 \ 57.24

13 23,24 I 34.32 ] 41.92 47.47 51.65 I 54.62 ] 57.19
14 23,30 I 34.41 I 42.01 47.55 51.70 I 54.82 I 57.12
15 23.35 \ 34.48 ! 42,08 I g:: ~ 51.73 I 54.80 I 57.02

16 23.39 I 34.54 I 42.15 I 51.75 I 54.76 I 56.90

17 23.44

I 14225~~~~;~~~~~

34.60 I 42.21
18 23.48 34.65
19 23.51 I 34.70 42.30
20 23.54 I 34.74 I 42.33 I 47.76 51.69 54.46 I 56.25

25 23.67 34.90 I 42.45 I 47.75 I 51.44 I 53.83 \ 55.08

30 23.76 I 35.00 I 42,48 I 47.61 \ 51.01 I 52.96 I 53.59

35 23.82 I 35.05 I 42.45 \ 47.39 I 50.46 \ 51.89 I 51.80

40 23.67 I 35.09 42,28 I 47.10 I 49.78 50.64 \ 49.74

45 23.91 42.27 I 46.74 \ 49.00 I 49.21 47.41

50 23.94 1 ::::8 I 42.14 I 46.33 I 48.11 47.61 I 44.82I_

lW



Tra~c Detector Handbook

LOOP ~UCT~CE - QUALITY FACTOR T=LES
Frequency ❑ 60 kHz

1

I
I Length,

I feet

16
17

I 14
15

I i;
18

I 19

I 20
25

I Length

19
! 10

i 11
12

I ;;

I 16

Apparent Reaangular Loop Indudance

1
10.40
11.3a
12.3a
13,34
14.31
15.2a
16.25
i 7.22
ia.19
19,18

20.12
21.09
22.05
23.02
23.9a

2a,al
33,63
38.45
43.2a
4a.11
52.95

Number of Loop T

3:,79 ~ 3 ! 4

74.25 I 124,77

3g.25 I al .53 137.19
42.69 / 8a.78 149.56

46.12 I ,;;~; 161.90
49.54 I 174.24
52.95 I 110.41 1aa,59

56.3a I 117.61 ] 19a.96
59.7a I 124.al I 211.37
a3.16 I 132.02 I 223,al

66.57 I 139.24 I 23a.29
69.97 ] 146.47 I 24a.a3
73,37 I 153.70 I 2al ,41
76.7a I 160,9a I 274.06
ao.ta I 16a.23 2a6.77
a3,59 I 175.51 299,55

;fi:~ I 212.62 I 3a4.62
I 249.52 I 432.01

;g;:~ I 2a7.53 I 502.29
I 32a.39 I 576.05

;::~ I 3aa.24 653.98
407.21 736.aa

ns

5

la8.a5
205.75
224.ao
243.46
262.36
281.34
300.41
319.59
33a.a9
358.34

377.94
397.71
417.a6
437,ao
45a.i5

5a3.43
675.a9
797,51
930.74

lo7a.aa
1245.26

Apparent Rectangular Loop Quality Factor

a

2ao.30
2a7.1 I
313.94
340.a8
3a7.9a

395.31
422.a9
450.7a
47a .96
507.52

536.47
5a5.a5
595.a9
62a.02
65a.a7

a20.32
1003.04
1211 .8a
145a.41
1750.56

~

7

345.2a
3al ,59
41a.12
454.97

.492.24

530.03
56a.41
607.46
647.24
667.a3
729.31
771.74
a15.22
a59.a3
905.a5

l15a.67
1456.51
I a2a.33
2312.27
2979.a7
3977.12

1

26.56
2a.77
2a.93
27.07
27.1 a
27.26
27.37
27.44
27.51
27.56

27.82
27.66
27,71
27.74
27.7a
27.92
2a.ol
2a,oa
2a. i3
2a. ia
2a,19

2

3a.32
3a.ao
3a.a2
39.01
39.la

39.29
39.40
39.49
39.5a
39.a5
39.71
39,7a
39.al
39.85
39,a9

40.01
40.06
40.07
40.03
39.97
39.a7

Nur

3

4a.lo
46,40
4a.64
46,a3
46,9a

47.11
47.21
47.30
47.37
47.42
47.4a
47.50
47,52
47,54
47.55

47,51
47,3a
47.12
46,61
4a,43
45.99 I

er of Loop”

4

51.65
51.94
52,1a
52.33
52.46

52.55
52.61
52,aa
52.a6
52.69

52,aa
52.66
52.63
52.59
52.53

52.14
51.56
50.a2
49.95
4a.94
47.al

ns

5 I
55.77 1
5a.02
56.19
5a.30
5a,37

5a.39
56.39
5a.36
5a.30
5a.22
56.12
56.01
55.aa
55.73
55.57

54.56
53.28
51.69
49.aa
47.a4
45.5a i

6

5a.aa
59.04
59.13
59.15
59.12
59.04
5a.93
56.7a
56.60
5a.39
5a.15
57.89
57.61
57.30
5a.9a

55.05
52.67
49.a7
4a.aa

7

61.17
81.24
61.21
al.lo
60.93
ao.71
60.44
60.12
59.77
59.37

5a.94
58.4a
57.99
57,4a
56.91
53.70
49,63
45.34
40.25
34.59
2a.35

43.10
39.15

—

lW



Append& C

m

LOOP WUCTMCE - QU&ITY FACTOR TWLES

Frequency ❑ 1 kHz

I Apparent Quadruple Loop Inductance

i 14
I 15

16
17
18
19
20
25
30

m. I 35

40

-

45
50

I Length,

i ,:

11
12
13
14
15

16

i 17
18

z
25
30
35

- 1 40
45

! 50

1

17.73
20.06
22.38
24.70
27.02

29.34
31.67
33.99
36.31
38.63

40.95
43.27
45.60
47.92
50.24
61.85
73.45
85.06
96.67

108.28
119,89

2 I
61.33
69.53
77.72
85.91
94.09

102,28
110.47
118.65
126,84
135.03
143.21
151.40
159.59
167.77
175.96
216.89
257.83
298,76
339.69
380.63
421.56

Nun

3

127.13
144.29
161.44
178.59
195,74

212,88
230.03
247.18
264.32
261.47

298.61
315.76
332.91
350.05
367.20
452.92
538.65
624.36
710.11
795,85
861.59

er of LOODTurns

4

212.86
241.80
270.73
299.65
328.57

357.49
386.41
415.33
444.24
473,16

502.08
530.99
559.91
568.83
617.74
762.33
906,92

1051.52
1196.12
1340.73
1485.36

5

316.90
360.23
403.55
446.85
490.15

533.45
576.75
620.05
663.34
706.64

749.93
793.23
636.52
879.82
923.12

1139.81
1356.11
1572.63
1789.18
2005.75
2222.35

Apparent Quadruple Loop Quality Fader

NUI

1

1.20
1.22
1.24
1.25
1.26

1.28
1.28
1.29
1.30
1.30

1.31
1.31
1.32
1.32
1.33

1.34
i .35
1.36
1.36
1.37
1.37

2

2,06
2.10
2.13
2.16
2.18
2.20
2.22
2.23
2.25
2.26

2.27
2.28
2.29
2.29
2.30

2.33
2.35
2.36
2.37
2.38
2.39

3

2.82
2.88
2.93
2.97
3.00
3.03
3.05
3.07
3.09
3.11

3.13
3.14
3.15
3.16
3.17

3.21
3,24
3.26
3.26
3.29
3.30

,er of Loop Turns

4

3.52
3.59
3.66
3.71
3.75

3.79
3.82
3.84
3.87
3.89
3.91
3.93
3.94
3.96
3.97
4.02
4.06
4.08
4.10
4.12
4.13

5!
4.16 ]
4.25
4.33
4,39
4.44
4.49
4.52
4.56
4.59
4.61

4,46
4.66
4.66
4.69
4.71
4.77
4.81
4.84
4.87
4.89
4.90

6

438.00
498.17
558.32
818.46
678.59
738.71
798.84
858.96
919.08
979.20

1039.33
1099.45
1159.57
1219.70
1279.82

1580.47
1881.15
2181.88
2482.66
2763.49
3084.39

6

4,77
4.87
4.96
5.03
5,09

5.14
5.19
5.22
5.26
5.29

5.32
5.34
5.36
5.38
5.40
5.47
5.52
5.56
5.59
5.61
5.63

7

5.33
5.45
5.55
5.63
5.70

5.76
5.81
5.85
5.89
5.93

5.96
5.98
6.01
6.03
6.05
6.13
6.19
6.23
6.26
6.29
6.31



Traflc Detector Handbook
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LOOP ~UCT~CE ~ QUAL~Y FACTOR TWLES
Frequency = 20 kHz

I

I Length,

I feet

16

i7
18

I 14
15

18
17
18
19
20
25

i 30
35

I
I Length,

19
10

I 11
12
13
14
15

16
17

NI

1 1213
17.69 /

20.01 I ::::: 1 ;2R
22.32 I ~~ ~ 161.44
24.64 ] 178,63

26.96 t 94.01 I 195.83
29.28 I 102.20 I 213.05
31.59 ] 110,40

33.91 I 118.59
36.23 I j~~:;
38.55 I
40.86 / 143.19

43.18 I 151.40

230.27
247.51
284.76
282.03

299.32
316.62

Jer of Loop Turns

21;98 ~ 31:49

242.03 I 381.15
271.10 I 404.88
jj~:;; [ 448,71

492.64
358.53 1 538.70
387.77 I 580.88

j~~ I 625.20
889.66

475.79 714,33

505.25 I 759.15
534.78 I 804.16
584.38 / 849.37
594.05 I 694.79

623.81 I 940.43
773.93 I 1172,42
926,67 I 1411.89

1082.59 I 1860.59
1242.29 / 1920.49

;$~:~ I 2193.80
2483.09

Apparent Quadruple Loop Quality Factor

1

17.26
17.51
17.71
17,88
18.02

18.14
18,25
18.34
18.42
16.49
18.55
18.61
18.68
18.71
18.75
18,91
19,03
19.11
19,17
19,22
19.26

2

26,53
26.91
27.22
27.47
27.69
27.87
28.02
28.18
28.28
28,38
28.47
28.55
28.63
28.69
28.75
28.98
29.12
29.21
29,27
29.30
29.31

6

439.56
500.51
561.64
622.98
684.56
746.45
808.83
871.14
934.00
997.25

1060.91
1125.01
1169.56
1254.64
1320.24

1657.20
2012,31
2390,42
2797.33
3240.10
3727.59

Number of Loop Turns

3 16
33.28 I 3:48 I :5:: ~ 46.05
33.74 \ 36.98 I 46.56
34.10 I 39.38 I 43.57 I 46.98
34.40 I 39.70
34.65

;~;~ ~ 47.26
39.97 47.50

34.87 40.16 I 44.38 I 47,68
35.04 ] 40,37 ] 44.52 I 47.61
35.20 I 40,52 / 44.88 I 47.91
35.33 I 40.85 I 44.77 I 47.98
35.45 I 40.76 I

40.85 \ ~:% I

48.02
35.55 I 48.04
35.63 I j~:~ I 44.96 I 48.03
35.71
35.78

;;:;; ~ 48.01
41,04 47.97

35.84 I 41.09 45.02
36.04 I 41.18 I 44.69 ~ %:3
36.14 [ 41.12 I 44.58 I 46.68
36.15 I :::; I 44.07 I 45,68
36.12 I 44.48
36,04 I 40.38 I ;~ ~ 43.08
35.92 ] 39.99 I 41.49

7

578.46
659.37
740.66
822.40
904.66
987.48

1070.92
1155.04
1239.90
1325.55
1412.05
1499.47
1587.86
1677.30
1767.86

2239,88
2751.56
3315.54
3948.06
4670,95
5514.46

7

48.87
49.37
49.73
50.00
50.20
50.33
50.42
50.48
50.47
50.44
50.39
50.31
50.21
50.08
49.94
48.95
47.58
45.88
43.86
41.56
38.97

192

.—

.—



&pendti C

LOOP ~UCT~CE - QU~ITY FACTOR T-LES

Frequency = 40 kHz

I Apparent Quadruple Loop Inductance I
I Length, I

~ feet ! 1

6 17.61

];~ 19.92
22.23

i ,; i 24.54
26.65

11 29.16
12 31.47
13 33.76
14 36.09
15 36.40

~ ;; ~ 40.71
43.02

i 16 I 45.33
19 47.64

! 20 I 49.96
~ 25 ~ 62.53

30 73.11
i~i 64.?2

I l:H:I 45
50 119.66

2
61.14
69.33
77.52
65.72
93.92

102.14
110.36
118.59
126.63
135.06

143.34
151.61
159.90
166.20
176.51

216.33
260.61
303.46
346.97
391.24
436.39

[“” Length, I

NUI

3

127.09
144.35
161.64
176.97
196.35

213.77
231.25
248.78
266.36
264.04

301.78
319.59
337.48
355.46
373.53
465.40
560.30
658.95
762.14
870.79
985.93

Nu—.
I feet I

1;1 2;.62 I 3:.14 i343.62
24.95 I 36.58 44.31

I 6 I 25.21 \ 36.94 I 44.66
i ,: i 25.43 \ 37.23 I 44.96

25,61 I 37.47 45.22

I 11 I 25.77 37.67 1 45.41
12 25.90 37.84 I 45.57

~ 13 ~ 26.02 \ 37.99 45.69
14 26,12 ] 36.11 45.78

i i5 i 26.21 I 38,22 45.86

16 26.29 38.31 45.91
17 26,36 38.39 45.95
18 26.42 I 36.46 45.97
19 26.48 \ 36.52 I 45.96
20 26.54 \ 38.57 I 45,98

\ 25 ~ 26.74 38.72 \ 45,61
30 26.88 I 36.75 ] 45.44

er of Loop Turns

27:,50~& Ig;213.56
242.97

302.18 I 454.75 I 637.45
332.02 j 500.67 ! 703.75

362.04 I 547.11 I 771.28
392.26 [ 594.11 I 640.17
422.70 ] 641.74 I 910.56
453.37 I 690.03 I 962.62
484,29 I 739.06 ! 1056.4g

515.49 I 766.88 I 1132.37
546.97 I 639.56 I 1210.42
578.76 I 891.16
610.89 I 943.75
643.36 I 997.41
811.78 1284.60
992.54 1612.56

1189,34 I 1998.78
1406.81 I 2466.77
1650.98 I 3058.41
1929.86 I 3841.27

er of Loop TI

4

49.33
49.79
50.14
50.40
50.58

50.72
50.60
50.85
50.86
50.85

50.81
50.75
50.66
50.56
50.44
49.59
48.40
46,91
45.14
43.11

igi 26.97 I 38.70 I 44.91

‘1 45 I 27.04 I 38.59 I 44.25
27.06 \ 38.43 43,46

! 50 I 27,11 I 36.22 42.55 40.63

ns

I 1290.66
I 1373.91
I 1459.80

-~ ~8:g

I 3357.78
\ 4524.99
I 6402.00
I 10005.70

5

53.42
53.61
54.06
54.24
54.33

54.34
54,31
54.22
54.09
53.93
53.72
53.49
53.22
52.92
52.60

50.61
48.04
44.96
41.36 I
37.11
32.63 !

I
7

589.12 I
675.03
762.72 I
852.47 I
944.54

1039.25 I
1136.92
1237.90 I
1342.58 I
1451.40 I

1564.81
1663.35
1807.62
1938.27
2076.06

2907.06
4123.51
6162.33
10461.3
26153.2
68070.5

56.69 I 58.80
56.91 \ 56.61
56.83 I 56.31
56.68 I 57.90
56.45 I 57.41
56.16 \ 56.84
55.61 ] 56.16
356 ~ 55.46

54.67
54.47 I 53.82
53.93 I 52.90
53.34 I 51.92
52.72 \ 50.88
49.02 44.65
44.43
39.01
32.60
25.85
18.19

37.50
28.93
19.22

6.45
-3.31



Tra~c Detector Handbook

LOOP ~UCT~CE ~ QUMITY FACTOR T-LES

Frequency ❑ 60 kHz

Length,

feet

;

:
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20

25

::
40
45
50

Length,

feet

6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
25
30
35
40

::

Apparent Quadruple Loop Inductance

Nt ]r }er of Loop Turns

41 12
17.55 61.08
19,65 69.28
22.15 77.50
24.46 85.73
26.76 I 93.97
29,06 I 102.23
31.37 I 110,52
33.68 I 118.82
35.98 ] 127.15
38.29 [ 135,50

40.60 I 143.88
42.90 ] 152.28

j;::: ~ ;:::%

49.84 I 177.66

61.41 I 220.74
73.02 \ 264.88
84.67 I 310.36

.-,

3

127,31
144,73
162.23
179.82
197,52

215.32
233.25
251,32
269.53
287.90
306.43
325.15
344.06
363.18
382.51

482.97
591.16
709.46
840,85
989.27

1160.02

214.81
244.86
275,21
305.90
336.96
368.49
400.48
432.99
466.07
499.78
534.17
569.29
605.20
641.98
679.66

884.97
1127.49
1425.35
1808,24
2329.10
3093.03

5

323.36
369.89
417.28
465,67
515.20
566.00
616.23
672.04
727.63
785.18
844.91
907.05
971.87

1039.65
1110.73

1530.25
2116.11
3027.21
4699.56
6926.13
40376.3

Apparent Quadruple Loop Quality Fatior

Nu

6
453.84
521.58
591.44
663.76
738.91

817.32
899.44
985.61

1077.83
1173.78

1276,87
1387.23
1505.96
1634.37
1774,02
2725.24
4590.35

10214.52
-77203.2
-10112.4

~

7

698.32
703.48
803.28
908.57

1020.35

1139.78
1268.22
1407.32
1559.06
1725.94
1910.97
2118.05
2352.17
2619.87
2929.90

5781.94
24158.9

-14095.7 -
-5948.3
-3900.7
-2956.9

1

26.99
29.35
29,64
29.68
30.06
30.25

3.40
30.52
30.63
30.73
30.82
30.89
30.96
31.03
31.08
31.29
31.42
31.50
31.54
31.58
31.56

2

41.41
41.87
42.23
42.52
42,75

42,94
43.09
43.22
43.32
43.40

43.47
43,52
43,56
43.58
43.60
43.54
43.32
42.97
42.51
41.96
41,31

3

49.24
49,68
50.00
50.24
50.42

50.53
50.61
50.M
50.65
50.62

50.57
50.49
50.40
50.28
50,15
49.24
47,99
46,42
44.57
42.46
40.08

>er of Loop Turns

[5

5151 i 56.09
54.65 / 58.23
55.05 I 58.22
55.15 I 58.08
55.17 I 57.83
55.12 I 57.50
55.01 I 57.08
54.84 I 56.58
54.63 t 56.02
54.36 I 55.38

54.09 I 54.69
53.76 I 53.94
53.39 I 53.14
53.00 I 52.27
52.57 / 51.36
49.97 I 46.02

46.69 I 39.49
42.76 / 31.85
36.28 I 23.16

33.21 I 13.53
27.59 I 2.97

6

60.40
60.25
59.91
59.41
58.77
58.01
57.13
56.14
55.05
55.39

52.59
51.22
49.77
48.23
46.61

37.30
26.15
13.30
-1.11

-16.91
-33.96

7

61.66
61.11
60.32
59.32
56.14

56.79
55.26
53.62
51.82
49.88

47,81
45,61
43,28
40.83
36.26
23.69

6.52
-12.97
-34.45
-57.64 ,
-82.23 I

I

—.



LOOP WUCTMCE - QUMITY FACTOR TM~S

Frequency = 1 kHz

Apparent Circular Loop Inductance I
I
I Diameter, I Number of Loop Turns

~ feet I ;,32 I 2 I ,2;80 I ‘16;79
18.10 I

I;l 8.87 23.49 I 48.53 I 81.21 120.99 187.44 220.21

8.45 I 29.02 I 80.12 100.80 150.42 208.47 I 274.51

1:1 10.07 34.68 71.99 120.91 180.66 250.85 330.38

11.71 40.48 64.12 141.46 211.58 293.62 387.60

I Apparent Circular Loop Quality Fader
I
] Diameter, I Number of Loop Turns

I feet ] ;03 ~ 2

I ;I +
31;,g5516~7

1.74 2.37 I 3.49 4.00 4.46

1.06 I 1.61 2.47 I 3,08 3.65 I 4.19 I 4.69

1;1 1.09 1.86 I 2.55 \ 3.18 I 3.78 4.34 I 4.87

1.11 1.90 I 2.81 3.27 3.88 4.48 I 5.01

18} 1,13 I 1.94 I 2.67 I 3.34 3.98 I 4.5? I 5.14

Frequency = 20 kHz

I Apparent Circular Loop Inductance

~ Diameter, I Number of Loop Turns

I 2 [ 3 I 4 1~~ ,2;76 ~ ,8;79Ifeetlll

1:1 5,31 18.07 I 37.24 I 62.16 \
6.85 I 23,45 I 48.47 81.15 I 120.94 I 167.44 I 220.30

1;1 6.43 I 28.98 I 80.06 I 100.75 I 150.40 208.54 I 274.76

181 10.04 I 34.63 I 71.93 120.66 160.69 250.85 I 330.93
11.66 40.40 84.05 141.43 211.68 294.21 388.55

I Apparent Circular Lmp Quality Fatior

i Diameter, I Number of Loop Turns

~+~ 1 I 2 ! 2;,46 ~
4 I 3:,35 ~ 4:,72 I 7

15.16 I 23,32 I 34.34 I 44.61

.1 5 I 15.57 I 23.99 I 30.31 I 35.32 I 39.42 I 42.66 \ 45.79
15.90 I 24.53 I 30.99 36.09 ! 40.26 43.75 I 48.72

1:1 16.19 I 24.98 31.55 I 36.73 40.95 44.47 I 47.46
16.43 I 25.37 32.03 ! 37.28 41.53 I 45.07 46.07

1%
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LOOP MUCT~CE ~ QUALITY FACTOR T~LES

Frequency ❑ 40 kHz

I Apparent ~rcular Loop Inductance

I Diameter, /

! fe; ~~ ,jo, ~ ,;,l~u!berof~T~rns 5 [~J 7 I

15 I ~:~~ I 23:38
62,09 92.40 127.75 167.92

16 I 4a.38 al .07 120.92 167.58 220,78 I
2a.90

1:1

59.96 100.66 I 150.4a I 208.94 I 275.ao I
9.99 34.54 I 71 .a3 I 120,a4

11 .a2
j:;:;: I ;:::: I &::: I

I 40.30 a3.96 141.46

Apparent Grcular Loop QuaHty Factor
I I
I Diameter, / Number of Loop Turns

I feet I 121 3 ! 4;,08 ~ 5

2~.a5 i 32.30 i
1;

39.59

I ~:;; ~ 40.56 I
49,38

22,40 I 46.13 50.47
22,a4 I 41.33 I

I ,; ~
46.95 51.31

23.21 34.31 41,95 47.61
23.53

51.98
34.77 42.4a I 4a.16 52.52

Frequency ❑ 60 kHz

a/7i

52,86 I 55.74 I
53.97 I 56.a3
54.80 I 57.83
55.44 I 58.23 I
55,95 [ 58.aa I

.—

I
Apparent ~rcular Loop inductance I

~ Diameter, I
I

Number of Loop Turns

~ feet I :,26 ~ ,;,98 ~ 3;,10 ~ ~;,05 ~ 9:,40 ~ ,2:ag ~ ,8:30 ~

1:1 6.79 I 23,33 I 48.32 I ai .05 I 121.04I 167.99 / 221.73 I

1;1
a.35 I 28.84 I 59.90 100.72
9.95 I 34.48

150.79 I 209.a3 I 277.76 I
71.79 I ;:::: I j:~: I ;::: I ~:g /

I 1.5a 40.23 a3.95

1
Apparent Grcular Loop Quality Factor

I

i Diameter, I Number of Loop Turns

~ feet ~ vl~ 4 / 5:,92 ~ 5:,28 / 7 ~

4 2~.a9 I 37.38 [
I 28.50 I 38.25 I

50.65 I 60.99 I

1:1

46.05
, ;~; ~ 3a.94 I 46.83 / ~~:% I

55.95 I 59.2a I 61 .8a I .—

1: 39.51 I 47.45 I

56,70 I 59.95 I a2,45 !

I 27.77 I 39.99 I 47.97 I :::~ I
57.27 f :::;; ~ g:~ ~
57.70 I

196



ELECTRIC& C~CTERISTICS OF WIRE ~ C=LE

CalcdatiOn of electrical characteristics of ttisted lead-in tire composed of
Belden # 14 AWG copper conductor wire.

.=~,arad,(,,,me.r
()36 cosh-l ~

For Belden 9438

c=
2.3 * 10-g

36 cosh-l
(=)

where:

2.3 is dielective constant of polyethylene

c=
2.3 * 10”g

(

139 roils
36 In

32.05 mi]s
)

C = 4.355 * 10-11 Farads/meter

C = 13.3 PF I ft
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Formula assumes all fields in dielectric. We have

Assume this geomet~ contains most fields

*’d—l

m T

i

A ~“gle = (2d) * (d) = 2d2

H

xd 2

Ratio OfAreas = 2; ~ = ~ = 0.79

Then

C = (0.79) * (13.3 pF/ft) = 10.45 pF/ft

For 100 feet (30 m)

C = 1,045 pF

—.

.—
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Inductance of Parallel Conductira

The in~rnal inductance, L i

()L= O.41n~+

2Li W.

, of copper at 1 kHz is 0.05 Wm

0.1 yMm

For Belden 9438

L = 0.4 In
(

2 (139 roils)
64.1 roils )

+ 0.1 ~Wm

L = 0.69 M.

L = 0.21 @ft

For 100 feet (30 m)

L=21~h

,..
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Table D-1
Measured Lead-In Cable Electrical Characteristics

# 14 AWG ttisted pair lead-in cable

Open Circuit Measurements Short Grcuit Measurements

Frequency Capacitance Conductance Inductance Resistance
(kHz) (pF) (ps) (~h) (Q)

0.1 997 -0.0005 22.a7 0.57

1. 999 -o.ooa2 22.95 0,57

5, 1000 -0,056 22.97 0.56

10. 1001 -0.14 22.91 o.ao

15. 1002 -0.24 22.a3 0.63

20. 1002 -0.36 22.77 n 67

25. 1002 -0.51 22.60 0.72

30. 1002 -0.67 22.47 0.77

35,2941 1003 -o.a5 22.33 0.62

40. 1003 -1.02

la+ :; ‘AA

ao. 1003 -1.77 21.60 1.06

6a.666a 1003 -2.03 21 .a9 1.12

71 .426a 1003 -2,2a 21 .a2 l,la

75 1004 -2.43 21.57 1.19

1004 -2.a7

! ao I

21.51 1.24

65.714 1004 -2.95 21.44 1.2a

I 9a 1004 -3.4a 21.33 1.37 I
100 1005 -3.79 I 21.29 I 1.40

120 1005 -4.74 21.12 1.56

125 1006 -5,02 21.09 1.59

150 1ooa -6.52 20.93 1.7a

&pe: Twisted Wire Pair of Belden 9438 wire (not shielded)
Guage: # 14 AWG
Twists per FOOt 5.5
Pair Length: 100 feet (30 m)
Wire location: LabOratOWFloor
Measuring Instrument: HP 42a4 A
Note: Balun unavailable, instmment unbalanced during measurements

..-,

.—

m
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Table D-2
Measured Lead-In Cable Electrical Characteristics

Shielded cable lead-in

Belden 8720 Cable (# 14 AWG)

(kHz) m(’~~x~e ‘ (h)

Frequency

T

Inductance Resistance
(Q)

0.1 19.78 0.35 21.00 0.59

! 1 ! 19,98 0.35 21.14 0.59

5. 19.94 0,37 21.16 0.60

10. 19.78 0.43 21.07 0.64

15. 19.54 0.51 20.94 0.71

20. 19.26

:L ‘
0.80

25. 18,96 0.91

30. 18.65 1.04

35.2941 18.33 1.02 20.08 1.19

n] 40. 18.05 1.16 19.84 1.33

45.4545 17.74 1.33 19.57

50. 17.49 1.47

54.5454 17,24 1.62 ::: ‘+

60; 18.96 1.79

66.6666 16.63 2.00 ~:: q

71.4286 16.39 2.16 18.28 2.36

75 16,23 2.27 18;11 2.48

60 16.00

85.714 15.75

96

100

120 :: 1+ Zlil

:: 17 ::: ~:: !>

Me: Shielded Cable
Length: 100 feet(30m)
Wire Location: LahOratO~ Floor
Measuring Instmment: HP4264A
Note: Balununavailable, instmment rebalanced during measurements.

,- Conductance and capacitance measurements not made due to unbalance.

201
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Table D-3

Measured Inductive Loop Electrical Characteristics

Loop with Be[den 8718 shielded lead-in cable

Frequency Indutiance Resistance
(kHz)

Quality Factir
(Lb) (Q) (Q)

0.1 94.80 0.53 0.1

1. 94,52 0,53 1

5. 94.08 0.56 151
10. 93.27 0.63

15. 93.37 0,73 19! 12

20. 92.98 0.86 14

25. 92.59 1.01 15

30. 92.21 1.16 15

35.2941 91.81 1.34 15

40. 91.47 1.49 15

45.4545 91.09 1.68 16 ! -
50. I 90.79 1.84 16

54.5454 90.50 2.00 16

60. 90.17 2.i6 18

66.6686 89.79 2,41 16

71.4266 89,53 2.57 16

75 89.34 2.69

80 89.09 2,85 ~ ::
65.714 88.82 3.03 16

96 86.36 3.33 16

100 88.20 3.44 16

120 87.47 3.93 17

125 87.3i 4.03 17

150 86.65 4.44 18

LOOPSize: 6 x 6 foot (1.8x 1.8 m)
Number OfTurns: 3 (close wound)
Gauge: #14 AWG
Location: 3 feet (0.9 m) above LabOratiW moor
Lead-In Cable Type: Belden 8718 (# 12 AWG)
Lead-In Cable Length: 100 feet (30 m)
Measuring Instwment: HP 4284A .—.

Note: Balm unavailable, instmment ubalanced during measurements

m
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Table D-4

Measured Inductive Loop Electrical Characteristics

Loop with Belden 8720 shielded lead-in cable

‘u) w : ‘Q) ,
Frequency Resistance Quality Factor

0.1

1. 95.78 0.77 0.8

5. 95.37 0,79 14!

10. 95.10 0.85 7

15, 94.85 0.94 10

20. 94.59 1.05 11

25. 94.29 1.18 13

30. 94.00 1.33 13

35.2941 93.87 1.49 14

40. 93.38 1.65 14

45.4545 93.04 1.84 14
,n. .’

50. 92.76 2,00 15

“1 54.5454 92.48 2.17

80. 92.16 2.37 l“:: I

66.6666 91.78 2.60 15

71.4286 91.51 2.77

75 91.20 2.90 ~ :: ~

80 91.06 3.07 15

85.714 90.77 3.26 I

:* g lii~

125 89.12 4.35 18

150 68.35 4.80 . 17 I

LOOPSize: 6 x 6 foot (1.8x 1.8 m)
Number of Turns: 3 (close wound)
Gauge: #14 AWG
Location: 3 feet (0.9 m) above LabOratOWmoor
Lead-In Cable &pe: Belden 8720 (# 14 AWG) “
Lead-In Cable Length: 100 feet (30 m)
Measuring Instrument: HP 4284A

- Note: Balm unavailable, instmment unbalanced during measurements

m
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Table D-5
Measured Inductive Loop Electrical Characteristics

Loop with Belden 9438 tisted pair lead-in cable

Frequency Inductance Resistance Quality Fader
(kHz) u) () ( ) I
0.1 98.19

:; ‘4 ‘!:l
10.

:: * ‘61il
25. 96.74 0.99 15

30. 98.61 1.06 17

35.2941 96.50 1.14 19

40. 96.43 1.21 20

45.4545 96.37 1.30 21

50. 96.34 1.36
P—

22

54.5454 96.34 1.43

60. 96.38 1.51

66.6686 96.43

71.4286 96.50 :: A
75 98.56 1,72 27

60 96.68 1,78 27

85.714 96.63 1.66 28

96 97.18 2.00 29

100 97.34 2.05 30

120 98.34 2.31 32

125 98.63 2.38 33

150 100,42 2.70 35

LOOPSize: 6 x 6 foot (1.8x 1.8 m)
Number of Turns: 3 (close wound)
Gauge: # 14 AWG
Location: 3 feet (0.9 m) above Laboratory moor
Lead-In Cable Type Belden 9436 twisted pair (5.5 ttists per foot (15 per meter))
Lead-In Cable Length: 100 feet (30 m)
Measuring Instmment: HP 4284A
Note: Balun unavailable, instmment rebalanced dufing measurements

—



Table D-6

Measured Inductive Loop Electrical Characteristics

Loop with no lead-in cable

Frequency
I (uh)

Inductance Resistance

(kHz)

Quality Factor

() I
0.1 75.02 IQ IQ!0.18 0.3

1. 74.33 0.19

5, 74.35 0.20 131 12

10. 74.15 0.21 22

15. 74.04 0.23 30

20. 73.95 0.25 37

25. 73.86 0.28 42

30. 73.79 0.30 46

35.2941 73.71 0.33 50

40. 73.86 0.36 52

45.4545 73.61 0,39 55

?I 50. 73.57 0.41 57

54.5454 73.53 0.43 59

60. 73.48 0.46 61

66.6666 73.44 0.49 63

71.4286 73.41 0.51 l~!

75 73.39 0.53 65

80 73.36 0.55 67

85.714 73.34 0.58 68

96 73.30 0.82 71

100 73.29 0.64 72

120 73.25 0.73 78

125 73.25 0.75 77

150 73.25 0.84 82

LOOPSize: 6 x 6 foot (1.8x 1.8 m)
Number OfTurns: 3 (close wound)
Gauge: # 14 AWG
Location: 3 feet (0.9 m) above hborato~ moor
Lead-In Cable ~pe None
Lead-In Cable Langth: Ofeet (Om)

,-
Measuring Instrument HP 4284A
Note: Balun unavailable, instmment unbalanced during measurements

m
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VEHIC~ DETECTION SENSITIVITY FO~LAS
FOK

wLT1-TURN WCTANGULAR LWPS

ASSTSACT

Thi. paper describes the derivati.” and
application of a formula to calculate the vehicle
detection sensitivity of a multi-t”.., rectangular
100P of ro””d wire. The effect .“ detection
sensitivity of rei”forcin8 steel mesh i“ tbe

pavement .nd “lead in” ..ble inductance iB alSO
considered. The loop is installed i“ the roadway

p.veme.t and .On.ected to rOadside detection
electronics by . transmi. si.n line, “lead in”,
cable. Ube” . vebi.le passes over the loop, Eddy
currents induced in the vehicle “.derc.r. iage
.,”., a decrease i“ loop ind”cta”ce which is
.e”sed by the detector electronics.

The multi-t.rn recta”g”lar 10.P is modeled as
. number of series connected, single-turn, rectan-
gular loops which exhibit m“t”al couplinz between

_eacb other. This loop is the primary of .“ air
core tran. fomer with two secondary windings
comprised of shorted turns simulating the vehicle
““derca. riage .“d reinforcing steel mesh. Tbe
derived formulas are used to c.lc”late tables of
vehicle detection sensitivity versus loop t“r”s,
loop size, wire .%.., vehicle ““dercarriage
height, etc.

1NTKODUCTION

The i“d”ctive loop detector ( lLD) system is
used nationwide to detect stopped or moving vehi-
.1. s for traf f i. s“rv. illa”ce and control systems.
A typical lLD system consists of . b foot ( 1.83m)
hy 6 foot (1 .83m) loop of 3 t“r”. of 14 AWG wire
embedded in the pavement, . “lead in” c.bl. to
roadside, a“d roadside vehicle detect io” elec-
tronics. The vehicle detecti.” sensitivity %s the
“o_lized i“d”cta”ce change at the termi”.ls of
the detector electronics when a vehicle is sensed
by tbe loop. High %ro””d clearance vehicles such
as truck. cause a small ch.”ge i“ loop i“d”cta”ce
which sometimes results i“ no”:detectio” of part
.f tb. vehicle. I.creasing the se”.itivity of the
detector electronic. to se”,. s“cb small
inductance changes “...11Y i“.reases the response
time of the detect.. wbtch c.”... error. i.
detect.. applications for me..”ri”g vehicle speed.

This paper will show that the vehicle detec-
tion .@sitivity of .“ inductive loop detection
system is i“crea.ed when the .pa. ing between 100P

,~.t”.n. i, C.,,.CCIY selected. The increased . . ..i-
;ivity should improve dete.tie” of high

s~..nd .le.r.n.. truck.. At the p~e.ent ti=e.
.paci”g between loop t“r”s i. not considered
important.

This paper i. based .“ . previous paper’
which develowd a detecti.” sensitivity fomula
for a .i”zl.-t.r” rectangular loop. lt was shown
that with no reinf or.ing steel, the .ensit ivit y is
proportion.1 tO th. =utual induct . . . . .q..~.d
divided by the product of the self -i”ducta”ce of
tbe single-t”r” loop a“d the self-inductance of
the shorted t“.” 100P sim”lat i“~ the vehicle. If
the loop turn. of a m“ltt-turn re.t.”g”lar loop
are tightly ..”pled, the sensitivity is indepen-
dent of loop turns. A formula f o. the self
i“d”.ta”ce of a multi-t”r” r.ct.”g”lar 10.P which
acco””ts for21eakage flux w.. developed in a
second paper . As the loop t.r”s become more
widely spaced, the l“. reased leakage flux causes
the 100P self -ind”ctan.e to decrease which results
i“ i“creas.d detection sensitivity ““til tbe de-
crease 1“ mt.al co”plt”g to tbe ehorted turn
become. $ig”if ica.t.

WHICLE DETECTION SENSITIVITT THEORY

Vehicle Model

The vehicle is modeled .s . flat, perfectly
.o”d”cting plate at a height above the 100P
.Pproxi-tely equal to the aver.se ““der... r~e~e
height of the vehicle. The width a“d length of
the plate are equal to the width a“d le”~th of the
vehicle. The c.”ti””o”s, perfectly cond”.t ing
plate c.” be simulated by a wire grid provided
the mesh elements . . . e“ff i.i.ntly small.

ln order t. simplify the calc”l.ti.n of 100P
system sensitivity, the wire grid #im”lating the
vehicle was set equal to the size of the i.duc-
tive loop i“ the roadway. We” the wire grid is
coaxially located over the 10.P, the interior
.“rre”ts i“d”. ed in the grid by the 100P cancel,
leaving a current flowing around the perimeter of
the *,id ~..vid.d tbe grid width a“d length are
eq”.1 to those of the loop. Thu., the grid can be
replaced with a wire 100P or *borted t“r” eq”.1 to
the grid perimeter. This case repre.e”ts a
vehicle centered over the loop ( i.e. , maximum

p.r..nt.ge *.d..t...e .b..g. of the 100P).
Megnetic effects on the loop due to the permeable
material of the vehicle are assumed to be
negligible.
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Reinforcing Steel Model

The mesh elements of the rei”forci.g steel in
the pavement are .o”sidered s“fficie”tly small a“d
the size of the mesh sufficiently large compared
to the loop so that the steel mesh ca” be replaced
with a perfectly .o”ducti”g plane of infinite
extent. Based o“ image theory, the i“fi”itely
cond”cti”g plane is replaced with an image loop at
twice the distance from the 100P to the rein-
forct.g stael. Figure 1 illustrates the geometry
of the vehicle a“d rai”forci”g steel shorted t“.”
model for a two-t”r” rectangular i“d”ctive loop.
The direction of i.d”ced .“rre”ts determines the
sign of the mutual i“ducta”ce term$ used in the
followi”z circuit model.

I
HV

FIG. 1 TWO TURN LOOP IN RO~WAY

Circuit Model for One-T”r” LOOE

Fig”.. 2 show. the one-t”.” i“d”ctive loop, loop
simulating the vehicle, a“d loop sim”lati”g the
rei.forcing steel mesh, modeled a. an .1. core
transformer. The i“d”ctive 100p f, the p,im~,Y
winding of the transformer with the shorted t“.”
secondary wi”di”g modeling the vehicle. This
shorted t“r” wi”di”g is movable to simulate
changes i“ vehicle ““dercarriage height. The
shorted t“r” secondary wi”di”g modali”g the rei”-
forei”g eteel mesh is located at a distance of
twice the steel mesh to i“d”ctive loop spacing.

1~

FIG 2 SINGLE TUW INDUCTIVE LOOP CIRCUIT MODEL

Circuit Eq”atio”s for O“e-T”r” Loo
-.

The ci.cult equations for Figure 2 are:

‘1 - ‘1111 + 21212 + 21313 (1)

0 “ ‘2111 + ‘2212 + ‘2313 (2)

0 = ‘3111 + ‘32=2 + ‘3313 (3)

where

Zll “ ’11 + j“Lll (4)

’22 “ ’22 + j“L22 (5)

’33 - ’33
+ juL33 (6)

’12 “ jaM12 (7)

’13 - j~M13
(8)

All mutual imp...”... are BYmecrical (i.e. ,

’12 - ’21’ ’13 - ’31’ ‘t’. )

Experimental meas”reme”ta show that the quality

:;2:=:? h;: ‘ ;sO: :? 100p ‘riving ‘oint

Assuming small circuit lees to simplify
calc”latio”s

Z11 - j“L1l

(9) -

’22
- juL22 (lo)

Z33 - j*L33
(11)

I“d”ctive Loop Driving Point Impedance

The 100P driving point impedance, Z1, f.om
eq”a:io”s 1, 2, a“d 3 is:

2 2 2Zz -~ - ‘11 Z22Z33-Z31Z22-Z32 Z11-Z21 33+2 ‘21 Z31Z32

‘ 11
2

‘22233 - ’32 (12)

If the rei”forci”~ msh i. spaced a Ereat distance
from the i“d”ctive loop

the”
’13 “z23-o

2
~ . ‘11=22 - ’21

1
(13)

’22

The 100P d.ivi”g point impedance, Z1, depends
only o. the effect of the vehicle.

I“d”ctive LOOP Sensitivity

The sensitivity,
defined as:

SL-

‘L ‘
of .“ inductive 100P is

(14) —
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Th. .ha”g. in 1..P drlvi”E point impedance. Azl.
is given by:

AZ . ~NV- ~V (15)
111

where z? is the loop driving point impeda”. e

with “o vehicle pre. e”t a“d Z; is the loop

driving point impedance when se”si”g a vehicle.

The loop driving point imped.”ce, 21, c.” be p“t
in the following form:

2
Z13Z22

+ Z;2Z33 -
2 Z12Z13Z23

21 “ 211 - 2
(16)

Z22Z33 - ’23

The” if no vehicle i, present

’12 “z23”o

-1 11
’33 Z33

2
‘1 3222

+ Z;2Z33 - 2 ‘12z13z33z23
nv

21 “ ’11 - 2
Z22Z33 - ’23

Az, - 2;3’;3+‘;2Z:3-2“2:13Z33Z23
’33 (Z22Z33 - ’23)

The 100P sensitivity. SL. iS give. by:

Az ~
Z2 ~213 23 + Z;2Z;3 - 2 ‘12 Z13233Z23

‘L “~ “
- 2:3) (Z22Z33

2
1 (Z11Z33 - ’23)

if

’13 “z23”o

Z;2
SL. —

‘11Z22

Applyinz equations 9, 10, a“d 11 to eq”atio”
the 10.P sensitivity, SL, i“ percent is:

~2 ~z + ~2 ~2

SL- 100
12 33 13 23 - 2 ‘12”13M23L33

(L11L33 - Mf3-Mf3) (L22L33 - M~3)

,-

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

20

where

‘L
- inductive 100P sensitivity (%)

‘12
= m“t”al i.d”cta”ce between i“d”ctive loop

a“d 100P .im”lati”g vehicle (HY)

‘13
= m.t”al i“d”cta”ce between inductive loop

a“d loop sim”lati”g rei”forci”g mesh (Hy)

’23
= m“t”al i“d”cta”. e between loop $im”lating

vehicle a“d 100p sim”lati”g zei”fo. ci”g mesh
(Hy)

’11 “ eelf i“d”ct.nce of inductive 100P (HY)

L22
- self i“d”ctance of loop sim”lati”g vehicle

(HY)

’33
- self i“d”ctance of loop .f””lating

rei”forci”g mesh (Hy)

me” “o rei”forci”g steel mesh is present

M;,
SL - 100 — (23)

L11L22

Circuit Model for Two-Turn LOOE

Fig”r. 3 show. the two-t”r” inductive loop,
LoOP sim”lati”g vehicle, a“d 100P sim”lati”g
rei”forci”g steel mesh, modeled as a“ air core
transformer.

1 ;r I

(22)

FIG 3 TWO TURN INDUCTIVE LOOP CIRCOIT MODEL

m
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circuit Equations f., TWO-T,,. Loop
—

11 22
‘1 - (Zll + ’11

+ z;; + ,;;),, + (,;; + ,;;),2 + (z::+ Z22)1
13 3 (24)

o . (z;: + Z;:)ll + 2;;12 + Z:;13 (25)

0 - (z:: 221 + Z::13+ Z:)ll + Z32 * (26)

11
is the m“t”al impedance becwee”

‘e” 212.-
Primary t“,” 1 of the tra”sfomer a“d secondary

shorted t.. ” 2 which models the vehicle. 222

is the co”trib”tio” of primary t“,” 2. Z1212
~, is

the m“t”al impedance between primary turn 1 a“d

primary t“,” 2.

11
’13 - 213

+ z;: (29)

221
- z;; + z;; ( 30)

222
- z;; (31)

- z;:
’23 (32)

- z;;
’31

+ z;; ( 33)

’32
- z; ( 34)

33
’33 - ’33 ( 35)

The self impedance , Z1 ~, i, replaced by the

total two t“,” loop impeda”cs , Each .m”t”.l
impedance i. replaced by the sum of the at”al
impedances from each t..”.

’11 - 2M - multi t“,” 100P self impeda”ee ( 39)

(40)

i-1 j-1

N N

’31-bijzDJ (43)

i-l j-l

Sensitivity for N“lti-T..n Loop

Eq..t*.n (22) is generalized for the mlti-t”r”
case by letting

*
‘ll-LN

( 44)

Circuit Equations for Multi-T”r” Loop

N

‘1 “ ’11 + 6ij Lz
Z;; 12 + b

‘j 52z:~13 ’36)
i-l j-1 i-l j-l

0- bifi fiZ;; 11+ Z3212 + Z9313 (38)

i-1 j-l

:: 6:j
i. tbe Kro”ecker kit. f“”ctio” , the”

.,
ij - ‘ for ‘-j ““d 8ij “ 0 ‘or “j)

“12”‘ijhk“::
i-1 j-1

N N

‘13”’*jzD3
i-1 j-l

(45)

(46) _
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For a two turn ( N-2) loop

SL(%).lOO ‘Kli + ‘~~)2L33 + ‘“~: + ‘::)2”z3 - 2(N~~ + ‘~~)(n;: + ‘;:)K23L’3 ’48)

[’:L33 - (N;;+ ‘;:)2][L22L33 - M:,]

The foml. for =lti-t.rn loop seneitivlty can be
applied to any loop see-try provided tbe vehicle
and reinforcing steel -sh c.” b. -deled . .
.horted turns.

tie” ne reinforcing steel ❑esh i. p.esent,
,-

SL(%)-lOO

( z)+ ‘.’;26iL
i-1 j-l

(49)
L*

NL22

Equation (47) is applied to a multi-t”r” rect.n-
Wlar loop with N couial, equal spaced, id..ti..~
t“r”.. The low freq..n.y ind..t.fl.., L“, for~la..
for such a 100Pis:

LN - NNll + 2( N-1)N12 + 2( N-2)N13 + ... (50)

N

z
LN-W11+2 (N-i) Ml, i+l (51)

i-1

~ere Ml ~ is the Ind”cta”ce of . single turn and

Ml , i+l i. the mutual i“d”ctance between t“r” one

*“d the i+l t“.” . This formla ess”mes that the
smallest dimension of . loop turn lensth or width
i. much greater than the largest spacing between
loop turns .

n For a two t.r” loop

LN - 2N11 + 2N12 (52)

The total self ind..t.n... L~. of the 100P ‘s

Eive” by the .“m of tbe low frequency inductance,

LN, and the high f reque”cy, skin ef feet

i“d”.tance, LH

L;- LH+LN ( 53)

~ - 2(11 + 12)Li (56)

Were 11 and 12 are turn width (m) and turn length

(m) and the internal inductance, Li is 0.036

micro Henries/meter @ 47Wz.

Ind”.tive Loop ktect.r Sensitivity

The series inductance, L=, of the transmission

line connecting tbe loop i“ tbe roadway to the

vehicle detector electronic. reduce. the 100P

sensitivity, S,,, to the detector ee”. itivity

available to the electronics.

() 1
se - SL

L
1+~

‘N*

(55)
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LOOP DETECTOR SENSITIVITY
WSUSSD DATA “WD CALCULATED~SUL~s

tiOP &tector Sensitivity CoW”ter Program

Eq..ti0.. (47). (51), ( 53) and ( 55) were program-
med 1. BASIC and r“” o“ a“ lW AT Computer. The
main p..%..m calls a s“bro”tine which calc”l.tes
the s“m of the m“t”.1 ind”cte”ce from each loop
t“r” to the <maze 10QP .im”l.ti”g the vehicle a“d
image loop sim”lat ing the .einforci”g steel. The
mat” program .1s. calls a ,.hro”ti”e which calc”-
late. the external, or low freq”e”. y inductance of
a coaxial, m“lt i-t”.., recta”g”lar loop of ro””d
wire. This low freq”.ncy i“d”ct.”ce s“bro”t in.
calls a s“br.”ti”e which calculates the m“t”al
Induct.”ce between two CO.Xi*l , single t“.” ,
recta”g”lar loops. The single turn, mt”.1 ind”c -
ta”.e s“bro”ti”e calls a s“bro”ti”e which calcu-
lates the m“t”al i“d”cta”ce between two parallel
c“rre”t elements.

&ae”red LOOP Detect.. Sensitivity Data

Tbe ~“ly know” measured 100P detector se”aitivity
data v,,.”, the ““mber of loop .ond”ctor t,,”. i,
presented i“ Table 1. This data ..s measured with
a Ford F.lCO” over a 6 foot (1 .83m) by 6 foot
(1 .83m) 100P with 10 feet ( 3.05m) of ““mb.r 14
under gro””d f ceder ( UF) cable connected hetwee”
the 100P and the laboratory equipment . Tbe loop
sensitivity v.,,”, loop turns was calculated from
tbe change i“ loop ind”cta”ce with a“d without the
vehicle . The sensitivity mag”it”de i“creas.d by
aPPrOxim. tel Y 5 Percent when the operating fre-
q....Y .h.nged from 15 to 10D kiloH. rtz for four
or more loop t“,”, .

Comparison Between Measured a“d Calculated
Sensitivity Data

Since tbe average ““dercarriage height of the Ford
Falco” i, ““k”ow” , tbe Falcon was modeled with .
6 foot by 6 foot shorted t“.” coaxi.lly located
O. 71 feet (216m) 0“,, tbe 100P of ““mber 14 AWG
wi,~. A l.oP wire spacing of 150 roils ( 38m) and
“lead i“” cable i“d”cta”ce of 0.22 ni.roflenrie.
per foot was assumed. A co~ariso” of measured
and calculated loop sensitivity data is pre. e”ted
i“ Table 11. The agreement between measured a“d
calculated 100p detector sensitivity is good.

Effect of Loop Turn. . . Sensitivity

A survey by D.r.ey5 fo””d that 15 of 21 states
c“t loop slots i“ the pavement sreater than
2 inches ( 50.8mm) . The spacing between the center
of the conductor of the top loop t.r” a“d the
center of the conductor of the bottom loop turn
was assumed to be 2 inches (50,8m) for analysis.
1“ actual practice . m“cb closer top t. bottom
t“r” spacing is “.ed. A loop slot depth of
1-3/8 inches ( 35mm~ is recome”ded i“ the Traffic
Detect i.” Handbook for a two t“,” loop. A
“omi”al sensitivity level of 0.098 percent was
assumed for detection threshold.

—
A ,ilead i“,- cable le”gtb of zero was used so

that the effect of loop t“r”s o“ sensitivity would
be i.depe”de”t of ,Slead i“,, cable length.

Tbe effect of tbe rei”f. rci”g steel mesh was
removed by spacing tbe mesh 1000 feet ( 304. 8m)
from tbe 100P. Tbe zes”lts of the loop detector
.e”sit ivity, computer pr. gram are presented i“
Table 11, The vehicle height .ensftivity i.

.PPrOx%M. t.lY Proportional to tbe volume c.”tai”.d
by the loop co”d”ctors .“d for a give” v.l”me i.

.PPrOxim. tely independent of the numb. r of loop
turns. For example, the v.l”me of the 6 ft.
(1.83m) by 6 ft. (1.83m) by 20~0 roil. (9.051m) 100P
.“alyzed in Table 11 is 6 ft. (o.171m ).

Effect of LOOP Volume o“ Se”sitlvit~

since Table 11 shows that tbe sensitivity is

.PPr.xim. t.ly i.dependant of the ““mber of loop
turns for three or more turn., the effect .“ loop
se”aitivity by i“creas<”s tbe sp.ci”g hetwee”
t.r”s i“ a three t“.” loop w.* cal. ”lated a“d is
presented in Table 111. The vehicle height detec-
tion sensitivity slowly i“crea. es wbe” the turn
sPaci”g exceeds 1 inch (25.4m) , Tbe volume of
the 6 ft. (1.83m) by 6 f~. (1.8h)3by 300 mil
(7.6m) 100P is 0.90 ft (0.2~) with a height
detection sensitivity of 4.7 ft. (1 .43m) .
lncre.sing the loop volume by a factor of 10
results *. a O. 3 ft. i“crea.e i“ vehicle height
detection.

,.—

Effect of Lead in C.hle .“ Ben, itivity

The lead in .ahle i“d”ct.nce red”c.s the vehicle
height detection sensitivity. Additional loop
t“.”s increase the loop i“d”ct.”.e which reduces
tbe det.ime”t.l effect of the lead i“ cable
i“ducta”.e. Table IV clearly show. this effect.

Effect of Hesh o“ Sensitivity

The reinforcing steel mesh red”... the vehicle
heisht detection aen.itlvity. Additional 100P
t“.ns have little effect o“ the reduced .e”si-
tivity ca”.ed by the mesh a. shown in Table IV.

Effect of Lead i“ Cable a“d Me.h o“ Se”, iti”ity

The lead i“ cable a“d mesh s“bsta”tially reduces
vehicle height detection sensitivity. Table IV
shows that loop t“r”s should be five or more if
4 ft. (1 .22m) high g.o””d clearance truck. are to
be detected.

—
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TAsLE 1 COMPARISONOF ~SURED AND CALCULATEDLOOPDETECTORSENSITIVITY DATA

Measured Loop Cslc”lated LOQP
LOOP T.r”s Detector Sensitivity Dat.fi &tect.r Sensitivity Data

(No)
Difference

(%) (%) (%)

P..

1
2
3*
4
5
6
8
10

3.25
4.75
5.20
5.50
5.60
5.65
5.75
6.05

3.72
4.75
5.20
5.41
5.68
5.83
6.07
6.25

14.47
0.00
0.00

-0.55
1.43
3.19
5.57
3.31

* The height of O. 71 feet was selected so that this difference is zero.
* Measured data @ 50 ~Z

TAELE 11 LOOP TuWS VERSUS VEHICLE UNDERC~lAGE HEIGHT DETECTION
WITHOUT LSAD IN CAELE AND SSINFOKCING STEEL ~SH

Vehicle Height Loop Inductance Vehicle Heisht
LOOP TU~” Detection LOOP Size: for 6ft. (1.8h) x Detectlo” LOOP Size:

LOOP Turns Spacing 5ft. (1.52m) x 5ft. (1.52m) 6ft. (1.83m) 6ft. (1.83m) x 6ft. (1.83m)

Number (roils) (m) (ft. ) (m) (VH) (ft. ) (m)

1 NA 3.8 1.16
2 2000 50.8 4.1 1,25
3 1000 25.4 4.2 1.28
4 660 16.8 4.3 1.31
5 500 12.7 4.3 1.31

10.42
29.15
60.15

103.47
158.72

4.3 1.37
4.8 1.46
5.0 1.52
5.0 1.52
5.0 1.52

6 400 10.2 4.3 1.31 226.48 5.0
7

1.52
33o 8.4 4.3 1.31

8 286 1.3
307.23 5.0 1.52

4.3 1.31 399.10 5.0 1.52

CONDUCTORTYPE: UG CBS
W IN UNGTH: O FT
MKH SPACING: 1000 FT ( 305m)
DETECTION KENSITIVITY THRSSHOLD: 0. 098%

T~LS 111 LOOP TURN SPACINGVERSUS
~HICLE UNDERCARRIAGEHEIGHT

DsTECTION FOR 3 TUW LOOP

Vebi.le Height
LOOPTurn &t..tio” LOOPSize :
Kpa.ing 6ft. (1.83rn) X 6ft. (1.83m)

(roils) (=) (ft) (m)

150 3.8 4.7 1.43
300 7.6 4.8 1.66
450 11.6 4.s 1.46
600 15.2 4.9 1,49
750 19.1 4.9 1.49
900 22.9 4.9 1.49

1050 26.7 5.0 1.52
1200 30.5 5.0 1.52
1350 34.3 5.0 1.52
1500 38.1 5.0 1.32

CO~UCTOE TYPE: #l 4 AWG
,- LEAD IN C~LE UNGTH: O

~SH SPACING: 1000 FT ( 305m)
DETECTION8ENK1TIV1TT THRSSHOLD: O. 098%
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TABLE IV LOOP TURNS VERSUS VEHICE UNDERCARRIAGEHEIGHT DETECTION

FOR b FT(l .83m) x b FT(l .8h) LoOP WITH L-IN CAB~ AND UINFORCING ST~L MESH

LOOP
Turns

(Number)

1
2
3
4
5
b
7
8

LOOP T“,”
spa. ing

(mile) (m)

2000 50.8
1000 25.4

660 16.8
500 12.7
400 10.2
330 8.4
286 7.3

Vehicle Height
Detection with
Lead i“ Cable*

(ft) (m)

2.3 0.70
3.5 0.94
4.1 1.25
4.4 1.36
4.6 1.40
4.7 1.43
4.8 1.46
4.9 1.49

CONDUCTORTYPE: #14 AWG WIm
* L~ IN LENGTH: 250 FT(76.2m)
~ ~SH SPACING: 3000 NILS ( 72. bm)
DETECTION SENSITIVITY TH~sHOLD: 0. 098%

RESULTS WD CONCLUSIONS

A formula for calc”lati”* the vehicle detecti.”
sensitivity for a m“lt-turn 100P is presented.
Rea”lts from this formula indicate that the
vehicle detecti.” sensitivity for a b ft. (1 .83m)
by 6 ft. ( 1.83m) , 3 t“,. 100P of number 14 AWG wire
is increased . . the spacing between t“r”s is
increased. Although a maximum height se”sit ivity
of 5.05 ft. (1 .5bm) .cc”rs at a t“r” spaci”c of
2 in. (50.8m) , a height sensitivity of 4.99 ft.
(1. 52m) occur. at the more practical t“.. spacing
of 1 in. (23.4m). A very small increase i“ height
sensitivity 5.06 ft .(1. 54m) was noted when ““mber
12 AWGwire w.. used i“,tead of “umber 14 AWG
wire .

when the loop t“.”. are spaced t. “se tbe
maximum practical f“stallation space in the
p.vem.n?, the height sen. itivf ty iS *pprOx*mately
i“depe”de”t of the number of turns provided the
100P i“d”ctance i. approximately te” ties larger
than the ind”cta”ce of the “lead in” cable. For
example, the self ind”cta”ce of a 6 ft. (1 .83m) by
6 ft. ( 1.83m), 3 t“.” 100P of number 14 AWG wire
with a turn epaci”g of 1 in. (25.4m) i. 60.15
micro He”riee. If tbe maximum i“d”cta”ce of the
lead i“ cable is 6 micro ffe”ries, the maximum lead
f“ cable le.gtb is 27 ft. (8.23m) for . lead in
cable i“d”cta”ce .f 0.22 micro Henries per ft.
(0.30m). The self i“ducta”ce of a 6 ft. (1.83m) by
6 ft. (1. 83m) , 6 t“.. 100P of ““mber 14 AWG wire
with a t“r” spacing .f .4 l“. (102mm) is 227 micro
Henries which would allow a lead i“ cable length
of 103 ft. (31. 4m).

If a vehicle height detection of 4.4 ft. (1.34m)
is acceptable, then the 3 t“r” loop with a 100p
turn spacing of 1 i“. (25.4m) can be used with 25U
ft. ( 76.2m) of lead i“ cable as ,b.w” i“ Table IV.
The presence of rei”f.rci”g steel 3 i.. ( 72. bm)
from the top 100P t“.” reduces the vehicle beigbt
detection to 3.6 ft .(1 10m) for tbe 3 turn loop.

Vehicle Height
Detection with
Mesh H

(ft) (m)

3.9 1.19
4.3 1.31
4.4 1.34
4.6 1.34
4.5 1.37
4.5 1.37
4.5 1.37
4.5 1.37

Vehicle Height
Detecti.” with
Lead in Cable*
a“d Mes bfi

(ft) (m)

1.9 0.38
3.0 0.91
3.6 1.10
3.9 1.19
4.1 1.25
4.2 1.28
4.3 1.31
4.3 1.31

A 5 t“,” 100P *paced O. 5 in. (12. 7mm) between
t“r”s with a detector sensitivity of 0.098% has
adequate vehicle height detect i.” se”sitiviey f.,
mast applications. One possible method t. .btai”
the O. 5 inch (12. 7mm) spacing is to .btai” 100P
wire centered in a flexible, water blocked,
O. 5 inch (12. 7mm), bigb de”eity p.lyethyle”e tube.
Lead i“ cables l.”ger than 250 ft. ( 7b.2m) will
require i“crea.i”g the sensitivity .f the vehicle
detect.. elect,.”its t. a ..1”. greater than
0.098%.
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APPEND~ F.

DIGm& -Q~NCY Smm WHIC~ DE~CTORM&YSIS

A simplfled block dia~am of a single channel,
digi~l frequency shift vehicle deteetor is presented
in Fiwre F-1. The number of multiplied detector
oscillator cycles counted by the frequency counter is:

(–)
mf ~

Nfc = mfDTfi= f (F-1)
. .

mere T, is the frame time of the frequency counter.
The frame time is assumed constant at each sensi-
tivity setting. The responce time of this type of
detsctor is equal to the frame time,T m,which is the
inverse of the divided clock frequence, f“, .

For example, with a frame time of one second, the
number of counts, N~, , of the frequency counter is
the multiplied detector OscillatOrfrequencyin Hetiz.

,-

-( )
mti ~_— (F-4)

f “c

For no vehicle present

()

mf ~n”
Nf,nv = ~ (F-2)

. .

For a vehicle present

()

mfDv
N— (F-3)~c’ = f

“c

The output for the first comparator is

AN ~C= NfC’ - N~c”’

= ( )(? fDv - fDnv ))

P :

L I

Figure F-1. Smplified block dagram of a dgital frequency shift vehicle detester.
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men the difference count, AN ~C,equals the
threshold count, Nfc, a vehicle call is output.

Since:
ANfc = Nfc (F-5)

(F-6)

Using
AfD

()
sDf=–2T (F-7)

D

and dropping the minus si~ which indicates
directional change:

‘f ‘(*) (F-8)

Since:

fD =
(

1

2n _ )

(F-9)

The sensitivity of the digital frequency shifi detector
is proportional to the threshold frequency cOunt,NfC,
the counter frame frequency, f“c, the inductance and
capacitance across the detector teminals, and in-
versely proportional to the detector oscillator mdti-
plier factir, m. “

Letting:

Since:

‘f=(4n~f”c)(F-n)

SDf = Kf-

Then from Equation E-8:

2 NfC

()

f_—
‘D - Nfc

(F-12)

(F-13)

(F-14) _

me frequency shift detector sensitivity is prOpm-
tional to the freqency threshold count, Nfc, divided
by the total number of counts, Nfc, in the frequency
counter.

—
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DIG~& W~OED -Q~NCY S~FT WHIC~ DETECTOR ~MYSIS

A simplfled block dia~am of a single channel,
digital frequency shifi vehicle detector is presented
in Fi~re &l. The sensitivity of a digital ratioed
shift vehicle detector is given by

‘; ‘(*) (G-1)

f

()

1

()
- = constant = ~ (G-2)
mf ~ c

the sensitivity is independent of detector operating
frequency. The frame time is automatically ad-

justed so that the nOcall frequency count is constant.
The sensitivity is changed by adjusting the frame
time for a different number of frequency counts.

The detector response time is primarily dependent
on the time reqtired tofill the frequency counter and
is:

Since Nfi and ~f are constant, the response time
changes as the detector osctilator frequency changes.

lnd:~~o; at Detetior

+ Osc/llatOr Frequency F:::;e:y Comparator output

Terminals + Multiplier + r (Subtracter)
D

*

‘D

Transfer +1

).
Reset

N ~: ANtc Nft
+

::$1
7

Vatiable
Fra~o:~me

Comparator Threshold

Oscillator
(Subtrador) Sensitivity

1
Increase Decrease N ~~

F:mmee - Frequency
Divider — R;:::;

—

Roure G-1. Simvtitied block diagram of a ~aital ra~Oed freauencY shifi vehicle detectOr
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APPEND~ H.

DIG~& PEWOD SHIFT ~HIC~ DETRCTORM&YSIS

A simplified block dia~am of a single channel, The length of the gating pulse is:

digital period shifi vehicle detector is presented in
Fi~re H-1. me 100p oscillator operates at a fre-
quency, f~ , which is dete~ined by the 100p~the ,, =(*) =(*) (H-2)
transmission fine (lead-in cable), and the detectOr
tuning network. The number, m, Ofloop cycles from
the oscillator countir determines the “length” of the
gating pulse applied to the MD gate. men the The number, N PC,OfclOckpulses cOunted by the
“gating pulse” is m times as IOng as the 100p is period counter is:
occupied, more clock pulses are gated b the period
countermaking the detector more sensative.

The period, T DC,of the detectOr Oscilla~r cOunter ‘s: NW =(~~ =(~) (H-3)

T~c = mTD (H-1)

Were T ~ is the periOdOfthe 100POscillatOr, mere T ~ is the periOd Ofthe clOckOscillator.

lndutiance at
DeteaOr

DetetiOr
- Osc/latOr Petiod Comparator output

Terminals
- &unter

D
‘D

1

Syo$r:y Detector
- Oscillator

Comparator

Counter
(Subtrador)

Nwnv

Cr stal Period
c%ck - Reference

Owillator Memov

Fi~re H-1. Simplified block dla~am of a digital period shift vehicle detector.
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NOTE: The count of the period counter is propor.
tional to the detector oscillator period, T~

The number of clock pulses stored in the reference
memory when no vehicle is present is:

‘“”v ‘(w)
(H-4)

The number of clock pulses counted when a vehicle
is present is:

NOTE: The output count of the first comparator is
proportional to the change, T ~ , in the detectOr~s.
cillator period.

men the output count, N ~ , of the first COmPara.
tor equals the threshold count, N,,, in the second
comparator, a vehicle cdl results.

Then

ANw = NP~

Thus

(H-1O)

()mT~v
N“-rE-

C
(H-5)

‘p=(%)‘T. (H-n)

Since the 100pinductance decreases when a vehicle
is sensed, the detechr oscillator frequency, f~, in-
creases and the detector oscillator period, T~, de-
creases, ‘Ihen:

f~’>f~”v —> Nnv>NVc c

The output of the first comparator is:

ANE = N p.”’ - No,’

-( )(m
2TC ‘. “ - T D“)

(H-6)

(H-7)

\ -/

For a high quality factor, tuned circuit, the nomal- _
tied period shift is approximately

1()=y%p
Then

Since:

()SDP = 2$TD

D

ATD = TD”” - T~v (H-8)

()

m
— ATD‘X = 2T (H-9) ‘“p=(4:~t:’)

c

(H-12)

(H-13)

(H-14)

.—



Since Since

and

()
T~=~

D

Letting

For

,-

(H-15)

2N,

(–)
SDP= ~

P,
(H-23)

(H-16)

NOTE: The sensitivity of the detector is twice the

(H-17) threshold count divided by the maximum number of
counts on the period counter.

‘D‘(2n&)

‘Dp=(.m::ti) (H-19)

2Nt
KP =

(—)nmfc

‘Dp=(&)

(H-18)

(H-20)

(H-21)

The response time of this detector is principally the
time required to fill the period counter tith clock
pdses.

Thus

(H-24)

(H-25)
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APPEND= I.

DIGIT& =~OED PE~OD SHIFT ~HIC~ DETECTOR AN&YSIS

A simpl~led block dia~am of a single channel,
digital ratioed shfi vehicle detector is presented in
Fi~re I-1. The detector is similar to the digital
period shift vehicle detectir. The principal differ-
ence is the variable threshold count which causes
the detector sensitivity to be independent of detector
oscillator frequency.

The pefiod shift detector sensiti~ty, SDP,is tiven by
this equation:

2N,

(–)
SDP= ~

P.
(I-1)

The threshold count, NP,,, ,is a cOnstant an! the
pefiod counter count, N ~, ls inversely PrOPOrtlOn~
b the detector oscillator frequency which varies
with different 100Pinductance.

A variable threshold, NPt,is selected by multiplying
someprext sensitivity factor timesthe period counter
count.

N,, = S,NW (I-2)

‘P’=(2?K)=2st (I-3)

me detector sensitivity is independent of tie detec-
tor operating frequency. The response time is iden-
tical to the response time of the digital period shift
detector.

I I

Cr stal
C~ck

Oscillator
k

JAND
Gate

@

Np: Memoy
uLyg:c

Comparator ANpc
(Subtracter)

N nv

w
t

ST Npt

Threshold
Sensitivity

‘T

Rgure 1-1. Simplified block dagram of a digital ratioed period shift vehicle detector.
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The following material is reproduced by permission
of the National Electrical Manufacturers &sOcia-
tion. The extract is Section 15- Inductive LOOP
Detictors, and is taken from the NEW Standards
Pubhcation TS 1-1989, Trafic Control Systems,
cop~ight 1989 by NEW.
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Section 15

INDUCTIVE LOOP DETECTORS

Section 15respotis tolheneedfor aseties ofvehicle loop detectors which pro.idc inp”tsfor rrafic-octuafedor
rrafic-respome control, s“meillance, or&ta collection systems, ~itiuctive lmpdetecror respotis tothepr.sence

ofvehicies on:her~wayby relyin8qon theeffect of theconducrive mss of the vehicle onthealtermting mgnetic
$eldofa loop, ~enavehicle passes over lheloop ofwireembe&ed inrhesu$ace ofrhe roodway, ir reacts with
thealtemaring mgnericjeld which is associated with rkr loop.

These statiards cover thepe$omnce atidesign reguiremenrs ofinterckngcable itiuctive loop detccrorunits.
A detecror unirused with asemorloop embetied inthesu$ace ofa r~waydetects vehicles moving orstatiing
in the detection zone ofrhe sensor loop. The ourput of the loop detector ”ni:mybe useddirectly toprovideaninpur
to a .ehicle-acrmted trafic controller uit or provide inputs to trafic-respowive control ati s“weilknce system. tip
detectors generare outpurs itiicative ofvehic[es passing through thesensor loop zone ofderecrion. Risourputmy
beused for counting (volum) or forde:ecling presence time representative of thelime t~vehicles arei" the sensor
loop zone ofderection (occupanq), or bo:h,

Authorized Engineering Information8.20.1986.

15.1 LOOP DETECTOR DEFINITIONS

15.1.1 Vehicle Detector System

A system for indicating the presence or passage of
vehicles.

NEMAStandard &2&1986.

15.1.2 Loop Detector System

A vehicle detector system that senses a decr~se i“ in-
ductance of its sensor loop(s) during the passage or pres-
ence of a vehicle in the zone ofdetectio” of the sensor
loop(s).

NEMAStandwd 8.2&7986.

15.1.3 Sensor Loop

An electrical co”d”ctor arranged to encompass a pr-
tion of roadway to provide a zone of detection and de-

signed such that thepassage orpresence of a vehicle in
thezone ca”ses a decrease in the inductance of the loop
that can be sensed for detection purpses.

NEMAStandard &~l 986.

15.1.4 Zone Of Detection

That area of the roadway within which a vehicle is de-
tected by a vehicle detector system.

NEMAStandard 8-20-1986,

15.1.5 Loop Detector Unit
An el%tronic device which is capable of energizing the

sensor loop(s), of monitoring the sensor lwp(s) ind”c-
tanceand of responding toapredetermined dwrease i“
inductance witi an output which indicates the passage or
presence of veticles i“ the zone of detection,

NEMAStandard &2&1986,

15.1.6 Channel

Electronic circuit~ which functions as a loop detector
unit.

NEMAStandard 6.201986.

15.1.7 Lead-In Cable

The elwtrical cable which seme$ to connect the sensor
Ioop(s)to the input of theloop dettctor””it.

NEMAStandard S.20-1 986.

15.1.6 Detector Mode

A term usd to describe the duration and conditions of
the xcurrence ofa detector o“tp”t.

NEMASt@”dard&2@1986.

15.1.9 Crosstalk

The tiverse interaction of my chm”el of a detctor .“it
with any other detector cha””el.

NEMAStandard 8-20.1966.

,—
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15.2 FUNCTIONAL STANDARDS

15.2.1 Operation

The inductive Iwp vehicle detector unit defined and de-
scribed in this standard shall respond to changes in the
inductmce of the senwr Imp/lead-in combination(s) con-
nectd to its loop input terminals. It shall develop a det=-
tion output when there is a sufficiently large decrease in
the magnitude of the connected inductance.

The sensor Imp(s) connected to the detector unit input

teminds shall& Imatd at the intendti zone(s) of deta-
tion. The sensor loop(s) shall be connected to [he detec-
tor unit by means of lead-in cable.

The sensor loop(s) shall k so configured that the pres-
ence of a vehicle in mch zone of det=tion causes a suffi-
c ient decreae in inductance to cause an output respnse
from the detector unit.

NEMAStandard 8.201986.

15.2.2 Configurations and Dimensions

15.2.2.1 CONHGUWTIONS

This s~tid rovers &Wtor unit configurations shown
in Table 15-1.

NEMA %andard &2G1 986.

Table 15-1
DETECTOR UNIT TYPES

Sklf Mounted
10 Pin MS
Connector(s)

1 Channel TyF 1 TyF 2 TYW lT Type 2T

2 Channel Type 3 Type 4 Tyw 3T Tyv 4T

(Reserved)

Card Rack

2 Channel Type 7 TYPe 7T

4 Channel TYPe 8 Type 8T

Shelf Mounted
19 Pin MS
Connector

4 Channel Type 9

Ea.hchannel shall beproviddwi[h i“dew.dent lwPinpultemi.ats a"d$klldeliver detstio" infomatian onindeFndent ou[puttermi(>als.
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15.2.2.2 DIMENSIONS

1. Shelf mo”nt& one-channel units shall be a ma~i-
m“mof2.5t, W X 7(, H X 9,, D, including proj~.

dons. but excl”di”g the mating connector.
2. Shelf mo”nted twoorfour-channel ”nitsshall bea

maximum of 3.5,, W X 7,, H X 9,, D, i“cl”di”g
projections, but excluding themating connector.

3. Two-channel card rack units shall be 1.14’, max.
W X 4.5<<H X 7.~<, D,excl”ding thehandlea~
shown in F~g”re 15-I.

4. Four-channei card rack units shall be2.31,, mx.
W X 4.5,, H X 7, W,, D, excl”di”g theha”dlea~
shown in Figure 15-2.

NEMAStandard E%1986,

15.2.3 Connectors

On shelf mountd uni~, dl inputs md outputs, incl”di”g
pwer, shall enter the unit through a front panel connec-
tor. The comectors of shelf mount~ units shall mte with
the connectors specified in these sundards.

NEMASta”dard &2@1986.

15.2.4 AccessiWlity

The dej~tor unit shall be easily disassemble to gain
access formainte”ance. When thusdisassembl&, tbe de-
tector unit shall be operational for trouble shooting.

NEMASta”dard 52&<986.

15.2.5 Material and Construstionof Fdgid
Printed Circuit Assemblies

15.2.5.1 MATERIALS

All printed circuit boards shall be made from NEMA
flame resistant Grade FR4 laminates (glass-epoxy), or

equivalent (see NEMA L1 1, [ndusfrial hminat.dner-
moserting Prducrs). Circuit boards exceeding two inches
in any dimension shall be at least ,/,. inch nominal
thickness. Circuit boards “ot exceeding two inches ir, Iny
dimenssion shall beat least ‘Ij, inch nomi”althicbess.

15.2.5.2 CONDUCTORS

The walls of all plated-through holes shall have a
minimum cop~r, or ~“ivalent plating thichess of O.~ 1
inch. Allcirc”h tmckshdl have aconductivhy eq”ivde”t
to at least one ounce pr square fw! of cop~r. All elec.
trical mating surfaces shall be made of noncorroding
material.

15.2.5.3 COMPONENTlOENTIFICfiTION

The unit shall k designed so tiat each compnent is
identified by acirc”it reference symbot. This identifica-
tion shall be affixed totheprintd circuit board(s), the

cover of tie unit, or in an ~%mbty drawing pmvidd with
the unit.

NEMA Standard 8.2G1966,

1.14

;D~~
0.3754 0,47 +*’O

MAX
0.062

RIGHT SIDE VIEW END VIEW

No, to scale
All dimensionsi“ inches
+ O.~OTolerance (where,PP1ic,ble)

Figure 15.1
TWO-CHANNEL CARD RACK UNIT

2,31

0.125 +~6.675

‘~~~fl
0.3754

MAX 0.47 ~20”o

RIGHT SIDE VIEW END VIEW

No, to Scale

All dimensionsi“ inches

* 0.~OTolermce (where applicable)

Figure 15-2
FOUR-CHANNEL CARD RACK UNIT
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15.2.6 Environmental Requirements

LWP dct%tor units shall o~rate in accordance with re-
quirements fistd herein under the following environ-
mental conditions. The words” loop det=tor unit” sbll
be substitute for’ ‘controller assembly” where they ap-
pear for the purpse of this section.

16.2.6.1 VOLTAGE,AC POWEREOUNITS

1. VO/tageRange—The voltige range shall be in ac-
codance with 2.1.2.

2. Frequenq Range—The frequency range shall be in
accor~nce with 2.1.3.

15.2.6.2 VOLTAGE, DC POWEREO UNITS

1. Voltage Range–The volmge range Ml k 24 VDC
+ 2.5 VDC.

2. Ripple–The maximum supply ripple shall be 500
millivolts peak to ~ak.

15.2.6.3 AC POWERINTERRUPTION

TWOOrmore ~wer intermptionswhich are separatd
by Pwer restorations of 15W milliseconds or more shall
be considered as xparate intermptions. The loop detw-
tor unit shall react to the ~wer interruptions as follows:

1. Thrw intermptions of 20 milliwconds or less which
are separatd by power restorations of 300
milliseconds or more shall not cause the Imp detec-
torunit to revert to its stafl-up squence.

2. The Imp detector unit shall be prmitted to revefl
to its stati-up sequence following power interwp-
tions longer than 20 milliseconds.

15.2.6.4 TEMPERATUREANO HUMIOITY

Temperature and humidity shall be in accordance with
2.1.5.

15.2.6.5 TWNSIENTS, AC POWEREO UNITS

Loop detector uniti using 120 VAC 60 Hz input pwer
shall meet the following requirements:

1. The detmtor unit shall withsmnd the high-m~tition
noise transients as describti in 2.1.6.1.

2. The detector unit shall whhstind the low-re~tition,

tigh-energy transients as describd in 2.1.0.2.
3. The detector unit shall withsbnd tie nondestmctive

transient as describd in 2.1.8.

15.2.6.6 TRANSIENTS, DC POWERED UNITS

Lmp detector units using 24 VDC input power shall
oprate nodly when the test impulse dewri~ in 2.1.7
is applied as follows:

I

2

3
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%tween LOGIC GROUND and the +24 VDC
~wer input. The test set-up shown in Figure IS-3
SMI be UA for this test.
Across the output teminds of each channel while
in hth the detwt and non-detect condition.
Betw=n LOGIC GROUND and tbe control inputs.

Dettior Imp inputs are s~ificdly exclud~ from his
tist.

10 MILLIHENRIES

/ ,+ 24 “DC INPUTwW TEST DETECTOR
POWER UNDER
SOURCE TEST

LOGIC
GROUNO CHASSIS

+ TRANSIENT GROUNO

Figure 15-3
TEST CONFIGURATION

15.2.6.7 TWNSIENTS, LODP DETECTOR
INPUT TERMINALS

The det%tor sMI k capble of withstanding the follow-
ing two nondestmctive tmnsient tests:

1. The detmtor Iwp input teminds, with Iq not con-
nected, shall be subjwted to the nondestmct tran-
sient immunity test described in 2.1.8, except tkt
the amplitude shall & 2W volts i 5 ~rcent.

2. Each detector Imp input temiti shall & subjwted
to one transient pulse of each plarity ktw=n the
Imp tetinal and cbsis ground with the otier Imp
tetiti ungroundd wd r~ti with the otier ter-
minal conn%td to chassis ground as shown in Fig-
Um 154.

m
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L .

50A

4

50 MICROHENRIES

TEST
PUSHBUTTON

IOK>

TEST
POWER

10MA SUPPLY
3000 V

* 5,10

POLARITY SELECTOR
.

SWITCH

—.

TRANSIENT TEST CONFIGURATIONS

TEST TESTSELECTOR POLARITY TESTEO
NUMBER POSITION SELECTOR INPUTS.

POSITIVE
; :

DTOH
POSITIVE ETOH

3 3 POSITIVE DTOE
4 4 POSITIVE ETOO

NEGATIVE
; ;

OTOH
NEG,4TIVE

3
ETOH

NEGATIVE
:

OTOE
4 NEGATIvE ETOO

*The pin designations show” am for a single channel defector. Similar !.s(s shall k prfomed on
811cha””el$ of a m“l(ichannel detector,

figure 15.4
LOOP INPUT TERMINAL TRANSIENT TESTS

The eight conditions of the test shall be ~rformed with Pe,~cnt connected i. accortidnce wilh Figure 15-4.
the detector operating from its normal power source and The v“ltage on the capacitor shall be adjusted to 3000
with a 100 UH f 10 percent coil co””ected across the volts, + 5 percent.
Imp terminals of each channel. Tbe push button shall be activated for at least one sec-

.—.

The energy source shall be a capacitor of .05 “F + 5 ond for each of the eight co”ditio”s,
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15.2.6.8 VIBRATION

The loop detector unit shall maintain both its physical
integtity and o~rating characteristics when subjected to
the vibmtion test in 2.2.5. ~Is test skll k mn at notinal
voltage and room environmental conditions.

15.2.6.9 SHOCK

The loop detector unit shall suffer neither permanent
mechanical deformation nor any damage which renders
it prwently inoperable when subjmtd to the shock test
describd in 2.2.6.

This test shall k run at rmm environmental conditions
without power applid to the unit.

NEMA%andard 8.20.1966.

15.2.7 Power lnputS

15.2.7.1 AC+ (LINE SIOE)

The AC+ (line side) is the protectd side of tbe 120
VAC 60 Hz pwer source. Tbe st=dy state input current
per channel shall not exc=d 1~ milliamperes rms.

15.2.7.2 AC- (COMMON)

The AC – (comon) is the untised and unstitched re-
turn side, neutral of the 120 VAC 60 Hz pwer source.
This input shall not be connected to LOGIC GROUND
or CHASSIS GROUND within the unit nor to the loop
input terminals.

15.2.7.3 PLUS 24 VDC

This input SUPP~MPwer for DC units and is the source
of Wwer for DC control inputs in AC pwerd units. The
current consumption of DC pwerd units shall not ex-
ceed 100 milliamperes pr channel. The +24 VDC cur-
rent consumption of AC Pwerd units shall not exceed
10 milliamperes per control input. The return for this in-
put in N ~werd ufits is LOGIC GROUND m d~cri~
in 15.2.8 The only return for this input in AC pwerd
units is the control input(s) as dewri~ in 15.2.10.1. This

input shall not be connected within the unit to any loop
input.

NEMAStandard 8.20.1966.

15.2.8 Logic Ground

This input is the return for tbe +24 VDC input on DC
pwerd units. This pint shall not k connected within
tbe unit to AC – (common), or to CHASSIS GROUND,
or to any loop input terminal.

NEMAStandard 8.20.1W.
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15.2.9 Ctlassis Ground

Tbe loop detedor unit shall have a terminal for con-
nection to the chassis of the unit. This input shall not be
connected to LOGIC OROUND, AC – (common), or to
any other point within the unit, except that it sbll be pe-
rmissible to use this invut as a return for transient protec-
tion devices.

If the unit bas a metallic case, the case shall be con-
nectd to a CHASSIS GROUND.

NEMAStandard 8.20.1986.

15.2.10 Control Inputs

15.2.10.1 DC CONTROL INPUTS

Control inputs shall have the following characteristics
as measurd from the negative side of the +24 VDC in-
put supply:

NEMA~andard 8.201986.

The negative side of the +24 VDC input supply will

normally be returned to LOGIC GROUND within tie

controller assembly. When the negative side of the +24
VDC input supply is returned to LOGIC GROUND,
LOGIC GROUND is the reference point for the control
inputs,

Authorized Engineering Information8.20-19S6.

15.2.10.1.1 “Low” ORACTIVESTATE

A voltage between O and 8 volts shall be considered
the c‘low” or active smte.

15.2.10.1.2 “HIGHI, OR INACTIVESTATE

A voltage greater than 16 volts shall be considerti the
.’higb’, or inactive stite.

15.2.10.1.3 TRANSITIONVOLTAGEZONE OF
INPUT CIRCUITRY

Transition zone of input circuitu from “low” sate to
‘-high” state and vice versa shall occur between 8 and
16 volts.

15.2.10.1.4 EXTERNALTRANSITIONTIME

External transition from s‘hw” stite to “high” sedte
and vice versa shall k accomplisbd within 0.1
millisecond.

15.2.10.1.5 MAXIMUMCURRENT

Over the voltige rmge Oto 26 volts DC, mximum cur-
rent “in” or “out” of any input control teminal shatl
be less than 10 milliamperes. The input circuitry sbdl be
returned to +24 volt DC supply in such a reamer
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that the removal of all connections to the input shall allow

the voltage at the input terminal to rise to the +24 supply
voltage.

15.2.10.1.6 SIGNAL RECOGNITION

Any input signal dwelling in a defined logic state for
less than 1.0 millisecond shall not k recog”izd. Any i“-
put signal dwelling in a defined logic stite for more than
30 milliseconds shall & recognizd. Successive similar
logic state transitions shall not he rwognizti when W-
curring less than 10 milliseconds span, and shzll be ra-
ognizd when recurring more thm 135 milhmo”ds apm.

15.2.10.1.7 ACTIVATIONOF DELAYIEXTENSION
F=TURE

The application of a ‘<low” state voltage to a
DELAY/EXTENSION ENABLE input shall activate the
delay lextension feature on the channel.

15.2.10.2 AC CONTROLINPUTS

Control inputsshall have the following chamcteristics
as measuredfrom the AC – (comon) input of the “nit:

15.2.10.2.1 “ON” ORACTIVE VOLTAG2RANGE

Any voltage from 70 to 135 volts AC shall & consid-
erti the ,<on” or active state.

15.2.10.2.2 “OFF t OR INACTIVEVOLTAGE

Any voltagelessthm 15 volts AC shallk considerti
the S‘off’ or inactive state.

15.2.10.2.3 INPUT CURRENT

The input current shall not exced 50 millim~res.

15.2.10.2.4 SIGNAL RECOGNITION

Any input signal dwelling in a defined logic state for
less than 8,3 milliseconds shall not k recognized. Any
input signal dwelling in a defind logic smte for more tim
333 milliseconds shall k recognized. Successive similar
logic state transitions shall not be recognizti when X-
curring less tha 16.6 milliseconds apafl, and shall & rK -

ognizti when occurring more than 1 second apafi.

15.2.10.2.5 APPLICATIONOF AN ‘SON” STATE
VOLTAGETOA OELAY/~TENSION
INHIBIT INPUT

The application of an “on,, stite voltage toa DE.
LAY/EXTENSION INHIBIT input shall deactivate the

delaylextension feature on that unit or channel in the case
of multiple channel units.

NEMAStandard 8-20.1%6.

15.2.11 Loop/Lead-In Electrical Propeties

Each cknnelof thedetector”nit shall fu”ctioninac-
cordance with the specific requirements of this standard
and in addition shall operate without significant degrada-
tion with any sensor loopllead-in combination which ex-
hibits the following electrical propefiies as measured at
the detector unit terminals of the lead-i”:

1. Inductance at 50 KHZ—50 to 700 microhenries.
2. Q at 50 KHz—greater than 5,
3. Resisticeto anhgro”nd-greater than lmegoh,

—

4. Field installation practices or detector u“itdesig”

~Y reqUile grounding the shield of the loop lead.
in cable, Such grou”di”g should be in accordance
with the detector manu fact” rer’s recommt”dation.
(The last two sentences have been approved as Au-
thorized Engineering Information.)

NEMAStandard 8-2&1986,

15.2.12 Test Loop Configurations

Sensor Imp and lead-in combinations used to verify the
performance requirements of this standard shall consist
of the following combinationsof6 ft. x 6 ft. (1.928m
X 1.928m) three turn loops and shieldd lead-i” cable
as illustrated in F~g”re 15-5.

1. Single-loop 6fi. by6ft., three turns, with l~ft.
of lad-in (80-t05 microhe”ries).

2. 8ingle-loop6 ft. by6R., three turns, with 1,~
B. of lead-in (260-320 microhenries).

3. Four loops 6 ft. by6 ft., three turns, ina row i“
the direction of travel and scparatti by 9 feet,
serieslparallel connected with 250 ft. of lead-i”
(lW-t@ microhenries).

NEMAStandard 8-20-1986.
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ELECTRICAL pHY51CAL

-4
%

,2,,

12,,

CHAMFERDETAIL

CONSTRUCTION–hp dim.”siontolerancesshallk + 2 inches.C.nnmi.w sMI k SIderd ad waW-
pmfd, hps shall& instilld i. a n.mi.f.r.d wv.me”l ati I-td at I.-t 3 f=t (.914m)fromanyCO.-
duclivem.tend. kd.in cable shall k SPlti. tip lads $hll exit at o“e comer of the Imp $lmctums. All
1~ C.IW~ S~I ~ c~f.r.d 12 i.ch.s.

LWP W1~–&ch Imp shalth thr- t.ms of AWG #14 crms,li”kd plyethel.ne i.s.lati, stm.dd cwr
wix, suches lMSA (Intemaeional M.nicipl S!gml As%tition) Spification 51-3, 19M, or q.ivde”t, tip
ind”cmm shall k ~lwm” @.80 micr.he.ri.s,

LEAD-IN WIRE–Th. led-i” wire shall h AWG #14 twisti pir, d.tin.m Ply=er shield, Plyehylene
in$.htion, plyethylen. )acket, itiucu”c. ktwmn 20 .H ad 24 “H Fr 102 f=t, suchm IMSAS~ificali.n
5S2, 19M, .r ~uivalenl. For stidardind test p“rp=s, the shield &dl h i.s.lald from gm.nd.

Field iwtilalion prztims or det=lor ““if desig. may rquire Smundingtie shield of the Imp 1~-in cable.
Smh gmu.ding &o”Id k in accordancewiti tie detwwr manuf%t”=r,s rwo-nbtion. (TMs prasmph
h= &n appmvd as A.tiorizd Engineering I“fo_tio..)

SAWSLOT–~e mnd”ctors *dl ti pla.ti .[ the buom of a 1.‘h * %-iwh d-p by %-inch wi& $aw$lot.
tiveme.t =ws!ot shall k find wib a s.iuble .Pxy or quival.”t =Ia.t.

FIGURE 15-5
TEST LOOP CONFIGURATIONS
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15.2.13 Test Vehicle Definition

Det%tor units shall detmt all vehicles which ordinar-
ily traverse tie pubfic streets md highways and which are
comprisd of sufficient conductive material suimbly lo-
cated to ~mit recognition md response by the detector
system.

Vehicles are classified by this stanhrd in accordance
with the reduction in inductance resulting when they are

centered in the single 6 ft. by 6 ft., thr;e turn-test Imp
with 1~ feet of lead-in.

These minimum reductions are as follows:

()Clas I: 0.13 prant ~ or 0.12 microhenries (AL)

inductance change with a single 6 R X 6 fi, three turn
loop, with 100 ft lead-in (small motorcycle);

(L)Class 2: 0.32 percent ~ or 0.3 microhenries (AL)

inductance change with a single 6 ft X 6 ft. three turn
loop with lW ft lead-in (large motorcycle);

P)Class 3: 3.2 percent ~ or 3.0 microhenries (AL)

inductance change with a single 6 ft x 6 R, three turn
loop, with t~ ft lead-in (automobile).

The wtium reduction caus~ hy my test vehicle shalt

(.)
be 5.4 Frcent & or 5 ticrOhenries (AL) induct~ce

. .,
change with a single 6 R x 6 ft. three turn loop with tOO
R lead-in.

NEMASla”dard e~l 986.

15.2.14 Sensitivity

The detector unit shall be capable of detecting any of
the vehicles defind in 15.2.13 on any of the test loops
defined in 15.2.12.

NEMAStandard %20.1986.

15.2.15 Sensitivity Control

When detecting test vehicles as described in 15.2.13
and o~rating on any of the test loop configurations de-
scribd in t5.2. 12, each channel of the detctor unit shall
include means to adjust the sensitivity such that it shall
not produce an output when the nearest point of any test
vehicle of 15.2,13 is 36 inches or more outside the Imp(s)
perimeter. A minimum of three sensitivity set~tions shll
he provided for each detection channel.

NEMAStandard 6-2@19B6.

15.2.16 Approach Speed

The detector unit shall detect any vehicle described in

15.2.13 over any of tie single twps descrikd in 15.2.12
traveling within the SW mnge of 5 to 80 miles Fr hour.

The detector unit shall detct any vehicle described in
15.2.13 over atl of the loops of the four loop configura-
tions descti~ in 15.2.12 tmveling within thes@ rage
of 5 to 20 miles ~r hour.

All channels of a multichannel detector shall be oper-
ating at the same sensitivity and connectti to equivalent
inductances for the purpse of these tests.

NEMAStandard 8.20.1986.

15.2.17 Modes of O~ration

Each det=tor cknnel shalt be capable of functioning
in the following two front panel selectable males:

15.2.17.1 PRESENCE

When a Class 2 vehicle defined in t5.2. 13, or larger
vehicle occupies the center of any test tmps described in
15.2.12, the detector unit shatl be capable of maintain-
ing a detection output for a minimum of 3 minutes.

15.2.17.2 PULSE

A detection output between 100 and 150 milliseconds
..—

shall be initiatd when a vehicle enters the sensor Imp
zone of detection.

If this vehicle remains in the zone of detection, the de-
tector unit shall become responsive within a maximum
of 3 seconds to additional test vehicles entering the zone
of detwtion.

The detwtor unit shall produce one and only one out-
put pulse for a test vehicle traveling at 10 miles per hour
across the zone of detection of the single sensor toops de-
fined in 15.2.12.

NEMAStandard S.2&19S6.

15.2.18 Recovefy from Sustained Occupancy

When operating in the presence mode, and following
a susmin~ KCUYCY of 5 minutes, the detector unit shall
recover to nomal o~ration with at least 90 percent of
its setected sensitivity within one %cond after the zone
of detection is vacated.

NEMAStandard 520-19S6.

15.2.19 ResponW Time

When o~rating ‘inthe presence mode, the det%tor unit
shall & capable of ~lng set to produce an output in
respnse to a step decrease in inductance equivalent to
the minimum decrease from a Class 1 vehicle defined
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in 15.2.13 within not more thm 125 milliseconds when
testid on either of the single loop @st configurations de-
scri~ in 15.2.12. In reswnse to step return to the orig-
inal inductance, the detetior unit shall temimte its out-
put within no more tim 125 millisemnds.

Whm o~rating in the presen~ rode, the det~tor unit

shall & capable of being set to prtiuce m output in re-
spnse to a step dmrmse in inducmnce equivalent to the
minimum decr=se from a Class 3 vehicle defind in
15.2.13 within not more ti 50 tillisaonds when tested

on either of the single Iwp test configurations described
in 15.2.12. In respnse to a step return to the original
inductance, the detector unit shall terminate its output
within not more thm 50 milli=onds.

All channels of a multichannel detwtor unit shall be
o~rating at the same wnsitivity and connectd to equiv-
alent inductances for tbe purpse of these tests.

NEMA Standard 8.2&i 966.

For ceflain spific sumcillance applications involving

vehicle spds i“ excess of 45 m.p. h., more precise re-
s~n= times might be requirti,

Authorized Engineering Information8.2S1986.
,-

15.2.20 Tuning

Each detector cknnel shall include one of the fOllOw-
ing means for accommbting the range of sensor Imp/
lead-in inductance.

15.2.20.1 MANUALTUNING

The unit shall b capable of being tunti by an o~rator
using one or more tuning controls. All n=essary tuning
controls shall be Iocatd on the front panel of the unit.
It shall & @ssible to complete tuning within 3 minutes
after the application of pwer. The unit shall achieve nor-
ml opration and at least 90 percent of its selectd sen-
sitivity within 3 minutes following tuning.

15.2.20.2 SELF-TUNING

The unit shall tune automatically u~n the application
of ~wer. It shall achieve normal o~ration and at I-st
90 ~rcent of its select~ sensitivity within 30 seconds
stir application of pwer.

NEMAStandard am.1 986.

15.2.21 Self-Tracking

Tk det@or utit shall automatically acmmtite those

after-tuning changes in the Iwpllead-in elmtrical char-
acteristics as might reasonably be ex~cted to occur i“
undmag~ loops, properly installed in sound pavement
md etilbiting the elmtricat propenies outlind in 15,2. I t,
without producing a false output or change in sensitivity.

NEMAStandard 6.20.1966.

15.2.22 Recove~ from Power Interruption

After a ~wer intermption longer than 20 milliseconds,
the detector unit shall resume normal o~ration, with at
least 90 percent of its selectti sensitivity, within 30 sec-
onds after the main supply voltage recovers to a voltage
within the speci fiti limits.

NEMAStandard 8.20.19S6.

15.2.23 Crosstalk Avoidance

Each detector channel shall include means to prevent
that channel from adversety interacting with any other
channel. The means to prevent such interaction shall be
either inherent, automatic, or manual.

NEMAStandard 8-2B1986.

15.2.24 Delay/Extension

Each channel of a unit with delay lextension shall have
three reties of operation—delay, extension, and normal
(i.e., neither delay nor extension). Channels 1 and 2 of
four channel detwtor units shall be the ones to include
the delay iextension feature.

15.2.24.1 DEWY

When selectti, the O“tp”t is delayed for the time set,
If the vehicle departs before the time set, a“ output dms
not occur and the timer is reset. This delay timing is con-
trolld by the DELAY/EXTENSION ENABLE input de-
fined in 15.2.10.1.7 or DELAY/EXTENSION INHIBIT
input defind in lS.2.10.2.S. See Figure 15-6.

The delay time shall be adjustable in the range from
Oto 30 seconds. The stability shall be within one second
in the O-15 second range and within two seconds in the
16-30 second range, The accuracy shall be + 1Asecond
or + 5 percent of the setting, whichever is greater. When
the DELAY/EXTENSION ENABLE input is inactive, the
delay shall be zero (O to 0.1 seconds). When the DE-
LAY/EXTENSION INHIBIT input is active, the delay
shall be zero (O to O.1 seconds).
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DELAY OPERATION — OUTPUT OCCURS

~ TIMESETTING ~

[PRESENT ________ I
VEHICLE ( 1

(NOTPRESENT I
4

(CONDUCTING
1-------------

OUTPUT (
(NOTCONDUCTING

DELAY OPERATION — NO OUTPUT OCCURS

7

TIMESETTING

(pRESENT________
VEHICLE

(NOTPRESENT ,t

~CONDUCTING -------- —— —-- ---—
OUTPUT

(NOTCONDUCTING

figure 15-6

DELAY OPERATION

Care should be taken when installing a detector unit
which employs DELAY/EXTENSION INHIBIT opera-
tion in place of a detector unit which does not have this
feature as delay operation may b initiated which would
cause improper intersection o~ration utiess the delay lex-
tcnsion timing is set to zero. (This paragraph has been

approved as Authorized Engineering Information,)

15.2.24.2 EXTENSION

When selected, the output is extendd afier the vehicle
depans the zone of detection for the time set. If a new
vehicle arrives kfore tie extension timer times out, tbe
timer is reset, tbe output is mainuined, and the timer re-
sumes timing when the vebicte depafls. See Figure 15-7.
Ttis extension timing is controlld by the DELAY/EX-
TENSION ENA8LE input defined in 15.2.10.1.7 or DE-
LAY/EXTENSION INH~~ inputdefiti in15.2.10.2.5.

The extension time sbsll k adjusmble in tie rmge from
Oto 7 M seconds. The *ability sbzlt & within IA second.

Tbe accurwy shall h t M ~ond. When tie
DELAY/EXTENSION ENABLE input is imctive, he ex-
tension shall & zero (O to 0.1 seconds). When tie
DELAY/EXTENSION INHIBIT input is active, the ex-
tension shall be zero (O to 0.1 seconds).

NEMAStandard 8.201986.

VEHICLE (PRESENT ---
iTIME SEmlNG

(NOTPRESENT t

(CO~DUCTING ---
ouTpuT (NOTCONOUCTING~ L

Hgure 15-7
EXTENSION OPERATION
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15.2.25 Controls and Indicatom

All controls and indicators necessary for the opration
of the detector unit shall be locatd on the front panel of
the unit except as noted below. Multiple functions tom.
bined in a single control shall be ~rmitted. The controls
and indicators shall include, b“t are “ot Iimitd to:

1

2

3

4

5

,- 6

7

8

9

Outpw I&icmor—Mems to visually indicate the out-
put state of each channel. Each channel shall have
a separate indrcator.
Se,mili.i~ Control—Meres to ~mit %Itiion of tie
sensitivity of each channel as describd in 15.2.15,
Overcurrenr Protection Device—Required for ac
Wwered units. If the overcurrent protection device
on an ac pwered unit is a fuse or circuit breaker,
it shall be accessible from the front panel, Internal
mounting of any other overcur~nt protection deviw
shall he ~rmitted.
Manwl Tuning Control–When requird, it shall
~rmit accommodation of the range of Imp/lead-i”
inductances.
Reset—A control which unconditionally causes the
detctor or detection channel to retune to a no”-
vehicle present co”ditio”.
M&c Selector—SMll provide for selmtion of pulse
or presence retie opration of each channel. Card
mounting of this control shall be pemittti on card
rack units,
Crossrak Conrro/—As r~uird, shall provide mems
to prevent i“temctio” of channels as descri~ i“
15.2.23, Card mounting of this control shall k ~r-
mitted on card rack “nits,
Delay/ fittnsion Selection Control—The unit shall

have either a control or combimtion of controls to
allow for the selecdo” of o“e of three o~rati”g
modes—delay, extension, and nomal (i.e., neither

delay nor extension). It shall k permissible to have
the normal mode selectti by either %tting a three
position selmtor switch to the nomd psitio” or set-
ting the delaylextension timing control to zero. Card
mounting of the control(s) shall& prtitted on card
rack units.
Delay/fitension ~ming Conrrol—Shall Drovide
means to permit setting if the time d“ratio~ of the
delay/extension Frid for ach ctiel m de~ri~
in 15.2.24. When a unit employing DELAY/EX-
TENSION INHIBIT operation is usedto replacea
unit witbo”t delaylexte”sion opration, the timing
controtsshall be set to zero. Internal mountingof
this control shall b prmitted.

NEMAStandardam-l 986,

15.2.26 MarMng
, ..

All uni~ with Delay/Extension and with relay o“tp”t(s)
shall have a ~rmanently attached “otificatio” o“

TS 1-1989
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either the top, front, c,r side surface which reads as
follows, or the equivalent:

NOTICE: The delay timing on this unit shall be
set to zero if Pi” J is not connected to
a 120 VAC timing inhibit signal.

NEMAStandard 8.20.1986,

15.2.27 Output

This standard defines two devices for output interfac-
ing. Detector units shall k configured to have o“e of the
following devices as defined in 15.2,2. The output device
shall have the following characteristics:

5.2.27.1 RELAY

1. Contacts Closed—Indicate detection output.
2. Power Ourage or Overcurrent Failure Condirion—

Contacts closed indicate detection o“tp”t.

3. &rpul Circuir Isobtion-The isolation between the
output terminals and other teminals shall exceed:

a, Resistance 106 ohms
b. Breakdown 1000 V rms

4. Contact Rating (resistive load)

a, 2 milliamperes through 1 mpere @ 18 to 28
volts.

h. 0.5 ~p @ 120 VAC
c. Maximum closd contact resistance—l ohm.

5, Mounting—Plug-in with socket or direct solder
mounting.

6. Minimum Operations
a. 106 with conmcts at rated load
b. 107 toml mechanical

7. Contacts shall be closed if the loop circuit is open,

15.2.27.2 SOLID STATE (ISOLATED)

1

2

3

4

Output Solid State Device—Conducting indicates
detection output.
Power Ouroge or Fuse Failure Condirion—Output
device is nonconductive, indicating a no detection
output condition.
hpul Circ”ir Isohtion—The isolation &tween each
output device teminal pair and all other terminals
shall exced:

a. Resistance lW ohms
b. Br=kdown 1~ V rms

tip.f firing-The output shall conduct a minimum
of 20 milliamperes with a maximum t.4 volt drop
across the output terminals in the conducting svatc.
The output shall conduct a maximum of 50 micro-
ampere with any voltage between O and 26 VDC

applied acrOs$ the output terminals in the non-
conductive state,
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5. Transition Time–When switching to or from a
steady state current in the range of 2.4 to 20 milli-
amperes, the transition time from 8 to 16 volts and
vice versa shall be 0.1 millis=onds or less. The cir-
cuit(s) to which the output is connected is defined
in 13.2.3.

6. M~irnum Vo/rage–Hoid off 30 VDC minimum

under non-detect conditions.

7. Solid state devices shall be conducting if tie loop
circuit is open.

NEMAStandard %20-1986.

15.2.28 Electrical Connections Without
Delay/Extension Timings

Detector units without Delay/Extension Timing shall
bve comector ad comwtor pin tefimtions as defind
in the following:

LsReservd” connector pin tertimtions are exclusively
for assignment by this NEMA Stan&rds hblication of
addrnional specific input-output hnctions andlor reasons
of interchangeability witi units alr=dy in use not in con-
formance to this standard. These connector pins shall not
k internally connectd, except as spmificdly defind by
this NEMA Statirds Wblication.

15.2.28.1 SINGLE-CHANNEL, SHELF-M• UNTEO
DETECTOR

Type 1. Relay Ourput—Shall mate witi cable mmec-
tor MS3 lQ6A- 18- 1S, or equivalent. Input-ouQut COMC-
torpin termination skll be as follows:

Pin A AC – (common)
Pin B Relay Comon
Pin C AC+ (line side)
Pin D Lwp Input
Pin E Lwp Input
Pin F Output Normally Opn (continuity to relay

common during detect)
Pin G Resew&$
Pin H Chassis Ground
Pin I Resewed
Pin J Resewed

* May k C.-Id Whe “odlY clod OUQUtof ti shY—fOr SFU
ti.ction use ody. During ..-1 OFmtio., .Wnti,ddetetior h.c-
tions, u defined i. ttis Sbndard. will nm quire a co.”wtion to this
ph. ,&t%tor unit h-s=s w31not .odly .o”ti. a wim commd
to pt. G. (Ttis note has bee. appm,ti as A.b.rimd Engi.eeri”g
I. fomation.)

Type 2. Solid Stale Ou@ut (lsotied)-Shall m~ with
cable connctor MS3 I06A- lg. ISW, or quivdent. Input-
output connector pin terminations shall be as follows:

Pin A AC – (common)
Pin B output (–)
Pln C AC+ (Une side)
Pin D Wp Input
Pin E kp Input
Pin F output (+)
Pin G spare
Pin H Chassis Ground
Pin I Reserved
Pin J Resewti

A Type 2 unit is not physically or electrically inter-
changeable witi a single channel detector with a relay

output. (This sentence has been approvti as Actboriz-
ed Engineering Information)

15.2.2S.2 TWO-CHANNEL,SHELF-MOUNTED
DETE~ORS

Type 3. Relay Output, 2-Ctinnel-Shall have two
connectors each of which shall mate witi cable connec-
tor MS3106 A-18- 1S, or equivalent.

A Typ 3 unit is not physically or electrically inter-
chang=ble with a 2 channel detector unit with a sohd-
smte output. (This sentence has kn approvti as
Authorized Engin=ring Information.)

Input-output connector pin termimtions sh~l k as
follows:

Chmnel 1, Conn=tor

Pin A AC – (common)
Pin B Relay Common, Ch 1
Pin C AC+ (line side)
Pin D Loop Input, Ch I
Pin E hop Input, Ch 1
Pin F Output Normlly @en, Ch 1 (Continuity to

relay common Ch 1 during detect)
Pin G Reserved**
Pin H Chassis Ground
Pin 1 Reserved
Pin J Resemti

Channel 2, Connector

Pin A Resewd
Pin B Relay Common, Ch 2
Pin C Reservd*

..—
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Pin D tip Input, Ch 2
Pin E bp Input, Ch 2

Pin F Output Nomally O~n, Ch 2 (continuity

to relay comon Ch 2 during detect)
Pln G Resemed* *
Pin H Chassis Ground

Pin I Resemed
Pin J Resewed

Type 4. Solid-Stare titpuz (Isolated) 2-Chnnel–
Shall have two connwtors, each of which shall mate with
cable com~tor MS3 106A, -18-1 SW, or equivalent, A re-
lay output “nit is not physically or electrically inter-
chmgeable with a solid-state output unit d“e to rotation
of the connector insen. Input-output connector pin ter-

.-. m inations shall be as follows:

Channel 1, Connector

Pin A AC – (comon)
Pin B Output Ch 1 (–)
Pin C AC+ (line side)
Pin D hop Input, Ch 1
Pln E Loop Input, Ch 1
Pin F OUtPUt, Ch 1 (+)
Pin G Spare
Pin H Chassis Ground
Pin 1 Reserved
Pin J Reserved

Channel 2,

Pin A

Pin B
Pin C
Pin D
Pin E
Pin F
Pin G
Pin H
Pin 1
Pin J

Connector

Resemed
Output, Ch 2 ( -)
Resewed*
Loop Input, Ch 2
bop Input, Ch 2
Output Ch 2 (+)
Spare
Chassis Ground
Reserved

Resewed

*Shall “.1 k internally conmtid,

,-

15.2.28.3 TVPES7 & 8 CARDRACK—TWO
ANOFOUR-mANNEL

Two and four-channel card racks sbll mate with =
44-teminaI, double-row, 0, 156-inch contsct spacing,
Cinch Jones card edge connection 5MA.30M, or quiv.
alent. Input-output connector pin terminations shall be as
follows:

Pin A bgic Ground 1. Reserved
Pin B +24 VDC Supply 2. Reserved
Pin C Reserved for 3. spare

Reset
Pin D Loop Input, Ch 1 4. Redundant

Loop Input,
Ch 1 (optional)

Pin E Loop Input, Ch 1 5. R@undant
Loop Input,
Ch I (optional)

Pin F Output, Ch 1 (+) 6. Spare
Pin H Output, Ch 1 (-) 7. Spare
Pin J bop Input, Ch 2 8. Redundant

Loop Jnp”t,
Ch 2 (optional)

Pin K hop Input, Ch 2 9. Redundant
Loop Input,
Ch 2 (optional)

Pin L Chassis Ground 10. Spare
Pin M Reserved 11. Resewed
Pin N Resewed t 2. Reserved
Pin P hop Input, Ch 3 13. Redundant

L~p Input,
Ch 3 (optional)

Pin R Loop Input, Ch 3 14. Rtiundant
Loop Input,
Ch 3 (optional)

Hn S Output, Cb 3 (+) t 5. Spare
Pin T Output, Ch 3 (-) 16. Spare
Pin U hp Input, Ch 4 17. Redundant

LOOP Input,
Ch 4 (optional)

Pin V LOODInDut. Ch 4 18. Redundant
LOOP Input,
Ch 4 (optional)

Pin W Output, Ch 2 (+) 19. spare
Pin X Output, Ch 2 (–) 20. Spare

Pin Y Output, Ch 4 (+) 21. Spare

Pin Z Output, Ch 4 ( -) 22. Spare

Polarization keys shall be Iocatd at thr= positions:

1. Between B/2 and C/3
2. Between M/l t and N/l 2
3. &tween E/5 md F/6

Two-channel “nits shall have “o connwtion to pins P,
R, S, T, U, V, Y, Z, 13, 14, 17, and 18.

— .—
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15.2.28.4 TYPE9 RELAVOUTPUT
FOURCHANNELMS CONNEmOR

Shall mate with 19 pin cable connwtor MS 3106A-
2-14S, or equivalent.

Input-output conn~tor pin terminations shall be as
follows:

Pln A AC – (comon)
Pin B Relay Comon, Ch 4 Pin C AC+

(line side)
Pin D Loop Input, Ch 1

Pin E Wp Input, Ch 1
Pin F LDOp Input, Ch 2
Pin G Loop Input, Ch 2
Pln H Chassis Ground
Pin J tiOp Input, Ch 3

Pin K hp Input, Ch 3
Ptn L bop Input, Ch 4
Pin M tiop Input, Ch 4
Pin N Output Nomally Opn, Ch 1 (continuity

to relay comon Ch I during detect)
Pin P Relay Common, Ch 1
Pln R Relay Common, Ch 2
Pin S Output Normalty Open, Ch 2 (continuity

to relay comon Ch 2 during detect)
PinT RelayComon, Ch 3
Pin U Output Normally Open, Ch 3 (continuity

to relay comon Ch 3 during det=t)
Pin V Output Normally -n, Ch 4 (continuity

to relay Comon Ch 4 during det~t)
NEMA Standard S-ml 986.

15.2.29 Electrical Connetimns With
Delay/Extension Timings

Detmtor units with Delay lExtension Timing shall have
connector and connector pin termimtions as defined as
follows:

‘‘Rewwd’ conn=tor pin tertimtions are exclusively
for assignment by this NEMA Standards ~blication of

additional functions and for reasons of interchangeabil-
ity with units in use, but not already in conformance to
this stmdard. These connector pins shall not be internally
conn=td, except as specifically defined by this NEMA
Standards ~blication.

15.2.29.1 SINGLE-CHANNEL,SHELF-MOUNTEO
DETECTOR

Type 1T Relay Ou@ut—Shdl mte with cable conn%-
tor MS3 I06A- 18-1S, or quivdent. When this uit is uxd
to replace a TYP I unit of the sme keying, the delayl
extension timing shall be set to zero.

Failure to St the delaylextension timing to zero when
replacing a detector unit without delay lextension opra-
tion may initiate delay opration which witl cause im-

proper intersection op.ration. A relay output unit is not
physically or eledricdly in~rchmg~le witi a mhd W*
unit due to rotation of tie connator. (This pwagraph k
kn approved as Authorizd Engineering In fomtion.)

Input-output conn=tor pin terminations shall k as
follows:

Pin A AC – (comon)
Pin B Relay Common
Pin C AC+ (line side)
Pin D hop i“p”t
Fin E bop Input

Pin F Output Normlly Open (continuity to
relay common during detwt)

tin G Resewed*
Pin H Chassis Ground
Pin 1 Reservti
Pin J DeIay/Extension Inhibit Input (AC)

*May k <o-d m ti dly .$oA WV1 of h %Iay—for mti
fi”ction “se ody, D.ring nod opration $htird M-ion tix-
dow m defi.ti in [his smdati will not q.im a -“wdon t. ttis
pin. ,hmtor utit tieses will not redly m“ti” a wiz ~-d
to PI. G. (This note hs tie. appmvd as Auti.ri4 Eng,mving
I“fomatio”.)

—
Type 2T Solid-Stire OuPut (isobed)–SMl mte witi

cable connector MS3 I06A- 18-1 SW, or quivalent.
A TyP 2T unit is not physically or elutrically inter-’

changeable with a single channel detector witi a relay
output. (This sentence has b-n approval as Authoriz-
ed Engineering In formation.)

Input-output connector pin terminations shall b %
follows

Prn A AC – (comon)

Pin B output (–)
Pin C AC+ (line side)
Pin D bp Input
Pin E tiop Input
Pin F output (+)
Pin G Spare
Pin H Chassis Ground
Pin I +24 VDC Supply Input

Pin J DelaylExte.sion Enable Input (DC)

15.2.29.2 TW&CHANNEL, SHELF-
MOUNTEDDETECTORS

Type 3T Relay OuIPur, 2-Cbnnei—Shall have two
connectors mch of which shll mate with cable connec-
tor MS3106A, 18-t S, or equivalent.

When this unit is usd to replace one TyF 3 or two
Type I units of tie same keying, the delay lextension tim-
ing shall & set to zero. Failure to set the delay lexten-
sion timing to zero when replacing a detector unit with- —,

out delay lextension operation may initiate delay
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operation which will cause impro~r intersection opera-
tion. A relay output unit is not electrically or physically
interchangeable with a solid-state output “nit due to the
rotation of the connector insefl, (Last two sentences have
been approved as Authorized Engineering Information,)

Input-output connector pi” termi”atio”s shall be as
follows:

Channel 1, Connector

Pin A AC – (common)
Pin B Relay Common, Ch I
Pin C AC+ (line side)

Pin D Loop input, Ch 1
Pin E Loop Input, Ch I
Pin F Output Normally Open Ch I (continuity

to relay cowon Ch 1 during detect)
Pin G Resemed**
Pin H Chassis Ground
Pin I Resemed
Pin 1 Delay/Extension Itiibit Input (AC), Ch 1

Channel 2, Connector

Pin A Reserved
Pin B Relay Common, Ch 2
Pin C Resewed *
Pin D kop Input, Ch 2
Pin E Loop Input, Cb 2
Pin F Output Normally Open Ch 2 (continuity

to relay common Ch 2 during detect)
Pin G Resewed* *
Pin H Chassis Ground
Pin 1 Resemed
Pin J &lay/Extension Inhibit Input (AC), Ch 2

*ShalI “o! ~ inter.ally co””e.!d.
* * ~ay ~ ,O””ccted to the normally clod outpu[ of the r,l*Y—fO,

SPcial f...ti”” useonly. During “om.1 oprtti.n, sa”&d det~.
t.r functions,as defined i“ this ,k”d.rd, will not rquire a connm-
tion [. this pin. Dcte.tor “nil harnesswill not “omally .o”uin a
wire connect.d t“ pi” G (Th,s ..,, has been appcovd as Autho,.
iz.d Engineering Inf.rmt i.”. )

Tvpe 4T Solid-Sfale OuIPur (Isolated) 2-cknnel—
Shall have two connectors, each of which shall mate with
cable connector MS3 106A-18-I SW, or equivalent.

A Type 4T unit is not physically or electrically inter-
changeable with a 2 channel detector with relay output.
(This sentence has ken approval as Aulhorizd Engin=r-
ing Information.)

tnp.t-o”tp”t connector pin terminations shall be as
follows:

Channel 1, Connector
Pin A AC – (common)
Pin B OUIPUI, Ch 1 (–)

Pin C

Pin D
Pin E
Pin F
Pin G
Pin H
Pin I
Pin J

AC+ (line side)
hop Input, Ch 1
kp Input, Ch I
Output, Ch I (+)
Spare
Chassis Ground
+24 VDC S“pPly l“put

Delay lExtension Enable I“p”t (DC), Ch 1

Channel 2, Connector
Pin A Reserv&
Pin B Output, Ch 2 (–)
Pin C Re=rv&*
Pin D bp Input, Cb 2
Pin E hop Input, Ch 2
Pin F Output, Ch 2 (+)
Pin G Spare
Pin H Chassis Ground
Pin I Reserv&

Pin J Delay/Extension Enable Input (DC), Ch 2

*Shall not h intemdly co”.ecmd

15.2.29.3 CARDRACK—TWOANOFOURCHANNEL

Type Z ad 8T—Shall mate with a @ terminal,
double-row, 0. i56inch conmct spacing, Cinch Jones card
edge connector 504A-30M, or equivalent. I“p.t.o.tpur
connector pin terminations shall be as follows:

Pin A

Pin B

Pin C

Pin D

Pin E

Pin F

Pin H

Pin J

Pin K

Pln L
Pin M

Logic Ground

+24 VDC
supply

Reserved for
Re%t
Loop Input, Ch I

Loop InpUt, Ch i

Output , Ch 1 (+)
Output, Ch 1 ( -)
bop Input, Ch 2

Loop Input, Ch 2

Chassis Ground
Rewrved

1. Delay lExten-
sion Enable ln-
put (DC), Ch I

2, Delay/Exten-
sion Enable In-
put(DC), Ch 2

3. Spare

4. Redundant
Loop Input,
Ch 1 (optional)

5. Redundant
Loop Input,
Cb 1 (optional)

6. Spare
7. Spare
8. Redundant

Loop Input,
Ch 2 (optional)

9. Redundant
Loop Input,
Ch2 (optional)

10. Spare
11. Rcser\red
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Pin N Resewed
Pin P bop Input, Ch 3

Pin R Mp Input, Ch 3

Pin S Otput, Ch 3 (+)

Pln T Output, Ch 3 (–)

Pin U Loop Input, Ch 4

Pin V hp Input, Ch 4

12. Re%rvti
13. Redundmt

Loop Input,
Ch 3 (OptiOMl)

14, Redun&nt
Loop Input,
Ch3 (optioml)

15. Spare
16. Spare
17. Redundant

Lwp Input,
Ch 4 (optional)

IS. Redundant
Loop Input,
Ch 4 (optional)

Pin W Output, Ch 2 (+) 19. Spare

P1n X Output, Ch 2 (–) 20. Spare

Pin Y Output, Ch 4 (+) 21. Spare

tin Z Output, Ch 4 ( -) 22. Spare

Polarization keys shall helocattiattiree position%

1. Between B/2and C/3
2. Between M/11 and N/12
3. Between E/5a.d F/6

Two channel units shall have no conn~tion to pins P,
R, S, T, U, V, Y,Z, 13, 14, 17, and 18.

NEMAStandard 8.2@1 986.

—

.—
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~E 170 DETECTOR SPEC~ICA~ON

The follotingpages contin extracts deding with detectors from the publication entitled Type
170 Trafic Signal ControlSystem -H~DW~ SPECIFICATION. Thisdocument is a COPY
of the New York/California Type 170 Trafic Signal Control System Hardware Specification.
This spec~lcation was issued by the Offices ofResearch, Development, and Technrdogy of the
Federal Highway Administration of the U. S. Department of Transportation as Implementa-
tion Package FWA–IP-7&16 (July 1985 Retision).

~ree chapters are extracted dealing tith the three types of detectors discussed in this
Handbook, namely, 100Pdetectors, magnetic detectors, and magnetometer detectors. The
specific chapters are listed below:

Chapter 4

Chapter 5

Chapter 6

,-

Specifications for NO Channel LOOPDetector Sensor Unit, Model 222. Speci-
fications for Four Channel LOOPDetector Sensor Unit, Model 224

Section I – General Description

Section 11 – Functional Requirements

Section 111 - Electrical Requirements

Specifications for Magnetic Detector Sensing Element, Model 231. Spec~lca-
tionsforho Channel Magnetic Detector Amplifier, Model 232. Spetilcatione
for Four Channel Magnetic Detector hplfler, Model 234.

Section I – General Description

Section 11 – Functional Requirements

Section 111 – Connector Requirements

Specifications for Magnetometer Sensing Element, Model 227. Specifications
for ~0 Channel Magnetometer Detector Control Unit, Model 228.

Section I – General Description

Section 11 – Functional Requirements

Section 111 - Connector Requirements

Sectimr IV – Sensing Element Requirements

w
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CH~ER 4

SPECIFICATIONS FOR WO<H~NEL
LOOP DETECTOR SENSOR UNIT, MODEL 222

SPECIFICATIONS FOR FOUR CHANNEL
LOOP DETECTOR SENSOR UNIT, MODEL 224

This Chapter defines the specifications applicable h the Model 222 Two<hannel LOOPDetector Sensor Unit
and the Model 224 Four–Channel LOOPDetector Unit. Tkese specifications shall supplement the General
Specifications for Hfilc Control Equipment and in case of conflict the specifications of this Chapter shall
govern.

SECTION I

GENEM DESCRIPTION

1. The two-channel and four- channel 100pdetector sensor units contain two and four detector channels,
respectively. The modules shall be compatible with and intemate to the standard input fdes. me
detector channels working independently, will produce output si~als when vehicles pass over of
remain within wire 100PSembedded in the road way.

The detector units shall be solid state desi~. The method of detection shall be based upon a desi~ ‘-
that shall render detection when a conductive metallic mass entering a 100Pcauses a change of 0.01
percent in the detector input inductance

SECTION II

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

1. Operational Specifications

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Each detector channel shall be capable of detecting all types of licensed motor vehicles at a
distance of up to 800 feet (244 m) from the 100Pto the sensor unit.

The detector sensor unit shall be mounted on an edge-connected, printed circuit board.

1.2.1 The 4-channel detector unit shall OCCUPYthe space of two 2-channel detector
units.

Each detector channel shall not draw more than 100 milliamperes from the +24 volt DC cabinet
power supply for its operating power.

The detictor module front panel shall be protided with a hand pull to facilitate insetilon and
removal from the input file.

—.
Each detector channel shall have a front panel-mounted indicator to provide visual indication
of each vehicle detection.

244



1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

1.10

1.11

Detector tuning shall be automatic or manual. Only front panel controls shall be used in the
manual tuning operation.

me detectors shall comply tith all pefiormance requirements herein specified when cOn-
nected to an inductance (1OOPplus lead-in) of fmm 50 to 500 microhenries with a Q-parameter
as low as 5 at the detector operating frequency.

Each detectir channel output shall be an opto-isolated NPN open collector capable of sinking
50 milliamperes at 30 volts. ~is output shall be compatible with the controller utit inputs.

Each sensor unit shall intermate with and operati in a Standard Input Ffle.

A switch position shall be provided to disable the output of each channel on an individual basis.

LOOPinputs h each channel shall be transformer isolated.

2. ~ning

~evehicle detectircircuits shall be desi~ed sothat drift which occurs withregardto the environment
and applied power shall not cause an actuation.

,- 3. Mode Selection Requirements

3.1 Each detector channel shall have two selectable modes of detection — Pulse and Presence.

3.2 Pulse Mode

3.2.1 In the pulse mode, each new vehicle presence within the output pulse of 125 * 25
milliseconds in duration.

3.2.2 Should a vehicle remain in a portion of the zone of detection for a period in excess of
two seconds, the detector channel shall automatically “tune out” the presence of said
vehicle. me channel shall the be capable of detecting another vehicle entering the
same zone of detection. me recovery time between the first vehicle pulse and the
channel capability to detect another vehicle shall be three seconds m=imum.

3.3 Presence Mode

3.3.1 In the presence mode, the detector channel shall recover to nomal sensitivity with in
one second after termination of vehicle presence in the zone of detection regardless of
the duration of the presence.

3.3.2 With the datector channel in its most sensitive setting, the presence of a vehicle in the
zone of detection shall be detected a minimum of 3 minutes for a vehicle causing 0.01
percent inductance change and a minimum of 10 minutes for a vehicle causing 0.60
percent inductance change.
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3.3.3 The lowest sensitivity setting in the presence mode is designated as the “occupancfl
(OCC) setting. With the detictor channel in the OCC setting, the presence ofavehicle
causing a one percent, or Weater, change ofinductance shall be detected for aminimum
of 4 minutes.

4. Sensitivity

4.1 Each detsctor channel shall be equipped with panel selectable sensitivity settin~s) in both
presence and pulse modes to accomplish the following under operational and environmental
requirements of this specification:

4.1.1 Each detector channel shall respond to an inductance change of 0.02 percent while
connectid to the following three turn 100Pconfi~rations.

(1) Single 6 by 6 foot (1.8 by 1.8 m) 100Ptith a 50 foot (15 m) lead-in cable,

(2) Single 6 by 6 foot (1.8 by 1.8 m) 100Pwith a 600 foot (244 m) lead-in cable.

(3) Four 6 by 6 foot (1.8 by 1.8 m) 100PSconnected in series/parallel with a 250 foot
(76 m) lead-in cable.

(4) Four 6 by 6 foot (1.8 by 1.8 m) 100PSconnectid in series/parallel with a 800 foot
(244 m) lead-in cable. .—.

4.1.2 Each detector channel shall respond to Occupancy (OCC) setting(s) b a nominal
change in inductance between 0.15 percent tO0.4 percent while connected to the above
100Pconfi~rations. ~is setting shall not respond to an inductance change ofless than
0.1 percent.

4.2 me detector channel shall not detect vehicles, moving or stopped, at distances 0f3 feet (0.9 m)
or more from any loop perimeter.

4.3 Ml sensitivity settings shall not differ more than* 40 percent from the nominal value chosen.

5. Response ~ming

5.1 Response time of the detector channel for the OCC setting shall be less than 20 miRisecOnds.
mat is, for any negative inductance change which exceeds its sensitivity threshold, the output
shall a flound true logic level within 20 milliseconds. When such change is removed, the
output shall become an open circuit within 20 milliseconds. For test purposes, the negative
change of inductance will be maintained for a minimum Of100 mi]lisecOnds and a maximum
0f600 milliseconds after it is applied. When the difference between the length of time the in-
ductance change is applied, and the corresponding wound tme output time are averaged over
ten trials, the value that average difference shall not exceed 10 milliseconds.

5.2 me response time of the detector channel for the most sensitive setting shall be less than 250
milliseconds for a 1.0 percent inductance change. —.
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SECTION 111

ELECT~CWREQUIREMENTS

1. Application of Power

1.1 The detector channels shall begin normal operation within thirty seconds after the application
of power or the reset signal.

2. Intefierence

2.1 The separate channels contained within a @ven unit shall include means to prevent cross-talk
with one another.

2.2 Each unit shall include means h prevent moss-talk with other modules. If the prevention
means is manual, the control for it shall be located on the front panel of the unit. NOadditional
external wiring shall be required to implement the prevention means.

4. Lightting Protection
,-

4.1 Lightning protection shall be installed within the detectir unit.

4.1.1

4.1.2

me protection shall enable the detector to withstand the discharge ofa 10 microfared
capacitor charged to &1000 volts directly across the detector input pins tith no 100P
load present.

me protection shall enable the detector to withstind the discharge of a 10 microfared
capacitor charged to + 2000 volts directly across either the detector inductance pins or
from either side of the detector input inductance pins to earth wound. The detector
chassis shall be wounded and the detector input pins shall have a dummy resistive
load athched equal to 5.0 ohms.

5. fiacking Rate

5.1 The detectar shall be capable of compensating or tracking for an environmental change up to
0.001 percent change in inductance per second. This requirement shall be met within two
hours after initial application OfOperating power.

6. Backing Range

6.1 The detector shall be capable of nomal operation as the input inductance is changed plus or
minus (*) 5.0 percent from the quiescent tuning point regardless of internal circuit drift.

,m.
6.2 The detector shall be capable of nomal operatimr as the input inductance is changed plus or

minus (*) 0.5 percent from the quiescent tuning point regardless of internal circuit dtift.

%7
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7. Temperature Change

7.1 The operation of the detector unit shall not be affected by changes in the inductance of the 100P
cause by environmental changes with the rate of temperature change not exceeding 10 C per
three minutis. The opening or closing of the controller cabinet door with a differential
temperature of 180 C between the inside and outside shall not affect the proper operation of
the detector.

8. Board .Edge Connector Pin Assi~ment

9. Reset

9.1

~

DC Ground

+ 24 VO[tSDC

Detedor Reset

LOOP# 1 Input

Loop # 1 Input

Loop # 1 Output (C)

Loop # 1 Output (E)

Slotted for keying iw

~ la
Loop # 2 Input [,s
Loop # 2 Input 1;
Chassis Ground

AC - ~;
AC +

Loop # 3 Input lx
Loop # 3 Input ~;

.—
Collector ] (E)

~

LOOP# 3 Output (C)

Loop # 3 Output (E)

Loop # 4 Input

Loop # 4 Inpti

Loop # 2 Output (C)

Loop # 2 Output (E)

Loop # 4 Output (C)

Loop # 4 Output (E)

Eminer

The detector unit shall respond to a~round reset signal of 15microseconds and betin nOr-
mal operation within 30 seconds a~er the reset command.

—
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CHAPTER 5

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MAGNETIC DETECTOR
SENSING ELEMENT, MODEL231

SPECIFICATIONS FOR mO<HANNEL MAGNETIC
DETECTOR AMPLIFIER, MODEL 232

SPECIFICATIONS FOR FOURWHANNEL MAGNETIC
DETECTOR AMPLIFIER, MODEL 234

This Chapter defines the specifications applicable to the Model 231 magnetic detector sensor element, the
Model 232 two-channel magnetic detector amplifier, and the Model 234 four-channel magnetic detector
amp~fier. ~ese specifications shall supplement the General SpecificatiOnsfOrHtilc Control Equipment and
in case of conflict the specifications of this Chapter shall govern.

SECTION I

GENEM DESCRIPTION

,- 1 The two and four channel magnetic detector amplifiers are units containing two or four magnetic
detector channels, respectively. Each independent detector channel working with its associated
magnetic detector sensing element shall produce an output si~al when vehicles pass over the
magnetic detector sensing element embedded in the roadway.

The magnetic detector amplifier shall be of solid state design. The method of detection shall be based
upon a design that shall render reliable detection when a voltage is induced in the sensing element by
a passing vehicle.

SECTION II

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

1. Magnetic detector amplifier requirements (Models 232 and 234).

1.1 me magnetic detector amplifier shall be mounted on an edge-connected printed circuit board.

1.1.1 The four channel magnetic detector amplifier shall OCCUPYthe front panel space of two
2-channel magnetic detector amplifiers.

1.2 Each ma~etic detector channel shall not draw more than 60 milliamperes from the + 24 volt
DC cabinet power supply for its operating power.

1.3 The detector amplifier front panel shall be protided with a hand pull to facilitate insertion and
m. removal from the Input File.
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1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

1.10

Each detector channel shall have a front panel mounted indicator to provide tisual indication
of each vehicle detection.

Ml controls required for tuning, including sensitivity shall be readily adjustable without use
of tools and shall be mounted on the front panel.

men connected toa Model 231 magnetic detector sensing element with 1000feet (305 m) of
lead-in cable the amplifier shall detect a Honda 100 motorcycle passing within 18 inches (46
cm) of the sensing element installed 12 inches (30 cm) below the top of the pavement at dl
speeds between 3 and 80 miles per hour (5 and 130 kpm).

Each detector channel output shall bean opto-isolated NPN open collector capable of sinking
50 milliamperes at 30 volts. The output shall be compatible with the inputs for the Model 170
Controller Unit. The output shall indicate the passage of a vehicle by saturating the NPN
transistor or optical isolator, with no more than 0.6 volt DC across the output circtit. Detectir
channel output shall be 100 milliseconds minimum in duration.

A stitch Or switch position shall be protided to disable the output of each channel On an
individud basis.

A momentsry switch or switch position shall be provided to place a call on each channel Onan
individual basis.

Each bplifier shall intermate with and operate in a Stindard Input File. ,—

2. Magnetic Detector Sensing Element (Model 231)

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

The case of the sensing element shall be constmcted ofnonfemous material suitable for use in
the environment in which it will operate and shall be sealed to prevent the entrance of
moisture. NOmoving parts or active components shall be contained in the element.

Each sensing element shall be designed for ease ofinstallation, repositioning, andremovd. It
shall be no larger than 2-V4 inches (57 mm) in diameter and shall have no sharp edges along
its length. The overall length shall not exceed 21 inches (53 cm).

Each sensing element shall be provided with a minimum of 75 feet (23 m) of lead-in cable.

The passage of a Honda 100 motorcycle within 18 inches (46 cm) of the sensing element, at
speeds from 3 to 80 miles per hour (5 to 130 kpm), shall protide sufficient si~al to operate a
Model 232 amplifier with 1000 feet (305 m) oflead-in cable between the amplifier and the sens-
ing element.
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SECTION III

CONNECTORREQUIREMENTS

1. me Rnted Circuit Board Edge Connectir shall intirmati tith the Cabinet Input Ffles.

2. Connector Pin Assignments are as follows

A

5
c
D

E

F

H

+ 24 VO]tSDC

Not Connetied

Detedor#l Element

Detector#l Element

Detector #l Output (C)

Detector#l Output (E)

1:

N
N

P

R

!~sl.ttedforkeying]~—

_

Detetior # 2 Element

Detetior # 2 Element

Chassis Ground

AC -

AC+

Detetior # 3 Element

Detedor # 3 Element

‘r
m

s

T

u

v

w

x

Y

~

Dete&or#30UtpUt (C)

Detedor#30utput (E)

Dete@or # 4 Element

Detector # 4 Element

Detector #20utput (C)

Detector #20utput (E)

Detedor#40utpUt (C)

j~[ Detector # 4 Output (E)

COlletiOr ~! Emitter

I

%1
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CHAPTER 6

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ~O<HANNEL MAGNETOMETER
DETECTOR CONTROL UNIT, MODEL 228

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MAGNETOMETER SENSING ELEMENT,
MODEL 227

This Chapter defines the specifications applicable h the Model 228 two-channel magnetometer detectar
control unit and the Model 227 magnetometer sensing element. These specifications shall supplement the
General Specifications for Mafflc Control Equipment and in the event of conflict the specifications of this
Chapter shall govern.

SECTION I

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 The two-channel magnetometer detector control units are units which plug into the cabinet
Input File. Each independent detector channel shall produce an output signal when vehicles
pass over the magnetometer sensing element embedded in the roadway.

1.2 The detector control units shall be ofsolid-state design. The method of detection shall be based —
upon sensing a change in the vetiical component of the eati~s magnetic field caused by the
passage or presence of a vehicle over the detector sensing element.

1.3 A minimum of two modes of operation shall be available as follows:

1.3. I Pulse Mode. The pdse mode OfOperationshall provide an output closure of 125 i 25
milliseconds duration for each vehicle entering the area of detection.

1.3.2 Presence Mode. The presence mode of operation shall indicate continually the
presence of a vehicle untfl the vehicle leaves the area of detection, whereupon the
indication shall cease within 100 milliseconds.

SECTION II

FUNCTIONM REQUIREMENTS

1.1 The magnetometer detector control unit shall be mounted on an edge-connected printed circuit
board.

1.2 Each control unit shall house two complete, fully independent detection channels. Each
channel shall operate with one to six sensing elements connected to it, and shall protide a —
separate output closure.

m



1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

1.10

1.11

1.12

1.13

1.14

1.15

Each channel shall detect and provide an output closure h indicate the presence or passage
of vehicles in lanes equipped with sensing elements at any speed from Oto 80 miles per hour
(Oto 130 kph).

Parked or stalled vehicles over probes of one channel shall have no effect on the operation of
any other channel.

Each detector channel output shall bean OptO-isolatedNPN open collector capable of ei~ing
50 milliamperes at 30 volts. This output shall be compatible with the controller unit inputs.

Damage to sensing elements or cables of one channel shall not affect operation of any ofier
channel.

me detector shall operate at any distance UP to 3ooofeet (914 m) between the Controlunit and
the sensing elements.

Following a power interruption, the control unit shall return to normal operation within three
minutes.

The front panel of the control unit shall contain:

(a) the light or meter to indicate detection of a vehicle,

(b) the overcurrent protection,

(c) switch for selecting the mode of operation,

(d) controls for calibrating the detector,

(e) a hand pull to facilitate insertion and removal from the Input Fde,

(0 a switch or control shall be provided to disable the output of each channel on an
individual basis. A switch or switch position shall be protided to place a call on each
channel on an individual basis.

Al switches and controls shall be clearly and permanently ident~led and shall be operable
without the use of tools or external meters.

Each control unit shall intermate with and operate in a Standard Input File.

Each control channel shall not draw more than 120milliamperes fr0mthe + 24v01tDC supply.

The printed circuit board shall be 4.5 inches by 6.5 inches (11.4 cm by 16.5 cm). The width of
the front panel shall he 2.3 inches (5.84 cm).

The magnetometer detector module shall detect vehicles as required in this section when
connected to the magnetometer sensing element, Model 227.

Each detector channel output shall bean opto-isolated NPN open collector capable of sinking
50 milliamperes at 30 volts. The output shall be compatible with the inputs for the Model 170
Controller Unit.
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SECTION III

CONNECTOR REQUIREMENTS

1. The printed circuit board edge connector shall intermate with the 22-pin double-sided connecbrin the
standard Input File. -

2. Connector Pin Assignments are as follows:

A

&

c
D

E

F

H

—

/ DC Ground

I +24 volts DC

I Reset

I Sensing Eleme”t# 1 I“p”t

/ Se”sing Element# 1 I“p”t

lCo”trol U”it O.tp.t#l (C)

Control Unit Output#l (E)

—,

J

K

L

&

N

P

R

ml-
ISe”si”g Element #1 Excitation

I Se”si”g Element #1 Excitation

Equipment Ground

AC -

AC+

Sensing Element # 2 Inpm

I Sensing Element #2 Input

—1
(C) [Collector

SECTION IV

—.
M ~
T COntrOIUnit Output#2 (C)

T Control Unit Output#2 (E)

u Sensing Element # 2 Excitation

V I ‘ensin9Element #z Excitatio”
W[NA

x NA

Y NA

Z iNA

(E) /Emitter

MAGNETOMETER DETECTOR SENSING ELEMENTS (MODEL 227)

1. Each magnetometer detector sensing element shall be designed to be compatible with the Magnetome.
ter Detictor Module, Model 228.

2. The sensing element shall be cylindrical in shape, shall be no larger than 2 inches (5 cm) in diameter
or more than 4.25 inches (10.8 cm) in length and shall contain no moving patis.

3. The sensing element shall have a non-femous, moisture-proof housing, shall not be affected by
extremes of temperature or humidity, shall be capable of withstanding all types of soil conditions, and
shall be sealed toprevent theentrance of moisture.

—

4. The connecting cable attached to each sensing elemant shall be suitable for both direct burial in earth
andinstallatio ninconduit, and shall be 50 feet (15m) in length, minimum.

.—
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%commended Ma@etometer Cofil@ratiom

me following material was adapted from the earlier
Trafic Detector Hatibook, 1985. me material
ori~nally came from a manufacturer’s Applicatimr
Notes.
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~-High Speed ~-Detects vitiually all autos, trucks, buses, etc. m-Detects most autos, trucks, buses, etc.
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WIDE LANE DETECTION

WIDE LANES

17,-IN >

I—.4—4–I
Max Max

16-.7A, .

Max Max

TWO WHEEL VEHICLE DETECTION

ONE CHANNEL PER LANE

- ,8

Max Max

< Lane 10 Mm _

l—~
12” 30”

MU Max

WO CHANNELS PER LANE

Lane 12 Max ~

—1 l—l~ I&
Max Max

A

‘assage

Gwd

Good

]Iicatior

resent<_

Good

Good

Count

Good

Good

Lane Wdth

: 16-

v all

ti

:ood

2ood

Best

)Iication

:esenm
=

Best

;0unt

;ood

Good

(HS)

Best

Vet

Bikes

Most

jome

V all

16-24

V all

!s

C an<
age!

4 all

v all

Mos

~-High speed ~-Detedsviflually =lla”tos, tr”~s, buses, etc. B-Deteds most ~“t.s, truck., buses, et.
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LEFT-TURN LANE DETECTION

WO CHANNELS PER LANE

THREE CHANNELS PER LANE
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APPEND~ M.

C~CTERISTICS OF LOOP F~URES

During the 1980’s, a number of studies were cOn-
ducted to detemine the frequency and cause Ofloop
detector failure and to define the factors that con-
tributed to such ftiures. me underlying pu~ose of
these studies was to identfy possible solutions that
wodd increase reliabdity and life expectancy Ofloop
detector installations. A number of these studies
involved tisting of various 100Pconfigurations and
selectsd matarids in agency facilities. None ofthese
pafiicular studies, however, tasted dl possible con-
figurations or dl avaflable materials or products.

SUR~YS EVWUATED

Four studies were patiicdarly significant in that
,P. they contained the results of sumeys, consisting of

questionnaires and interviews, covering the expedi-
ence of numerous agencies. These studies, identi-
fied below, are summartied in this appendk

.

.

.

.

,-

ImprovingMateriaZe andMethods
for Installing Loop Detectors.
F~A-OR-RD 88-03. OregOnDepati-
ment of~ansportition, 1986 (Oregon
Study).

Evaluation of Inductor Loop In-
stallation Praeedures in Flmible
Pavemnts, WA-RD 76.I,University
of Washington, 1985 (Washington
Study).

Study of Wafic Loop Faizures,
FHWA-MN-RC-84.04. Minnesota
Department of Mansportation, 1984
(Minnesota Study).

Evaluation and Improvement of
Inductive Loop Detectors, F~A
Research Report No. 119, New York
State Department of fiansportition,
1985 (New York Study).

O~GON ST~Y

This study was desiWed to: identify causes of 100P
system faflures and methods used to remedy prOb-
lem areas through a sumey of selectid state and
10cd agencies; assess the accumulateddat% and test
those materials and procedures that appear most
likely to be effective in the Oregon state system. TO
obtain the necessa~ information, a lengthy ques-
tionnaire was distributed to the following state
DOTS:

● Aaska

● California

● Idaho

● Montina

● Nevada

● @egOn

● Utah

● Washi@On

SUR~Y~S~TS

Mthowhdifferent matirials and installation meth-
ods were used by the various agencies surveyed, two
major problems associated with IOOPfailure were
consistently repotied: 100Psealant faflure (1OSSof
adhesion), and pOOrinstallation *chniques (e.g.
inadequately clemed or dried sawslots). bother
major problem common to many agencies was tire
breakage due to asphalt pavement deterioration.
me City of Nbany, Oregon cited pavement flexing
and shoving which caused the epoxy sealant to POP
out of the saw slot necessitating resealing. The
Portland Metro Region had many problems in 100P
failure due to road wear down to the 100P tire
primarflyin wheel rut locations. Many agencies also
experienced 100PIOSSdue to trenching for the insta-
llationor maintenance of under~ound utflity lines.
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Of patiicularinterest is~aska’s exclusive use of the
prefomed 100Pfor all of their roadway installed
vehicle detection. Their prefomed 100Pis composed
of # 12 AWG cross-linked polyethdene wire encased
in one-inch, schedde 80 PVC conduit. The 100Ptire
is placed in the conduit, which is then assembled to
tbe specified 100Pdimensions. Naska reports no
100Pfailure using this system of prefomed IOOPS.
Other States also reported the selected use of pre-
formed 100PS.Oregon uses prefomed 100PSmostly
in signalized mavel or dirt detour areas around
bridge construction sites. California and Utah have
experimented with preformed 100PS and have
achieved satisfactory petiormance with no 100Pfafi-
ures reported.

Table M-1 presents a summary of the suwey re-
sults. It should be noted that with the exception of
the State OfUtah, most of the 100Pinstallations are
perfomed by contractors.

CONCLUSIONS W ~COM~NDATIONS

Previous to this study, the Oregon vehicle detection
system consisted of a 3- x 3-ft (0.9- x 0.9-m) diamond
100P,constructed with four turns of Tm wire.
The 100Pwas installed in a V4-in (6.5-mm) wide saw
cut and encapsulated in apreappmved sealant. The
splice between the 100pwires and the lead-in cable
was made as close as possible to the 100Pand was SO1.
dered, covered with heat shrinkable tubing, and
encapsulated with sealant. The lead-in cable (Belden
No. 8720) was installed in the sawcut from the 100p
to the curb or edge of pavement, and then in a
conduit under~ound to the controller.

Based on the research study results, Oregon has
amended many of their specifications and practices.
They continue to specify a 3- x 3-ft (0.9- x 0.9-m)
diamond cOnfiWratiOn when the 100PSare in series
in the field. However, any single 100ps are now
required t0be4x4ft(l.2x 1.2m). BackerrOdtOhOld
down the 100Pwires is now specified on all state
projects. A signflcant change is that the splice
between the 100Pwires and the lead-in cable is now
made exclusively at pullbox locations.

Presence loop confi~ration evolved to its present

specification in order to accommodate the occur-

rence of smaller vehicles in the traffic stream. TWO
3-x 3-ft (0.9-x 0.9-m) diamond 100PSare connected
in series. A single 4- x 4-ft (1.2-x 1.2-m) dtimond is
placed upstream to provide a long loop effect. Infor-
mation from this detector is input into a separate
detector channel so that the Model 170 controller
“carry-ovefl feature maybe used.

Presence type operation is used on left turn lanes
and most side streets. LOOPspacing is now 4 ft, 12
ft, and 60 ft (1.2, 3.6, and 18 m) from the stop line as
shown in Fi@re M-1.

Hgure M-1, Presence loop configuration.

Because of the incidents of sealant ftilure, 16 seal-
ant products were tested on both asphalt and ce.
ment pavements. Sealant installation was made in
July 1983 and was continually obsemed untd the
spring of 1984.

The sealant was subjected to a cross-section of
weather. Jdy, AuWst and September were very
warm and in December, snow and freezing condition
were present. Cold and wet conditions continued
though the winter months. Ten of the sealants
tested were approved and added to the approved
product list. It was recommended that testing of
various epoxy sealants be continued.

Oregon State maintenance personnel expressed
interest in enclosing the 100Pwire in a V4-inch vinyl
tube ptior to placement of the tire in the saw slot.
While it was detemined that this itim was worthy
of consideration, the State expressed concern about
the need for a wider saw slot and extra sealant and
the requirement to ttist the 100Pwire 4 to 6 turns ‘
per foot from the 100pto the pullbox.
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Table M-1. Oregon suwey results.

I Percent Installed by
State State &ntrador

I Alaska ‘a’OrFaiures +1No loop failures repotied
Excluslve use of praformed loops

~ ,deho 1+ :
California

Improper seahng and Uses preformed loops in pwr
foriegn matarial in saw slot pavement and din detours

90 Improper sealing
No failure for loops made of #

20002 cable

\ Montana i 10 I 90 I improper saahng

Nevada

Oregon :0 L “zz~ 1 ~ 1

Utah 70 Impmperseahng and Used some preformed loopswith,. no failures

I Washi”gto” 10
: I fEn~:~C~Ot I

Nead better inspetiion to improve
1000 oarformance

It was evident, from the State experience and from
the gathered data, that complete cleanout and dry-
ing of the 100Psaw slot is tital to long lasting, effec-
tive 100Ppetiormance. The Stite became interested
in the saw cut cleanout nozzle developed by the State
of New York. This nozzle uses the ‘%enturi” prin-
ciple to supply pressutied water for cleaning out
the slot der sawing. A nozzle was fabricated by the
State based on the New York design. Valves were
added to control both air and water feed lines so that
the option was avaflable to use air only, water only,
or an air/water mtiture. This nozzle is being used in
100Pinstallations by three of Oregon’s five regions.
They report a better bonding of sealant to the saw
slot due to the more efficient cleaning of the saw slot
by the nozzle.

WNH~GTON ST~Y

This studv was conducted by the University of
Washingt~n CitilEngineeringDepartment and-was
sponsored by the Washingtmr State Department of
fianspOtitiOnWSDOT) incooperationtith HA.
The pu~ose of this research was to identify the
types and frequency of 100Pdetector faflure and to
identify possible solutions. Specifically, the study
focussed on the reasons for 100PSbecoming dislodged

,-. from the saw slot, the frequency of failure, the
optimum products and installation techniques.

The information base for the study consisted of a
literature search and aStite and national telephone
survey of trfilc engineers. A questionnaire was
developed for the survey that could accommodate
either verbal or written responses. The sumey
participants represented 23 cities and 7 counties
within Washington Shte, 6 districts of the WSDOT,
and 9 other Stite agencies representing geo~aphic
cress section of the count~. It was noted that many
of the State and local agencies did not maintain
precise documented records related to detector%
accordingly, respondents were asked to provide
estimates as necessa~. As a restit, much of the
information obtained must be considered qualita-
tive.

S~~Y~S~TS

The number of loops within the respOndlngjursidic-
tions and the corresponding ftiure rates are given
the Table M-2. me tities and counties within the
State of Washington had the same median number
of 100PS,while the WSDOT districts had a much
~eater mean, median, and range for the number of
100PS.County officials reported the lowest incident
of IOOPfailures. The WSDOT districts and cifles
seemed to have relatively comparable faflure rates.
Out-Of-Stite respondents reported muchhigherfafi-
ure rates than those reported in the State of Wash-
ington.
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Table M-2. Washington State suwey results.

WI Failure
Rate

I Loops I O/.per year

tities (23):
Mean 477 4.1
Median 300 2.4
Ranga 1724 11.7

Counties (7):
Mean 646 3.4
Median 300 1.7
Range 2090 9.5

+

WSDOT Distrids (6):
Mean 1255 3.6
Median 525 3.0
Range 4070 9.0

Out-of-State (9’):
Mean N/A 11.3
Median NIA 9.0
Ranga N/A 34.5

‘ AZ, FL, GA, IL, MS, NE, NC, PA, &TX

The majority of the responding agencies felt that
their loop failures were not excessive. ThOseindicat-
ing excessive failures complained that repair proce-
dures were very costly and that 100Ppefiomance
needs to be improved.

Wken asked how failures were deteckd, the survey
showed that for Washington cities, notification of
100Pfaflure was primarfly from individuals outside
the traffic department (i.e., the general public, po-
lice, other agencies, etc.). For the WSDOT distficts
and county agencies, most failures were discovered
by their own personnel.

In the case of WSDOT, this is a result of their 12
inspections per year of each installation. Out-Of-
State agencies reported that failures were most fre-
quently identified by sources outside their respon-
sible depatiment.

Pavement failure was frequently identified as the
cause of 100Pfailure. Cracking was listed as the
primary mode of pavement distress, whale perma-
nent pavement deformation (rotting and shoting),
or a combination of this with cracking was also
reported as a primary reason for 100Pfaflure.

kplfier faflure as defined by respondents ranged
from lightning damage to the need for constintiy
retuning older models ta adjust for temperature
changes. Other respondents stated that, although
retuning was occasionally necessary, it was not
considered to be a “faflure.”

The questionnaire asked what methods wereused to
monitor detector 100PS. The answers were categO-
rked as follows Periodic inspection, wait for cOm-
plaint about atr=lc signal, continuous monitoring,
or a combinatirm of the above. Pefiodic inspections
were the predominant method with periods ranging
from 1 to 25 times per year per installation. Con-
tinuous monitoring was used by some agencies
particularly in areas of high congestion in order to
optimke traffic flow.

When asked who instilled the loops, approtimatily
90 percent of the installations were pefiomed by
contractors. Only one State DOT indicated that 96
percents of its 100Pinstillations were accomplished
by in-house personnel.

,—

Most of the cities and counties within Washin@On
State cited WSDOT specifications for loop detectors.
The 100Pshape of preference was the square 100POr
quadruple. Very few agencies spec~led rectan@-
Iar or diamond 100PS.

Out-Of-Stiti agencies specfled a variety of 100P
shapes including the chemon. The quadmpole was
given the highest ratings for sensitivity and reliabil-
ity. Square and rectangular 100PSscored high on re-
liability but somewhat less on sensitivity. Most sen-
sitivity problems were associated with vehicles hav-
ing a high ground clearance such as logging trucks.
Most agencies expressed some concern for the detec-
tion of light vehicles such as bicycles and small
motorcycles.

The preponderance of agencies used only pressur-
tied air to clean out saw cuts. me use of high
pressure water followed by pressured tir is seldom
used. The reasoning cited for this was the need for
the cuts to be dry prior to the placement and sealing
of the 100Pwire.

The choice of loop wire was fairly consistent among -
the agencies sumeyed. Mthough the Shte spetifies
# 14gauge wire with RHH-RHWinsdatiOn, many of
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the city agencies prefemed #12 THHN orTWN wire.
Out-of-State agencies were about eqnally divided
between #12 and #14 gauge tire.

The methods and products used for sealing the saw
cuts and spfices varied considerably. Many of the
agencies within the Stite used the WSD~ specifi-
cations for sealants. Some of the city agencies used
either polypropylene rope or cotton rope on the top
and bottom of the wire to prevent the wire from
floatingto the sutiace. (Cotton rope was substituted
for the polypropylene rope as the polypropylene rope
tends to be deformed when covered with hot asphalt
forcingthe rope out of the slot. Most of the WSDOT
Districts use roofing asphalt as a sealant, whtie out-
of-State agencies tended h use commercial sealants
that had been tested and approved prior to their use.
For splicing, more out-of-state agencies used sealant
kits antior heat shrink tubing tith sflicone sealer
for their splices than agencies tithin the State.

CON~USIONS AND ~COM~NDATIONS

The failure rates repotied hy Washington agencies
weremuch lower thaa repotied by Out-of-StateDOTS
and in the literature. The largest single factor
contributing to 100Pfailure appears to be pavement
cracking. The next most impotiant factor was break-
ing ofloop wires due to utility repair or construction.
Other siWflcant factors include poor inspection
procedures, pavement rotting, and sealant failure.

Problems associated tith the electronic unit can be
attributed to the inabdity of these units to adjust to
temperature changes and to moisture or other
changes within the 100Pwire or lead-in cable. This
can be resolved by purchaing self-tuning amplifiers
and by complete encapsdation of the 100Pwires.
The study recommended that rope to hold down wire
be eliminated.

Much concern about the poor q~lity ofinspection of
loop installations was expressed by WSDOT dis-
tricts. It was pointed out that the best remedy for
poorinspectionis training and experience. fiaining
may be accomplished on-the-job by assinging new
inspectors to more experienced personnel or through
formal classes. Inspectors must remain in their jobs
long enought to be effective in the enforcement of
specifications.

It was also suggested that forms and procedures
shoddbe developed to track 100ppetiomance. Such
records would provide valuable ifiormation on the
expected life of 100PS,fafiure rates, faflure modes,
quality and reliability of products, etc.

Finally, it was recommended that self-sealing heat
shtik tubing should be considered for splicing wires.
It is used quite successfully in the marine industry
in deep undemater applications and adds extra
strenti and abrasion resistance to the area of the
splice. Heat ~ns tith freed temperature heads
should be used with the temperature selected to
avoid damage to the wire coating.

M-SOTA ST~Y

The Minnesota Deptimentof~anspotitiOn’s ~ce
of ~afic Engineering had determined that 14 per-
cent of their si~al maintenance time was spent
repairing 100Pdetectors because of poor installation
procedures, pavement deterioration, or the environ-
ment. Consequently, tie State Hlce of Research
and Development as asked to conduct a study to
identify the reasons for 100Pdetector failure and
where within the installation the failure usually
occurs.

A literature search revealed that Minnesotis prOb-
lems are not utique-loops instdledby other States
in the snowbelt area are also tiected by moisture,
100Psealantftiure, and pavement cracks andjoints.
A suwey questionnaire fom was developed and
distributed to dl the snowbelt States (all States
above 36 de~ees latitude were considered in the
snow belt region). The District of Columbia and
Protinces of Canada were also included as were the
major City and County agencies tithin the Minne-
sota.

Completed sumey forms were received from 26
States, two Counties, two Cities, and three Prov-
inces. The questionnaire covered two critical areas
of interest: reasons why the 100Pdetector fails, and
the materials and procedures used by each agency
when installing 100pdetectors. In addition to the lit-
erature search and the survey, MtiDOTs personnel
were obsemed making 100Prepairs.
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from anititialretiew of the completed questionnaire
it was clear that most states, including Minnesota,
did not keep good records concerning reasons for
failure. Characteristically, ifit was determined that
a short or open circuit had occured in the loop wire,
no investigation was made as to where or why the
short wasthere. Theloopwire wassimplyreplaced.

It was learned that many failures occumed because
of broken wires or deteriorated insulation at con-
crete pavement joints, pavement cracks running
through the 100p,or at the pavement intetiace with
acurb or shoulder. InadditiOn, failures frequently
occured in pdl boxes were the 100Pwires are spliced
with thelead-in cables. Only one agency indicated
that they did not make their splices in a pull box.

Splice failures occur because of comosion, moisture,
orpoor connecting methods. Anumher of problems
occurred with the ‘T formed between tires held
side by side as their ends were twisted together.
Soldering was favored over crimping whfle some
agencies ctimpand then solder. Many Oftheagen-
cies sealed their connections with a waterproofing
agent andthen wrapped with tape. Other agencies
encapsdate the connections in an epoxy or other slot
sealant using drug store pill boxes Orpaper bags to
serve as inexpensive molds. Commercial sealing
kits were also used.

Another problem frequently mentioned was detec-
tor faflure caused when older models of amplifiers
become de-tuned. Deteriorated wire insulation,
poor splices, temperature changes, moisture, vibra-
tion, electrical stems, and tire movement all con-
tribute tothistype of failure. Many agencies have
alleviated this problem by using digital self-tuning
amplifiers.

As for wire type, 25 agencies used #14 AWG tire for
their loops. Stranded tireisdwaysused, and Type
THHN and Tm is favored for initiation. Eleven
agencies enclose the insulated wire ina thin vinyl
tubing which creates a conduit effect and protides
added protection, and three agencies are experi-
meriting with this concept. This tube encased wire
is commercially available or can be made up in-
house.

For sealing the saw slots, 12 commercial brands of
sealant were mentioned as well as many types of
epoxy and polyester resins and unspecfled asphalt
compounds. Experience andptice seem to be the
criteria used in making a selection.

The question of most concern in this study involved
the way the various agencies installed their traffic
100PS.Theresponse indicated three particular pro-
cedures were most important in installing loops:
laying and sealing the 100Pwires, addressing the
100Pcomers, and crossing expansion joints or pave-
ment-shoulder joints.

The evolution ofM~OTprocedures used to lay and
seal the 100PSwires proceeded from merely inserting
theturns ofinsulated wire in the slot and sealing
with any type of inexpensive sealant. It was soon
learned that these inexpensive, untested sealants
were unsuitable for preventing water and foreign
matetialsfrom entering the slot. Thesealantwould
either loose its bond with the sides of the slot or
wodddeteriorate tothepoint where it would just _,
disinte~ate. Foreign materials entaring the slot
could pierce the tire insulation and allow moisture
to come into contact with the loop wire thus causing
detuning or possibly a short.

~is led to the testing of various sealants h find a
sealant that will maintain adhesion to the side of the
slot dutingexpansion, tithstand compression when
joints are contracting, and yet be of the right tiscos-
ity to be poured inti the slotbut not mn out ifthe slot
isonanincline. Italsobecame apparent sharp edges
along the slot edges andatthe loop corners could
also create breaks inthewireinsulation. Therefore,
it wasdetermined that thesha~ edges should be
smoothed and the debris flushed from the slots with
pressurized water and then blown drytithcom-
pressed air.

Sharp bends at the 100Pcorners were reduced by
cutting 45 deWee diagond slots. However, this
method created triangles at each corner that could
eventually break down from the wheels of vehicles
passing over the area. Several agencies covered this
problem by drilling 1- or 2-in (2.5- or 5. l-cm) holes at
each corner instead ofcutting the diagonals. The --
corners of the hole are then chiseled out h remove
the sharp edges. Other agencies didnotdrfllholes
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at the corners; rather, they chisel out the inside of
the corner ta weate small open trian~lar areas.
Whether they drill holes or chisel, to accommodate
any movement of the pavement it was stressed that
slack in the wire shodd be left at each corner.

Many ideas have been presented on how to fll the
slots and corners with sealant. Some agencies sim-
ply lay the wire in the bottim of the slot and fill with
sealant, hoping that most of the wire will be encased.
In an effort to better encapsulate the wire, others
partiaRy fdl the bottam of the slot with sealant, lay
the 100pwire, and then add more sealant until it is
almost flush with the top of the slot. StiR other
agencies go to the trouble to put sealant in the
bottom of the cut and between each turn of the loop
wire before find sealing to achieve total encapsula-
tion.

TOcreate a condtit effect without the need for wide
saw cuts, some agencies choose to cut a shndard
slot, lay the tires, and then wedge a form of rope in
the slot over the tire before adding sealant. This

,-. p
rocedure dso reduces the amount of sealant needed.

One agency suggested that this method creates
problems in that the rope is not as resflient as the
sealant and that voids occur between the wires and
rope andor the slot. A condtit effect can be achieved
during asphalt pavement construction by cutting
the slots and inserting the wire before adding the
final layer of bituminous asphalt.

Rigid plastic tubing (PVC) is used as conduit for
prefomed loops by a number of agencies. This V2-
to l-in (13- to 25-mm) tubing is often installed
during constmction before the final courses are laid.
However, if it is used in an etisting installation,
much wider cuts must be made h accommodate the
tubing, thus weaking the pavement structure.
Experience has demonstrated that preformed 100PS
are particdarly effective where the pavement is
broken or in poor condition.

CONCLUSIONS AND ~COM~NDATIONS

MtiDOT contracts out the installation ofnew traffic
si~ds, ramp meters, and automatic tr~lc count-

,- ers, all Ofwhich use 100Pdetectors to activate these
trtilc control devices. Inspection of new instiga-
tions isprefomed by MtiOTinspection personnel.

Repairs or replacement offafled loops are pfimatiy
accomplished by M@OT maintenance staff.

It should be noted that previrmsly, M@ot did not
require its in-house crews to follow the same proce-
dures and Stite specifications as those required of
a contractor. For example, the contractor is required
to place a layer of sealant in the bottom of the slot
before installing the 100Pwire, while MdDOT crews
simply lay in the wire and cover with sealant. In
addition, in-house crews use #14 AWG wire instead
of the specified # 12AWG. However, MdDOT forces
use insulated tire encased in a thin tiny] tubing,
which is not reqtired of the contra~or.

It was found that there were occasions where the
MtiDOT crew created their own problems by choos-
ing poor locations for the new loops or routing the
lead-in wires through areas already showing dis-
tress. Moreover, they do not follow spec~lcations
regarding expansion joints, cracks, or pavement
edges.

Based on this study project, their primary recom-
mendation was to ensure that the procedures used
by MtiDOTs repair crews be consistent with those
required of the contractor in installing anew 100P.It
was dso recommended that effort be directed ti-
ward achieving consistency between each crew
making repairs. Using MflOTs standard plates
as ~idelines, it was suggested that the repaimen
meet and decide how future repairs wodd be made.
The major points to be covered include:

.

.

.

.

.

.

Depth ofloop saw slots and steps b be
takenti ensure that a consistent depth
is maintained.

HOW100Pcorners are b be treated.

Size and type of conductor used for
loop wire.

~eatment ofpavementjoints or crack
passing though the 100P.

Procedures for inserting and seafing
loop wire.

%oceduresforsplicingand wate~roof- :
ing splice.
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A significant portion of the 100Pfdures experienced
in the State was attributed to poor installation
procedures by the contractor. Poor inspection proce-
dures contribute to these failures. It was recom-
mended that the M@OT inspectors become more
knowledgeable in the proper instillation of traffic
100PSand conduct more ag~essive inspections dur-
ing installation.

A major conclusion evolving from this study was
consistent with other sumey findings: records and
documentation of loop failures throughout the coun-
try are wholly inadequate. It is common practice to
simply replace a failed 100P instigation without
investigating the cause of failure or the precise
mechanism of ftiure. It was concluded that de-
tailed itiormation on 100P ftilures is critical to
determine the most appropriate procedure or prod-
uct that would enhance reliability and 100P life
expectancy.

TO resolve this inadequacy, M~OT has recom-
mended that d] new 100P installations be docu-
mented and stored in a computer pro~am. Initial
input would include type and stie of wire, model of
electronic detetior unit, sealant used, identity of
installer (contractor or in-house crew), etc. This
installation would then be tracked throughout its
lifetime tith SDrepairs fully documented.

A new repair sheet wodd be developed that would
include a check-off list for use during trouble shoot-
ing and dettils on reasons for faflures and on repairs
made. Ml replaced eqtipment would be identified
and input into the computer for future reference.

~W YOW ST~Y

This study included an indepth survey of nine New
York State DOT re@Ons responsible for over 15,000
100P installations. Mthough this study did not
include a survey of Out-of-State agencies, several
State DOTS were contacted relative to the types of
sealants used. The study was initiated after a 1980
study determined that up to 25 percent of New York
State’s 15, OOO1OOP detectors were not operational at

any given time. It was further determined that 100P

detectors were maintenance-free for an average of
only2 years. Consequently, this study was desi~ed
to find the major causes of 100P faflures and to
identify steps b reduce the frequency of fafiure.

Al cument loop failures in the State were listed and
a number of instillations were inspected to deter-
mine ifactud causes offaflure were readfly discern-
ible. In most instances, faflures were attributed b
one or more of the following factors:

.

.

.

.

.

Design and installation oversights.

Sealant faflure.

Wire fnilure.

Various types of pavement ftiure.

Utility constmction activities. ,.—.

An evaluation sheet was designed to record failure
types during the full-scale investigation. A total of
340 failed 100PSwere folly documented and so~d
into various categories of major ftiure type. In all
cases, final faflure was due to a broken or Wounded
wire resulting from installation emor, material
problems, or other d~lctities.

Of the smeyed 100PS,40 percent had exposed wires,
and 20 percenthadbroken wires. Broken or exposed
wires were attributed to three major causes: sealant
failure, pavement fnilure (cracking, potholes, and
shoving), and tire float. About 50 percent of the
ftiled loops that were examined had patiid or com-
plete sealant faflure.

It was determined that when the sealant did not
achieve a good bond to the sidewalls of the slot,
debris and water codd infiltrate the slot. The
sealant can then be forced out of the slot, exposing
the wire to traffic and inducing 100Pfaflure. MOis-
ture could also enter the slot and create an electrical
~ound. Once moisture entsred, expansion and
contraction of the water during freeze-thaw cycles
wodd futiher disrupt the 100Pand abrade the insu- —
lation, exposing the wire to an eledrical mound.
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The most frequent pavement fdure tiecting the
100Pwire is cracking. In general, pavement failure
causes tie 100Ptire to be strained resulting in tire
breakage, wire insolation were, or the infdtration of
foreign materials. Of the failed 100PS,50 percent of
theAC and asphalt-overlaid PCC sutiaces displayed
some cracking.

LOOPSin PCC without overlays represented only 20
percent of the cracking failmes. However, this type
of pavement presents other problems: woss slab

Table M-3. New YoW suwey results,

Failures i%

1-

Numberl 34o

“’centk
iurface Cracting

Major 18

Minor 29

z:None Wsib[e 53

Pavement Heaving

Wsible 10

None Wsible 90

Pavement Patching

Patched I 14

No Patching 1 86

Sealant bss l—
Patiial 1 35

Total 1 23

None E

Loop Wre Wsible

Wsible 39

Not Wsible 61

Broken Loop Wre l—
Broken I 22

ed Loops, percent

TVDe Of PaVemOnt *

AC

275

81

20

30

COmp

20

6

20

40

40

0

100

20

80

10

30

60

35

65

None Evident I 76 1

k AC= Asphalt pavement
timp = Asphalt overlay on concrete pavement
PCC = Concrete pavement

n

Pcc

45

13

2

20

78

0
100

9

91

11

38

51

36

62

29

~

movements that strain the wire at the pavement-
shoulder intsfiace, or where 100Ptires cross j oints.
Table M-3 presents a summary of the suwey resdts
by types of ftiwes for each type of pavement.

CONCLUSIONS ~ ~COM~~ATIONS

This extensive examination of failed loops revealed
two major areas for further study—sedant reliabil-
ity and reduction of wire breakage due to pavement
failure. This sumey also led to the conclusion that
problems existed in the installation process,

Some fded wires were found ve~ close the sutiace
even when the sealant had adequate adhesion to the
sidewalls of the slot. It was concluded that the tire
had floated to the sufiace either before the sealant
codd cure, or because the sealant remained plastic.

Oninspectionofvarious splicingmethods and mate-
rids used in the pdlbox, it was found that different
techniques were applied depending on the indlvid-
ud doing the splice. TO@arantie waterproofing
inte~ty and longevity of the splice, better tech-
niques should be evaluated and the best methods
inco~orated into a statewide standard.

~er a thorough investigation of various install-
ationelements and procedures, the follotingchanges
were recommended:

.

.

.

.

Use encased 100Ptire (reqtires a 3/8-
in (9.5-mm) slot instead of V4-in (6.4-
mm).

Chip or core corners of loop sawcut
rather than diagonal cuts.

Use cold-applied sealant. Hot-asphalt
sealants have proved less effective and
can cause severe damage to wire insu-
lation.

Use a higher horsepower saw for the
sawcut (18 hp or higher) and use water
with sawing operation.
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● Assure saw slot is properly cleaned ● Standardtie instillation techniques,
and dried before application of seal- make sure that the work force is fully
ant. aware of these standards, and that

specifications are rigidly enforced on
. Assure that appropriate holddown both the contractor and the agency.

materials are used and properly aP-
plied. ● Continue evalwtionto determine best

● Use proper splicing techniques.
currently available methods and
materials.

—

.—
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W@nS br Grwnding *Mn I

1. Sofefy Grounding

(1) Grounding of all metillic electrical enclosures is required for safety. If
a live conductor tiuches the me~l, a large ‘shoti circuit cument’ flows
b Wound thus tripping the circuit breaker. If the metal were not
Wounded, it would assume the same vol~ge as the touching
conductir and remain so until discharged @ ground. Men touched
the discharge could be through the person’s body @ Wound depending
on the resistance of gloves, boots and the material the person is
standing on.

2. System Grounding

(1) A low voltage system is wounded throughout@ ensure that any
line-to-wound fault is cleared by the circuit breakers prior b doing “
any pemanent power system damage such as melting of cables etc.
The systems ground is usually tied to the safety ~ound, If the two
mounds are separate the following disadvantages occur

(a) ‘Resistance to wound of both system and safety ~ounds is
neater than would be the case if the two were connected
tigether.

(b) High currents could still flow in the safety ~ound in the
event of cable insulation failures in the enclosure.

(c) A high de~ee of coupling, through the eatih, is dificult b
avoid if the pound rods are in the same local area.

(d) mere decoupling is possibIe, voltages (otin dangerous) can
be possible between the nearby ‘qounded points’.



3. Lihtning Diwharge

(1) Li~tning induced curre”t~ On ~ab]es must& Ave” ~ fast a“d ea~v--
path to wound thro~h protective detices such as lightning amesters,
varistors and gas-tube arresters. If the path b mound is not provided
properly the voltige surge ‘spikes’ and resulhnt cument and ene~
will damage components. Electronic components are partialarly
suscepbble b damage since they operate at ve~ low vol~es and
high speeds and are not desi~ed h physically absorb my signifimnt
ener~.
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~lwla~on of Resistanos to Ground *m 11

1. *neral

(1)

(2)

(3)

A minimal resisknce b wound is desirable. Older versions of the

Cde called for 10 Q maimum b ~omd. This requirement is now

replaced with a description of the physical wounding materials, or, in
the case of a substation, limiting the vol~e rise, due ~ a fault, w
5~V. The requirement for 10(2 was dificult ti design and perhaps
even more dificult to obtiin during ins~llation.

The resistance w Wound depends on several non-exclusive factirs:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

The numkr and length of wound rods

The number and length of connecting ~ound wires in the
wound ~id

The quality of wiring connections

The resistivity of the earth

The temperature of the earth

The water contint of the eatih

The last three factirs are somewhat weather dependent and are
therefore beyond precise desi~.

..—,
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(1) The resistitity of the soil, at the site under consideration, is a
measure of the resistance to conducting electrical cument and is
measured in ~ (ohm-metres). &presentative values are @ven in
~ble 1:

I Soil ~ I Wsistitity ‘p’ (Qm)

Clay, Saturated Silt 100

Sandy or Silty Clay 250

Clayey Sand OrSatura@d Sand 500

Sand 1500

Gravel 5000

Dv Sand, hck >5000

Table1. Representativeualuesof &ii Resisticity

(2) The soil classification and p values in Tablel are left purposely vague
since environmental effects can drastically change the resistivity of
the sail. Table 2 shows the typical variation of a nominal msistitity
with different soil temperatures:

9-6
k~. 19s9

VOluma 1- EIWMCOI -n Monml
Pan 2- COm~t @Sgn
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r
Ground Temperature, 0° C. %sistivity (% of Nominal)

20 73

10 100

o+ 139

0. (f=ze) 303

-5 798

.10 3333

(3)

(4)

Table2. Var&nceof Resistil?itywith GroundTemperature

& wellas temperature, resistivity varies widely with moisture
content, ranging by a fac~r of 3507;.higher for sail in the ‘dry’ s~te
as opposed to a ‘wet’ stite.

In order b custim desi~ a ~ounding system, the desiaer would
need @ know not only tie ty-~ of soil and its resistivity but also the
condition of future measurements. For this reason, a resistivity of
p = 100 (h is selected as the basis of desi~ for grounding systems.
(The system is field measured u~n insbllation and any deficiencies
can bs made up by instilling supplementary facilities. It should also

be noted that On@rio has little or no lightning activity during
months when the mound temperature is below the freezing point. .
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3. Ground E~trode Resistance to Ground

*neral

(1) Resistance to ~ound for a single ground rod may k mlculati from:

“=R’=*[’n[*)-ll
where:

R~ = Resistance to qound in ohms

p = Soil resistivity in (> m

L~ = Rod length in metres

a~ = Rod radius in metres

RR = Resistance@ gound of one rod in ohms
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Example1: for 20 mm x 3 m Rod

Given p = l~h , LR=3m, aR =0.Olm

If the mil is wet and p decreases@ p = 50 M

If the soil is d~ and p increaws @ p =3- :

R.=*[,.[%]-1]= PI
It may& seen that the nominal resistance ~ ~ound of 50 Q usually
quoted for a single wound may vary substantially depending on wil
type or conditions.

Example 2: for20mmx 6 m Rd

Given p = 100 f2m, L~= 6 m, aR= 0.01 m

or for a 100% md depth increase (over example 1), the resis~nce ~
~ound is decreased by 44%.

Example 3: for 25 mmx 3 mRd

Given p = 100 fti, LR= 3 m, UR= 0.0125 m

RG=*[l.[*]-l]=FI
or for a 25% increase in rad diametir (over that of Example 1), the
resisknce b ~ound is decrease by 3~o.
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(1)

Example4:

Example5:

Using tie =me formula as for a single Wound rod,

“=R”=*I”[*)-ll
we have the following examples:

for Steel Footing(220mmdb. x 2200 mm)

Given p = 100 (h, L~ = 2.30 m, a~= 0,110 m

R.=*[1”(-]-l]=I=J
or 26 % %tter” than a single rod,

for Steel Footing (W mm dia. x 1S20 mm)

Given p = 100 fti, LH = 1.830 m, UA= 0.043 m

R.=*[l.[*)-l]= FI

or 12 % “wor~” than a single ~ound rod.

m
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General

(1) For a single plate:

“=Rp==[ln[al-ll
L 1

where:

Rp = Resistance of plate to gound in ohms

LP = bn@h in metres

WP = W)dth in metres

TP = Thickness in metres

Example6: for610x 610x 6 mm Plate

Given p = 100 fh, LP= 0.61 m, WP =0.61 m, TP = 0.006m

[[2~~61 ‘n
RG=—

o&nlm]-l]= PI

—.

VOlm 1- Ei*Mcal D~n Manual 9-11 —
Part 2. COmWmt M#gn D-e-r, 1%9
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(1) For the case of a grounding syswm consisting of a wire grid only, the

tire shape forms a ground plane (similar to antinna desiw) which, if

buried deep enough, an constitute the most effeetive part of
grounding system. (Ground rods are normally driven in any event in
order h penetrate below the frost line).

The resis~nce to ground for a grid system is approximakd by:

R.=Rw=&[In[=]+&-5.6]

where:

Rw = Resis@nce of wire @din ohms

LW = To&l bn@h of mid wires in metres

dw = Diameter of wire in metres

ZW = Burial depth of @d in meters

Aw = Plan area covered by grid in Wuare metres

9-12
kern*, 1%9

VOlum 1- Elw~cal @gn Manml
Part 2- Corn-t btign
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Example7:

Example8:

43 3

3

Using3 x 3 m gdd whh crostk

Glven:p = 100fh, Lw = 5x3= 15m, Z~ = 0.3m

Aw = 3 x 3 = 9 W. m., dw = 0.0105 m (#20)

[[

,n 2x 15R~=Rw=~ _
1

+ 1.4X15
VO.O1O5X0.3 1—-5.6 = ~~49

Ualng3 x 3 x 3 m TrtsngularGfid

Given:p= 100om, Lw = 3 +3+3= m,, ZW=O.3m

dw = 0.0105 m (#20j, AW = 0.5 x 3 x 3 sin 6@
—.

RG=Rw=~
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(1) The combined effect of several mds is similar to the rod resistance
acting in parallel and is given by:

where:

R.WE= combined resistance of multiple rods to pound in ohms

n = number of rods

AR = Area covered by the n rods

for 20 mm x 3 m rods:

9-14
k-, 1%9

Volm 1- EkMcal ~n ~1
%d 2- Corn-t W9n
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Example 9: Using Fwr Rds on 3 m ~uare

G!venp = 100 f)m, a~ = 0.01 m, L~ = 3m, n = 4

AR=3x3=9sq. m

[ 1RG=R,”,= A I + 14(’: - 1)2 = m11.7Q

(no@: rods not connectid by wire)



@nml

(1) It is maybe necessa~ to include both rod and wire @ds forsetice
~ounds, substitiorss, etc.

me resistance to Wound of the combined systam is @ven by:

=

where:

R(; = Total system resistance to ~ound in ohms

RW = Resis@nce of wire @din ohms (section .4)

R.M~= Resismnce of multiple rods in ohms (section .5)

RwR = Mutual resistance factor of the wires m the rods

and
I

1

for 20 mm x 3 m rods:

I [ I.ti\v
~ in (0.67Lw) + ~ -4.6Rwn = ~,v II

9-16 Volum 1- EIwWcal -n ManWl
kink, 1929 Pan 2- @m-t Hgn
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Example 10: Using 3 x 3 m Grid with CroStie & Rds

Given: p = 100Qm, L~ = 3 m, a~ = 0.01 m,

m
Aw=A~=3x 3=9~. m,n=4, Zw=0.3m

~ d.= 0.0105 m(#20), L. = 5x3=15m

[[)RWR=~ in ~ +%-4.6
1

Substituting the ~ven data in the fomula, we have:

‘~~=fi~1n(0,67x~5)+ 14x15
L

T-4.6]= p]

[

1.4(\z - 1)21RM~=~ 1+~ = 11.7(2 (Example 9j

[
R.=% ‘

‘“ (io::::o.3]+ * - 5’6] = 16”4” ‘Examp’e ‘)

—..

Substituting the above results in the formula, we have:

If the site soil was clayey sand instead of clay, p would be 500 ~
instead of 100 ik Wable 1) and the resistance b wound would be
Rc= ~13x ~= 565**

> 100

—
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&nersl

(1) A single wire or coun@moise directly buried in eafi has a resistance
to wound of:

[

‘[ ’nK)+’n&)-2+=-:RG= RC = 2tiw

L

where RC = Wsistice ti ground of buried mnductir in ohms.

Example 11: using * AWG Wlra

G]ven: p = 100 (h, zw = 0.6 m, Lw = 50 m, aw = 0.00252 m

Rc=&[In[&]+In[%]-2 +%-%]= F/

m
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&neml Fomulee

2tiR[[=,]]Single Wd Only RG = RR = ~ In a -1

2tip[ (0.5;HTP)-1]
Single Plate Only: R~ = RP= A In

WreGridOn,yRc=Rw=&[ l”[*]+~-5.6]

Multiple MS Only:

1[1

2.SLR(V; - 1)*
RG=RM~=& In ~ -1+—

~A~ 1
Multiple Rds & Wire Grid: R~ =

RwRM~- RFn
RW+ RMR- 2Rw~

[[)

2LW law *,6
where: Rw~ = ~ I“ — + --

d. LR YAW 1

2~w[[w][z.] LW i]
Single W]re Only: RG=Rc=~ In ~ +ln~ -2+~-~

Were:

RG = Total resistance h wound of the system in ohms

RR = Resistance@ wound of a single ~ound rod in ohms

RP = Resistance b wound of a single ~ound plate in ohms

RW = Wsistince h ~ound of a single ground wire in ohms

R,”k = Resistance b wound of multiple ~ound rods in ohms
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RWR = Mut~lresistince factiroftires brtis in ohms

RC = Resishnce to floundofa single buried wirein ohms

LR = bngthof Wound rodinmetres

LW = Length ofwireinmetres

Lp = W]dthofplate inmetres

Tp = Thickness of plate in metres

AW = Area of wire ~id in square metres

AR = Area covered by several wound rods in square metres

OR = Radius of wound rod in metres

aw = %dius of wire in metres

du = Diameter of wire in metres

Zw = Burial depth of wire in metres

n = Number of ~rmnd rods

p = soil resistivity in ohm.metres

Uwful Fomu&

(1) Since the Minist~’s wounding systim uses common components of,

. 20 m dia. x 3.0 m long ground rd

. M2/Oand #6 AWG @ound we

then, the general formulae can be reduced to reflect the physical
parameters of the common itims as follows

. Single Rd Only: RR= 0.32P

n 9-m
m~. 1969

Volume 1- EIwwcol D-n Mawl
pOd 2- corn-t Ngn
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Single 220 x 2300 M Steel Fmting RR= 0.24p

Single 85x 1830 m Steel Fwting RR= 0.36P

SlnQe 610 x 610 x 6 m Plate: ~= 0.4@

Single #6 Wre, 3 m Ien@, (ZW = 0.30): RW= 0.40p

Single #2/O Wre. 3 m len@. (ZW = 0.30): RW= 0.36p

3 x 3 m @id c/w cro~-tte, (#2/O tire& 4 rods):
m=o.llp

2 Rods@ 3 m spce, wti #6 tie: %= 0.19p

2 Rb @ 3 m s~ce, wth #2/O tte: %= 0.19p

I The foregoing formulae are approximate and maybe used where
special conditions appiy.

(1) The Ministry’s designs for grounding systems are based on the
following premises:

(a) A resistance b ~ound of 10 (> should be obtained in
accordance with good practice.

(b) In ca~s where 10() b wound is impossible b obtain using
practical methods, 25() to wound is the minimum
requirement provided that adequak s~ps are taken to
ensure that step and touch voltages do not present a safety
problem to workers or the phlic.

(C) Eve~ effort is @ bs made to meet the 10 () @ wound
requirement, where practical, by addition of ground
electrodes and wire in the field.

V- 1- El*Mcal D~n Manml
Wfl 2- Corn-t htign
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(d) Since soils and their resistivity va~ widely with location and
environment respectively, the Minist~’s stindard criteria for
desi~ is p = lW ~. The resis~nce b ~ound of the
desi~ed system is field checked and any required alterations
are made at that time. Were it is obvious b the desi~er
that increased grounding facilities will be required (sand,
gavel, reck, etc.) the required facilities cm be estima@d from
Table 3 and included in the desi~.

(e) Table 3 is derived from the general formulae of sol-section
3.8.

(f) The following notes apply to Table 3:

0)

Gi)

Oii)

Configuration No. 9 maybe used with the continuous #6
Wound wire mmmnly uaad for lighting. Grounding at
eveg 5th ple applies.

Configurations No. 11 or 12 maybe u=d for Wounding
in clay or areas which remain damp. C0n6Wration No.
13 should be used as the ‘stindar# desi~.

COnfi~ratiOns No. 15 to 18 indicate the resulta of
adding increasing by more tim and rods b the ~d. If
d~ sand. ~avel or rmky areas are unavoidable, the
principles illustrated may b extended by manual
calculation using the formulae @ven.

Values shown in brackets am for information as a
simpler @d would nomally bs required.

Values shown are ‘stand alone’ values (isolated @und).
An approximation of resistanm ti ground for any
numbsr of the systems, which am tied tigather with
wound wire, may be made by mnsidering the values to
be in parallel.

n 9-22
We*, 1*9
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Ground
Sys@m
cofi&
uration

Aardi *

Sand 3Sand,
lravel

p=
5000
~m

+

Clay Sand)
aaWscnption Normal Use

L
p=p=
100 200
Qm h

p=

1500
&

4s0

420

600

1.Single 20 mm x 3 m
md

2. Single 220x 23OO
S*I Fwting

S. Single 85x 1830
S~l Fmting

1610

1400

2000

2300

2050

1900

950

1400

950

800

—

I
●

●

●

■

3

Addition ta System

+

32 SO

28 70Poles (~uims
additional sysbm)

140

200

I

T40 100Poles, Cabine&
(requires additional

sys@m)
I

T46 115

41 103

4.610 x61O x6 mm
Plate

. Single #6 wire, ham,
3 m long

& Single #20 tire,
bare, 3 m long

7. Single #6 tire, 2
rods

1. Single #ZO wire, 2
Pla@s

9. 220X 2300, Steel
mting, #6 Mm, 1 md

10. 85X 1830, Steel
‘mting, #6 wire, lrod

&k overburden 0.6 to
2.0 m

230

205

190

690

Addition ti system 615

38 953 570

Sernm 19 38 95 290

%erticein ove~urden 27
IM

140 410

I
Poles 19 36 95 285

1

Poles 16 Iw 80 240

——

—

Table 3. Resistance to Grouti for Variaus System Commwnts

—

Vo~ 1- El~Wcal -n Manwl
Pati 2- Corn-t h~gn
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Ground
Sys&m
cotig-
mtion

clay Sand

p=
1500
~

210

sand,
~

p=
Sooo
~

700

650

Ascription Nomd Use

P=
100

~

14

13

10

11. 85x 1830 Steel
Fmting, #ZO ti~, 2

rods

12. S5 x 1830 Skl
Fwting, #ZO Mm, 3

&s

1S. 85 x 1830 Swel
Fmting, #YO wire, 4

rods

14 #UO tire, 4 rods

Cabineh

Cabineb 28 85

—

50

55

195

150

185

165

250Cabine@ 20

,P
550

550

Sertiw
by for P <125

11

11

22

I by for p <125 22

18

12

55

F E
(9)

(6)

(5)

135

90

450

300

250

‘E
45

I17. #VO tire, 4 rok, 2
ties, 8 tiils

! hy for 150 c p c 200 30

IL

l& #ZO wire, 8 ro~, 6
tie

i hy for 200< p <350 10 25 75

Tabh 3. Continwd
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Pmblern areas are i*Mlfi@ as:

(1) Bedrock or shallow overburden of less than 1 m depth over bedrock:

(a) It will be nwessary ti drill 150 mm (min.) holes in the
bedrock and backfill these tith a cementius iron slag slurry
mixture (trade name: ‘Embim’). Note that preciously used
methods used rock aslt as the chief conductor and that this
method is no longer recommended due b corrosion. Difficulty
in obtiining (and measuring) proper resistance b Wound will
be encmmtared as the ~md depends, b some extent, on the
number of seams between rock layers *at are enmuntered.
In this sit~tion, the first desi~ choice would be b lmate the
object b be grounded away fmm the rmk area. If this is
unavoidable, confi~ration No. 18, Table 3 should be used for
design and added b, if necessa~, during construction.

(2) Soil overburden of 1 m b 2 m depth over bedrock: .—

(a) Plates may be used as ground electrodes, h the mme
configurations shown in Table 3 for rods (dewnding on type
of soil overburden j. A minimum of 300 mm of soil should be
left between the rock and plate and the #ZO wire grid.

(3) ~ck Fill

(a) Areas of rmk fill can be assumed b have a resistivity in
excess of 10,000 f) m. A previously used methti was @ mn
two parallel runs of #YO wire through the voids in the rock
fill b a location suihble for use of normal flounding
methods. The method causes large volbges ti appear at the
cabinet due h the high inductance of the leads ti ground and
should be avoided by placing at least 2.0 m of earth fill over
the rock fill.

-.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

From the examples of the foregoing sections, it is immediately
obtious that ob@ining a 10(> resistance to ~und is di~mlt in soils
tith high resistitity.

The effect of flound rod diametir is small. About 8% less resis~nce
to wound is obtiined by using a 25 mm diameter rod instiad of a 20
mm md, Much batter results are obtained by making wound rods
longer rather than thicker.

The effect of electrode material (copper or steel) has negli~ble effect
on results since the resistivity of all mekls is much less than that of
all soils.

Ground rod spacing should bs kept within one rod length spacing of
each other.

The effect of the size and type of wire interconnecting the wound rods
has little effect on results. The #WOAWG @ble usually used is sized
w withstand a 50,000 ampere lightning diecha~e without complete
meltin6.

The upper 1.0 m of ~ound rod does not have much effect, even in wet
soil. A minimum depth of2.O m @ves abut 25% more resisknce b
ground than the 3.o m standard depth rod.

In order to desi~ proper grounding, a Wils classification at the
intended location should be obhined from the W@onal Geo@chnical
OffIce (if not on the ‘Soils Profile’ or indicated on borehole logs
included with contract drawingsj and District personnel should be
consulted.

If the equipment to be grounded will be in a new fill location, the fill
should not be composed of sand, gravel, mck and the like (if
practical). A note on the ~ading drawings should b added where
necessa~: ‘Fill in the area of (equipment) to ba cohessive material
only’ or similar.
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(9) Table 3 gives the number of wound rods (2o mm x 3.o m) and ~id
confi~rations required for various clasaes of soil. mere there is not

aPParent site problem, mound desi~s corresponding@ p = 100 f2m
should be usd by the desi~er. Were necessa~ stir @sting, the
desi~ maybe adjus~d during constmction. mere it is not
practi~lly possible@ obhin 10 Q h ~und, an absolute minimum of
25 fl may b used.

.—
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1. +rteral

me efferts of lightning upon outioor electrical and electronic
equipment can be costly. Damage fmm lightning may result from:

. Dkecl strokes

. Power eurgee

. Inducted -nsienl vol~e spikes

● Capacitive vOILages

Since it is not practical to protect outdoor equipment against dirsct
strokes, protective systems spply to the prevention or handling of
surges and transients. me protective sys~ms consist of the

application OfprOper mound, suppression and shunting devices.

Since weather is somewhat unpredictable, protection desi~ is based
on probability:

. the probability of a storm

. tie probability of a strike

. the probable potential ener~ and R.F. ener~

. tie probable fise time of the volbge (open circuit) wave or
cument (short cucuit) wave

. tie probable dumtion or re~tition of a sttike.
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2. Des@n Criterio

me desi~ criteria adopted for pro~tion of the Minist~’s electronic
equipment is:

. Peak Voltage = 15,0W V

. Peak Cument = 5.WO A

● M= Cumenl Flow Dumlion = 500 w

. Cument Wavefom = 8 x 20 P

. VOILageWaveform= l.2 x 50 w

Fi~re 1 indicaks waveforms and timing of detices.

Note that the times involved are much tio fast to allow power circuit
protection devices such as breakers, fuse, lightning arresters etc. to
operate, but that devices such as gas tubes and metil oxide varis@rs
(MOVS) will conduct at about 0.15 ys and 0.007 MSrespectively.

3. Power Surges

Surges in any equipment including cables, poles etc. can b induced
by lightning strikes as much as 6 km away. Surges on overhead high
voltige lines are ~ounded through lightning arres~rs at transformer
locations. Flgare 2 shows the voltige and cument distribution
through the eafih near the bot~m of the utility pole. Note tiat for
the desi~ value of resistivity p = l~lm, a vol@ge of 15,000 volts
would be transferred through the earth for a distince of 5.3 m. It is
therefore necessary to keep tbe semice Wound at a minimum
distince from the distribution system ground as indcated in Figure
3. Note that a large vol~ge will appear at the sewice ‘SN due h tbe
Ui /dt voltige on the Wounding cable.
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‘igure 2. Voltage in e&h due to dtichargi~ l@htning current at %rvke w
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4. Ohef ~urces of Possibk Damage

9-32 Vobma 1- El@tical -n Manuel
kmh, 1939 Wti 2- Corn-t krign

For traff]c sigrral syskms, there are many other sources of transient
voltiges and currents appearing within the controller cabinet, These
sources are not con sidered as seven as the energy surge th ro@ the
sctice neutral and all have proktion detices installad within the
cabinet. Some sources are:

(a) Detictor ~ops - dektor sensor units (amplifiers) are
pmtac@d internally with their own lightning arreskr and are
also provided with extirnal MOVS at the input file. Failure
ra@ due to lightning damage is ve~ low as the voltige
impressed on a loop is caused by mpacitive effects.

(b) Detector Cable - the possibility of induced cuments caused by

(c)

(d)

transient voltages in the earth is minimized by ~ounding the
cable shield as close to the Imp as practical (splice point) and
leaving the end of the shield cut off and unconnec~d in the
cabinet.

Signal Cable - si~al cable is shielded by metal Wles (abve
Wound) but is subject to induced cuments caused by transient
voltages in the earth. The load switches and the AC-teminals
of the cabinet are protsc@d by MOVS and the failure rats is
low.

Direct Hits on Cabinet - altho~h nothing can be done to
ensure a complete lack of damage, the controller cabinet may

be considered to b protecwd by an umbrella cone of 30” from

an overhead line and somewhat protectad by a 45” cone. It is
not desirable however to install the cabinet directly under the
lines due to possible electroma~etic irrtifierence. The
cabinet location should be:

. 13 m minimum from a distribution gmrnd (Figure 4)

● 3 m minimum (horizontdfy) clea of overhead ltnes

● Within the 30° to 45° cone of protecuon (Wthin 15 m for
nor-l he~ht lines) of the overhead ftnes ff~ure 4).

301
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(e) Mreti Wte on Poles or Equipment - his wndition would
cauae severe damage. me metbd of mitigating possible
damage effects consists of installing a K AWG RW 90
been) system grmmd wire mnnating dl poles and
intersection equipment and instilling a grmmd ti on each
corner. Conn=tion of the system ground around tie
intersection should be made at one Wint only (the mbinet
grmmd bus) as indimted in Figure 5.

(Improve if rq’d)

F@ue 3. &commended improvemeti to system gmud cmwctbm.
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Figure 5. Signal Grounding System (mith or wdhout lighting). No grouti electrds at
cabinet.
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~mmv of Wsign gu~elim *fion IV

1. Traffic Signal Systems

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

DesiW stindard ~ounding systim under normal circumstances:

● Setice ground -4 rods & #2/O bare ground Wre aa per
Ftgure 3.

● bb~et ground - Sptem ground we connected to
abinet ground bus as ~r R@re 3.

. System ground 1 rd or sleel fmung pr tite-clion
corner. #6 insukted tire mnnected to semice ground
from cabinet ground bus ad [rem ~uipment ground aa
per Figure 5.

Use improved design as per Table 3 for grounds in sand, ~avel or
rock, Consult Geotechnical information and District Maintenance.

Ground detector cable shield at splice point and cut off in cabinet.
(See note)

hcate controller at least 11 m from a hydro pole and at least 3 m
horizontally from overhead lines. bcate controller 1.5 m clear
minimum from mehl objects such as poles, fence and ~iderail

Noti.
In 1990, his was chmged to : Ground shield in cabinet ud insulate shield at pull box.

9-%
k~. 1%9
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1. Hydro Grounds

(1)

(2)

(3)

Inadqwte hydro ~ounds at semice Wle will allow energy fmm
lightning discharge inta controller. Inspect Hydro Hounds tisuelly
and arrange for Supply Authority @ repair faulty wounds.

At mntroller sites where lightning problems have murred, Hydm
Wound should be reinford ta two 20x3000 mm coppewlad rds at 3
m spacing at the setice pole and at one hydro ~le each way, Amange
purchase order for this work if necessa~.

Do not use Hydro @ound as Semite ~und.

2. %rvke Grounds

(1)

(2)

To reduce voltiges transfemed from the Hydro Hound (under
Iifitning diwha~e) b the Semite mound, the Semite ~und should
be Iwated as far from the Hydro ~ound as possible. See Figure 1.

The service ~ound should consist of a minimum of four 20 x 3000
mm copperclad ~ound rods on #ZO bare copper wire ~id as per
FiWre 1.

3. Catinet Grounds

I (1) PmWr ~und bus bar should be instilled in controller mbinet and
all ground leads fmm quipment should mnnect b this one Pinti

(2) Controller cabinet ground bus should bs connected ta the service solid
neutral by a #6AWG R~90 insulati system ground wire.

312
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(l~rove if req’d)

F@ure 1. komrnetid tiprooement to system ground mnnetwn

4. Sxbl Soil CondWs

(1) Orouding system in areas of sand, gravel or wk may require
reinforcement dw b pr soil mnductivity. Wfer to Electrial hsi~
Wnual - Volume 1. Wquest desigrr aid from EIArial Engineering
%ction if nwessary.
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5. System Ground

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

System Wound wire for si~als ta be #6 RW90-4@ C ~een.

Inshll mnnections of the three systems (Sewice ~ound, cabinet
wound and equipment Wound) as indicated in Fi~re 2.

Ensure that all metil enclosures are knded ta the proper acction of
the system wound.

All connections ta be thermit weld, impact or compression type (no
split belts, eti.).

6. Routine lns~tion

—

I (1) Yearly inspection frequency for

(a) tight connections of accessible Wound wires (controller
cabinet and sewiceh comosion

(b) hydro and semice flound% visual for obvious damage from
vehicles, eti.

(c) testing of resis~nce @ Hound and wil conductivity (service
Wound) as per sub-section 8.

7. Emergency lns~fmn

(1) For mntrollers damaged by lightning

(a) Insp=tion Hydro ~und as per sub-sastion 1.
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Figure 2. Signal Groundi~ System (with or without lightind. No ground
ehctds at cabinet.
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(b) Have Supply Authority check distribution arrestor and
upvade vound and arrestir if required

(c) Inspect for proper instillation of ~ounds as per sub-sections
l@5.

8. M~surements

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

I
I (5)
I

9. Steel Fmtings

Wsistince to mound and soil conductivity should be measured at an
‘average’ time of year. Measurements tiken when soil is wet or frozen
are not meanin~ul.

Use the Megger wound resistance me~r and the two small wOund
rods supplied with the unit. Follow instructions exactly for distinces
or results will be meaningless. For information regarding the
instrument, conhct the Electrical Operations Unit.

.—

Measurements b mound to be @ken at the SN of the semice and the
controller cabinet wound bus.

fisistance to wound and soil resistivity are related mathematically.
See Electrical Design Manual - Volume 1 Section 11.

Wsistince to wound should be 10{> or less but can vary up ti 25 (2
in high resistivity soils. %adings over 25 () indicate that further
ins~ction and repairs or replacement should be done or that
additional rods and wire should be added (new instillations). Add
additional elements as per Table 1,

I
(1) Steel footings may & considered equivalent of a Wound rti for

resistance to wound purposes.

—
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ksis~ne (Q) ti Ground

Ground
Amrding ~ NW of *il

Sysbm clay Sandy ~ayey Sand Sand.

Cotig ascription No-d Use aay Sand Gravel

wation p= p= p= p= p=
100 200 500 1500 5000 !
Qm h ~m ~ Q“

● 1. Single 20 mm x 3 m Addition ta Sys@m 32 80 160 480 1810

rod

● 2. Single 220x 2300 Poles (requires 28 70 140 420 1400

S*1 Faating additional systim)

● 3. Single 85 x 1830 Poles, Cabinek 40 100 200 600 2000

S*I Faating (requires additional ~
syskm)

■ 4.610 x61O x 6 mm Wck overburden 0.6 to 46 115 230 690 2300

Pla* 2.0 m

3 5. Single U6 wire, bare, Addition b systim 41 103 205 2050

3 m long _ — — —

3 & Single #ZO tire, Addition b systsm 38 95 190 1900

ham, 3 m long

3 7. Single #6 tin, 2 *rtice 19 38 95 290 950

rods

S. Single #ZO wire, 2 &tice in overburde n 27 54
&

140 410 1400

Plaks

& 9. 220X 2300, S-1 Poles 19 38 95 285 950

Fmting, #6 mm, 1 md

B
1

● 10. 85x 1830, S@el Poles 16 34 80 240 800

Faating, #6 tire, lr od

Tabk 1. Resistanm to Groud for Vartius System Comwmnts

—

9-8 volums 2- Elwmcal Mint-me Man~l
*em&, 1989 pati 2- Corn-t Maint~~e
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ksistince (f2)‘“bGround

Normal Use

Amoral

L~ayey San{
Sand

4
Clay Sand

— ~a

p= p=
100 200
Qm h

14 28

Sand
~

p=
5000
&

?00

650

Ascription

i

p= P=
500 150C
Q. h

11. 85X 1830 Sal
Fmting, $ZO wire, 2

&s

Cabinek 70 I 210

Cabine& T13 26 T65 19512. 85X 1830 Skl
Fmting, #ZO wire, 3

rods

T50 15010 2013. 85x 1830 S@el
Fmting, #ZO wire, 4

rods

Cabineb 250

—

—.

11 2214. #ZO wire, 4 mds

+

55 165

55 165

550

5. #ZO wife, 4 rods, 2
ties

hy for p c 125 11 22 550

T(9) 18 T45 1356. #ZO tire, 4 rods, 2
ties, 4@ils

by for 125< p <150 450

T30 90by f~r 150< p <200
I

7. #ZO wire, 4 rO&, 2
ties, 8 tiils

(6) I 12 300

I
I

T25 75
I

R #20 wire, 8 ro@, 6
ties

hy for 200< p <350

L
(5) 10 250

—

Table 1, Continwd

—
Volm 2- El~wcal Mintmwe Manwl 9-9
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10. Ground R~s

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

One rod length spacing to be obtained between rods.

Connecting wire is more effective if buried ti U2 the normal frost
depth (assuming snow cover).

Do not insbll rods at more than 4@ angle. Driting jaws for use with
a hydraulic drive head are available.

Use 20x 3000 mm copperclad rods only, with thermit weld OTimPact
connecters.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Grounding is a safety device and many members of the Electrical
industry are somewhat lax about proper grounding practices as the
only times they are required are under abnormal conditions such as
short circuits and lightning surges, Poor workmanship or practices
are not apparent until such an abnormal problem occurs.

The Ministry’s grounding system practices should meet or exceed the
requirements of the Code. (The Code is a minimum requirement). If
doubt exists as to practice, the regulations contained in the Code
should overrule other opinions.

Workers should endeavour to follow the Ministry’s practices faithfully
so as not b endanger themselves or the Ministry to the possibility Of
legal prosecution due to mishap through poor practice or application.

,-. —

9-1o
k-r. 1989

Volum 2- El@Mcal Wlntemme Marruol
Pati2-m ~t Maintenawe
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GLOSS~Y

ACWA~D CO=OLLER A traffic signal
controller that receives information from ve-
hicle an~or pedestrian detectors and protides
si~d timing accordingly.

AC~A~ON The operation ofany type of detector
(NEMA). me word operation means an output
from the detector system to the controller unit.

AD~SORY DETECTOE The detection of ve-
hicles on one or more intersection approaches
solely for the pu~ose of modifying the phase
sequence antior length for other approaches to
the intersection (NEMA).

ALTERNAT~G C~~ (AC): A current
which reverses direction at re~ar intervals.
The rate of reversal is expressed inherti (cycles
per second).

-Em The ufit expressing the rate offlow of an
electrical current. One ampere is the current
flowing through one ohm resistance with one
volt pressure.

-UF~R See Detector Amplifier.

ANALOG h electronic design that uses continu-
ously varying voltages, rather than digital
numbers.

ANSk herican National Standards Institute.

ANTENNA The radiating or receiving elements
utfltied in transmitting or receiving electromag-
netic waves (NEMA).

-A DE~C~ON The continuous detection of
vehicles over a length of roadway wherein the
call of a vehicle in the detection area is intended
to be held for as long as the vehicle remains in
the area of detection. (Most detectors cannot
hold the cdl indefinitely.) Frequently refereed
to aslarge-area detectors, long-loop detectors, or
presence detectors.

-A OF DE~C~ON See Zone of Detection.

AREA DETECTOR See Large &ea Detector.

&TE~ A major urban roadway usually with
coordinakd si~als along its length.

ASW me kerican Society for Testing and Ma-
terials.

A~YEQW~ Separate deticesused
to add supplementi~ features b a controller
assembly (NEMA).

AWG herican Wire Gauge. The standard meas-
urement of wire she. It is based on the circdar
mil systim. 1 Mfl eqwls .001.

C=LE: A ~oup of separately insulated conduc-
tors wrapped together and covered witi an outer
jacket.

C- A registration of a demand for right-of-way
by tr=lc at a controller ufit (NEMA). The call
comes to the controller from a detechr that is
outputting an actuation.

CALL~G DE~CTOR A detector that is in-
stalled in a selected location b detect vehicles
which may not otherwise be detected, and whose
output may be modfied by the controller unit
(NEW). This traditionally has meant a small
area detector near the Stop Line, to detect ve-
hicles entering the roadway from a driveway
during the red or yellow si~al. me detector is
disconnected when the ~een si~al is displayed
so that extensions of the ~een can only come
from the appropriate Extinsion Detector.

C=ACITANCE. That property of a system of
conductors and dielectrics which permits the
storage of electricity separatid charges when
potsntial differences exist between the conduc-
tors. Its value is expressed as the ratio of an
electric charge to a potential difference.
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CARD-RACK MO~TED DETECTO= See
Rack Mounted Detectors.

CARRYOVER OUTPUT: The ability of a detector
to continue its output for a predetirrninedlen@h
of time following an actuation (NEMA). See
Extended Call Detector.

C~= Diagonal saw slots at the corners of
square or rectan~ar loops to reduce the angle
of bend of the loop wires at the intersecting saw
slots.

CWGE IN~RV~ Tbeyellow internal follow.
ing the green signal indicating the change to a
conflicting phase.

CW~L Electronic circuitry which functions as
a loop detector unit (NEMA).

C~C~~ A closed path followed by an electric
current.

CLEARANCE mRV~ A red intimd that
may be shown following the yellow change inter-
val before allowing a conflicting green signal to
be displayed.

CO~ A coiled conductor, wound on a form or core
which uses electro magnetic induction to cause
changes in a cument.

CONDUCTANCE The measure of abflity to coti-
duct electricity.

CO~UCTOR A medium fortransmitting electri.
cal current. A conductor usually consists of
copper or other materials.

COND~T A tube for protecting electrical wires or
cables.

CONFLIC~G Cm See Seficeable Conflicb
ing Cdl.

CONFLIC~G PHASES Two or more tr~lc
phases which till cause interfering (i.e., con-
flicting) traffic movements if operated concur.
rently.

CON~NUOUS P~SENCE MODE Detector
output continues if any vehicle (first or last

remaining) remains in the field of influence
(NEMA). This definition does not imply that the
use of this mode guarantees that the output wHI
continue indefinitely, as most detectors are in-
capable ofholding a cdl beyond a finite intend.
See Detector Mode.

CONTROLLED OUTP~ The abdity of a detec-
tor to produce a pdse that has a predetermined
duration regardless of the length of time a ve-
hicle is in the field of ifluence (NEMA). See
Detector Mode.

CON~OLLERASSE~LY: A complete electri-
cal mechanism mounted in a cabinet for control-
ling the operation of a traffic control signal
(NEMA).

A

B.

c.

D.

~ffic-Actuated ControUerAssembI~
A controller assembly for supemising the
operation of traffic control signals in accor.
dance tith the varying demands oftrafflc as
registered with the controller by detectirs
(NEMA). —.

Semi-fiaffic-Actuated Controller As:
semb~: A type oftrafic actuated controller
assembly in which means are provided for
traffic actuation on one or more but not all

approaches to the intersection (NEMA),

Full-Traff~c-Actuated Controller As-
sem-bly. A type of trafic actuated control-
ler assembly in which means are provided
for traffic actuation on all approaches to the
intersection (NEW).

Pedestrian-Actwted ContmMerAssom-
. . . . . .

blw A controller assemoly in Which inter-
vals, such as pedestrian WWK and clear-
ance intervals, can be added to or included in
the controller cycle by the actuation of a
pedestrian detector (NEMA). Pedestrian
actuation may be part of an intersection
controller or be used to control a midblock
crosswalk.

CONTROLLER ~ A controller unit is that
potion ofa controller assembly that is devoted to
the selection and timing of signal displays —
(NEW). Mso referred to as the Dispatcher or
Timer.
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CNmCa _RSEC~ON CONTROL (CIC):
k algorithm employed in traffic systems to dy-
namically control the split at signalked loca-
tions where the traffic patterns are such that
special control, responsive to changing condit-
ions, is needed.

CW~CAL LANZ DETECTION. A system of
hardware and software designed to pr,otide data
on trfic flow for a selected lane, usually the
heaviest volume lane on an approach to a signd-
tied intersection.

CROSST- The adverse interaction “of any
channel of adetector unit with any other detec-
tir channel (NEMA). It is the m,utwl coupfing
of ma~etic fields that produces intertiotion
between two or more detector units in the same
cabinet when the units are operatiug at simfiar
frequencies. Crosstalk restits in a detector
outputting an actuation in the absence of a
vehicle.

~, CYCLE: A complete sequence of all si~~ indica-
tions at an intersection. In an actuated control-
ler, a complete cycle .is dependent on the pres-
ence of detectir calls on all phases.

CYCLE LENG~. The time period in seconds
required for a complete cycle. Cycle length is
normally variable for actuated intersections
unless they are pati of a coordinated system.

DELA~D CALL DETECTOR A detector that
does not issue an output until the detection zone
has been occupied for a period of time that
exceeds the time preset on an adjustable timer
inco~orated into the detectir unit.

DELAYED O~P~ The abflity of a detector to
delay its output for a predetermined length of
time during.an extended actuation (NEMA).

DELTA L (L): The change in inductance.

DE~ The request for semice, e.g., one or mOre
vehicles desifing to use a given segment ofroad-
way during a specified unit of time.

_ DE~ CONTROG. See Loop Occupancy Con-
trol.

DE~ OPE~TION A mode of operation
whereby the sefice provided at an intersection
reflects the presence of demand for that sertice
without regard to back~ound cycles.

DENSIH A measure of the concentration of ve-
hicles, stakd as the number ofvehlcles per mile
per lane.

DENSITY CONTROLLER Actuated controller
that h.as.timing adjustments for the selection of
the allowable gap independent of the passage
time. A volume-density controller and a modi-
fied density controller are each a type Of.density
controller..

DESIGN SPEED the speed used as typical by the
desi~er of the detector/controller system in the
kinematic analysis of the scheme under free
traffic flow conditions.

DETECYTON ZOW mat area of the roadway
within which a vehicle will be deticted by a
vehicle detector (NEMA). Mso called “zone of
detection” or “sensing zone.”

DETECTOR A device for indicating the presence
or passage of vehicles or pedestrians (NEW).
~is general term is usually supplemented with
a modifier indicating type (e:g., 100P detectOr,
ma~etic detector, etc.); operation (e.g., point
detector, presence detector, etc.); or function
(e.g., calling detector, extension detector, etc.).

DETECTOR AM=~~R A device that is ca-
pable of intensifying the electrical ener~ pro-
duced by a sensor (NEMA). h example is a
ma~etic detector amplifier. A loop detector
unit is commonly called an amplifier, although
its electronic function actually is different.

DETECTORF~WS The occurrence ofdetec-
tor malfunctions includlng non-operation, chat-
tering, or other intermittently erroneous detec-
tions.

DE~CTOR ~MORY The retention of an ac-
tuation for future utiltiation by the controller
assembly. The phrase might better be detection
memo~ to make it clearer that the memory is
within the controller, not the detectir.
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DETECTOR MODE: A term used to describe the
operation of a detector channel output when a
presence detection occurs (NEMA). See Pulse
Mode, Controlled Output, Continuous Presence
Mode, and Limited Presence Mode,

DETECTOR SETRACK Longitudind distance
between stop line and detector.

DETECTOR SYSTEW The complete sensing and
indicating floup consisting of the detectar unit
in the controller, the lead-in cable, the lead-in
wires, and the sensor.

DETECTOR HT: The portion of a detector
system other than the sensor and lead-in cable,
consisting of an electronic assembly.

D~LECT~C ~y insulating material that is a
nonconductor of electricity.

D~MMA ZONE: A disbnce or time interval
related to the onset of the yellow intemd. Origi-
nally the tem was used to describe that portion
of the roadway in advance of the intersection
within which a driver can neither stop prior to
the stop line nor clear the intersection before
conflicting trafic is released. That usage per-
tained to insufficient len@h of timing of the
yellow antior all-red internals, More recently
the tem has been used to describe that portion
of the roadway in advance Of the intersection
within which a driver is indecisive regarding
stopping prior to the stop line or proceeding into
or through the intersection. May alsO be ex.
pressed as the increment of time corresponding
to the dilemma zone distance,

D~MMA-ZO~ PROTEC~ON Any method
or procedure that attempts to cOntrol the end of
the ~een interval so that no vehicle will be
caught in the dilemma zone when the signal
turns yellow.

DI~CT C~ENT (DC): an electrical cument
which travels unifomly in one direction.

DRIFT Change in the electrical propetiies of the
detector system or a portion of it due to environ-
mental changes particularly temperature vari-
ations and rain water.

EDDY C~W An electric current induced
within the body of a conductor when that con-
ductor moves through a nonuniform maWetic
field.

EF~CT~ LOOPAR~ See Zone ofDetection.

ENCAPS~TIOM The process of filling the saw
slot with sealant to sumound the wires in the
slot and protect them from traffic, weather, etc.

ENCASE~: The loop wire is encased in a
pol~nyl or polyethylene tube h provide protec-
tion for the wire. Ofien refereed ta as Detict-a-
duct or other similar commercial names.

EPO~ A resin used in bonding.

EXTENDED CALL DE~CTOR men selected,
this detector extends the output (See Carryover
Output) after the vehicle departs the zone of
detiction for a preset time.

EXTENDED CALL ~~G A detector tith _
car~over output. It holds or stretches the call of
a vehicle for a period of seconds that has been set
on an adjustable timer inco~orated into the
detector. It can be desi~ed ta begin the timing
of that period when the vehicle enters the detec-
tion area, or when it leaves. The latter is speci-
fied by NEMA. Mso referred to as a “Stretch
Detector.”

~SION DETECTOR A detector that is
arranged to register actuations at the controller
only during the green intewal for a given ap-
proach so as to extend the Ween time for that

apprOach ta accommodate the actuating vehicles,
It is not active during the red or yellow internals
for that approach.

EXTENSION LI~~ The maximum length of
time that the actuations on any traffic phase
may rehin the righbof-way after an actuation
on an opposing traffic phase. Also known as
mafimum Ween.

F~SAFE (as in output relay desi~): A type
ofoutput-relay design that produces a constant _
call, thereby keeping trafic moving, in the event
that the detector unit fails.
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F~. Autit of capacitance, usually expressed in
mimofarads (pF), one millionth of a farad.

~EDER CARLE See Lead-In Cable.

FELD OF ~UENCE See Zone of Detection.

FREEWAY SUR~~CE Process or method
of monitoring freeway traffic petiormance and
control system operation.

FREQUENCY The number of times an alternat-
ing cument repeats its cycle in 1 second.

FULL-~FIC-AC~ATRD CONTROLLER
ASSEMBLY A type oftrfilc-actuated control-
ler assembly in which means are provided for
trfilc actuation on all approaches h the inter-
section.

G- The time internal between the end of one
vehicle detetior actution and the beginning of
the next actuation.

GAP OW Terminating of a ~een phase due to an
excessive time intemd between the actuations
ofvehicles amitingon the~een, so ~een maybe
served to a competing phase.

GAP ~DUC~ON ~ feature whereby the unit
extension or allowed time spacing between suc-
cessive vehicle actuations on the phase display-
ing the Ween in the extensible potiion of the
interval is reduced (NEMA).

GREEN ~TENSION SYS~M Hardware as-
sembl~ of extended cdl detectors and auxiliary
logic. Ehe logic can motitor the si~al display,
enable or disable the selected extended call
detectirs, and hold the controller in artery ~een.

GRO~. The earth and all parts conduc-tively
connected to the earth.

HAND HO~ See Pull Box.

HENRY (h): The measure of inductance, defined as
the inductance of a circuit in which a counter
electromotive force ofone volt is generated when
the current is changing at the rate of one ampere
per second.

HER~ @z): A term replacing cycles-per-second
as an indication of frequency.

HOD A command that retains the existing right-
of-way. A command to the controller which
causes it to retain the existing right-of-way. A
momentary release of the hold command allows
the controller to yield to other conflicting phases
requesting sewice (ofien refereed to as the yield
command or yield point).

HOLD ON LN: A connection that modifies a
controller from full-actuated, isolatid operation
to semi-actuated, system controlled operation.
It is used as the basic tie from the local intersec-
tion b the system master.

HOW-RUN C=~ See Lead-In Cable.

HONDA 100 A small motorcycle commonly consid-
ered to be the smallest registered motir vehicle.
It is used as the baseline for motorized vehicle
detection.

W (HERTZk A measure of frequency in cycles per
second.

ph (~CRO HENRM: A measure of inductance.
See Inductance.

IMSA The International Municipal Si@al Asso-
ciation.

~UCTANCE: That propetiy ofanelectric circuit
oroftwo neighboring circuits whereby an electro-
motive force is generated in one cirmit by a
change of cument in itself or in the other. The
ratio of the electromotive force ta the rate of
change of the current. Measured in micro hen-
ries (@).

~UCm~CTANCE: The reactance (ohms)
of an ideal (Iossless) inductor is the product of
the voltage across the inductor and the sine of
the phase angle (90 de~ees) between inductor
voltage and current divided by the inductor
current assuming sinusoidal operation.

~D DETECTOR A detector that senses
radiation in the infrared spectrum (NEMA). A
detector installed over the roadway capable of
beingactuatedby the passage ofavebicle through
its field of emitted eledromagnetic waves.
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~N POR~ON The first timed potiion actu-
ated controller Unit

A

B.

Fixed Initial Portiom A preset initial
portion that does not change.

Computed Initial Potiiom An initial
portion which is tr~lc adjusted.

C. Maximum Initial Portion: The limit of the
computed initial portion.

D. Minimum kitial Portiom (see “Fixed
initial POtilOn”).

E. Added Initial Portion: An increment of
time added to the mitimum initial portion
in response to vehicle actuations.

WTERVAL: The pati of parts of the si~al cycle
dufing which signal indications do not change
(NEW).

ISOLATED mRSEC~ON CONTROb Fom
of signal control for a single signalized intersec-
tion thro~h which the flow of traffic is con-
trolled without consideration of the operation of
adjacent si~alized intersections.

ITE: The Institute of fiansportation Engineers.

~C~ON BOX See Pull Box.

~O~RTZ (W): Thousands ofherti. Ameas-
ure of frequency.

L The symbol used for inductance.

U The change in inductance.

LARGE -A DETECTOR A detector or series
of detectors wired together in series, parallel, or
sefies/parallel covering an area in the approach
to an intersection. Detection area varies from 6
x40 ft(l.8x 12m)to6x100fi (1.8x 30m)or
larger. One of the more common confi~rations
is four 6- x 6-ft (1.8- x 1.6-m) loops spaced 10 ft (3
m) apart for a length of 54 ft (16.5 m).

LAST Cm PASSAGE A selected feature of a
density contro~er which, upongap-out, will cause
the ~een to complete the timing of the passage
time. The last vehicle to have been detected,
known as the Last Car, will therefore retain the
qeen until it reaches the stop line. Thus, it is
assured of avoiding the dflemma zone problem
and of clearing the intersection. This feature is
not defined by NEMA, however, a number of
manufacturers provide it.

LRAD-~CABLE: The electrical cable which seines
h connect the lead-in wire in the pdl box to the
input of the loop detector utit in the controller
cabinet (NEMA). Sometimes called %ome-run,,
cable “ortransmission line.

LEAD-~ =: That portion of the loop wire that
is between the physical edge of the loop and the
pull box which should be twisted a specified
number of turns per foot. For a magnetic detec-
tor or a maWetometer, it is the wire which mns
from the sensor (probe) to the pdl box.

.—

LIGRT-SENSIT~ VE~CLZ DE~CTOR A
detictor consisting of a light source and photoe-
lectric cell or cells, capable of being operated by
the passage ofavehicle intemptingthe beam or
beams of light. men properly equipped, direc-
tional characteristics are present.

LI~~D PRESENCE MODE: Detector output
continues for a limited period of time ifvehicles
remain in the field of influence. See Detector
Mode.

H: The length of roadway between two si~al.
ized locations.

LIR See Local Intersection Proflam.

LOC& CONTROLLER A controller supervising
the operating of tr~lc si~als at a single inter-
section. Aso see Controller Assembly and
Controller Unit.

LOCAL m~EC~ON PROGU (LW): A
Type 170 software proflam developed by Cal-
trans which inco~orated detector timing fea, —
tures within the pro~am.
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LOC_GDETEC~ONMRMORY: Aselectible
feature of tie cirmit design for a controller
phase whereby the cdl of a vehicle arnting on
the red (or yellow) is remembered Orheld by the
controller afier the vehicle leaves the detection
area untfi it has been satisfied by tie display of
a Ween internal to that phase.

LOOP DETECTOE A detector that senses a
change in indu~ance ofits inductive loop sensor
caused by tie passage or presence of a vehicle
near the sensor (NEW). See Nso Loop Detec-
tor System.

A Motion Loop Detector, Nondire~lomk
A induction loop detector which is capable
of being actuated by the passage ofa vehicle
over any portion of the loop.

B. Motion LOOD Detector, Directiomk An
induction lo~p detector” consisting of two
separate loops either closely spaced or par-
tially overlapping which is not affected by
the passage ofavehicle except in the desired
direction.

Presence LOOD Detecto~ h induction
loop detector w~ch is capable of detecting
the presence of a standing or moving vehicle
in any portion of the effective loop area.

LOOP DETECTOR SYSTEM A vehicle detector
system that senses a decrease in inductance of
its sensor loop(s) during the passage or presence
of a vehicle in the zone of detection of the sensor
IOOP(S) (NE~. Means the same as loop detec-

tor but is clearer in its inclusion of the tire as
well as the electronics package.

LOOP DETECTOR ~~ h electronic device
which is capable ofene~ingthe sensor loop(s),
of monitoring the sensor loop(s) inductance,,
and of responding to a predetermined decrease
in inductance with an output which indicates
the passage or presence ofvehicles in the zone of
detection (NEMA). It is the electronics package,
exclusive of tie loop(s) and lead-in cable.

LOOP OC~ANCY CONTROU A detector/
controller desi~ using long detection loop(s)
(nomdly 30ft (9 m) or longer), and a controller

utit operated in the non-locking mode. A loop
occupancy controller may, but need not neces-
sarily, be desiWed to rest in d red in the
absence of any trafic dem~d. Loop ocmpacy
control can utflize magnetometer detectors as
well as loop detectors.

LOOP SYSTEM A combination of loop of wire
connected through lead-in cable to the detector
in-put timinals.

LOOP LEAD-~ m: me portion of the loop
wire that is not a part of the loop but is in the
sawslot connecting the loop to the edge of the
roadway, where it is camied in condtit to the
controller or else to a prdl box, where it is
connected to the lead-in cable.

LSI C~P: h electrical component tithmore than
1,000 logic elements. This is “large scrde inte-
gration” of miniature elements and is used in
some loop detector ufits of di@ti design.

~GNE~C DETECTOR A detector that senses
changes in the Earth’s magnetic field caused by
the movement of a vehicle near its sensor
(NEMA). A vehicle detector placed under the
roadway which makes use of both the Eatih’s
ma~etic field and the energy change created by
the passage of a vehicle over the detector to
produce an output. Not to be confused with a
magnetometer detector.

A Compensated fiaetic Vehicle Detec-

B.

to~ &y ma~etic detector which is so
designed and structured as not h be affected
by changing electromagnetic ifiuence other
than those resulting from the passage of a
vehicle. men properly equipped, a com-
pensated magnetic detector has substantial
direction characteristics.

NonWmDensated ~metic Detecto~
kyma~>tic detector o&erthan a compen-
sated ma~etic detector.

~GNE~C S~OW The distortion of the flux
lines of the EartKs magnetic field as they pass
through aferrousvehicle, due to the fact that the
vehicle is more pemeable to these flux lines
than is air.
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MAGNETOMETERDETECTOE Adetectorthat
measures the difference in the level of the EatiWs
magnetic forces caused by the passage or pres-
ence of a vehicle near its sensor (NEMA). A
device capable of being activated by the mag-
netic disturbance caused by the passage or pres-
ence of a vehicle. A magnetic flu generator/
sensor is installed in the roadway and connected
to sensor amplifier electronics. Not to be con-
fused with a ma~etic detector.

MMUM GREENLI~~ The maximum fleen
time after an opposing actuation, which may
start in the initial portion.

MEGGER A detice used by power companies to
measure very high resistance to earth ~ound.

~GOHM One mfllion ohms, which is the utit of
electrical resistance.

~MORY OFF. A selectable feature of an actuated
controller, synonymous tith non-locking detec-
tion memory.

~CROHENRY One millionth of a hen~, from
the unit of measurement of inductance. Symbol-
ized ph.

~ G~EN mRV~ The shotiest
~een time of a phase. If a time setting control
is designated as amitimum Ween,” the ~een
time shall not be less than that setting.

~~ VEHICLE STANDARD: A test unit
that produces the minimum change in input for
which the detector system must sense and indi-
cate passage or presence. NEMA specifies a
Class 1 vehicle (a small motorcycle).

MO~ONDETECTOR Adetictor that detects the
motion of a vehicle passing through the zone of
detection of the detector at some mitimum speed
usually 2 to 3 mph (3.2 to 4.8 kph). Vehicles
traveling slower than the mitimum speed or
stopped in the zone of detection are not detected.

NANOHENRY One bfllionth of a henry, from the
unit of measurement of inductance.

NEW The National Electrical Manufacturers Aa-
sociation.

NENO~ A series of intersecting atierials or
streets that are a part of a coordinated signal
system.

A Open Network: A network where the

arterials do not intersect more than once
(i.e., there are no closed loops in the systim).

B. Closed Network A network that contains
closed loops.

NO~AL NUCTANCE A design value of
inductance where the actual value can vary from
the nomial tithin a raWe that pemits satisfac-
tory eqtipment operation.

NON-CONFLIC~G PHASES ~o or more
trtilc phases which till not cause intiflacing
traffic movements if they are operated concur-
rently.

NON-D~CTIONAL DE~CTO~ A detector
capable ofbeing actuated by vehicles proceeding
in any direction. ,—

NON-LOC~G ~MORY A mode of actuated-
controller unit operation which does not reqtire
memory (NEMA). In this mode of operation the
call of a vehicle amiving on the red (or yellow) is
forgotten or dropped by the controller as soon as
the vehicle leaves the detection area.

OC~ANCY: The proportion of time a detectir is
occupied. Ocmpancy is a pseudo measure of
density on a roadway.

O= The unit of electrical resistance equal to the
resistance through which a current of one am-
pere will flow when there is a potential differ-
ence of 1 volt across it.

PASSAGE DETEC~ON The ability of a vehicle
detector to detect the passage of a vehicle mov-
ing through the detection zone and to i~ore tbe
presence of a vehicle stopped within the detec-
tion zone (NEMA).

PASSAGE DETECTOR The ability of a vehicle
detector to detect the passage of a vehicle mov- _
ing through the detection zone and to i~ore the
presence of a vehicle stopped within the detec-
tion zone (NEMA).
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PASSAGE PE~OD The time allowed for a ve-
Klcle to travel at a selected speed from the
detector b the nearest point ofconflictingtrafflc
(NEMA).

PASSAGE TM: The timing internal during the
extensible portion which is resetable by each
detectir actuation. The green right-of-way of
the phase may teminati on expiration of the
utit extension time. Nso known as Vehicle
Internal or Preset Lap.

PEDES~AC~ATED CONTRO~RS
SE~LM Acontrollerassemblyin which inter-
vds, such as pedestrian WALK and clearance
intervals, can be added to or included in the
controller cycle by the actuation ofa pedestrian
detector.

PEDES~ CLEARAN CE mRV& The
first clearance internal following the pedestrian
WALK indication, nomally flashing DON’T
WALK A detector that is responsive h opera-

,-. tion by or the presence ofa pedestrian (NEMA).

PEDES~ DETECTOR A detector that is
responsive h operation by or the presence of a
pedestrian (NEMA). This traditiondlyhas been
of the push-button type, installed near the road-
way and operated by hand. Preferably it should
have some form of pilot light to indicate upon
actuation that the unit is operating, but this is
rarely provided because of susceptibility to
vanddism. Mso, NEMA does not provide an
output to Hluminate this indicator.

PEDES~ P~E: A trtilc phase allocated
to pedestrian traffic which may provide a right-
of-way indication either concurrently with one
or more vehicular phases, or to the exclusion of
dl vehicular phases.

PEDESTR~-ACTUATED CONTROLLER
See Controller Assembly.

P-E A traffic signal phase ,has two different
meatings in trtilc signal timinology, as fOl-
Iows:

,P

A NEW A vehicular phase is a phase which
is allocated to one specific vehicular trafic

B.

movement (e.g., east bound through trtilc
as timed by a dual ring controller unit). See
Conflicting Phases and Non-Conflicting
Phases.

TBAD~ION= A Dart of the cycle allo-
ca~d to any specflc trafic movement re-
ceiting the right-of-way orb any combina-
tion oftrafflc movements receiving the right-
of-way simdtaneously during one or more
internals.

P~E SEQUENCE: A predetermined order in
which the phases of a cycle occur.

PO~ DETEC~ON: The detection of vehicles as
they pass a specflc point on the roadway. Fre-
quently referred to as small area detection.

PO~ DE~CTOR A detector that measures
the passage of vehicles pasta point (i.e., a small
area usually not exceeding 6x 6 ft (1.8x 1.8 m)).
Nso refereed to as a Small &ea Detector.

POLYC~OROP~~: Chemical name for
Neoprene. Used for jacketing wire and cable
that til be subject to rough usage, moisture, ofi,
~eases, solvents, andorchemicds. May also be
used as a low voltage insdating material.

POLYE~~ A family ofins~ating materi-
als derived from the polymerkation of ethylene
gas. Ml members of the family are excellent
dielectrics. Electrically they are far supefior to
any other extruded dielectric in use today. It has
high insulation resistance, high dielectric
strength, and good abrasion resistance Polyeth-
ylene is being widely used for insulation on
si~al and detector wire and cable. They are
suitable for direct burial.

POLYOLEF~S A famfly of plastics including
cross-linked polyethylene and various ethylene
copolymers which shrinks when heat is applied.
Commonly used in splicing.

POLYPROPYLENE: A thermoplastic with good
electrical characteristics, high tensile strength,
and resistance to heat.

POLYS~FONE: A polymer highly resistant to
mineral acid, alkali, and salt solutions.
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POL~~: Enamel that has excellent
moisture resistance, easily soldered, and excel-
lent winding propetiies.

POL~ C~OR~E (PVC): A family of
insulating compounds whose basic in~edient is
either polytinyl chloride or its copolymer with
vinyl acetite. Can be either rigid as used in
conduit for prefomed detector loops or flexible
as used in duct tubing to encase detector wire. It
is also widely used as insulation material on
wire known as types T and ~ used in detector
applications. frown as PVC or Vinyl.

PO~RHE~ A small 3-x 6-ft (0.9- x 1.9-m) loop
installed at the stop line end of a long loop in
order b improve the detection of small vehicles.
It usually has multiple turns of wire and may
have an angled confiWration,

P~SENCE DETEC~ON The ability of a ve-
hicle detector to sense that a vehicle, whether
moving or stopped, has appeared in its field
(NEW).

PRESENCE DETECTOR The abfiity of a vehicle
detector to sense that a vehicle, whether moving
or stopped, has appeared in its field (NEMA).
The sensor may cover a large area or be a series
of small sensors tired together in series, paral-
lel, or series/parallel.

PRESENCE DETECTOR fiafflc detector which
is able to detect the presence or absence of a
vehicle within its field of detection.

PRESENCE HOD~G T~: The time that a
detector system wfll continue to indicate the
presence ofavehicle over one ofits loops without
adjusting to consider the vehicle a new environ-
ment. Upon making this adjustment the actua-
tion is terminated. NEMArequires that a Class
2 vehicle (large motir cycle) he detected for a
mitimum of 3 minutes.

PRESENCE LOOP DETECTOR An inductance
loop detector which is capable of detecting the
presence of a standing or meting vehicle in any
portion of the effective loop area (ITE).

PRESET GAP: See Passage Time.

P~SSURE DETECTOR A detector used for
well over 40 years that consisted of two metal
plates separated hy spacers. men a vehicle tire
passed over the detictor, it compressed the
spacers and allowed the two plates to make
contact, thereby closing an electrical circuit.
This type of detictor normally produced two or
more pulses per vehicle because each axle would
cause a contact.

PROBE: The sensor fom that is commody used
with a ma~etometer-type detectir (NEMA). A
maWetic detection sensor is also referred to as
a probe.

PROGRESS~ ~OW Coordinated movement
along an arterial at a given speed is termed
proflessive flow.

P~BOX Acontainerusudly at least 1 cubic foot
in size that is placed under~ound with a remov-
able cover flush tith the gound sutiace. Splices
between the loop lead-in wires (or magnetome-
ter or ma~etic detector cables) and the lead-in .—
cable to the controller cabinet are located in the
pull box..

P~SE MODE: The detictor produces a short
output pulse (between 100 and 150 ms) when a
vehicle enters the sensor loop zone of detection,
This occurs even though the vehicle rem tins in
the detection zone for a longer time. See Detec-
br Mode.

Q See Quality Factir.

QUADRUPO~ A loop configuration that adds a
longitudinal sawslot along the center of the
rectangle, so that the wire can be installed in a
fi~re-eight pattern, thereby producing four
electroma~etic poles instead of the normal two.
The design improves the sensitivity to small
vehicles and Aso minimizes splashover. Nso
spelled Quadrapole and Quadripole in various
documents.

QU&I~ FACTOR A numerical index for rating
the quality of a resonant circuit. A higher
number indicates less losses and increased de-
tection sensitivity in a resonant type detector —
system.
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Q~~ DETECTOR Component of a tr=lc
control systim which senses the presence (or
number) of vehicles waiting in a queue at an
intersection or on a freeway ramp.

Q~~ LENG~ Number of vehicles that are
stopped or slowly moving in a line where the
movement of each vehicle is constrained by that
of the lead vehicle.

RACK MOUNTED DETECTORS Detictor units
that have no enclosing case and, therefore, must
be placed in the controller cabinet by insetiing
its printed circuit board inti a wired receptacle
or “rac~ made for the pu~ose. Compare Shelf
Mounted Detectors.

RADAR DE~CTOR A vehicle detector instilled
above or adjacent (side mounted) to the roadway
capable of being activated by the passage of a
vehicle through its field of emitted microwave
energy.

RADIO-= Q~NCY DETECTOR A vehicle
detectir consistingofa loop of wire embedded in
the roadway that is tuned to receive a prese-
lected radio frequency from a transmitter lo-
cated on a vehicle.

~ACTANCE The reactince (ohms) of a circuit
component is the product of the voltage across
the component and the sine of the phase angle
between the voltage and the current ditided by
the cument through the component assuming
sinusoidal operation.

RED CLEARAN CE -RV- A clearance
internal which may follow the yellow intimd
during which both the terminating phase and
the next right-of-way phase displayed (NEMN.

~~C~ON (A~acent Lae): The ability of a
detector not b output an unwanted actuation
caused by a vehicle in a land adjacent to that in
which the detector is located.

~LUCTANCE The opposition which a magnetic
material or magnetic circuit offers h the pas-
sage ofma~etic lines offorce. Reluctance is the
reciprocal of permeability (the abfiity ofa metal
to conduct fines of force) and pemeance (the
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measure of that conductivity). Therefore, reluc-
tance is relatad to permeability and pemeance
in much the same way as resistance is related to
conductance in electic circuits.

~PHASE. The process of resetting, after a pdse
actuation, to enable another pulse actuation
should another vehicle enter the detection area.
Can dso be used as a verb: “The detector shall
rephase 2 seconds after inittiting an output
pdse:’.

RES~ h organic substince tbt is a non-conduc-
tir of electricity. Resins are widely used for
insulation and encapsulation.

RESISTANCE me opposition that a detice or
matertil offers to the flow of direct current,
equal to the voltige drop across the element
ditided by the current tirough the element.

RESONANT ~QUENCY The natural vibra-
tion frequency of a loop and its lead-in wire, to
which the detector uit must tune.

~SPONSE ~~: The time a detector takes to
respond h the initiation of a detection by a
vehicle.

~ST-~-RED: A controller operational mode
intended to display red to dl movements, in the
absence of any traffic demand.

SAMPL~G DETECTOR Any type of vehicle
detector used h obtain representative tr~lc
flow information (NEMA).

SC~GDE~CTOR Amulti-channel detec-
tar in which the loop(s) of each channel are
ene~zed in sequence, one at a time, in qtick
succession.

SE~~ The material used in a saw slot ofaloop
detector to seal the wires in the slot.

SELF-POWERED VEHICLE DETECTOR
(SPVD): Adetectorburiedin the pavement that
uses a self contained battery for power and
transmits the detector information to the con-
troller without the need for direct connection
(lead-in cable).
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SELF-~C~G DETECTOR A loop detector
ufit, not necessafiy self-tuning, that includes
electronics that compensate for environmental
drift.

SELF-~G LOOP DE~CTOR ~T One
that is capable of adapting its operation to the
resonant frequency of the loop and lead-in tire
without any manual adjustment required. me
term applies particularly to the start-up of the
detector’s operation, upon turn-on. Compare
Selftracking Detector.

SEMI-TRAFFIC-AC~ATED CONTROLLER
ASSEMBLW A type oftrafflc-actuated control-
ler assembly in which means are provided for
traffic actuation on one or more but not all

approaches to the intersection.

SENS~G ZO~: See Zone of Detection.

SENSI~~ AC it relates to a loop systim the
change in total inductance of a system caused by
a minimum vehicle at one loop, expressed as a
percentage of the total inductance, As it relates
to a detector, is the minimum inductance change
in percent reqtired at the input teminals h
cause the detector to actuate.

SENSOR (SYSTEM AND LOCAL): Mafflc detec-
tion devices (detectors) that pemit the system
master or a local controller to obtain information
as to the trafic flow characteristics in the area
of the sensor. (see Detector. ) NEM limits the
meaning of ’’sensor” to the sensing element ofa
detector.

SENSORLOOP An electrical conductiramanged
to encompass a portion of the roadwayti provide
a zone of detection and designed in such a way
that the passage or presence of a vehicle in the
zone causes a decrease in the inductance of the
loop that can be sensed for detection pu~oses
(NEW).

SE~S-P~ h Type Ofelectrical intercon-
nection of four 6- x 6-ft (1.8- x 1.8-m) loops,
usually 9 ft (2. 7 m) apart and installed in a line
in one lane to give a 51 ft (15,3 m) length of
detection area. This interconnection scheme
gives a combined inductance close to optimum.

SERWCEAB~ CONFLIC~G CALL A call
which

A

B.

c.

Occurs on a conflicting phase not having the
right-of-way at the time the call is placed.

Occurs on a conflicting phase which is ca-
pable of responding to the call.

men occurring on a conflicting phase oper-
ating in an occupancy mode, remains pres-
ent untfi given its right-of-way (NEW).

S-m The outer covering or jacket over the
insula~d conductors to provide mechanical
protection for the conductors.

S~LF MOUNTED DETECTO~ Units that
have an enclosing case and, therefore, can be
located in the cab,net by placing them on a shelf.
They can shnd alone. Compare Rack Mounted
Detectors.

SH~D. A conductive material surrounding the —
twisted pnir(s) of wires in the lead-in cable of a
loop detector installation, so that outside electri-
cal intetierences wfll not induce noise onto the
twistid pair(s).

SHORTED TURN MODEb A shotied turn model
is a lossless shorted, single turn loop with a stie
and shape equal to the perimeter of the vehicle
located above the loop at the average vehicle
undercarriage height.

S~E-FB DETECTOR A vehicle detector with
its sensor located to one side of the roadway
(NEW), such as on a pole, rather than directly
over the roadway.

SMALL AREA DETECTOR A detectir intended
to detect vehicles at a spot location upstream of
the stopline. They may detect more than one
lane. The 6-x 6-ft (1.8-x 1.8-m) loop detector is
a prominent example. Mso, included are ultra-
sonic and radar units, whose detection areas
may be as long as 20 to 30 ft (6 h 9 m), because
the length of time the moving vehicle is in the
detection zone is not used in the intersection _,
control logic. This detector is also referred b as
a Point Detector.
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SO~C DE~CTOR A vehicle detector which
emits sound energy from a transducer at a high
frequency (one that is in the upper range of
human hearing) and that senses the reflection of
its energy from a vehicle in its field.

SOUND-SENSI- w~C~ DETECTOR A
detectar that responds to sound waves gener-
ated by the passage of a vehicle over the sufiace
of the sensor (NEW).

SPEEDANALYSW SYS~M A type ofhardware
assembly composed of two loop detectors and
auxflia~ logic. The two loops are in the same
lane, a precise distince apafi. A vehicle passing
over the loops produces two actuations. The
time intemd between the first and the second is
measured, and a speed is computed.

SP~HOVER An unwanted actwtioncaused by
a vehicle in a lane adjacent to the lane in which
the detector is located. men occurs where long
loops are used.

SPLICE BOX See Pull Box.

SPH~ A ditision of the cycle length allocated to
each of the various phases (normally expressed
in percent).

SPVD: See Self-Powered Vehicle Detector.

S~TCH DETECTOR See Extended Cdl De-
tector.

SYSTEM DETECTOR Detectors located to pro-
tide information to central control computers
selecting appropriate control pm~ams to meet
the traffic demands.

TAPESWTC~ A temporary detectirconsistingof
two strips of metal encased in a flat ribbon that
is temporally Mued to the roadway. When a
vehicles tire crosses the tapeswitch, the two
metal strips make contact closing an electrical
circnit.

~~~fi: Ayfittingusedfor makinga conven-
ient electrical connection.

TF: The UL designation for fmture tire, solid soft
copper conductor, insulated with thermoplastic.

TFF Same as TF, except has stranded copper
conductor.

~ Bufidingtire, plastic insulated, 90 ‘C, 600
volt, nylon jacketed.

~SHO~ Aminimmlevel ofpercent change
in inductance which occurs to produce an actua-
tion.

m Bufiding wire, plastic insulated, heat, flame,
and moisture resistant,75 ‘C.

~ Same as TRW with overall nylon jacket.

m =ADWAM The time separation between
vehicles approaching an intersection, measued
from the front of the lead vehicle to the front of
the trailing vehicle.

WFIC DETECTOR A device by which ve-
hicles, streetcars, buses, or pedestrians are
enabled to register their presence with a traffic.
actuated controller.

WFIC PHASE: Those right-of-way and clear-
ance internals in a cycle assigned to any inde-
pendent movemenffs) of traffic.

TBAFFIC-AC~ATED CO~O~RAS~M-
BLY: A controller assembly for supemisingthe
operation of tra~c control signals in accodance
with the va~ing demands oftrfic as registered
with the controller by detectors.

~FIC-ACTUA~D CO~OLLER See
Controller Assembly.

~~G Cm The vehicle behind the last car
upon gap-out a density controller. Gapout oc-
curs because the time headway between the last
car and trding car exceeds the allowable gap
imposed by the controller.

TRANSDUCER Asmsor that transmits energy to
the detection zone and inte~rets the signal
received from the detection zone (NEM&. A
device that is actuated by power from one sys-
tem and supplies power usually in anotherfom
to a second system.

Transmission L- See Lead-In Cable.
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~ The UL designation for thermoplastic insu-
lated wire for use in conduit and underwound
and wet locations. It is a common building tire
having a soft copper conductor, which maybe
either solid or stranded.

~~DP~ ~oinsdatedconductirs ttisted
together and coded.

TWO-CO~ ~GNE~C DE~CTO~ This de-
scribes a magnetic detector with two coils. This
detector is capable of sefing as a directional de-
tector.

~E 170 (179) CONTROLL~ One of the two
major types of traffic si~al controllers. Hard-
ware is standardtied with the actual control
being provided by specialties software. which
uses input from either loop detectors, magnetic
detectors, or magnetometers.

~ Underwriter’s Laboratories, Inc., is chartered
as a non-profit organtiation b maintain and
operate laboratories for the examination and
testing of devices, systems, and matetials rela-
tive to life, fire and casualty, hazards, and crime
preven-tion.

UL APPROWD A product that has been tested
and approved to Undemriter’s Laboratories
standards.

ULTRASO~C DETECTOR A detector that is
capable of sensing the passage or presence of a
vehicle through its field of omitted ultrasonic
energy (NEMA).

VARMLE NM ~TERV& A controller
desi~ feature which a~usts the duration of
initial interval for the number of vehicles in the
queue.

VE~C~ DETECTOR SYSTEM A system for
indicating the presence or passage of vehicles
(NEMA). See Detector System.

~~CLE STAND= A test unit that produces
a change in the loop inductance equivalent to a
conventional betican Sedan.

VE~CULARPHASE Atrafflc phase allocated to
vehicular trtilc.

mEO~G~GDE~CTORSYS~M ~S):
A detection system under development that ana-
lyzes a tideo image of an approach and by
pattern matching ident~les and classifies (per-
haps) vehicles in that apprOach. See alsO Wide
Aea Detection System.

VOL- DENSI~ CONTROLLER k actu-
ated controller which has a gap-redutilon factor
based on opposing phase vehicle time waiting.

VOLUME =TENSION MODE: A manner of
operation of a mtitiple detector design in which
the ~een is extended by heavy traffic operating
at a speed below the Design Speed. The speed is
so low that the extension is attributable to the
heavy volume. Compare with above.

WEIGH ~MO~ON (~): A system of detectors
and weighing detices that weigh vehicles whfle
they are in motion over the detectors.

~E -A DE~CTOR SYSTEM (WADS): A
developmental system using video interprets- ..—..
tion to protide detection over a wide area of an
approach. A micro-processor evaluates a video
image of the approach to determine the presence
of vehicles. Later developments are refereed to
as WDS.

~M See Weigh in Motion.

_ GAUGE See AWG.

WATERRLOCRED Impervious to water entrance
and mi~ations as a waterblocked lead-in cable
or waterblocked splices.

~. Cross-linked polyethylene insulated wire,
rated at 90 ‘C in dry, and 75 ‘C in wet locations.

YELLOW CHANGE ~~RVAL: The first inter-
val following the ~een right-of-way internal in
which the signal indication for that phase is
yellow (NEMA) indicating the imminent change
of right-of-way.

WLD CO~ See HOld.

ZONE OF DETECTION That area of the roadway —
within which a vehicle is be detectid by a vehicle
detector system (NEMA).
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